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Preface
Surface waves are one of the most obvious phenomena , almost constantly present
on the surface of any water basin , such as ponds , lakes, rivers, artificial reservoirs,
seas and oceans . The first studies on waves concentrated on the ideal, regular wave
forms and resulted in a formulation of basic principles of surface wave mechanics.
Regular waves can be considered only as a very crude approximation to real ocean
waves. Modern marine science and ocean engineering practice need a more realistic
representation of the ocean surface.
In the 1940s and '50s substantial progress in the theory of random functions and
mathematical statistics provided powerful mathematical tools for a description of
ocean waves as random phenomena . The first results of such studies were summarized
by Kinsman in his book published thirty years ago.
Recent advances in instrument design and in data handling have allowed sampling
of the ocean at rates and on scales hitherto inaccessible . Widespread use of high-speed
computers has provided theoreticians with powerful tools and has made possible great
improvement in the analysis of experimental data.
In the last three decades , numerous fundamental results were achieved and documented in hundreds of papers , distributed in many journals. However , at the same
time, only a few books dedicated totally or partly to wind -induced waves were published . Several books on wind waves were also published in Russia , but due to the
language barrier , these books are almost totally unknown among the Western scientific community. All published books fall into two distinct groups: those oriented
towards classic oceanography, and those of an engineering nature. However, at the
present time , the gap between oceanography, and coastal and ocean engineering, is
becoming narrower in the sense that the discoveries in oceanography are transmitted
almost immediately to practical applications in marine engineering.
The philosophy of the close link between ocean physics and ocean engineering
is adopted in this book, which offers a very comprehensive and updated discussion
of the fundamental scientific concepts of ocean wave mechanics and their practical
applications . It is hoped that the very broad picture of ocean waves , given in the
book , may provide some inspiration to new efforts and new solutions.
The book has two main objectives . The first is to provide a comprehensive review
of the present understanding of the physics of ocean waves and their statistical and
spectral description . The second objective is to provide a basic description of the

prediction models which can be used in ocean and coastal engineering , and in applied
oceanography.
In order to achieve both of these objectives, the evolution of the scientific efforts in
ocean wave physics during the last forty years is reviewed. Stochastic and probabilistic
terminology is introduced, and the basic statistical and spectral properties of ocean
waves are developed and discussed in detail.
Moreover, the book deals with practical prediction methods for waves in deep
ocean and coastal zones , in island archipelagoes and coral reefs . Simple as well as
very sophisticated methods are presented. The long-term evaluation of ocean wave
parameters for design purposes are given and measurement techniques , including
satellite applications and methods of wave data processing, are discussed.
This book is intended as a handbook for professionals and researchers in the
areas of ocean and coastal engineering , physical oceanography, applied physics and
as a useful book for graduate students in these fields. It should help bridge the gap
between general texts on mathematical statistics and random processes and more
descriptive texts on ocean engineering and oceanography.

The reader is assumed to have a working knowledge of calculus, and the analysis
of the time series as well. A basic knowledge of hydrodynamic concepts would be
helpful, although those subjects are reviewed shortly in the initial chapters of the
book.
While the fundamental concepts of ocean wave physics are given in great detail,
some advanced topics are only overviewed. However, an index and many cross references are provided in order to make the book more efficient as a handbook. The
book's structure can be summarized as follows:
Chapter 1 discusses the basic assumptions and approaches to the description of
ocean waves. The fundamentals of time series and spectra are discussed in detail.
Chapter 2 provides a brief description of the airflow over the ocean surface. This
is followed by a presentation of the basic wave generation models. In particular, the
various implementations to the classical Phillips-Miles model are considered. The
spectral representations of wave energy balance, which are extensively used in the
following chapters , are also discussed.
In Chapter 3 emphasis is placed on the various representation of ocean wave
spectra and their usefulness for engineering and oceanographic applications.
In Chapter 4 a comprehensive and updated overview of the statistical properties
of ocean waves is given. Topics include probability distributions for all surface wave
parameters, as well as wave-induced velocities and pressure. For the particular ocean
region (deep water, shallow water, surf zone etc.), corresponding wave statistics are
identified.
Chapter 5 deals with wave prediction methods in deep water. First, the basic
physical processes responsible for wave behaviour in the deep ocean are discussed.
Topics include atmospheric forcing, nonlinear interactions between spectral components and wave energy dissipation. This is followed by a presentation of various

ix
forecasting methods . Besides the sophisticated prediction methods of first, second
and third generation models, more simple empirical methods are also discussed.
Chapter 6 deals with ocean waves in finite water depth . The basic physical processes involved in wave motion include wave refraction , diffraction , reflection, nonlinear interactions and wave energy dissipation . As in Chapter 5 , wave prediction
methods are treated extensively.
Wave mechanics and wave forecasting techniques for island archipelagoes and coral
reefs are still rather poorly known. Chapter 7 presents the basic methods for the
evaluation of wind- induced waves in such environments . Emphasis is placed on the
transformation , scattering and dissipation processes at islands and coral reefs.
Chapter 8 focuses on the prediction of design wave parameters using long-term
statistics principles . First, the available visual observations and instrumental data are
reviewed, and then the probability densities for extreme values are discussed. Some
information on the 'geography ' of extreme waves is also given.
Chapter 9 overviews wave measurement techniques and methods for wave data
processing. Satellite wave detection techniques , as well as the more traditional techniques (wave staffs, wave buoys etc.), are discussed.

A large list of references, symbols and notation , as well as subject and author
indexes are included in the book . For convenience, the titles of non-English papers
are given in the original transcript , as well as in the English translation.
I apologize for the inevitable errors which may occur in this book , despite my
efforts to eliminate them. Please bring these errors to my attention.
I would like to express my thanks to the Australian Institute of Marine Science
for support during the preparation of this book . I also wish to acknowledge the
stimulating discussions provided by many colleagues and members of the staff of
the Institute . Thanks are also due to Christine Cansfield- Smith for accurate proofreading, and to Bartosz Massel and Steve Clarke who worked on the figures.
I thank Dr Tom Hardy ( JCU) and Dr Derek Burrage (AIMS) for their review of
chapters and invaluable suggestions.
I am especially grateful to my wife , Barbara, for her accurate and patient word
processing, and for her support during the writing.

Townsville, August 1995

Stanislaw R. Massel
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Waves in the ocean and their significance
Ocean water is permanently subjected to the external forces of nature, which dictate
what types of waves can be induced in the ocean. The most obvious cause of surface
waves is an action of wind. The ancient Greeks were well aware of interaction between
the atmosphere and sea surface. Aristotle (384-322 BC) realized that wind acting on
the sea surface plays a very important role in the development of waves. Pliny (AD
23-79) observed that oil poured upon waves calms them. From the time of Aristotle
to the Renaissance of science in the 'Golden Age of Discovery' in the late fifteenth
century, very little progress was made towards an understanding of the generation
and growth of waves. It was not until well into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
that more fundamental knowledge of what caused waves and how they behaved was
accumulated.
In general, five basic types of ocean waves can be distinguished: sound, capillary,
gravity, internal and planetary waves. Sound waves are due to water compressibility,
which is, in fact, very small. Gravity forces, acting on water particles displaced from
equilibrium at the ocean surface or at an internal geopotential surface in a stratified
fluid, induce gravity waves (surface or internal). At the contact surface between
air and water, the combination of the turbulent wind and surface tension gives rise
to short, high frequency capillary waves. On the other hand, very slow, large-scale
planetary or Rossby waves are induced by the variation of the equilibrium potential
vorticity, due to changes in depth or latitude. All of the above wave types can occur
together, producing more complicated patterns of oscillations.
The frequency range associated with external forces is very wide and ocean surface
response occupies an extraordinary broad range of wave lengths and periods, from
capillary waves, with periods of less than a second, through wind-induced waves and
swell with periods of the order of a few seconds, to tidal oscillations with periods
of the order of several hours and days. In Fig. 1.1 and in Table 1.1, the schematic
representation of energy contained in the surface waves, and the physical mechanisms
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Figure 1.1: Schematic distribution of wave energy in frequencies.
generating these waves, are listed. The Figure gives some impression of the relative
importance of various kinds of surface oscillations, but does not necessarily reflect the
actual energy content.
For engineering activity in the sea, gravity waves are of the greatest importance,
as the influence of wind-induced waves on engineering structures is most sensible
and hostile. Marine structures must be designed to sustain the forces and velocities
induced by these waves. A thorough understanding of the interaction of waves with
offshore structures has now become a vital factor in the safe and economical design of
such structures. The calculation procedures needed to establish the structural loading
generally involve the following steps in which knowledge on the surface waves is
essential: a) establishing the wave climate in the vicinity of a structure, b) estimating
design wave conditions for the structure, and c) selecting and applying a wave theory
to determine the hydrodynamic loading on the structure.
The role of waves in coastal marine environment can not be overestimated. Waves
approaching the shoreline break and dissipate their energy on beaches. Storm and
cyclone waves impose large forces on natural coastal and man made structures. Long-
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Table 1.1: Waves, physical mechanisms , and periods.
Physical mechanism

Periods

Capillary waves

Surface tension

< 10- s

Wind waves

Wind shear, gravity

< 15 s

Swell

Wind waves

< 30 s

Wave type

Surf beat

Wave groups

Seiche
Harbour resonance

Wind variation
Surf beat

Tsunami
Storm surges

Earthquake
Wind stresses and atmospheric
pressure variation
Gravitational action of the moon
and sun, earth rotation

Tides

1 - 5 min

2 - 40 min
2 - 40 min
10 min - 2 h
1 - 3 days

12 - 24 h

shore currents transport sediments and create areas of erosion and accumulation.
Knowledge of wave motion and the sediment budget provides the key to the proper
selection of protecting structures and methods of shoreline stabilization. Our present
understanding of these processes is still not adequate to develop effective management
plans or engineering designs which are today subjected to very stringent requirements
to minimize their impact on the environment.
Other types of ocean waves which either play a smaller role in ocean and coastal
engineering or my have been treated in other books are not included here. In particular, for a systematic review of planetary waves, tides and storm surges, internal waves
and coastal trapped waves I refer the reader to the books by Phillips (1977), LeBlond
and Mysak (1978), Pedlosky (1979), Efimov (1985), and Monin and Krasitskii (1985).

1.2 Basic assumptions on seawater and wave motion
1.2.1 Continuous fluid and water particle concept
Prior to introducing the basic concepts on fluids and fluid motion, we will adopt the
rectangular coordinate system O(x, y, z) or O(xi, z); i = 1, 2. The origin of the system
is at the mean sea surface. The axes x and y are horizontal. The z axis is directed
opposite to the force of gravity.
One of the most important physical principles of hydrodynamics is that the fluid
is continuous. By continuous fluid in continuous motion, we mean that the velocity
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iii is everywhere finite and continuous while its space derivatives of the first order are
finite (but not necessarily continuous ). Thus , any closed surface S which moves with
the fluid, permanently and completely separates the fluid matter inside S from that

outside. The fluid can be treated as continuous when the flow past an obstacle of the
dimension A which is much larger than the average free path of the molecule to (for
water lo .:: 3.

10'10m ).

The rate
(

ALO

) is known as the Knudsen number (Kn). If:

the fluid can be treated as continuous (Puzyrewski and Sawicki, 1987).
With regard to continuous fluid, we can define a fluid particle as consisting of the
fluid contained within an infinitesimal volume, that is to say, a volume whose size may
be considered so small that for the particular purpose in hand its linear dimensions
are negligible. We can then treat a fluid particle as a geometrical point.

1.2.2 Properties of seawater and its motion
In general, the equation of motion for the fluid particle depends on the physical
properties of the fluid and motion itself. In order to render the subject amenable to
exact mathematical treatment, we examine some physical and chemical properties of
seawater and simplifying assumptions on the medium and its motion, i.e.:

(a) water is an inviscid fluid
An inviscid fluid is a continuous fluid which can exert no shearing stress. However,
real fluids do have viscosity which creates stresses and additional dissipations within
the fluid. Thus:
du
r""=µd,
where f is tangential stress, u = (u, v, w) is fluid velocity vector, is denotes vector
normal to vector u, and µ is coefficient of viscosity of the fluid. Sometimes for
convenience, we will represent the vector u as u = (ui, w; i = 1, 2); therefore ul =
U, u2 = v. Thus, for the inviscid fluid:
T=0 or µ=0 when u"# (1.3)
in which 0 = (0, 0, 0). To justify the identity (1.3), we adopt the differential length
pUL
scale L in which the velocity varies in magnitude by U. The ratio Re =
µ
(the Reynolds number) represents the relative magnitudes of the inertial and viscous
terms. In many oceanic motions, the Reynolds number is very large. Thus, the viscous
influence is often quite negligible over most of the field of motion. The viscous forces
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are important only in narrow regions of the flow, where the local inertial and viscous
forces are comparable. In the ocean, the interfacial layer between the air and the
water, as well as the bottom boundary layer are such regions. The thickness 6 of the
1.
surface boundary layer is of the order 6 \2v/ 2, where w is a wave frequency, and
v is kinematic coefficient of viscosity (for water v 1.2 • 10- 6m2s'1 ). For typical
ocean wave frequencies, the thickness 6 - 0.001m. For the boundary layer near the
natural sea bottom, the eddy viscosity is much higher (- 100v). The thickness of the
boundary layer is then about 0.1 in, which is still quite small. Therefore, the boundary
layer regions are but a very small fraction of a fluid volume, and the influence of the
molecular viscosity on the wave motion can be neglected.

(b) water is an incompressible fluid
The compressibility of water is rather small and the Young 's modulus is of order
E 3.05.108N m-2 (Dera, 1992 ). As the typical velocity of seawater is much smaller
than the speed of sound , the very small water compressibility has no influence on water
motion . Therefore , the equation of continuity for the homogeneous incompressible
fluid becomes ( Milne-Thomson , 1960):
diva= ° ii

au

=

19V aw

ax+ay +az'

where:

a a a_
a y j+ azk.

axi+

In general , vector ii represents the sum of the current and wave velocities.

(c) seawater salinity and density
Seawater is not a pure water . It contains salts, dissolved organic substances,
and mineral and organic suspended matter . The relatively constant composition of
the main constituents of sea salt has made it possible to introduce a single parameter
defining the salt concentration in seawater . This is known as salinity ( S). The salinity
of ocean water is close to 35 parts/million . In semi-closed seas, where evaporation
exceeds precipitation , the salinity may be higher than in the oceans (for example, 42
parts/million in the Red Sea). On the other hand , in cold , semi-closed seas, like the
Baltic, the salinity is very low due to inflowing rivers (7-8 parts / million).
The density of seawater is usually derived from the International Equation of
State for Sea Water ( Dera, 1992). This equation is valid for salinity S from 0 to
42 parts /million, temperature T from - 2 to 40°C and of pressure p from 0 to 1000
bars . For example , for S = 0, T = 5, p = 0 (atmospheric pressure ), the density p =
999.966kg• m-3, while for S = 35, T = 25 , p = 0, the density p = 1023 . 343kg • m-3.
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The density of seawater and its distribution in the water column determines the hydrostatic stability of water masses and influences sound propagation and turbulence.
However, the influence of density on surface waves is negligible, except perhaps for
the stage of wave generation under wind action (see Chapter 2).

(d) motion is irrotational
This means that the individual elementary particles of the fluid do not rotate.
The mathematical expression of this is:
rot ii = curl u = V x u = 0, (1.6)
When the vorticity is different from zero, the motion is defined as rotational. As
indicated above, in many oceanic motions the influence of the viscous terms is quite
negligible. In this event, the Lagrange theorem (Kochin et al., 1963) indicates that
if, at some initial instant, the vorticity vanishes everywhere in the field of flow, the
motion is irrotational. This remains so in the absence of viscous effects. The consequence of Eq. (1.6) is that the velocity ii can be represented as the gradient of a
scalar function, the velocity potential ':
u

=

v4>;

(1.7)

then, in virtue of the continuity equation (1.4), the potential obeys the Laplace
equation:

div(vy) - v2^ =

a2,p a24> a2^

axe +

a y22

+ 9.2

(1.8)

1.3 Methods of description of random waves
1.3.1 A brief orientation
In looking at ocean surface waves one notices both their randomness and their quasiregularity. The wave profile changes constantly with time and in a random fashion.
Consequently, the properties of waves are not readily defined on a wave-by-wave basis.
As the fundamental property of surface waves, induced by wind, is their irregularity, the prediction of wave parameters can be achieved only through stochastic
analysis of the sea surface, which span three basic domains: time, frequency, and
probability (see Fig. 1.2).
In the time domain, the auto or cross-correlation functions are evaluated from
measured wave records. The autocorrelation function is a measure of the connection
between the two values j(t) and j(t + r) of the random variable 77. From the time
series of a given quantity, i.e. surface elevation, orbital velocity or pressure, the first
statistical moments can be calculated in the straightforward manner. An interesting
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Figure 1.2: Methods of processing of random wave data.

application of the time domain approach for the evaluation of maxima of surface
displacements is discussed in Section 4.2.3.
Frequency analysis deals mainly with an evaluation of the distribution of wave
energy (potential or kinetic) among various frequencies and directions. There are two
main methods for the development of frequency spectrum. The traditional method
is based on the Fourier Transform of the correlation function. The theoretical background of this transformation is provided by the Wiener-Khinchine theorem. The
transformation of the autocorrelation function gives the spectral density function of
the particular variable, and the transformation of cross-correlation function results
in cross-spectral density function, which is a complex function. The real part of the
cross-spectral function is called the co-spectrum and the imaginary part is called the
quadrature spectrum. A more general spectral representation of surface waves is obtained when the frequency, as well the directional energy distribution, is taken into
account. The resulting spectrum is called the frequency-directional spectrum.
The second method is based on the straightforward transferring of the time series
into its Fourier components. This technique, known as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),
was first introduced in a new form by Cooley and Tukey (1965). It reduces the
number of calculations from a number proportional to n2 (n is a number of samples)
to a number approximately proportional to n log n and has revolutionized the spectral
analysis of time series.
If waves are propagating in an inhomogeneous medium, the wave spectrum varies
in time and space. This is mainly due to the interaction of waves with the wind field
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over the sea, varying currents and water depth. The slow evolution of spectral energy
is described by the radiative transfer equation (or transport equation or the kinetic
equation).
In the probability domain, the particular wave parameters, e.g. ordinate of surface
displacement at a given time , wave amplitude , wave height , wave period , etc. are considered as elementary random events. The probability approach is easy to understand
when we are dealing with digitized data. The digitized data of a particular parameter
form a set of random realizations of a random variable , when the time sequence of the
parameter is exterminated. The final results in this approach are expressed in terms
of probability density functions, distribution functions and statistical moments.
The simplest statistics are obtain when one assumes that the observed wave field is
a result of a linear superposition of a large number of dynamically independent waves.
This is the basis of the Gaussian model, in which two first moments are sufficient for
the complete statistical description of the wave field. However, in the real ocean, due
to nonlinear interaction between spectral harmonics and energy dissipation processes,
a substantial departure from the Gaussian model is observed. Ocean waves should
be treated in many cases as examples of the non-Gaussian stochastic processes.

1.3.2 Basic definitions and concepts of time series analysis
Let us begin with an ensemble of k wave records {Sk(t)} taken under identical macroscopic conditions, i.e.: position on the ocean surface, water depth, mean wind velocity, air-sea temperature, etc. Even under identical conditions, we cannot expect
that these wave records will be identical or even closely similar in detail. The family
{(k(t)} represents k realizations of the stochastic process S(t). For a given k, C(t) is
a function of time t, while when t = t1, (k(t) is a random variable.
Stochastic processes may belong to one of three categories: a) stationary and
ergodic, b) stationary, and c) non-stationary.
Random process (or random function) is stationary in the wide sense if:
E [S(t)] = ( = coast,

K(ti, t2 ) = K(ti - t2) = E [( (ti) C (t2)] = K(T), T = t1 - t2,

(1.10)

in which E[ ] denotes the mean of S and K( ) is an autocorrelation function. Strictly,
a random process is stationary if all statistical moments are translationally invariant.
These two definitions of stationarity coincide when Cis a Gaussian, in which case all
the statistics of ( are completely determined by the first and second moments. This
strict definition is often relaxed and stationarity in wide sense is assumed.
In general, using the ensemble of wave records {(k(t)}, we can develop any function
of (, say F, to give F {(k(t)}. To be more specific, we select time t = tl in the family
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{(k(t)}. When F is the ( value itself, then averaging F {(k(tl)} over k results in the
ensemble mean of the process at t = t1i i.e.:
E[F

{ (k( tl ) }] k

= E[(k(tl )]k =

PM- -

Ek==1 Ck(tl)

N

The condition N -+ oo is only conceptual since in practice N is always finite.
When F { (k(tl)} - [(k(tl)]2, then averaging F {(k(t1 )} over kleads to the variance
att

=t1:

E[F { (k (t l )}] k

= E

{[

(

k ( t l )]2} k =

li mo

Ek 1 [[Ck(tl)]2

.

(1 . 12 )

Let us now define F as:
1 if a<(k(t1)<b
F {( k (t 1 )} _

( 1 . 13 )
0 otherwise

Averaging over the ensemble E[F {(k(tl)}]k can be interpreted as the ensemble probability that (k(tl) falls on the interval from a to b at t = t1.
Repetition of the above averaging for the different times helps us to obtain the
different numerical values for the statistics. However, the repeated observations technique which provides us with an ensemble of k wave records can be attained in
laboratory wave tanks, but is inapplicable to observations of wave phenomena in field
experiments. To overcome these difficulties, the ergodic theorem is usually invoked.
This allows the ensemble averages to be replaced with time averages.

The ergodic theorem states that (Kinsman, 1965):
if ((t) is an ergodic stationary random function, then the statistics obtained by
ensemble averages at a given time t = t. are identical to the corresponding statistics
computed by the time averaging.for any given realization k = k..
Hence, the ergodic stationary process should satisfy the following equality:

E[F {(k(t = t*)}]k =

"M EN 1 F {(k(t = t*)} = E[F {(k

N

N-oo

=k.(t)}]t =

T

Tlmo

r
k.(t)} dt.
2T J-T F { (k=

(1.14)

We can say that, while stationary processes are a limited subset of random processes,
ergodic processes in their turn are an even more limited subset of stationary processes.
The significance of the ergodic theorem is that it enables us to develop the statistics of the process ((t) using one, sufficiently long realization. However, it is never
possible to demonstrate ergodicity for ocean waves since experiments cannot be exactly repeated in the ocean as they can in the laboratory.
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It can be shown that for a stationary wave process ((t) to be ergodic it is sufficient
that its autocorrelation function K(r) satisfies the following condition (Tikhonov,
1966):
K(T)=0

at

(1.15)

T --+oo.

Let us now demonstrate the applicability of the ergodic theorem and condition (1.15)
for a simple process . We assume that we have an ensemble of records of a process
{(k(t)} = zk . This means, that for a particular k, the process (k(t) is constant and
equal zk . It is clear that process is stationary. For any chosen time t , any statistic, for
example the mean , calculated across the ensemble gives the same number . However,
when any single record (k=k. (t) is chosen at random and its time average calculated
(Kinsman , 1965):
1
E[(k= k.(t )] t

= T-oo
li m

2T

T
fT

(k=k.(t )

dt,

(1.16)

then , it is obvious that:

E[(k(t = t« )] k # E[(k=k. (t)]t.

(1.17)

Hence, this extremely simple process is stationary, but not ergodic.
tion ( 1.15) is clearly not satisfied as:
K(T)=E ](k=k.(t)(k=k. (t+T)]=TIn 2T-T zk.dt=zk..

The condi-

(1.18)

In the following we assume that the ergodic property holds for the stochastic process
discussed in this text. Therefore, a single record ((t) will be used instead of an
ensemble of records {(k(t)}.
1.3.3 Fundamentals of spectral description of ocean waves
1.3.3.1 Deterministic description of wave train
Let us begin with the deterministic description of a wave train observed at some point
P(x, y). The deterministic description is a natural starting point for the development
of random models which will be given later. The profile of a wave traveling at an
angle a to the x axis may be presented as:
((x,y,t)=acos [k(xcose+ysin e)-wt +gyp],

(1.19)

in which h is a water depth, W is a phase shift and k is a wave number related to
wave frequency w by the dispersion relation:
w2 = gk, tanh(kh),

(1.20)
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Figure 1.3: Superposition of spectral components and resulting spectrum.
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The simplest and the most natural representation of the confused sea surface would
be the linear superposition of many wave harmonics traveling in various directions.
A simple illustration of such a superposition is given in Fig. 1.3, where 13 elementary components sum to form a final wave profile. Thus, using Eq. (1.19), the wave
profile may be written as:
I=N

at cos [kl(x cos

((x, y, t) _

ei + y sin e1) - wit + wl] .

(1.21)

1=1

The direction el and phase W1 cover the range - ir, x, and wave amplitudes and
frequencies are from the range 0 < at < oo and 0 < wl < oo.

The integral version of this would be:
((x,y,t)=2

1

7r a(w, a ) cos [k (x cos e + ysin e ) - wt +w]dwde,
00 I -"

(1.22)

under the assumption that (Borgman, 1972):
N
a(w, e) = 1 at 6(w - wl)5(e - 61),
2 1=1

(1.23)

where 6( ) denotes Dirac delta function (Lighthill, 1975).
Using Euler's identity:
(1.24)

cos a = 2 [exp(ia) + exp(-ia)],
we rewrite Eq. (1.22) in the form:
((x, y, t) = f f

n

a(w, 6) exp [icp(w, e)] exp [ik(x cos e + y sin e) - wt] dwde.(1.25)

Let us define the cumulative function:
A(w, 6) = f f a(w', e') exp [i (w', e')] dw'de'.
W e

( 1.26)

Then , Eq. (1.25 ) becomes:
((x, y, t) =

f

. fn

exp [i (k • 1 - wt )] dA(w, 6 ),

( 1.27)

where dA(we ) is a differential element in the two -dimensional space (w, e), k is a
two-dimensional vector (k cos e, k sin e ) and i is the vector (x, y).
For later convenience it will be useful to express Eq. (1.27 ) as a Fourier transform
in three dimensions , (x, y, t). Thus, we define:
u = k cos e, v = k. sine,

w = -w,

(1.28)
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and
ru
A(u, v, w) =

rv

J 00J00 0

w

a(u , v', w')dw'dv'du',

(1.29)

in which:
a(u, v, w) = A(w, O) 6 [Iwo - (gk tanh(kh))1/2J.

(1.30)

Using Eq. (1.28), the fEq. (1.27) may be rewritten as:
((x, y, t) =

J 00 J 00ooJooWexp [i(ux + vy + wt)] dA(u, v, w).

(1.31)

Due to the restriction Eq. (1.30) imposed on frequency w and wave number k, a triple
integral in Eq. (1.31) is in fact a double integral only.
The advantage of the integral representation (1.31) is that it makes application of
the technique of Fourier integrals possible. This means that for given measurements of
((x, y, t) over the (x, y, t) space, the function a(u, v, w) can be computed in principle
by an inverse Fourier transform. It can be seen from Eq. (1.30) that a(u, v, w) has
nonzero values only when (u, v, w) satisfy the dispersion relation (1.20).
1.3.3.2 Second-order stochastic process
The representation (1.31) is quite general but still a deterministic one. We will use it
now for evaluation of the random wave model. We assume that (( t) is a stationary
ergodic process satisfying the conditions (1.9) and (1.10). Without loosing generality
we can say that C = 0. Under the above assumptions there exists stochastic process
A(u, v, w), such that the process C(x, y, t) has the representation (Yaglom, 1962):
((x, y, t) =

J J J 00 exp [i(ux + vy + wt)] dA (u, v, w ).

(1.32)

00 00

A three-dimensional stochastic process A(u, v, w) possesses uncorrelated increments
which means that differences [A(u", v", w") - A(u , v', w')] for (u", v", w") and (u', v'w')
within a given cube in (u, v, w) space are uncorrelated with differences within any
other non-overlapping cube.
The integrals (1.31) and (1.32) look similar, but they are significantly different.
The former representation is a deterministic integral, while the latter is a representation of random function and should be defined by probabilistic limits.
The general representation given by Eq. (1.32) depends only on the assumption
that process ((x, y, t) is ergodic and conditions (1.9) and (1.10) are valid. It also
is important to note that this representation exists without assuming that the sea
surface is composed of a superposition of linear waves. If we assume for a moment
that linear theory is approximately correct, we should impose a restriction on wave
number k and wave frequency w expressed by the dispersion relation:
w2 = w2 = g (u2 + v2)112 tanh [(u2 + v2)1/2 hl . (1.33)
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The dA( u, v, w) is zero whenever the above relation is not satisfied . Now, the parameters ( u, v, w) can be replaced by the two parameters (w, 8), or alternatively by
k = (u, v). Thus, Eq. (1.32) becomes the Fourier-Stjeltjes integral representation in
space (w, 8) or ( kx, ky):
((x, y, t) =

J J'

exp [i (k • a - wt )] dA (w, 6) ,

( 1.34)

or: f
= f00
((x, y, t)

(1.35)
[i (k i - wt)] dB (k) .
moo
o
f
The models implied by Eqs. (1 . 34) and ( 1.35) permit both random phases and random
amplitudes.
By definition , the cross-correlation function K(X,Y,r) is:
K(X,Y,T ) = E[((x,y,t )(*(x+X,y+Y,t+r)]=

f

00 00 W r

00

0o

J_` J x E {exp [i(ux + vy) - iwt] •
a

exp [-i [u'(x + X) + V '(Y + Y)] + iw'(t + T)].
( 1.36)

dA(w, 8 ) dA*(c.i , 8')},

in which (*) denotes the conjugate of the complex variable. The dA(w, 8) = dA(w, 8)
and dA* (w', 8') = dA* (w', 8') and these are uncorrelated unless u = u', v = v' and
w = w'. Using the fact that variance of ((x, y, t) is finite, it can be shown that
(Yaglom , 1962):
E [dA(w, 0) dA*(w', 0')] = S(w, 8) 6(w - w')6(8 - 8')dwdw'd8d8 ',

( 1.37)

in which S (w, 8) is a two-dimensional spectral density function of surface waves.
Using Eq . ( 1.37) and the known relation (Lighthill , 1975):
00
(1.38)
J-^ f (y) 6(x - y)dy = f (x),

we obtain from Eq . ( 1.36):
00
K(X, Y, r) =

J

n

r00 f
rW

exp [i (uX + vY + wr)] S(w, 8)dwd8 =

exp [i (k'. • X + wr)] S(w,8)dwd8,

(1.39)

where X? = (X,Y).
In a similar way, from Eq . ( 1.35) we have:
K(X, Y, r) = f foo exp [i

(k • X' + wr )]

00 .

in which '

lk) is

a wave number spectrum.

(k) dkxdky,

(1.40)
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1.3.3.3 Wiener-Khinchine Theorem

Let us now consider wave observation at a single point P(x) y); thus X = Y = 0.
Expression (1.39) becomes the autocorrelation function:
K(r) =
00 fi

r

(1.41)

or:
K(r) = f

00

S(w)e,wTdw,

(1.42)

in which:
S(w) = f

S(w, 9)d6.

(1.43)

A

The S(w) is a frequency spectral density function or frequency spectrum of the ocean
surface . It represents the distribution of wave energy in the frequency domain . Hence,
the variance of surface waves is:
2
K(0) =
E [(2] = aS =

oo

00

00

f r S(w, 6)dwd9 = f S(w)d..

(1.44)

By taking the inverse Fourier
transform , we have:
f
2x f K( r)e-'"'Tdr.
S(W)=-

(1.45)

Sometimes the function S(w) is called the symmetric function , as S(w )
This spectrum is usually used in theoretical considerations.

In experimental practice, the so called no spectrum S(w) is used. It
can be seen from Eqs. (1.42) and (1.45) that for ergodic stationary real random process ((t) with zero mean, the spectral density function S(w) and the autocorrelation
function K(r) are a Fourier transform pair. This is called the Wiener-Khinchine Theorem, which was proved independently by Wiener in. the United States and Khinchine
in the Soviet Union in the early 1930s.
A few specific examples of autocorrelation functions K(r) and spectral density
functions S(w) are given in Tables 1.2 and 1.3. For most processes, K(T) 1 00.
The decay time which characterize this behaviour is often called correlation scale.
For example, from Table 1.2 follows that a Markov process has the autocorrelation
function as:
K(r)=Koexpl-lo

(1.46)

in which ro is the correlation scale. Hence, r = ro when K^ = e-1 -_ 0.368.
Taking the limit ro -* 0 in Eq. (1.46) gives the autocorrelation of a white noise
random process (see Table 1.2).
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Table 1.2: Autocorrelation functions.
K(r) = S(w) e"-dw

Process
Analytical expression

White noise

Graphical representation

Ko b(T)

1

sin "TO)
Finite-band

Ko
10

white noise

Gaussian

0

Ko exp ( -a-r2)

0

Markov

Ko exp (- 10 )
ti

Cosinusoidal
signal with
random phase

Ko cos (wor)
VVVVIVVVV ti
0
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Table 1. 3: Spectral density functions.
1 00
S(w) _ - K(,
x -

Analytical expression

-dr

Graphical representation
-o

K0
7r

+

0

1w1

< -r6-1

0 f o r IwI

> ,r 1

Kor0 for

o

co

1/T,

K0

wa

exp -a 4a

0

co

0

co

2Ko To
n 11 +

too
Ko [6(w - wo) + 6(w + wo)]
w
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The autocorrelation function K(r) for surface elevation ((t) is a real and even
function, i.e. K(T) = K(-T). Therefore, the spectral density S(w) is also a real and
even function , and Eqs . (1.42)) and (1.45) can be written as follows:

00

m

K( T ) = f

00

S(w)e"'TdT = 2

jo

(W)cos(wr)dw, (1.47)

and
00
S(W)

=

27r

f

1

ooK(T) e-"'TdT = !

00

J

K(r)cos(wT)dT.

We define non-symmetric spectrum S(W) as:
(1.49)

S(w) = 2S(w).
Therefore, Eqs. (1 . 47) and ( 1.48) take the form:
K(T) =

I0

(1.50)

S(w) cos (wr)dw,

and

2

1 00

(1.51)

K( r)cos (wr)dr.

S(W) =
7f

The Eqs. (1.50) and (1.51) are frequently used in the applications.
Let us consider now the wave number spectrum %i (k'). From Eq. (1.40) we have:
00f00
K(r) = f

e74/T

(k) dkx dky = f f

e "'T 'F (k, 8) kdkd8,

(1.52)

in which k=lkklandX=Y=0.
3

In deep water, the dispersion relation (1.20) becomes w2 = gk and kdk = 2 w2 dw.
9
After substituting this into Eq . ( 1.52) we obtain:

e;'.,T

K(T)

{ ___q,
2(k, 8) Ik

}

dwd8 .

(1.53)

Now Eq. (1.53) can be compared with Eq. (1.41), i.e.:
3

S(w, 8) = 292 IF (k, 8) ,

(1.54)

and
S(w) = 2g23 f IF (k, 8) d8.
n

(1.55)

Thus, the frequency spectrum S(w) represents an integral over the wave number
spectrum W(k, 0) for all directions 8, when k is constant and equals w2/g.
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1.3.3.4 Cross-spectral density function
The above definitions can be immediately extended to a set of two random processes,
simultaneously recorded at the same point or at two different points. As an example,
we will first consider the surface elevation ((t) and the horizontal component of orbital
velocity u(t) recorded at point P(0, 0). Using the linear wave theory we express
velocity u(t) as corresponding to surface elevation ((t), given by Eq. (1.34), i.e.:

u(0, 0, t

I gk,cos6 cosh k(z+h)

00

) = f. f , w

cosh k h

exp (-iwt) dA(w, 6),

(1.56)

in which z is a level at which velocity u is recorded.
The cross-correlation function K(u(r) takes the form:
gk' cos e'
K(u(r) = E [((t) u(t + r )]

= L oo L ao [0 f-

E {exp [i(w' - w) + iw'T]} E (dA(w, 9)dA*(w', 9')} .

(1.57)

Using similar arguments to the above we can rewrite Eq. (1.57) as:
K(u(r) = {j r

gk cos 9 (w, e)de} e'" Tdw.

(1.58)

Defining S(u(w) as:

gk cos 6

S(u(w)

S(w, 9)d9,

(1.59)

the Wiener-Khinchine theorem yields:
00
K(u(r) = f00 S(u(w)

T

(1.60)

and

1 00
S(u(w) =

2^r

oo

K(u(r)e-"'Tdr.

(1.61)

In general S(u(w) is a complex function, i.e.:
S(u(w) = CCU (LO) + i Q(u( w),

(1.62)

in which the real part C(u(w) is referred to as the co-spectrum, while the imaginary
part Q(u(w) is referred to as the quadrature spectrum . The amplitude spectrum of
S(u(w) becomes:
SCU(w) = [C(UP)?
+ IQ(.(-)?,

(1.63)
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and the phase spectrum is given by:
1/2

(1.64)

cO(w) - tan-i
C(u (w) l
{ Qct)

The various properties of the co-and quadrature spectra can be found elsewhere (for
example, Bendat and Piersol, 1986; Ochi, 1990)
The two-dimensional spectrum of surface waves S(w, 8) is commonly represented
as a product of a frequency spectrum S(w) and directional spreading function D(8; w),
i.e.:

(1.65)

S(w, 8) = S(w) D(e; w).

Function D(8;w) will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.
After substituting Eq. (1.65) into Eq. (1.58) and using Eq. (1.62), we obtain:
n
CSu(w) = kS(w) f rD(8;w)cosed8

(1.66)
Q(u(w) = 0

The vanishing of the quadrature spectrum QS„(w) is a consequence of the assumption
that sea surface oscillation ((t) and wave-induced horizontal velocity u (t) are given
in the same point and that there is no time delay between them.
We now consider the case when surface elevation is simultaneously recorded in
two points , i.e. point P(x, y,) and P1 (x + X, y + Y ). Eq. (1.39 ) for cross-correlation
function yields: f
K (X, Y,

T)

=

J 0 J 'r exp { ikd cos (O - 0o) + iwT } S(w, 9)dwdO,

in which d = X 2
_
+Y2 and tan -10o =

Y
X.

(1.67)

Now the Wiener-Khinchine theorem

yields: .
S(w, B; d, Bo) = f

exp [ikd cos (B - Bo)] S(w, 9)dwd9.

(1.68)

Using the identity (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1975):
exp [ikd cos (9 - Bo)] = > Em 2mJ,,,(k d) cos m(B - Bo),
m=o

(1.69)

(co = 1 and em = 2 (m > 1); Jm(x) is a first kind of Bessel function of m order)
and separating the real and imaginary parts we obtain co-spectrum C(w; d, Bo) and
quadrature spectrum Q (w; d, Bo) in the form:
00

C(w; d, Bo) = Jo(kd) + 2 E ( -1)m J2m( kd) cos [2m (B - Bo)],

(1.70)

M=1

and
Q(w; d, Bo) = 2 E
co (-1)m J2m+i( kd) cos [( 2m + 1) (0 - Bo)] .
M=0

(1.71)

Chapter 2

Generation of Waves by Wind
2.1 Introduction
At the initial stage of wave generation, the turbulent fluctuations of the atmospheric
pressure induce small waves, of almost regular form, called capillary waves. These
waves are usually unstable and attenuate, due to surface tension, when the wind
calms. When wind velocity increases, waves grow and gravity forces are sufficient
to support the wave motion. Wave growth is not infinite; when waves reach their
limiting steepness (about 1/7 in deep water), they break in the form of white caps or
spilling or plunging breakers (Massel, 1989; Banner and Peregrine, 1993).
Knowledge on the mechanisms of generation, interaction and decay of ocean waves
has been accumulated during the last 70 years. However, modern understanding of
the dynamic processes involved has developed only within the last 40 years. The
starting points of contemporary wave generation models are the pressure fluctuations
and variations in shear stresses at the water surface, associated with the airflow over
the waves. Hence, prior to a discussion of particular wave generation models, basic
information on physics of the air boundary layer above the sea surface and on the
similarity laws for wind-induced waves will be provided.
The key technique of the analysis of the air boundary layer is the formulation
of the similarity laws for drag coefficient C. and roughness length zo. Although the
initial set of defining parameters comprises many variables, substantial simplifications
are possible for some typical atmospheric flows, such as the smooth wind flow over
sea surfaces, and fully rough flow. Furthermore, as was shown by Kitaigorodskii
(1962), the similarity approach can also be applied to provide the first insight into
a problem of an evolution of the wind wave spectra in time and space. Pierson and
Moskowitz (1964) and Hasselmann et al. (1973) successfully used the Kitaigorodskii
(1962) similarity arguments to analyse experimental data from their field experiments
in the Atlantic Ocean and the North Sea, respectively.

The second purpose of this Chapter is to discuss the present wave generation
models. In spite of the clear connection between wind and waves, and a long history
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of theoretical efforts, only in the 1950s and 60s was a basic understanding of the
mechanisms of wind-wave generation acquired. In 1956 Ursell, in his review of actual
wind-wave generation theories, concluded that all available theories were grossly inadequate to account for observations (Ursell, 1956). One year later, the independent and
complementary works of Phillips (1957) and Miles (1957) provided the cornerstones
on which now rests our theoretical understanding of wind-wave generation.
Phillips' model of wind-wave generation is based on the assumption that the atmospheric turbulent pressure fluctuations are undisturbed by the waves and are advected
over the sea surface at some velocity U related to the wind speed. Phillips showed
that resonance is possible between the advected pressure and those waves which travel
at the right speed to keep the forcing.
The resonance mechanism accounts for the excitation and initial growth of waves
on an undisturbed water surface. However, it is too weak to support the continued
growth of wind waves. Once waves have appeared on the sea surface, their presence
modifies the air flow. This effect may be analyzed through linear stability for the
coupled air-water motion. Miles (1957) used the simplest inviscid form of the stability
theory, i.e. Rayleigh's equation in the air and Laplace's equation in the water with
suitable matching and boundary conditions. In this idealized model, the turbulence
does not participate explicitly in the momentum transfer to the sea surface, which is
entirely through pressure forces. The resulting wave number spectrum of the surface
waves is growing much rapidly in time than in the case of the Phillips resonance
mechanism.
Instead of discussing the Phillips and Miles solutions separately, in Section 2.4.2
we discuss the extended wave generation theory in which Phillips' resonance mechanism is combined with Miles' shear flow approach. The comparison with experiments
showed that the Phillips' theory accounts reasonably well for the initial wave growth.
However, the major portion of the spectral development occurs due to Miles' mechanism. The experimental results are in agreement with Miles' theory by an order of
magnitude, although the theory still predicts energy transfer rates that are smaller
than measured values.
The Phillips-Miles theory was (and still is) reviewed and supplemented by many
authors (Kinsman, 1965; Krasitskii, 1980; Krasitskii and Zaslavskii, 1978; Riley et
al., 1982; Krylov et al., 1986; Jacobs, 1987; Janssen, 1989, 1991; Chalikov and Makin,
1991; Komen et al., 1994; and others). Some of these extensions and improvements
will be given in this Chapter to better clarify physical processes involved in the
generation of waves by wind.
In particular, we will show that water depth and molecular viscosity have a negligible effect on the resonance type mechanism. However, the discussion gives an
opportunity to develop the relations for the minimum gravity wave phase and length.
It was also demonstrated that inclusion of the wave-turbulence interaction provides
an additional mechanism for energy transfer from wind to waves.
Furthermore, the analysis is presented to estimate the impact of wind-generated
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waves on airflow. This impact, expressed in terms of wave-induced stress at the sea
surface depends on the wave age. It becomes a considerable part of the total stress
for the 'young' sea and is negligible for an 'old' sea.
In Miles' laminar wave generation model , a linear-logarithmic flow in air is assumed and water is at rest , i.e. the wind-induced current is neglected. Numerical
analysis, given in Section 2.4.8, indicates that the influence of the current profile on
the wave growth is not negligible.
The remaining Section 2.5 introduces the spectral representation of the wave energy balance which is extensively used in the following Chapters.

2.2 Airflow over sea surface
2.2.1 Atmospheric boundary layer above water
The atmosphere-ocean system acts as a coupled thermodynamic system, in which the
response of one fluid to the forcing imposed by the other, leads to a change in the
interfacial conditions and to the exchange rates. We are not concerned here with the
general description of the coupled ocean-atmosphere interaction, but rather with the
dynamics of the thin surface boundary layer [O(10m)].
The surface boundary layer is treated as a layer of constant vertical fluxes of
momentum, heat and humidity. The idea of constant fluxes is based on the analysis
of the mean horizontal momentum equation:
1 1 8Th
8Uh
at +(U•Vh)Uh=fc(Jhxk-Pa Ohp+Pa az,

(2.1)

in which U is a mean wind velocity vector, Uh is its horizontal component, fc is the
Coriolis parameter (fc = 1.454. 10-4 sin cc, where cP is a latitude), k is a vertical unit
vector, Vh is the horizontal gradient operator:

e

Vh = a^i

e
+-j,-

(2.2)

and Th is the horizontal stress vector, Pa is air density, and p is pressure.
Under the steady-state and horizontally homogeneous conditions, the left-hand
side of Eq. (2.1) vanishes leaving a balance between the Coriolis term, the horizontal
pressure gradient, and the vertical stress gradient as:
1

1 8Th

-fcUh X k+ -Vhp = --.
Pa Pa 8 z

(2.3)

Integrating Eq . ( 2.3) from z = 0 (wat er surface) to some height h, gives:

{

^ hp _ic Uh X k + 1 VhP dz = 1 `( Th)hp - ( Th)0]
0
Pa
Pa

]

2.4)
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If hp is selected sufficiently small, the influence of the integral on the left-hand side of
Eq. (2.4) can be neglected, if compared with (Th)o/pa. Thus, for neutral stratification
we obtain:
(Th)hy se ( Th)o st% const,
with accuracy 10-20% in the layer hp

(2.5)

10 - 50 m (Kitaigorodskii, 1970).

At the water surface, the stress f(fh)UI = ro is usually represented as:
To 2 8U

=u„=va aZ

-u'w'=const,

(2.6)

Pa
in which va is the kinematic viscosity of air, U is a mean horizontal wind velocity
(subscript h was omitted for convenience), u' and w' are the horizontal and vertical
components of random velocity fluctuations, respectively. The over bar indicates
averaging in time.
In a very thin sublayer (- 1 mm), adjacent to the surface, turbulence is suppressed
and the term
linear:

1 V. aU/
\ /

in Eq. (2.6) dominates. Hence, the velocity profile becomes

u2
U z.
La

On the other hand, within the turbulent sublayer far from the surface, the tangential
stress is equal to the momentum flux:
T = - pau'w'.

(2.8)

The description of constant stress layer for stationary and homogeneous conditions is
based on the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Monin and Yaglom, 1965). In this
theory, the following scales for velocity and temperatures play an important role:
1/2
Pa

and
T.

46
^ccpPau.

(2.10)

Using Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), the scale of length L results:
L = -

cppau,e
ic4e

(2.11)

where c, is a specific heat at constant pressure, a is the absolute temperature, 9e is
a vertical heat flux, u„ is a friction velocity, and r. = 0.4 is a Karman constant.
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According to the Monin-Obukhov similarity hypothesis, the non-dimensional characteristics obtained from velocity measurements using a scale u ■ , temperature measurements using a scale T, and length measurements using a scale L, should be
functions of non-dimensional parameter ( = z/L only. Parameter ( represents a local
criterion of the hydrostatic stability. If ( < 0, heat flux is directed from the ocean
surface to the atmosphere and stratification is unstable; for > 0, heat flux is directed towards the sea surface and stratification is stable. For (= 0, stratification is
neutral, when buoyancy effects can be neglected.
The similarity arguments provide the following expression for the vertical velocity
gradient in the constant stress layer:
8U(x) = U.
8z Kz

(2.12)

WU(() ,

in which q„(() is a universal function. Function 0u(() must be determined empirically
from the flux profile relation (2.12). For the neutral stratification, 0" (0) = 1 and
integration of Eq. (2.12) from z = zo to z, yields the known logarithmic profile for
wind velocity:
'* I
U(z) = _

(2.13)

n (o)

where zo is the vertical origin of the velocity profile or roughness length. The length
zo will be discussed in the next Section.

When stratification is not stable, the velocity profile takes the form (Donelan,
1990):
U(z)

[in

(z

(2.14)

in which: r
^/^,.(() = J o 1 - (u(() d(. (2.15)
The motion of surface waves contaminates the logarithmic vertical profile of wind velocity and wave components are observed in the spectrum of wind velocity. Assuming
that wind flows smoothly over the low-frequency wave components, Kitaigorodskii
and Volkov (Kitaigorodskii, 1970) argued that the modified profile of mean wind
velocity should be expressed as:
(

U(z)=

'

l (
[ln

2

(

/

(2.16)

and the variance of random velocity fluctuations becomes:
.)2
2
z)41
2 . [( ax( -k,
2 x^
2
+ -` C kP
ou,=u =Q„o +K

(2.17)
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in which kp is a wave number corresponding to peak frequency wp, a( is a standard
deviation of surface elevation, and au, is a variance of downwind velocity fluctuations
in a logarithmic layer without surface waves.
In the neutrally stratified boundary layer, the corrections due to surface waves are
not substantial and the observed velocity profile becomes logarithmic, starting from
a few centimeters above water surface.

2.2.2 Similarity laws for drag coefficient C. and roughness
length zo
Consider the wind blowing from land over the sea surface characterized by uniform
roughness . The convenient expression of this roughness is a drag coefficient C., usually written as:
T° U.
C

= paU2(z) = ()2

(2.18)

In routine meteorological observations , wind speed is measured at the anemometer
height z = 10 m above mean sea surface , i.e. U(10) = U10 and C. = C10. In general,
the experimental data on the drag coefficient Cz show a large scatter , typically from
3.10-4 to 5.10- 3, and functional dependence on wind speed is not well pronounced.
Garratt (1977), in his comprehensive review of drag coefficients over oceans and continents, suggested that in the velocity range 4 < U < 21 m/s, C10 can be approximated
by a power law relation:
C10 -- 0.51. 10-3 U°.41,

(2.19)

or by a linear form:

C10 (a + b U) • 10-3,

(2.20)

in which a = 0.75 and b = 0.067. The values of a and b, reported by other authors,
vary as 0 < a < 1.18 and 0.016 < b < 0.100 (Krylov et al., 1986). Wu (1982) has
shown that formula (2.20) with a = 0.8 and b = 0.065 closely fits the data throughout
the entire wind velocity range, even for hurricane winds.
Substituting Eq. (2.18) into (2.13)we obtain the relationship between drag coefficient C. and roughness length z0 in the form:
CZ = K2 [ln \

o)]-2

(2.21)

In two extreme marine atmospheric conditions, i.e. for smooth flow and fully rough
flow, the roughness length takes simple form. For smooth flow, when roughness elements are buried within the viscous sublayer and the outer flow remains unperturbed
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by these elements, the length zo depends solely on the friction velocity u■ and kinematic viscosity va:

va
xp = m-,
U.

(2.22)

0.11).

in which m is a constant (m

With increasing u., the viscous sublayer decreases and roughness elements begin
to interact with the outer turbulent flow, thus causing some additional form drag. In
the case of seas near to full development, when the flow is fully aerodynamically rough,
the roughness length is proportional to the height of roughness elements (zo - ho)
and most of the stress is supported by short gravity waves. In this case, the zo length
is given by the Charnock's formula:
u2
z0 = m '.

(2.23)

9
The coefficient m varies from 0.3 • 10-2 to 8.0 • 10-2. Garratt (1977) gives m =
1.44. 10-2.
More precise and systematic insight into the dependence of C10 and zo on hydrometeorological conditions may be obtained using the similarity approach. The set of
defining parameters comprises: wind fetch X, wind velocity U(z) at z level above
mean sea surface, friction velocity u., water depth h, Monin-Obukhov length L (see
Eq. 2.11), kinematic viscosity of air and water, va and v,,,, air and water densities
pa and pw, and gravitational acceleration g. Using these parameters, the following
non-dimensional expression for C. can be formulated (Krylov et al., 1986):

12
C= =` = F1 (Rez Re. , Reh, Fr, (2.24)
U(z)

vw

Pw

l

u,X
.
is a `horizontal'
in which ReZ = u z is a `vertical' Reynolds number, ReX =
va

Reynolds number, Reh =

u ,h

va

is a Reynolds number related to water depth, Fr =

va

i s a Frou de number , and (= L is a stratification parameter .
9x
a are constants, Eq. (2.24) simplifies as:
Assuming that Pa and v
Pw vw

(2.25)

C, = F2 (Re, ReX, Reh , Fr, ()
Further simplification applies for deep and shallow waters, i.e.:

CZ = F3 (ReZ, ReX, Fr, () -

for deep water,

(2.26)

for shallow water.

(2.27)

and
C. = F4 (ReZ, Reh, Fr , () -
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For small Reynolds numbers ReX (close to the shore line or in the initial stage of wave
generation), the roughness of the sea surface due to waves is not present or is buried
within the viscous sublayer. Therefore, the airflow can be classified as a smooth flow
over the sea surface and the drag coefficient in the deep sea depends on Rea and
only:
Cz = F5 (Rea,

(),

(2.28)

for 0 < ReX < (ReX ),,. The critical Reynolds number ( ReX) ,, corresponds to the
stage when the viscous sublayer thins and the roughness elements begin to interact
directly with the turbulent outer flow.
For large Reynolds numbers Rex, the drag coefficient is no longer dependent on
wind fetch X and kinematic viscosity va. Therefore, Eq. (2.26) becomes:
C.

=

F6

(Fr,

()

•

(2.29)

The similarity laws for roughness length zo are simpler than for parameter CZ as the
lengths z and L are excluded from the set of defining parameters (Krylov et al., 1986):
zo = Ill (u., Rex, Reh), (2.30)
where `o = 20 is non-dimensional roughness length, and u„ _ ^" is non-dimenu
s
gva

sional friction velocity.
Some simplifications of the relation (2.30) can be derived for deep and shallow
waters, i.e.:

zo = 112 (u., ReX) - for deep water,

(2.31)

and
xo = 113

(u., Reh) - for shallow water.

(2.32)

Moreover, for smooth flow over the sea surface we write:

(2.33)

x0= n4(u.),
or:
u2

zo = 9 114

(u,) .

(2.34)

For a smooth flow zo should not depend on g, but on va and u, i.e.:
2
9 114(

(2.35)

3 va U*
9 ) -+ m va,

or:
-3
Vag

114
(

-__

U*

) m v3 - m \ gva

(2.36)
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Thus, Eq. (2.33) yields:
x'p=mu 3 ,

(2.37)

while from Eq. (2.34) we obtain:
u*zo
m=-=Re$ 0,

(2.38)

Va

in which Re^,0 is a roughness Reynolds number.

In the inertial interval for large wind fetch and deep sea, length z0 becomes:
9zo

Zo = 2 =

m,

(2.39)

where m is a constant. Eq. (2.39) is identical with Charnock's formula (2.23).

2.2.3 Practical applications
We now apply the formulated similarity laws to the analysis of experimental data on
C. and zo. In the smooth flow stage, the laboratory experiments by Kunishi (1963)
indicate that constant m in Eq. (2.37) is equal 0.11, i.e.:
zo

=

0.11
U*

v6

for

u.

<

2(vag)113.

(2.40)

However, Krylov et al. (1986) field data suggest that m = 0.46. Substituting
Eq. (2.40) into Eq. (2.21) gives:
r
2
G'z=^c2IlIl( zu*
0.l lva/1

(2.41)

or

Cz = [2.5 In (Re.) + 5.521 -2.

(2.42)

In the case of seas near to full development, most of the stress is supported by
short gravity waves and the influence of the viscous sublayer can be neglected. A
comparison of laboratory experiments (when Re. > 6 • 105 and u„ > 0.6 m /s) with
Eq. (2.39) is given in Fig. 2 . 1, from which a value of m = 0 . 021 was found. The drag
coefficient , as determined by Eq. ( 2.29) for neutral stratification, becomes:
-2

C ,, = r, 2 [1n

(2.43)
I mu; / J

or
Cz = 1 2 . 51 n I

2 ) + 9 . 66 -2 .

]

(2 . 44)
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Figure 2.1: Roughness length zo versus friction velocity u,,. Data from Krylov et al.
(1986). The solid line corresponds to Charnock's formula with m = 0.021.
Eq. (2.44) is compared with various field data in Fig. 2.2. Wind velocity varies
from 5 m/s to 53 m/s. The critical Reynolds number ReX, from which the similarity
law (2.39) satisfies, is approximately equal ReX 1010 .
In the transitional regime, with increasing friction velocity u„ the roughness length
zo also increases to reach the fully aerodynamically rough stage, as discussed above.
The laboratory experimental data indicate that relationship (2.31) takes then the
simple form (Krylov et al., 1986):
zo = m ReX.

(2.45)

The coefficient m for neutral stratification is equal 10-7 for u, < 9.8 and 6.0 • 10-s
for u■ > 9.8. The relationship (2.45) is also satisfied in the field experiments with
coefficient m = (2.04 ± 0.65) • 10-12 and for u, > 10. For the drag coefficient we
obtain:

C. = { 2.5 [In \1~r2 I - In (Re,, ) + 1.69 1-2.

1

(2.46)

When waves propagate in water of finite depth, the roughness length should be determined from Eq. (2.30). Using the data of Mitsuyasu et al. (1971) and Snyder (1974),
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C.

0.001

10

U (mis)
Figure 2.2: Comparison of Eq.(2.44) with field data (after Strekalov and Krivitskii,
1983).
Krivitskii and Strekalov (1985) found that:
(2.47)

zo=8.65.10-5 Re`
h

and
+

Cz=(2.5Lln( I+In(^^O-h

4.05](2.48)

/
In the similarity la ws
/ developed above, the roughness length zo and drag coefficient
Cz are not directly dependent on wave parameters. This dependence is only through
the friction velocity u., wind fetch X, and water depth h . Therefore , it would be
desirable to complete the similarity laws by procedures which account for direct wave
contribution to the surface roughness.

Kitaigorodskii ( 1970 ) suggests including the mobility of the roughness elements
(say surface waves ) into similarity laws in the form:
U(z) - 1 z
- Inl
U, k \aexp (-k,C/u.)

(2.49)
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Thus:
z0;ts aexp

(-kpC),
(2.50)

U,

in which a is a wave amplitude , kp is a wave number corresponding to the peak frequency and C is a phase velocity . Including the additional effect of varying steepness
across the spectrum yields another formula for z°:
z0;ze 0.3oSexp( -kpC)(2.51)
U,

where oS is a standard deviation of the surface waves.
For fully rough flow, the roughness length z° can be parameterized by the simple
regression equation (Donelan, 1990):
(2.52)

a°-A\C/B
c

in which A = 5.53 • 10-4 and B = 2.66 for field data and 9.76 • 10-6 and 3.48 for
laboratory data, respectively.
Hsu (1974) modified Charnock's formula (2.23) to allow m to be a function of the
wave steepness and obtained:
z0

1 9 2 v-''
2a I C g

J

(2.53)
2

in which H is a wave height. In fact, the coefficient m = 2^r C / =

H

( is
2^ Ti
n

/
proportional to the wave steepness . For neutral stratification a corresponding drag
coefficient C. (see Eq. (2.29)) becomes:
C

{in / \ r 2-2
I I + In l 2ir () ] }

(2.54)

Hsu's resultappears to be in agreement with various field and laboratory data. However, his prediction of the roughness at full development is somewhat larger than that
given by Charnock's formula (2.23).
There is some experimental evidence on the wave age dependence of the drag
coefficient C. The wave age parameter is a practical indicator of the stage of development of the wind sea. A `young' sea, when U10 > 1 (or when C < 10), refers
C u,

to a sea state where waves have just been generated by wind. An `old' sea, when
c < 1, (or when 2 > 10), corresponds to a saturated sea. Donelan (1982) showed
that the drag coefficient of airflow over a young sea is about 50% larger than the drag
coefficient over an old sea. The theoretical explanation of the wave age dependence
of the drag coefficient was given by Janssen (1989). His model is discussed in Section
2.4.7.
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2.3 Similarity laws for wind -induced waves
The atmosphere- ocean system is a coupled thermodynamic system in which the response of one fluid to the forcing imposed by the other leads to substantial changes
of the interfacial (for instance , sea surface) conditions . The solution of the boundary value problem for the sea surface and prediction of surface wave growth is still
a very demanding task due to the complexity of atmospheric forcing , evolution and
dissipation processes.
In such circumstances, similarity and dimensional methods provide at least the
first insight into a problem. Historically, the first attempt to apply some universal
relationships for heights and periods of wind waves was suggested by Sverdrup and
Munk (1947). They developed graphs for dependence of non-dimensional significant
on non-dimensional fetch
wave height 928 and non-dimensional phase velocity
U
U2 and non-dimensional wind duration U L. Kitaigorodskii ( 1962 , 1970) was the first
to apply similarity principles and dimensional analysis to study the evolution of the
wind wave spectra in time and space.
We consider first the wave train generated by constant wind blowing over an
unlimited sea surface . The statistical characteristics of such waves depend on the
wind duration t, but not the fetch X. According to Kitaigorodskii, the full set of
parameters determining the frequency spectrum S(w) of surface waves is:
S(w) = F (Pa, Pw, va , vw,'Y, g, Uoo, fc, t,

w)

,

(2.55)

in which pa and p,,, are densities of air and water , respectively ; va and v,,, are kinematic
viscosities of air and water , respectively ; -y is the ratio of surface tension to water
density ; U,,. is a mean wind velocity at the upper limit of the atmospheric boundary
layer , independent of time t and vertical coordinate z, and fc is the Coriolis parameter.

For the effective application of the similarity theory , the number of non-dimensional
combinations of parameters listed in Eq . ( 2.55) should be relatively small. Therefore,
we assume additionally that:
1. Wave motion is irrotational and the influence of molecular viscosity vw can be
neglected.
2. Only the gravitational part of the spectrum S(w) is considered; the influence of
surface tension is neglected and frequency w is restricted to the range
( 4g3)1/4 .
w«W

3. Nonlinear interactions between spectral components are neglected.

(2.56)
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4. The energy transfer from the wind to the sea surface is only due to the atmospheric boundary layer adhering to the sea surface . As the characteristic height
of the boundary layer is hp = U,,./ff, and wave number k satisfies the relation
khp >> 1, we obtain the following condition for wave frequency w:
1/2

>> 9.fo

(2.57)

U.

Assuming that Eq. (2.57) is satisfied, the Coriolis parameter fc can be omitted
in the set of parameters in Eq . ( 2.55).
5. In fact, the first and second assumptions imply that the main part of wind
energy is transferred to waves by the normal stresses . Moreover , we assume
that high-frequency wave components, when w >> w, play a negligible role in
the distribution of these stresses along the sea surface. This is probably not true
for the initial stage of wave generation, when the capillary waves are generated
first on the previously calm sea surface. However, by neglecting the initial stage
of wave generation , i.e., t > ti (w), we can neglect the parameters va and -y in
Eq. (2.55).
6. The influence of molecular air viscosity is important only at the initial stage
of wave growth. Then the viscous sublayer may redistribute the wind stresses,
which are responsible for energy transfer to surface gravity waves for w « wry.
However, following Phillips (1957) and Miles (1962) we can neglect this mechanism (and also parameter va) from consideration , assuming that:
U00 ) 1/2 .
<< (g
\ va J

(2.58)

Considering that the ratio of air and water densities is a constant, Eq. (2.55) finally
becomes:
w « wry
S(w) = F (w, g, U., t) at

(2.59)
I t

>> ti(w)

or

S(U )g3 = cp (LOU,,. gt )
s
g

at

w 2 << (4U°4 )1/4
9 9'Y

(2.60)

gt gt`(w)
U00 Uoo

In the above formulas , the mean wind velocity U00 at the upper limit of the boundary
layer is still unknown . The wind velocity U is usually measured at some standard level
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(z) above mean sea surface (for example z = 10 m). Using the relationships given
in Section 2.2 we can replace unknown velocity U,o by the friction velocity u„ and
subsequently use the relationship u2 = CZ U2 to parameterize the non-dimensional
spectra ( 2.59) and ( 2.60) in terms of velocity U.
Using the same arguments , the similarity law for a fetch limited condition and
multi-directional sea becomes:
S(w, 6)g3 r wU gt gX gh
U5 = I g ' e, U , U2 , U2

(2.61)

In the case of a fully- developed unidirectional sea in deep water , i.e. when U - 00,
- oo , the non- dimensional spectrum depends only on the non--. oo, and
U2
U2
dimensional wind velocity:

S(w )g3
5

=^P

•

(2.62)

( 9 )

Pierson and Moskowitz ( 1964) applied Kitaigorodskii 's similarity law for a fullydeveloped sea and found that the function W can be written as:

= 8.10. 10 - 3 (WU 15 exp . (2.63)
After substitution into Eq . ( 2.62) we obtain the popular form of the Pierson-Moskowitz
spectrum:

S(w) = 8.10. 103g2w5 exp [_ o.74(

wU

)- 4 ]

_)].

(2.64)

9

The Pierson- Moskowitz spectrum is discussed in detail in Section 3 . 2.2.2.
The similarity scaling can also be applied to the characteristic wave parameters.
For example , for significant wave height H, and peak frequency w, we obtain:
9H9 pU gX gt gh
62 (wg f (U2 , U , U2 .

(2.65)

These results are commonly presented in terms of the fetch- limited or duration-limited
t
is sufficiently large so as not to influence H. and w,, but rather it is
graphs. If
gX/U2 that controls them , then we have fetch-limited waves, i.e.:

U28 fl(U 'U2)
wPU rgX gh
9

f2 I U2' U2

(2.66)
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Conversely, for the duration-limited case we obtain:
gH3
U2

gt gh )

= fs U

U2

1

gt gh

wyU

h

(2 . 67)

U U2

In order to attain the fetch-limited condition, a certain time taro is needed, where
9tmin 9X
U = f (U2 ); for t < tmin> duration-limited waves are observed. When both
the fetch and duration are sufficiently large for H8 and w. to reach limiting values,
they will become dependent only upon the wind speed U and the condition of a fully
developed sea will exist.
In the shallow-water limit case, when the wind wave growth is fully controlled by
water depth we have:

U 8 = A \U2/
wPU
9

1

(2.68)

The specific forms of the functions f , fl, . . . , fs, for appropriate wave generation conditions, will be given in Chapters 5 and 6.

2.4 Wave generation models
As the wind blowing over the water surface is random, the resulting waves also are
random. Historically, many approaches have been utilized to describe the basic mechanism of the transfer of wind energy to surface waves. Some of these approaches today
only possess historical value, others are still utilized in engineering and oceanographic
practice.

2.4.1 Jeffreys' mechanism of wave generation
In one of the first attempts, Jeffreys (1925) postulated that when a wind blows, the
normal wind tension at the sea surface can be expressed as a sum of two terms, one
being a constant reference to atmospheric pressure (p) and the other to the wind
pressure (isp), which will be different over different parts of the wave surface, i.e.:

(2.69)

P. = -p - lXp,

in which:
AP = spa

(U - C)219(
ax ,

(2.70)
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where ( is a sea surface elevation and s is called a sheltering coefficient, since it is a
measure of the resistance of the wave form to the airflow. The coefficient s can also
be treated as a measure of a back reaction of the waves on the wind . Therefore, the
average rate of wind energy transmitted to the sinusoidal sea surface (= a cos (kx-wt)
by normal pressure is:
L
Rw = L f p„w(0)dx,

(2.71)

where w(0) is a vertical component of orbital velocity at the sea surface (z 0).
Assuming small amplitude wave theory, for deep water we have ( Massel, 1989):
( 2.72)

w(0) = aw sin(kx - wt ) = akC sin( kx - wt ).
Hence , from Eqs. ( 2.71) and ( 2.72) we obtain for U > C:

(2.73)

Rw = 2spa (U - C)2k2a2C .

If C > U, the relative wind is against the direction of wave travel and Ap is 180
degrees out of phase with slope,
R. = -1 SPa(U -

C)2k2a2C.

(2.74)

Assuming now that the normal energy flux R. is the only important mechanism for
wave growth, we can say that the necessary requirement for this growth is R. > Rd,
where Rd is the viscous dissipation , i.e. Rd = 21Lk3a2C2 (µ is a dynamic viscosity of
water ; µ - 1.3 • 10-2 g cm-1 s-1 at 10° Q. Thus, Jeffreys' criterion for growth of
surface waves in deep water is:
sPa(U - C)2C > 4µg. (2.75)
The relation (2.75) depends on the value of the empirical sheltering coefficient s,
which was estimated by Jeffreys as s :s 0.27. The resulting limiting wind velocity
to generate waves is U 1. 1 m/s. Laboratory experiments on solid wave models
appear to give values of the pressure difference much smaller than Jeffreys required
to account for the rate of wave growth that he had observed . Some improvement of
Jeffreys' solution was to include the effect of the tangential stresses as suggested by
Sverdrup and Munk (1947). Instead of Eq. (2.75) we should write (Kinsman, 1965):
±Spa(U - C)2 + 2crpaU2C > 4µg,

(2.76)

in which c, is a resistance coefficient ( c,. -- 2.6.10-3). This criterion does not require
the wind to be faster than the waves for growth to be possible . However, tangential
stresses should also generate currents . Therefore, wave motion becomes rotational.
In order to keep the wave motion irrotational , Sverdrup and Munk postulated that
all mechanical energy transferred from wind to water is used for wave generation, not
for currents.
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2.4.2 Basic results of the Phillips-Miles model
The discrepancies in early attempts to formulate a theory of wave generation gave
great stimulus to the search for new alternatives. First of all, it became obvious that
new theories should take into account the random character of wave motion and wind
fluctuations above the sea surface.
In natural flows the wind is always turbulent. The pressure differences at the wave
surface are therefore available to initiate and support wave motion. Wind energy is
transmitted to the water either by pressure fluctuations or by tangential stresses. As
was mentioned above, these forcing mechanisms result in two different kinds of wave
motion. Pressure fluctuations yield an irrotational response to water surface, while
tangential stress forcing induces a wave motion possessing some vorticity.
It will be shown later that if the pressure fluctuations in the wind are in random
phase with the surface waves, the wave growth will be linear. However, when the
pressure fluctuations maintain some fixed phase relation to the surface waves, this
growth can be exponential.
Let us first consider in some detail stresses over the wave surface. Under the
assumption of an irrotational motion, the surface elevation can be expressed in a
form of the Fourier-Stjeltjes integral:
( (x, t) = Jk dA (k, t) etk•x. (2.77)
In deep water, the corresponding velocity potential 4' (i, z, t) satisfying Laplace's
equation

a
°2,p

axe
a2

+

az2
aye
2 +a2

(2.78)

and the kinematic boundary condition become:
dAt (k' e
t) kz e i'•" .
4(i,z,t)
k

k

(2.79)

Subscript (t) denotes differentiation in time. We define now the pressure distribution
over the sea surface as a sum of two spectral components:
dP (k, t) = dP (k, t) + dP' (k, t) ,

(2.80)

in which dP (k, t) is a pressure associated (or correlated) with the wave form and
dP' (k, t) is a pressure resulting from turbulent eddies.
It can be shown that only wave-induced pressure dP (k, t) components, which are
in phase with the wave slope, contribute to the energy flux to waves (Miles, 1957):

dP (k, t) = (v1 + iµ1) p.C2kdA (k) ,

(2.81)
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in which kdA (k) is the local slope of the wave, (vl +iµ1) is a dimensionless coupling
coefficient.
A similar specification can be used for shear stress variations at the water surface,
i.e.:

dT (k, t) = dT (k, t) + dry (k, t) ,

(2.82)

in which dT (k, t) represents the wave-induced variations in shear stress and dry (k, t)
is the randomly varying component associated with atmospheric turbulence.
The first part of the shear stress takes the form (when the wave slope is small):
dT (k, t) = (v2 + iµ2) PwC2kdA (k).

(2.83)

Longuet-Higgins (1969b) showed that the tangential stress applied at the free surface
is dynamically equivalent to a normal pressure fluctuation of the same magnitude,
lagging 7r/2 in phase behind the tangential stress. Thus, a tangential stress in phase
with the wave elevation is equivalent to a pressure in phase with the wave slope.
The Fourier component of the effective normal surface stress doe is a sum of the
directly induced stresses (2.81) and (2.83), and random contributions dP' (k, t) and
dT' (k, t), i.e.:
doe (k, t) = (v + iµ) p,,,C2kdA (k) + dII (k, t) , (2.84)
in which v = v1 - P2, µ = µl + v2 and dII (k, t) = dP' (k, t) + idr' (k, t) . The
turbulent stresses II provide energy input over a wide spectral range while the waveinduced stresses provide rather a selective input to certain components only.
Two basic wave generation models were published by Phillips (1957) and Miles
(1957, 1962) in which the above stresses were taken into account separately. In
Phillips' model, the resonance mechanism between the free surface waves and the
turbulent pressure fluctuations dP' (k, t) was considered. Turbulent fluctuations of
tangential stresses dT' (k, t), and all correlated stresses dP (k, t) and dT (k, t) were
neglected. Phillips' theory results in a linear growth of the wave spectrum in time.
Miles' approach was based on an analysis of the stability mechanism of the interface of two fluids (air and water), with different densities and speeds, and with some
gradient of air density in the boundary layer. Airflow was assumed to be inviscid and
turbulence did not play a role, except in maintaining the shear flow (quasi-laminar
approach). A possible mechanism for the generation of water waves is the resonant interaction of waves with the wave-induced pressure fluctuations. All turbulent
stresses (dP' in our notation) are omitted, while normal stresses dP, correlated with
wave slope, are retained. The resulting wave growth of the wave spectrum becomes
exponential in time.

Following Phillips (1977), we combine both approaches in one linear theory of wave
generation. Anticipating that shear stresses play a minor role in air-sea interaction,
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it can be assumed that the motion beneath the surface boundary layer is irrotational
and the velocity potential (1, z, t) exists (see Eq. (2.79)).
The linearized dynamic free surface boundary condition becomes:
5 +gC+p =0 at

z=0.

(2.85)

Substituting Eqs. (2 .77) and (2.79) into Eq. (2.85 ), and using Eq. (2.84) leads to an
equation for the spectral amplitude dA(k, t):
dA, (k, t) + [gk + (v + iµ) k2C2] dA (k, t) = -pwdII (k, t) ,

(2.86)

or
dA, (k, t) + S22 dA (k, t) Pw dlI (k, t) ,

(2.87)

in which:
02=w2(1+v+(2.88)
As both I v I and are small quantities, frequency 0 .:: w (1 + 2iµ).

The solution to Eq. (2.87), subject to the initial zero conditions is:
dA (k, t) =_ I t dII (r) sin [) (t - r)] dr.
P.Q JO

(2.89)

To this approximation, the wave frequency (the real part of S2) is unchanged by the
atmospheric transfer. The imaginary part of St, proportional to the part of the induced
normal stresses that are in phase with the wave slope, determines the development
of the wave spectral density in time.

To evaluate the wave spectrum iY (k, t) we first need to develop an autocorrelation
function of the turbulent stresses:
Knn (k, r)

= E [dII (k, t) dII (k, t + r)] = E [dP' dP'*] + E [dry dr'*] +
+ i {E [drdP'*] - E [&W'11,

(2.90)

in which E is a symbol of statistical averaging and (*) denotes the complex conjugate.
Fluctuations of the mean square turbulent pressure are usually about one hundred times the shear stress fluctuations, as are the spectral ranges. Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume that the first term in Eq. (2.90) is dominant. If the turbulent
stress is stationary in time, Eq. (2.89) yields the following expression for the surface
displacement spectrum:

I (k,

t) _ sinh(µwt)
PwC2 µw

(2.91)
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in which 41a (k, w) is the wave number-frequency spectrum of the atmospheric turbulent stresses dII (k, t).
When the wind duration t is small compared with (µw)-1, Eq. (2.91) becomes:

t)

22
PwC

(2.92)

t.

The wave spectrum increases linearly with time under the influence of the turbulent
stress fluctuations only. As the fluctuation pattern is connected with some advection
velocity U (for instance , mean wind velocity), the spectral density T. (k, w) has a
maximum at w = k • U. Thus, a response spectrum

(k, t) is a maximum when

w .:: (gk)1/2 = k • U. The dominant frequency of the advected stress fluctuations is
equal to the frequency of free surface waves , having the same wave number. This
resonance mechanism was first described by Phillips (1957).
Extending the condition pwt « 1 for all the wave components at a given frequency
w (or a given scalar wave number k ), wave growth will be maximum at the angles
(0 - 0) for which:
w=k •U=kUcos( cb-0),

(2.93)

where 0 is the wind direction and 0 is the direction of wave propagation.

In particular, for gravity waves in deep water when (w2 = gk) we obtain:
1/2
- 9 = Cos-' (U) = COS 1 ( UJ
- U^ - co S-1 (
kU2

(2.94)

When the scalar wave number k = U2, an angle (^ - 0) = 0 and wave energy spectrum is the greatest for components propagating in the direction of the wind (0
For k > UZ , the angles satisfy a condition - 2 < - 0 < 2 . The initial growth
of shorter waves is anticipated at angles f (^ - 0) to the wind direction, and the
directional distribution becomes bi-modal. The resulting pattern of the sea surface
takes a rhomboidal shape (see for example a photograph in Kinsman (1965)).

As pwt increases, the induced stress on the growing waves becomes important
and a `feedback' system develops. The wave growth is now very rapid and for times
µwt > 1, sinh(µwt) .:s 2 exp(pwt). Thus, the wave number spectrum (2.91) takes the
form:
Tf^a (k, W)
(k, t) = 2 2 exp (µwt).
2p ,C µw

(2.95)
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Eq. (2.95) involves both forcing mechanisms, i.e. turbulent stress dII and normal
stress components dP in phase with wave slope . As will be shown in Section 5.2,
Eq. (2.95) is a solution of the differential equation:
(2.96)

8 at = µw

in which turbulent stresses do not appear . The rate of growth is totally dependent
on the incident stresses acting at the free surface and it is directly proportional to
the coupling coefficient a which is the rate of energy growth per radian.
Miles ( 1957, 1959 ) showed that the coefficient u is given by:
w Pw
= -'r-C
k W
We
µ
( )^ X.

I2I

(2.97)

I'

in which the subscript c refers to evaluation at the critical height zc defined by W (z) =
U(z) - C = 0, where U (z) is the wind profile . It is clear from Eq. (2.97) that
wave growth is possible only when We < 0. The quantity X is a normalized vertical
component of the wave-induced air velocity (= w/w(0)) satisfying Rayleigh's equation
(Miles , 1957):
W1] X =

7 -k 2
[W(8a'
) -

0

(2.98)

X(0) = 1, X(oo) -' 0
The primes denote differentiation against the vertical coordinate z.
The growth parameter µ may be also represented as:
{^=Q(P.)( C)2'

(2.99)

where ,Q is a dimensionless pressure coefficient used by Miles , and Ul = u./r, is
a reference speed . Miles ( 1959) found that Q was a function of two dimensionless
parameters , C/Ul and S2 = g zp/Ui . The parameter C/Ul may be thought of as a
dimensionless wave speed, and the parameter Il as a dimensionless roughness . Growth
rate, ,0, decreases or increases with increasing roughness, Sl, depending on the value
of Il. For 0 < Cl < 0.006 the wave growth increases , whereas for Cl > 0.006 the wave
growth rate decreases.
Using field experiments by Snyder et al . ( 1981 ), Hasselmann et al. (1985 ) showed
an order of magnitude agreement with Miles ' theory, although the theory still predicts
energy transfer rates that are smaller than measured values. Experimental results on
coupling coefficient p, and their comparison with Miles ' theory, will be discussed in
more detail in Section 5.2.
Since the energy of a particular component first grows linearly in time and later
the growth becomes exponential , there must be a transition zone in which it changes
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from one mode of growth to another. Phillips and Katz (1961) found that for ocean
waves with phase speed near the wind speed, the time for transition is rather long
(- 104.T, in which T is wave period of the wave component). This suggests that these
components are generated linearly entirely by resonance with pressure fluctuations.
For wave components with C/U << 1, transition occurs much sooner, so that
components with short wavelengths generally experience an exponential growth. Exponential growth can not continue indefinitely, and after some time the nonlinearities
and other processes not included in the model place a limit on the growth of the
waves.
The transition time for wave components propagating in water of finite depth
is shorter than in deep water (Zaslavskii and Krasitskii, 1976). This time depends
on the angle of propagation of the particular component with respect to the wind
direction. The components propagating closer to the wind direction more rapidly
transform to the stage of exponential growth. Thus, spectral components with the
same frequency, but with a large angle, may still be in the stage of linear resonance
growth.
The magnitude of the resulting wave spectrum at the resonance peak can also
be expressed in terms of the frequency spectrum rather than in the wave number
spectrum (Phillips, 1966), i.e.:

S(w)

4
Pa sinh(µwt)
240 ()2U
Pw 92 pw

(2.100)

2.4.3 Resonance type model in water of finite depth
In the original Phillips-Miles wave generation model the water depth was not explicitly
included. Therefore, it will be instructive to analyze in brief the influence of the
water depth on the wave growth rate. Let us thus consider the linear potential water
motion induced by uniform turbulent pressure fluctuations over the free surface. The
velocity potential P(x, y, z,) should satisfy the Laplace equation (2.78) and boundary
conditions at the surface (z = 0):

a( a-b
at - az '

a^ _ T a2^ a2,
at + 9C Pw (axe + aye Pw pa (Y' t)

(2.101)

(2.102)

and at the bottom (z = -h):

a4)
az
in which T is the surface tension.

(2.103)
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We express, the velocity potential 4i in a form of the Fourier-Stjeltjes integral:
4^(x, y, z , t) =

I

exp (iks)

cok sin
k(h

hh) dAt

(2.104)

in which subscript t denotes a differentiation in time. The corresponding surface
elevation ( (x", t) is given by Eq. (2.77).
In a similar way we express the random pressure fluctuation pa (9, t), i.e.:

Pa (2, t) =

(2.105)

1dP (k, t) exp (ikx") .
k

Substitution of Eqs. (2.77), (2.104) and (2.105) into Eq. (2.102) leads to the following
equation for the spectral amplitude:
dAtt (k, t) 2
+ (g + Tk I dA (k, t) = - 1 dP (x, t) ,
k tanh ( kh) I\
pw Pw

(2.106)

or

dAtt (k, t) + w2dA ( k, t)

k tank kh
Pw

dP (s, t),

(2.107)

in which:
TO
w2 = (gk + Tkk

tanh(kh).

(2.108)

Pw

The solution to Eq. (2.107) subject to the initial conditions:
dA (k, 0) = dAt (k, 0) = 0,

(2.109)

is (Krylov et al., 1976):
ik tanh kh t
dA (k, t) = f dP (k, z) { exp [iw (t - T)] -exp [-iw (t - z)]} dr.
2pww 0

( 2.110)

Thus, the sea surface at time t depends on the history of evolution of pressure fluctuations since t = 0.
A more detailed expression for the amplitude dA (k, t) requires parameterization
of the pressure fluctuations dP (A, v-). Following Phillips (1957) we assume that the
eddies in a turbulent wind are rigidly advected by the mean motion of the wind.
The pressure itself slowly evolves in time, since the turbulent eddies interact. The
characteristic time to.,. (k), during which eddies maintain their existence, may be
expected to be much greater than the apparent period of a fluctuation observed at
a fixed point , i.e. to,. (k) >>' U - k, . Therefore , the pressure field changes will
be much slower if the observation is made from a point travelling at the mean wind
speed.
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Let us consider wave generation for t < ta,., when the pressure field is advected
over the water as a rigid body, i.e.:
P. (Y ,

t) = P (2 - Ut) ,

(2.111)

in which U is a mean wind velocity. Using Eqs. (2.105) and (2.111) gives:
(2.112)

dP (k, T) = dP (k, 0) exp (ikCT) .

Substituting Eq. (2.112) into Eq. (2.110) yields:
dA (k, t) =

ik tanh(kh)dP (k, 0) r ft
exp [i (ku - w) -] dT2w
exp
(iwt)
{

J

111

Pw
t

- exp (-iwt)

JIo exp [i (kU + w) T] dr }J 1 .

(2.113)

2
The integrations in Eq. (2.113) depend on the relationship between w2 and (kC) .
When w2 qF (k • C) 2 , Eq. (2.113) yields the oscillating type solution with finite amplitude while for w = k • C we obtain:
dA (k, t) = ik tanh(kh)dP (k, 0) [exp

1
iwt ) -

2Pww

1

11
sin (wt) 1 t.

(2.114)

For wt sufficiently large, wave amplitude dA (k, t) will grow linearly in time. Thus,
the necessary condition is:
11/2
Tk3
tanhl/2(kh),
k•C=w= (gk+ -I
Pw /

(2.115)

or
U cos a =

k l
: + T
\ k pw

1/2

(2.116)

tanh1/2(kh) = C(k),

in which a is an angle between wind and resonantly growing waves.
Eq. (2.116) indicates that resonance appears between the advection velocity of the
pressure field and those free waves for which phase velocity is equal U cos a. In wave
number space (kx, ky) resonance condition (2.116) can be written as:

T

2

(ky + k2V) - U coth ( kx +O h)
Pw9
9
kx
+
in which kx = k, cos a, ky = k sin a.

l

kx2

J

Jky

+

1

=

0,

(2.117)
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Figure 2.3: The locus of resonance wave number for U = lm/s and h = 100 m.

The locus of resonant wave numbers for U = lm/s and water depth h = 100m is
given in Fig. 2.3. The kx axis corresponds to the wind direction.
For angle a < a,,., the radius from the origin intersects the resonant curve twice.
The intersection point closer to the origin determines the resonant wave number for
gravity waves, while the intersection point with the greater wave number corresponds
to the capillary waves. The tangent to the curve determines the critical angle at,..
In Fig. 2.3, a first intersection of resonant curve with ky axis is very close to
the origin (kx = 0.0982cm-1) and is not distinguishable in the Figure. The second
intersection corresponds to kx = 137.98 cm-1.
At a = at,., both wave numbers coalesce into a single point. To find the corresponding wave number k we rewrite Eq. (2.117) as:

T k2 - [L! coth(kh) costal k + 1 = 0.
Pw9

(2.118)

9

At a = a,,., Eq. (2.118) should have one double root. Hence:

kg,. =^^;
F ,, 3.68cm-1,
--g

(2.119)
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and
_1 (49T tanh (kh) }1/4
4
acr = COsS`
PwU
For the example illustrated in Fig . 2.3, angle a, -- 76.76.

The wave number kg,. corresponds to the minimum value of phase velocity of
gravity waves C„.;,, and minimum gravity wavelength L,,,;n:
L
21r
orin = k,

1.7cm.

(2.121)

For all practical water depths h , the wave number kh >> 1.0 and tanh(kh) -_ 1.0;
hence:
-

I

, 4g

T

a^,.
PwU

}1/4

=

cos

a

(2.122)

The influence of water depth on resonant wave numbers is negligible . In Fig. 2.3, the
resonant curves for water depths h = 0.15 m (not shown) or h = 100 m are practically
the same as for infinite water depth.
The resonance theory of Phillips ( 1957) suggests that the amplitude of waves moving at the angle at,. to the "mean wind direction is greater than for any angle a < a,,..
Therefore , for limited time of wind action , when turbulent pressure fluctuations contain components with length scales equal to the length of surface waves , a rhomboid
pattern of small waves intersecting under the angles fay,. is created.
When the time of wind action is much greater than time of evolution of pressure fluctuations t,,., the pressure field cannot be considered as advected as a rigid
pattern across the water , and the assumption ( 2.112 ) is no longer valid. A more
realistic assumption is to consider the pressure fluctuation as a uniform random field
with frequency-wave number spectrum 'y a (k', w). Using Eq. (2.110 ) we obtain the
extension of Phillips ' result (2.92) in the form:

t)

r tanh2(kh)

(2.123)

= P2 C2 t.

2.4.4 Resonance type model with dissipation
Phillips' original linear model does not include dissipation processes . However, the
dissipation mechanisms due to molecular viscosity, white capping and other forms of
wave breaking , are always present in the wave field. However , wave breaking is a
nonlinear phenomenon , and in the linear model can be included only approximately.

In the following we consider the irrotational wave motion on the surface of the deep
ocean with energy dissipation . At time t = 0 the turbulent pressure field p(i, t) appears over the initially calm sea surface . The corresponding boundary value problem
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for the velocity potential 4i (9, z , t), satisfying the Laplace equation, can be formulated
as follows:
Pa
Pw

at z = 0, (2.124)

and

a4'
az

(2.125)

-+ 0 at z --.- 00.

The small positive parameter ,Q is an attenuation coefficient, due to dissipation, which
will be specified later.
We assume now that pressure fluctuations are random, but stationary in time and
uniform in space (x, y). Therefore, pa(x, t) can be represented in the form of double
Fourier-Stjeltjes integral:
P (x, t) = Jk
"

exp [i (^ . x

- wt)] dP (k, w).

(2.126)

If T. (k, w) is a wave number-frequency spectrum of the atmospheric pressure fluctuations, then we can write (Phillips, 1977):

E [dP (k, w) dP` (k', w) ] = 41a (k, w) dk dw 6 (k - k') 6 (w - w) ,

(2.127)

where 6 () denotes the Dirac delta function ( Lighthill , 1975).
Under an action of pressure fluctuations p (x", t), the sea surface ordinates will
evolve in time and wave field will be non -stationary. Thus:

( (x, t) =

J_J

exp [i (k • ff - t)] dA (k, w, t) ,

(2.128)

where dA (k, w, t) is a slowly changing function of time.
The wave number-frequency spectrum of the surface fluctuations i' (k, w, t) is
represented in similar way as spectrum T. i.e.:
E [dA (k, w, t) dA' (k', w', t)] = 4l (k, w, t) dk dw 6 (k - k') 6

(2.129)

The velocity potential 4' satisfying Laplace's equation and the kinematic boundary
condition takes the form:
4' (i, z, t ) = f J k-1 exp [kz + i (k • i wt)] (dAt - iwdA) .
^
R.

(2.130)
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After substitution of Eqs. (2.126 ), (2.128) and (2 . 130) into the dynamic boundary
condition (first relation in Eq . (2.124)) we obtain:
l

(2.131)

= kdP
--.
dAtt + 2 (,6 - iw ) dAt + [(gk - 2i/.3w) - w2] dA
Pw

Using the Laplace transform technique and applying the zero boundary conditions:
dA (k, w , 0) = dAt (k, w, 0) = 0,

yields the solution of Eq. (2.131) in the form:
dA (k, w ,

t) = dPwo2 t

I

exp [(,0 - iw) (r - t)] sin [wp ( r - t)] dr,

(2.132)

IS o
Pw9

where wo = gk, w^ = wo -,32 = gk - 132. The frequency wo is an intrinsic frequency
of water surface oscillations.
Using the technique described in the Section 1.3.3 we obtain the wave numberfrequency spectrum for surface oscillations in the form (Krylov et al ., 1986):
2

t)

W1 (k, w ) (1 + 2 (1 + 0 I

e-2#t - ( 1 + o)cos (cwt) a _ t

(2.133)

in which Ow = wp - w and 411 (k, w) is a corresponding spectrum for the stationary
stage, i.e. for t oo
(k '2)
2
w2 2/3w l

'y1 (k, w) _

2 2 [ (1

.

(2.134)

Under the assumption that 3 « 1, Eq. (2.133) can be integrated with respect to w
to get an approximation of the wave number spectrum
2p (k, 2

k, t
(~

) tiPwQ C

(

1 - e-20t

t) as:

)

( 2.135)

When the dissipation effects are negligible , Eq. (2.135) becomes:

t.
(k, t) -- x

(2.136)

P w(C2w)

Equation (2.136) agrees with Phillips ' result ( 2.92). From Eq. (2.135 ) it follows that,
the spectral components do not grow infinitely in time , but rather approach some
stationary stage when wave number spectrum becomes:
irWa
(k, t 00

(k'w)

2P2wfC2

(2.137)
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The attenuation coefficient Q due to molecular viscosity only can be represented as:
,(1= 2vwk2.

(2.138)

Let us assume now that formula (2.138) can also be used for the turbulent motion
when the kinematic coefficient of molecular viscosity V. is replaced by the kinematic
coefficient of turbulent viscosity vT.
The coefficient vT depends on wind velocity U. Laboratory data by Kononkova
(1969) gives the vT value in the range from 6 • 10-4 cm2/s to 758 • 10-4 cm2/s for
wind velocity U varying from 6m/s to 20m/s. Assuming that k U2, it can be
shown that the attenuation coefficient ,Q varies from 4.1 .10-4 s'1 for wind velocity
U = 4m/s to 0.95.10-4s-1 for U = 20m/s. Kononkova's data indicate also, that nondimensional attenuation coefficient QTUU is equal to 1.88. 10-4 for all wind velocities
9

under consideration. Thus, for turbulent motion we can write:
QTN 1.88.10-4

(2.139)

U.

The coefficient ,QT is still a very small quantity which justifies the approximation used
for developing of Eq. (2.135).

2.4.5 Inclusion of fluctuation of tangential stresses
The analysis given above follows the traditional approach in which only the spectrum
of pressure fluctuations is taken into account and wave motion is linear and irrotational. The fluctuations of tangential stresses are totally neglected. However, in a
real situation a turbulent wind induces both the normal and tangential stresses at
the sea surface. Following Krasitskii (1980), we briefly present the possible way to
include the tangential stress in the analysis.

The linearized equations of water motion and boundary conditions can be summarized as follows:
au(w) _

at

1 ap(w) 2
93
P. axi

(2.140)

au!w)

= 0

I

'

axi

(p(W) - p(°)) ni

(',!) - o^^)) nj -TniV2(

ac
at

Uw)
3

1

for z = 0, (2.141)

in which superscripts (w) and (a) denote water and atmospheric components, respectively; i, j = 1, 2, 3; x1 = x, x2 = y and axis x3 = z (directed upwards). The symbol
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V2 is the three-dimensional Laplace operator (2.78) and V is the two-dimensional
Laplace operator in the horizontal plane:
2a2 a2 a2
Oh =
+a
x2 = ax2 +
ax2
2

v i; = P),

( aui

a2

(2.142)

8 y 22

a^.;

+ is a viscous stress tensor ; ii = (0, 0, 1) is a unit vector. At

ax; axi
z -+ -oo, the velocities ui -* 0. At t = 0, the turbulent wind starts to blow over an
initially calm sea surface.
The resulting velocity field in water and in air, and the water pressure are represented in the form of two components, i.e. mean value and turbulent fluctuations.
After averaging the equations (2.140) and (2.141) we obtain a system of equations for
the fluctuating components of water and air motion. Solving this set of equations,
and using the boundary conditions at the air-water interface, yields the relation of
the wave spectrum and spectrum of the atmospheric forcing in a form identical to
Eq. (2.135 ), i.e.::
7fa (k,W)

- 20t
t) = 2p2^3C2
(1 - e ) (2.143)
with the spectrum of the atmospheric forcing as (Krasitskii, 1980):

+ kk23 k(^) (k, w ) + k if (in) (k, w) ,

(2.144)

where Ip (k, w) denotes the spectrum of the atmospheric pressure as in Phillips'
model , 41(x) (k, w) is a spectrum of components related to fluctuations of tangential
stresses , and w1i") (k, w) is a spectrum resulting from the interaction between normal
and tangential stresses . We present these spectra in Fourier integral form, i.e.:
Tp

(k, w ) =

2^

, (k, w ) =

f

i

Kp (k, r) exp (iwr)dT ,

(2.145)

J IIi; (k, T) exp (iwr)dr,

(2.146)

and:

ii")

(k

w) =

2x f 2

{fi

(k, r) exp(iwr ) } d7-,

(2.147)

where:
Kp (k, T) b

E [pk(t) pk,(t + r ), ,

IIi; (k, r) 6 (k - k') = E [ri (t, k) r' (t + r,

k')] ,

(2.148)
(2.149)
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and:
(2.150)

E [pk(t) Ts (t + T,

fi (k, T) b

The Ti (t) in Eq . (2.149 ) denotes the components of tangential turbulent stresses, i.e.:
(2.151)

Ti (t) = P.V.19 i

When the tangential stresses and interaction between normal and tangential stresses
are neglected, Eq. (2.135) is obtained. However, due to the lack of experimental data,
it is difficult at present to assess the impact of the tangential stress components on
the wave spectrum.

2.4.6 Inclusion of airflow turbulence in the Miles' model
Miles' theory of wave generation is a well-argued mathematical theory within the
assumptions made that airflow is inviscid and the turbulence plays no role except in
setting up the shear flow. When applying this theory to the field situation where
the airflow is inevitably turbulent, the mean shear flow velocity U(z) and the waveperturbation velocity resulting from Miles' theory give the total mean of the turbulent
airflow over a wave surface (Riley et al., 1982). According to this idea, the mean
velocity and pressure should be presented as:
u = U(z) +
11 =

u.w

vw

(2.152)

,

P = P. + PT

where the wave-induced velocity components uw and vw and the pressure pw are given
by Miles' theory. Riley et al. (1982) showed that the part of surface pressure PT, due
to interaction of the airflow turbulence with waves, has the form:
2

(2.153)

PTL-o = PUZk( (aT + OT) ,
where:
aT

[

f\ 2

= -K

+(2kl o )2-kv

{
QT = -K

fkv\2 2 kv
l

U*

l + (2kl o )

u.

2 . 40(()+ (

rd^1

d( I £_0,

(2 . 154)
d(

(2.155)
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in which R and £. denote the real and imaginary part of a complex function, re2

spectively. The first component of surface pressure pn-`k(aT represents the pressure
K
2

which is in phase with the wave elevation, while the second component p K k(fT deK:

notes the surface pressure in quadrature with surface elevation. The function q5(1=),
'4i = 0, in which
where £ = kz, is a solution of Miles' equation 0„ - [1+ (!_)]
w
W(0 = U - C Prime denotes a differentiation with respect to z.
U,
The symbol 10 is the mixing length at the surface. It accounts for the turbulent
mixing which occurs right at the surface in rough flow when the turbulent stresses
are directly related to the roughness elements . For smooth flow, to = 0, hence aT =
,3T = 0, and the wave-turbulence interaction has no effect on the surface pressure.
In the transition region, when 0.14 < zou. < 2.2, the mixing length increases
v
rapidly to a maximum and decreases again more slowly.
In the rough region, when zou' > 2.2, the mixing length is proportional to the
v
roughness length zo. It can be shown that PT = 2K2 = 0.32. Thus, the waveturbulence interaction provides an additional mechanism for energy transfer from
wind to waves. The energy input from wind to waves, travelling with the wind,
increases by about 10% for aerodynamically rough flow.
Numerical calculations also indicate that the flux due to surface turbulent stresses
is about 5% of the energy flux due to the pressure field (Chalikov and Makin, 1991).
However, the extended theory predicts a growth rate which is still a factor of 2-3, too
small when compared with experiment.

2.4.7 Effect of wind-generated waves on airflow
As was shown in Section 2.2, the drag coefficient C. depends strongly on the wave
age. This dependence is a manifestation of the coupling mechanism between wind and
waves. In comparison with airflow over a flat plate, the airflow over surface gravity
waves feels an additional stress due to the presence of the waves. This is referred as
wave-induced stress T,,,:
k(z) a

Tw(z) = Pw10 w^t¢j,,,i„ddk.

(2.156)

The ratio of wave-induced stress T,,, to the total stress T (T = paU ), depends
strongly on the wave age. The wave-induced stress rw is large for a young sea (say
C 5) and rather small for an old sea (say C 30). In other words, the airflow
u,t
U*
over a young sea corresponds to the flow over a rough sea surface with a higher value
of the drag coefficient and strong coupling of the wind and surface gravity waves.
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The rate of change of the wind profile in time , which induces the influence of
waves on the airflow , is governed by the equation ( Janssen , 1989):

8t =

v -5-Z-2- + 1
U

- azrb ,

(2.157)

Pa

in which v = va + D,,,, and wave diffusion coefficient D,,, is proportional to the wave
spectrum 4'(k):

Dw =

7r (i2k2IXI2IF

IC-C9I

( k),

(2.158)

where X is a solution of Rayleigh 's equation (2.98), and C. is a group velocity.
Equation ( 2.157) suggests that the effect of waves on the wind profile is similar to
the effect of molecular viscosity , and accordingly, the turbulent stresses in Eq . ( 2.157)
are modelled by the mixing-length approach in which:
Tturb = Pa 1

2 8U

8U

Oz

8z

(2.159)

where 1 = tcz.

The two mechanisms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.157) have a different impact
in the wind profile; namely the air turbulence attempts to maintain a logarithmic wind
profile while the viscosity and surface waves try to maintain a linear wind profile.
The total stress for a steady-state solution are a summation of the wave-induced,
turbulent, and viscous stresses:
Ttotal = Tw + Tturb + Tviac,

(2.160)

in which T.w and Tturb are given by Eqs. (2.156) and (2.159), respectively, and viscous
stresses take the form:

Tviac = Pala 8z

(2.161)

Numerical calculations showed that for a young sea (C/u. = 5) the wave-induced
stress becomes a considerable part of the total stress (- 95%) at the sea surface,
where gz/u, : 0.02, while the turbulent stress is only a small portion of total stress.
For an old sea, the surface stress is dominated by the turbulent stress related to the
very short gravity and capillary waves. The wave-induced stresses at the sea surface
are smaller, being only 30% of the total stress. The contribution of viscous stresses
at the sea surface is quite small. This result agrees with Miles (1965) who considered
only fully developed sea spectra and found that the effect of the gravity waves on
wind profile is very small.

For a given phase speed, the coupling coefficient µ (as well as the wave growth
rate) is larger for an old sea than for a young sea. For a young sea the resonance
between wave and airflow occurs at a larger height rather than for an older, smooth
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sea. In this wind speed range the wind profile is logarithmic and W"/W' _- 1 in
z

Eq. (2.97). For fixed phase velocity this quantity is smaller for a young sea. At the
same time, the wave-induced air velocity increases. The resulting reduction of the
growth rate for a young sea is a combination of these two competing mechanisms.

2.4.8 Wind- current coupling in gravity -capillary wave generation model
In recent years, remote sensing techniques have become more and more popular for
detecting the sea surface (see Chapter 9). Formation of radar image of the surface
strongly depends on the processes transferring energy and momentum from the wind
to the waves. For example, the amount of microwave radar backscatter is dominant
at the Bragg wave length of the order of 4-40 cm. These wave lengths correspond to
the early stage of wave generation. In Section 2.4.2 we briefly described basic models
of wave generation. Miles' laminar model, whereby the air motion, modulated by the
vertical motion of the water, leads to a resonant coupling between the surface motion
and the horizontal variations in the pressure field. A linear-logarithmic flow in air is
assumed and water is at rest, i.e. the wind-induced current is neglected. This means
that these two flows do not satisfy the equation for continuity of shearing stress at
the boundary of two fluids.
Physically, the growth of waves on the interface of water and air can be seen as
the perturbation of the equilibrium consisting of a plane interface and uniform basic
flow U(z) in air and water (see Fig. 2.4). When wind sets in, after a few seconds, the
upper layer of the water starts to drift with the wind. These flows are both strongly
sheared near the interface and unstable and ripples soon start to appear.
Assuming that gravity is the only body force present, and turbulence and other
nonlinear features are negligibly small, we can view the growing surface waves as
perturbations on the shear current. The wave dynamics is then described by the
appropriate Orr-Sommerfeld equation. Let S(x, t) be a displacement of the interface
from equilibrium and the perturbation velocity components be u (x, z, t) and w (x, z, t).
A perturbation stream function ip (x, z, t) takes the form (Valenzuela, 1976; Gastel et

al., 1985):
.O(x, z, t) = (k(z) exp [ik (x - Ct)],

(2.162)

with the surface elevation expressed in the wave -like form:
((x, t) = (o exp [ik (x - Ct)].

(2.163)

The resulting Orr-Sommerfeld equation for ¢ in air and in water becomes (Valenzuela,
1976):
iva (0av - 2k25a + k4cba) + k [(U - C) (^a - k24a) - Uacba] = 0 , (2.164)
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Figure 2 . 4: Interface of air and water flows.
and
ivw (HIV - 2k20 , + k40

+ k [(U - C) (Ow - k20w) - U,,,mw] = 0.

(2.165)

The primes denote the differentiation against z.
At the surface, the discontinuity in normal pressure is balanced by surface tension . Moreover , the tangential stresses must be continuous . The resulting boundary
conditions , for normal stresses are applied at the sea surface but are referred to z = 0,
i.e.:
(7w- 8w,,,

02S

(P -(z ) - 2µa 8z ) - (P - (z) - 2µv 8z ) = T 8x2

at z = 0,

(2.166)

in which subscripts a and w denote the quantities in air and in water , respectively,
and T is surface tension.
The continuity in tangential stresses can be expressed as:
C7wa Ono

82Ua

Owv, (716w

C72Uv,

2 ( ++S 2 I at
µa . + 8z + C 8z -µ1O 8x 8z 8z

z = 0. (2.167)
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Finally, the continuity of first-order velocity components at the free surface requires
that:
Wa

ua

+

=

Ww

=

U.

+

( ^Z

-jz

at z = 0 .

(2.168)

In general in the air , the linear-logarithmic profile is used , while in the water various
profiles are adopted . Valenzuela (1976) assumes a linear-logarithmic profile while,
Kawai (1979) uses an error-function-line profile, and Gastel et al. (1985 ) apply an
exponential profile. It should be noted that Miles (1962) took simply U(z) = 0 in
water.
The numerical solutions of the boundary value problem (2.162) - (2.168) indicate
that the growth rate of the initial wavelets is very sensitive to the wind speed and
wind profile . Moreover , changes in the shape of the wind profile , even above the
critical height, can change the growth rate by a factor of more than three (Gastel et
al., 1985). The influence of the current profile in water layer on the growth was found
to be less dramatic , but still significant . For example, when the current was uniformly
set to zero the growth rates were about 15% lower than when an exponential velocity
profile was used. It was found that the phase velocity is more sensitive to the windinduced current than to the wind itself . Good agreement of numerical models can be
obtained when the value of the current at the surface is known a priori.
The influence of some contaminants at the surface on wave generation and growth
was examined recently by Creamer and Wright (1992). They found that the main
effect of adding surfactants to the surface is a large reduction in the growth rate of
wind-generated waves due to the presence of film material . However, this reduction
is mostly related to the change in the wave number of the maximally growing waves
rather than to the actual attenuation due to the film itself.

2.5 Wave energy balance in spectral form
Wave generation models provide the linkage between spectrum of air pressure fluctuations T. ^k, w) and the wave number spectrum of surface oscillations it (k, i, t) in
a simpler case when waves propagate in deep water or in water of finite but constant
depth. Generally, when water depth changes in space, and island or artificial obstacles are present , the wind generated waves will undergo several other processes such
as refraction , diffraction and dissipation due to bottom friction , white capping and
breaking in the surf zone.
Taking into account the random character of wave motion, it seems that the
most appropriate method of evaluation of waves, in time and space are the spectral
methods. Resulting functions of these methods, i.e. the spectral densities S(w, 8)
or (k), provide the distribution of wave energy in the frequency or wave number
space.
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In order to develop an energy balance equation we assume for a moment that the
dispersion relation does not depend on time, but is rather a slowly changing function
of space coordinates . It can also depend on local properties such as water depth,
current velocity or ambient density current, i.e.:
(2.169)

W =1 [k,f (x, h,U,p,...)].

If the medium itself is moving with velocity U, the frequency of waves passing a field
point is:
W = 12 (k, x) = a + k • C = [gk tanh (kh)] 1/2 + k • U.

(2.170)

Usually the quantity w is called the observed or apparent frequency, while a is the
intrinsic frequency whose functional dependence on k is known as a classical dispersion
relation:
a2 = gk tanh (kh).

(2.171)

It is well known that the number of wave crests passing a given point per unit time
is determined by the kinematical conservation equation (Massel , 1989):

ak aki ak
= 0,
at + Vh W = 0, ax7ax^
t

i, j = 1 ,

2.

(2.172)

Substituting Eq. (2.169) into Eq. (2.172 ) gives:
aki + C9i (x, k',, t) aki _ _'91,
at axi axi

(2.173)

in which C9, = a is a group velocity.
Eq. (2.173) can be rewritten as:
dki _

asz

dt

axi

and

dxi
dt

an

= aki.

(

2.174

)

Equations (2.174) are identical to the Hamilton equations in mechanics . The vectors
x should be interpreted as coordinates and vectors k represent the momenta, and the
frequency 12 (k, x, t) is taken to be the Hamiltonian (Whitham , 1974; Massel , 1989).
For free surface waves, the mean densities of potential and kinetic energy are
equal . Therefore , 2W (k, x, t) is a mean spectral density of total wave energy in the
unit volume dk • di in phase space (k, x) at a given time t. According to Liouville's
theorem , this energy should be conservative during volume evolution:
di,
axi aq,
aki a%F
a
dt at
at axi axi aki

(2.175)
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or

aw

asi 041

oc a

dt

aki axi

axi aki

(2.176)

when Eq. (2.174) is used.
If the wave field is subjected to processes of generation, dissipation, nonlinear
interaction between spectral components and other possible interactions with atmospheric boundary layer and various ocean movements (currents, internal waves, etc.),
Eq. (2.176) should be supplemented by a source - sink term at the right-hand side,
i.e.:

a', a^a as2a

(2.177)

dt + aki axi - axi aki = Q (k, x, t) ,
in which Q = Qi.

The first term at the left-hand side of Eq. (2.177) expresses the local evolution of
the spectrum in time, while the second term represents the evolution of the spectrum
for the horizontally non-homogeneous wave field. This term shows that energy is
transported at the group velocity. The third term reflects the effects of refraction
and shoaling due to a non-horizontal bottom or due to current. The spectral energy
balance equation is also known as the radiative transfer equation or the transport
equation. In particular, an anology between the sea and a kinetic gas, which explains
the name kinetic equation, is used by Russian oceanographers.

In engineering and oceanographic practice the two-dimensional spectrum
S (w, 8; x, t) is frequently used, rather than the wave number spectrum

(k; x, t). To

evaluate spectrum S (w, 0;:F, t), we adopt the following variables transformation:

kl = X (w, x) cos 9, k2 = X (w, x) sin 8,

(2.178)

where function X (w, x) = k is a solution of the dispersion relation:

(2.179)

w2 = gk tanh(kh).

Hunt (1979) found an approximate solution of this dispersion relation in Pade' approximant form ( accurate to 0.1% for all frequency range) as:
w2h
(kh) +
2 = (w2h)2

9

(2.180)

w2h \

9 1+E,°,_1dn( 9

1

in which:

dl = 0.6666666667, d2 = 0.3555555556 , d3 = 0.1608465608 , d4 = 0.0632098765,
d5 = 0.0217540484 and d6 = 0.0065407983 . Variables transformation ( 2.178) yields:

'(k;x,t)=JS(w,0;x,t)= f( w ,0;x,t

),

(2.181)
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in which J is a Jacobian of the transformation, i.e.:
J

__ a(w,9) - a( ki,k2)l-1
a(ki, k2) -[ O(w, 9)

(2.182)

Thus:

a

ax cos 9, - x sin 9

C9

(2.183)

O

X

aX sin 9 , - x cos 9

After substituting Eq. (2.181 ) into Eq. (2.177) we obtain (Krasitskii, 1974):
Of Of Of
at + C9 cos 9 ax + C9 sin 9 a

alnx alnx

+ C9 cos o a - sine
y
y

Of

ax ) 09 -

(2.184)

XQ (w, 9, x, t)
As C = -w = k , we can rewrite Eq. (2.184 ) as follows:
X
at (CC9S) + C9 cos 9 a (CC9S) + C9 sin B a (CC9S) +
y

+ G9 sin 9 a -cos 9

[

O9
_J a
ac

(CC9S) = CC9

i, t),

(2.185)

in which = E; (Qt. Some solutions of Eq. (2.184 ) (or (2.185)) will be discussed in
Chapters 5 and 6.

Equations ( 2.184) and (2 . 185) can apply for a dispersion relation not depending
on time, when an ambient current is uniform in space . If waves propagate on a nonstationary and non-uniform current U (x", t), the intrinsic frequency a may vary in
space and time. In such a case , the spectral energy density will not be conserved.
Bretherton and Garrett ( 1969) showed that the quantity called wave action density
Y, t
N = is conserved in a moving medium . Therefore , instead of Eq. (2.177),
Q
we apply a more general principle of conservation of wave action density N in the
form:
ON Of ON OS2 ON Q
Ot Ok1 Ox,

Oxti 19k; a

(2.186)

In order to illustrate the relationship between wave action density N and energy
density let us consider the simplest example of a steady undirectional wave train
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in deep water on a variable current U (x) (source term Q =_ 0). Then , Eq. (2.186)
reduces to:

8x
11 [1^ \ U

(2.187)

C9/] = 0.

For gravityowaves in deep water a = g/C and C9 = 2C. Thus:
(U +2 C) C=const= 2 oCo.

(2.188)

Although the flux of wave action is constant , the flux of wave energy is not. For
example , as C decreases in an adverse current, the energy flux of the wave motion
increases because of the work done by `radiation stress ' (Longuet- Higgins and Stewart,
1964 ; Massel, 1989).
The basic difficulty in solving Eq. (2.177) or (2.186 ) is an evaluation of the function
Q. In general , Q is a function of wave number k and a functional of 'Y , i.e. Q =
Q [k, W]. Function Q can also be dependent on other parameters which are functions
of : and t (for example, wind velocity).
One of the basic components of function Q is a term which describes the nonlinear
interactions between wave components . In general, nonlinear interactions in the wave
field are weak as the evolution time of the wave field is much greater than the characteristic wave period and the evolution in space is much greater than the characteristic
wavelength . However, in some regions and at some times, the interactions may be
quite strong. For example , strong interactions are induced by wave breaking.
The theory of nonlinear weak interactions for wind-induced waves was first formulated by Hasselmann ( 1962 , 1968 ). Assuming that:

(2.189)

1 8^ << 1 and 1 8- 1,
k8k; w 8t

with the accuracy of the second approximation in interaction equations , Hasselmann
evaluated the general form of function Q as (Hasselmann , 1968 ; Willebrand , 1975):
1=9

(2.190)

Q (k) _ F-Q;,
in which

Q1

=

a,

( 2.192)

Q2 = aW (k) ,
Q3 = ^Y (k)

f.

(2.191)

(k') dk' ,

(2.193)
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Q4 = -6i (k) + f e (k, P ) 'P (A?) dk'',

Q5 =

f

[TiW (k')

ii (k") (k - P- k") - T2 W (k) ^ (?) 4 (0)] dk' dk",

Q6 = -vii kskj %Y (k) ,

(2.194)
( 2.195)
(2.196)
(2.197)

The coefficients a, ,l, 5, e, ry depend on the properties of the interacting fields. Similar
expressions for Q in Eq. ( 2.185 ) are obtained after appropriate variables transformation.
The term Q1 describes energy flux due to turbulent fluctuations of surface pressure
(Phillips' mechanism). Term Q2 corresponds to Miles ' coupling mechanism between
the wave field and the mean boundary layer flow . The term Q3 is a nonlinear correction of Miles ' theory and Q4 is responsible for interaction of the wave motion with
atmospheric turbulence . The term Q5 expresses nonlinear interaction between spectral components , while Q6 represents the energy changes due to interaction of waves
with the mean current. The term Q7 expresses the energy changes due to interaction
of waves with turbulence in the water layer . The two other components of source
function Q (Q8 and Q9) describe the strong nonlinearities . The term Q8 is related to
energy dissipation due to bottom friction and Q9 represents the dissipation of wave
energy due to wave breaking.

Further discussion of the particular Q; components and their importance for wave
prediction models is given in Chapters 5 and 6.

Chapter 3
Spectral Properties of Ocean
Waves
3.1 Introduction
In this Chapter we apply the basic properties of spectral analysis of the time series, introduced in Chapter 1, to interpret the spectra of ocean surface waves . In general, the
resulting shape of the frequency spectrum depends on the external wave generation
conditions (wind speed , wind fetch and duration, water depth, swell presence, and
storm stage ) as well as on internal mechanisms in the wave field (nonlinear interaction
between wave components , energy dissipation due to wave breaking or bottom friction ). However , the spectrum shape is not arbitrary and some fundamental properties
of energy distribution apply for all spectra.
The wave spectral energy reaches its maximum at frequency w = wp and decreases
for both lower and higher frequencies . Usually the decreasing at the low -frequency
range is faster than that for the high-frequency band. The lowest frequency for the
wind- induced gravity waves is estimated at approximately 0.03 Hz (0.2 rad /s). Energy
at frequencies lower than this value is for surf beat , seiches or tides ( Massel , 1989).
The highest frequency of wind-induced gravity waves corresponds to the minimum
phase velocity of 23 cm/s at a minimum wavelength of 1.7 cm (in clean water at
20°C). Thus, the highest frequency is 13 . 6 Hz (85 rad/s). For higher frequencies,
the restoring force is predominantly the result of surface tension , which is typical for
capillary waves . The limiting frequencies given above are theoretical approximations.
In practice we consider a much smaller frequency band of gravity, wind-induced waves.
Furthermore , spectra often show regularity , such as power-law regions, where
S (w) . w-" for some power n. A good example of such regularities is provided by
the saturation range (or equilibrium range) in the wave spectrum , when a spectrum
shows w-5 ( or w-4) dependence. The saturation range expresses some equilibrium
between energy loss, mainly due to breaking, and the same rate of energy acquired
by waves from the wind.
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To include the most energetic part of the spectrum, a variety of power functions
multiplied by some exponential functions have been proposed. This variety of the
spectra is mostly a result of various experimental time series which are the base for
spectrum formulation and which reflect various wave generation conditions.

The spectrum provides a complete description of the ocean waves only when they
are considered as a linear superposition of many elementary sinusoidal components.
However, especially in shallow waters, ocean waves show increasingly sharper peaks
and shallower troughs, caused by the harmonic components generation and their
interactions. Presence of the harmonic components can be seen in ocean spectrum as
additional peaks, usually in its high frequency range.
This information is not sufficient for a detection of the interacting frequency combinations which cause such peaks. To obtain the `map' of interacting frequencies,
a higher order spectral analysis is needed. In Section 3.2.3, the bispectrum is formulated and its usefulness is discussed. The bispectrum is a Fourier transform of
the two-dimensional autocorrelation function and represents a contribution of three
Fourier components to the third moment E[(3].
Finally, in Section 3.3 the directional energy spreading is described. Due to the
complicated energy transfer from the atmosphere to the sea, the resulting surface
waves are multidirectional. Only part of wave energy is aligned with the wind direction. Because of the limitation of observational methods, a knowledge on the
directional spreading is relatively poor compared to the frequency spectrum. In this
Section we give a review of the present representations of the directional properties of
ocean waves, namely the cosine-power models, wrapped-around the Gaussian model,
von Mises model, hyperbolic type model, and double peak spreading model.

3.2 Frequency spectra of ocean waves
3.2.1 Spectral moments and spectral width
In Fig. 3.1, a typical frequency wave spectrum and corresponding autocorrelation
function are shown. The normalized autocorrelation function K(r)/as starts at unity
for zero lag, r = 0. Using a definition of the correlation scale (see Eq. 1.46) we can recognize that in our case ro _- 7s. In Table 1.2 has been shown that the autocorrelation
function K(T) of a cosinusoidal signal with random phase is given as:
K(7-)
= cos (wOr ) = cos C
iv )

in which To is a period of signal. Function K(r) vanishes for T1 = To/4. Assuming
that most of wave energy is concentrated around the peak frequency wy = 21r/To, it
is then natural to associate the first zero crossing of function K(T), at r = r1, with
the dominant period of the process. Thus, the peak frequency wp = 2-7r/4T1.
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Figure 3.1: Autocorrelation function K(r) and spectral density function S(w).
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In Fig. 3.1, rl ^- 1.7s, corresponding to peak frequency w, = 2ir/(4 • 1.7) = 0.92
rad/s . A glance at the spectrum in Fig. 3.1 shows a peak at wp 0.85 rad /s, which
is close to the approximated value of 0.92 rad/s.

The function S(w) represents a distribution of wave energy in the frequency domain. Thus:
(3.2)

0 ^ S(w) dw = a2 = m0.

The variance al is also called the zero-moment of the spectrum. In general, the
spectral moments m, are defined as:
f^
m,. =
w'S(w) dw.
(3.3)
0

J

The few first moments are of special importance for the spectral description of ocean
waves. The first moment ml determines the mean wave frequency and mean wave
period, i.e.:
M1
w=-

and T =

27r

= 27r-.

(3.4)

w ml

mp

An alternative estimate of the mean frequency (period) also exists. It is called the
average frequency of up-crossing of the mean level iD0 (and average period To):
rfO
w0 = m2 and to = 27r = 27r V-.
mo w0 m2

If determined in this way, w0 has the property that the curve C = a,,,,, cos(coot) has
the same number of zero-crossings per unit time as the record with spectrum S(w)
(Rice, 1944). The a,,,,, denotes the root mean square wave amplitude. More details
on the statistics of wave period are given in Chapter 4.
As well as moments m,., the central spectral moments y z,. are also used. They are
defined as:

(3.6)
Thus:
?no = 'mo,

ml=ml - 4J m 0 =

0,

m 2l
m2=m2--.

m0

(3.7)

The central moment m2 is a measure of concentration of the spectral wave energy
around frequency D.
When we normalize m2 in Eq. (3.7) by product (^2mo), we obtain non-dimensional
parameter v2 as:
v2 = m2 = m0 m2 - 1.
c02 mo mi
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Parameter v2 is a convenient , lower-order quantity which is a measure of the spectral
width . Equation (3.8) clearly indicates that when all wave energy is concentrated in
the one frequency w = 6-;, then v2 -+ 0. When wave energy is broadly distributed
among frequencies , then v2 increases . In typical storm conditions , the spectral width
parameter v is approximately equal to 0.3.
Typical wave profiles , corresponding to narrow- and wide-spectra are shown in
Fig. 3 . 2. It is seen that waves of a narrow spectrum have almost the same frequency
but gradually varying amplitudes . The upper and lower envelopes coincide exactly
with crests and troughs , and form a pair of symmetrical curves with respect to mean
value. In such a case , the positive and negative maximum excursions of the wave
surface are equal to each other , and equal to wave amplitude (for more discussion
on wave amplitude see Section 4.3). In the case of a wide spectrum , waves of many
frequencies are present and these ride on each other to produce local maxima as
readily below mean sea level as above it.
Another measure of spectral width appears when developing the statistics of
wave amplitude (see Section 4.3). Parameter d was first defined by Cartwright and
Longuet-Higgins ( 1956) as:

2 = Z m1 m4

1, f S(wi) S(w2) (wi - w2 ) 2dwldw2,

(3.9)

or
2
E
2 = m0m4 - m2

m0m4

•

(3.10)

It follows that:
0<E2<1.
When the wave spectrum S(w) is extremely narrow, say S(w) = a(28(w - we), then
E2 0.
Let us assume that spectrum S(w) takes a form:
So , w < nwp
S(w)
0 , w>nwy

(3.11)

in which wp is some characteristic frequency and n is some positive number. Then,
using Eq. (3.10) we obtain:
E2 = 4

9

(3.12)

It should be noted that E2 value is independent of the frequency band nwP.
Finally, we apply definition (3.9) to a spectrum with two peaks:
S(w) = a(2a b(w - Lo.) + as (1 - a) b(w - wb).

(3.13)
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Figure 3.2: Time history of surface displacement: a) narrow spectrum and b) wide
spectrum.

The calculation gives:
2

a(1-a )(Wa+W6)-4a( 1 -a)WaWb
aWa +

(1

-

a

Assuming that UJa -+ 0 and wa 0 yields
Wb

is the a value.

(3.14)

)W6
e2

= a. Thus, e 2 can be as near to unity as
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3.2.2 Spectrum shape
3.2.2.1 Saturation range
The growth of waves under the influence of wind is not infinite. The energy supplied
by the wind is balanced by wave interactions which transfer energy from a given
frequency band to other frequencies, and by energy dissipation. In deep water, the
dissipation frequently takes the form of `white caps' of scale smaller than the wavelength. White caps occur when two wave crests are superimposed or when shorter
waves ride over the crest of longer ones.
Another form of the limitation of wave growth is related to the formation of
capillary waves just in front of sharp primary wave crests. These capillary waves
extract energy from primary waves of high curvature (Phillips, 1977). We also note
that the surface drift layer produced by wind stress enhances wave breaking at a
greatly reduced wave amplitude. More information on wave breaking in deep and
shallow water is given in Chapters 5 and 6. Here we only point to the fact that each
of these mechanisms places an upper limit on the growth of waves by the extraction
of energy at a critical condition.
The occurrence of any such mechanism is an indication of a stage of saturation
of wave components, in which a balance between energy supplied by wind and that
lost by dissipation is achieved. Therefore, the saturation range should be exclusively
described by local physical parameters that govern the extreme configuration of waves,
i.e. gravitational acceleration (g), friction velocity of the wind over the wave surface
(u,), and local frequency (w). Phillips (1958), using dimensional arguments, found
that:

S(w) = fw(- 192w-5.
9

(3.15)

When the surface drift is unimportant , i.e. wu , << 2 (u, _
9

T is mean

tangential stress), Eq. (3.15) yields:
S(w) = ag2w-5

(WP K w <<

U,
29),

(3.16)

in which a is a constant (a = 1.23. 10-2).
The wave number spectrum W(k), corresponding to spectrum (3.16), takes the
form:

^(^) = f(O)k-4

(k

<<k

<< 22) ,
u

(3.17)

in which the angle 0 specifies the direction of the wave number vector k and f (0)
is the undetermined coefficient function. Results of field experiments on the wave
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number spectrum for the wavelength range of 0.2 - 1.6 m were presented by Banner
et al. (1989 ). They found that the spectrum (k) can be approximated as:
W (k) = 0.3. 10 -4 k-4,

(3.18)

for (u;k/g) = 10-2, when k = I kl is expressed in cycles /meter.

Phillips ' constant a and energy loss by wave breaking
Longuet-Higgins (1969a) derived a semi-theoretical estimate of the relationship
between a and energy loss assuming that wave breaking occurs whenever the vertical acceleration at the crest approaches (- 2 g I . If for a moment we use a linear
expression for surface waves:

(3.19)

C = a cos(kx - wt),
it follows that the breaking condition is:
awe

=

219.

(3.20)

In the more general case of a narrow spectrum, the distribution of wave amplitude a
is a Rayleigh distribution (see Chapter 4):
2

2

,
f (a) = 2a exp =
r"M Irim

L

(3.21)

in which a,.,,, is a root-mean-square amplitude.
Let us assume that all waves of amplitude greater than the critical amplitude ao
will break; using Eq. (3.20) we have:
1
aowo = 29,

(3.22)

27r
in which coo is given by Eq. (3.5). The mean loss of energy per average period to = W
O
is:

J

2g

(a2 - ao) f (a) da = E exp (-Eo/E)

(3.23)

where:
E = Pw97 = Pw9 j S(w)dw = Pw9 mo,

(3.24)

and
1 2 1 3 _4
E0 = 2Pw9a0 = 8Pw9 (wo)

(3.25)
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Therefore, the proportion (r) of energy lost per mean wave cycle is:
1
r = exp L- EEO- ]

=

exp
ono

8

4

.

(3.26)

Using representation (3.16) with sharp low-frequency cut-off at w = w, we obtain:
r=exp(-8a)

'

(3.27)

which is independent of wp.
To estimate the proportion r of wave energy lost due to white capping per average
period, we consider the rate of working of wind W in the form:
W

Pau 3'

(3.28)

where the wind stress r is:
Pa U2 C10pa U2,

(3.29)

in which a drag coefficient Clo - 1.5 • 10-3.
From Eqs . (3.28) and ( 3.29) we obtain:
W = Cio2PaU3•

(3.30)

The energy input per wave period becomes:
WT

21r C10/2 Pa U3 (wo)-1,

(3.31)

Under saturation conditions this energy input is equal to the loss by wave breaking.
Thus:
WT
r- E

(3.32)

or

r 1600 Cio2 I pw

(3.33)

With the values C10 = 1. 5.10-3, p
a = 1.3.10-3, for a well-developed sea, we obtain:
Pw
r"1.0.10-4.

(3.34)

Finally, from Eq. (3.27) the saturation range constant a - 1.35 • 10-2. This value of
a falls within the range of the experimentally determined values of a.

Dependence of a on external growth conditions
As more accurate and extensive measurements have become available , it has become more evident that the idea of a saturated upper limit to the spectrum is no
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longer tenable. The constant (a) implied in Eq. (3.16) appeared to be a function
of fetch, or wave age rather than an absolute constant. In particular, Eqs. (3.31)
and (3.32) indicate that the coefficient (r) is proportional to TIE. As the variation of period T under different wind conditions is generally less pronounced than the
variation of energy E, it might be expected that coefficient (r) will decrease with nondimensional fetch (gX /U2) or non-dimensional wind duration or wave age (gt/U). In
fact, this tendency was observed by Hasselmann et al. (1973) during the JONSWAP
experiment, i.e.:
/ -0.22

a

=

0.0761

U2)

,

(3.35)

in which X is a wind fetch.
In general , the hypotheses of similarity for ocean waves (Kitaigorodskii, 1962) give
the following representation of the energy spectrum:
(3.36)

S(w) = f (w, X, t, U, g).
In the same way we assume that variance aS and peak frequency w p are:
aS fa(X, t, U, 9)

(3.37)
WP = f,,(X,t,U,9)
Using Eq. (3.37) we rewrite Eq. (3.36) in the form:
(3.38)

S(w) = fi(w, 9, o , w ),
or in the non-dimensional form (Krylov et al., 1986):
S(W)

= f2

w,b

(3.39)

92W-5

P
2

in which b = aSWP is a characteristic slope in deep water.
9
Then, f2 b
(WP
W >> 1. The simplest approximation of function f2 is:
In saturation range of the spectrum S = w-5.

-+ f2(5) for

WP

f2(b)

fW

for

0/ > b

WP

f2 b) =
WP 0 for a < b

(3.40)

WP

in which b is obtained from a normalization condition:
00
at = J S(w)dw.

(3.41)
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As the spectral function S(W) decreases more rapidly in the low- than in the highfrequency range, b should be -- 1. Thus, from Eqs. (3.39), (3.40) and (3.41) we
obtain:
f2(6) = 4b4

(a(w2 )

2

(3.42)

= 4b462.

9
Substitution into Eq. (3.39 ) yields:
S(w) = 4b462g2w-5 for

W

>>

(3.43)

WP

Spectrum (3.43) can be compared with Phillips' form (3.16); hence:
a

=

4b462.

(3.44)

Therefore, parameter a appears to be a function of the characteristic slope 6 (say it is
a function of external growth conditions: X, t and U). However, it should be pointed
out that the result (3.44) is valid under the assumption that b is independent on
the external growth conditions. Some experimental evidence for relationship (3.44)
is given in Section 3 . 2.2.2.

Zaslavskii and Zakharov' representation
The fact that the coefficient a is not absolutely constant means that the expression (3.16) cannot be treated as a `hard limiting ' spectral form and an existence of the
saturation range is doubtful. On the other hand, the question arises as to whether it
is possible to approximate the frequency spectrum for w >> w, in a form:
W -no
S(w) = ao f - w

(3.45)

GJp

in which ao and no will be absolute constants. In Eq. (3.45) w and S denote w =
3
lip = wp9 , S = US and

u

1 for

w>w,

p

0 for

w < wp.

WU

,

9

(3.46)

Zaslavskii (1982) showed that if no = 11/3 = 3.67, the coefficient ao = 3.4 .10-3 is
constant and does not depend on the wave growth. Thus, we finally have:
S (LJ) =

aow-11/3.

(3.47)

In other words, changing the power of the frequency from (-5) to (-11/3) compensates for the dependence of the parameter a on a non-dimensional fetch.
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Approximation (3.47) was confirmed theoretically by Zaslavskii and Zakharov
(1982). Their theory is based on the concept of Kolmogorov's spectra in which a
fundamental role is given to the wave action density N satisfying the radiative transfer
equation in the form:

ON 812 8N 8S2 8N

(3.48)

+----=Ik+Pk -Pk,
at 8ki 8x 8xi Ski

in which Ik expresses the nonlinear interaction between spectral components, and
Pk and Pk are total spectral sources and sinks . If the energy input and energy
dissipation bands are sufficiently separated in the wave number space, dimensional
analysis yields the frequency spectrum in the form:
(3.49)

S(W) = 92w-50(w,P,9),

where p =

dN
t
is the flux of the wave action and
d

m(w, p, 9) = 20.p"

'g -2/3W4

/3 Hi

(3.50)

`WpJ

The H1 is a `smudged' Heaviside's function such that H1(w)

0 for w << 1 and

Wp WP

H1l / -+ 1 for a >> 1. This reflects energy accumulation in the vicinity of
Wp
\ Wp
the spectral maximum. Using Eq. (3.50) in Eq. (3.49) for w > wp yields the nondimensional form of the spectrum as:
S(w) = 2,Q: P1

/3w -11/3

(3.51)
2

3

where w = wU p = U4 S = US and 3z 0.83.
The normalized wave action flux p` determines all mechanisms of interaction of
waves with wind and drift current. In the weak-turbulence theory of the windinduced waves, the wave action flux p` should not be dependent on the wave growth,
i.e. p(cop) .sz:i const. This is related to the assumption that the Kolmogorov type
spectrum (3.51) induces a constant value of the flux p over the spectrum. In practice,
energy input by the wind and dissipation do not appear to be sufficiently separated
in frequency to allow Zaslavskii and Zakharov's arguments to be applied rigorously.
However, the concept is quite helpful to understand why the one-dimensional spectra
tend to be fairly close to a w-4 power law when observed two-dimensional spectra are
far from isotropic.
The experimental data on wave action flux are not numerous. We use here the
data collected during the International Coastal Experiment `Kamchiya' which was
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undertaken on the Bulgarian coast of the Black Sea in 1977-1979 (Antsyferov et al.,
1990). For p" it was found that (Belberova et al., 1990):
P (X)

1.4. 10-11 X-o.12

(3.52)

and
p (WP) 4 .4 10-8 WP0_46

(3.53)

Using Eq. (3.53) in Eq. (3.51) yields:
S((D) pzD 0.15-11/3 (3.54)
where ,3z = 2.63. 10-3.
The approximation (3.52) indicates that wave action flux is only slowly changing
with non-dimensional fetch. This means that the experimental data support the theoretical assumption of an almost constant value of wave action flux which is necessary
for the existence of Kolmogorov's type of spectrum (3.51).

Toba's representation
In 1973 Toba empirically found that the best approximation to his wind-tunnel
data was a spectral density function in the form (Toba, 1973):
S(W) = Qu.gW-4

(3.55)

in which ,l3 = 0.02, using the laboratory data.
This representation was confirmed by the field observations of Kawai et al. (1977),
Donelan et al. (1985) and others. Phillips (1985) re-examined the idea for the equilibrium range using the more detailed description of the balance of the spectral density
of wave action:

a +(C9+0)•VN=-Vk•T'(k)+S;n-D,

(3.56)

where an action spectral density N is defined as:
N (k) = W W (k) ,

(3.57)

and w is the intrinsic frequency, i.e. w2 = gk in deep water. On the right-hand side of
Eq. (3.56), T (k') represents the net spectral flux of action through the wave number
k by resonant wave-wave interactions. The Si,, is an energy input from the wind and
D is a loss of energy by breaking.
Assuming that all three of these processes are important in the equilibrium range,
the frequency spectrum is found to be of form (3.55) and the corresponding wave
number spectrum is:

'Ii (k) = B D(9) u.g-1/2 k-712.

(3.58)
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A similar result has been obtained by Kitaigorodskii (1983) who assumed the existence
of the Kolmogorov type equilibrium range in wind generated waves in which energy
input from wind occurs at the energy-containing frequencies, while the dissipation is
restricted to much larger frequencies.
Liu (1989), examining over 2200 well-developed storm wave spectra recorded in
the Great Lakes, concluded that most of the exponents lie in the -3.5 to -5.5 range.
For practical applications, a representation of w'4 is perhaps a useful approximation
for fully-developed cases.

Finite water depth
The water depth does not appear explicitly in any of the above mentioned spectra.
However, the representation (3.17) is consistent with the occurrence of sharp spikes
among waves of much larger amplitude, independently of water depth. Such spikes
approximate Dirac b-function, the Fourier transform of which is flat at all frequencies
(see for example relationships for white noise in Tables 1.2 and 1.3). In similar
way, if a function f (x, y,) has discontinuities in slope, then its Fourier transform is
proportional to k-2 at large k and the mean square of the Fourier transform will be
proportional to k-4 (Lighthill, 1975).
Thus, let us assume that shapes of the equilibrium spatial wave spectra will be
identical for both deep and shallow seas, i.e. (Kitaigorodskii et al., 1975):

(3.59)

'Y (k) = B (g, h) D(9 ) k-4,
and
F(k) = f ^ (k') dk = f
Ikl=k

' (k, 0) kd9 = Bk-3,

(3.60)

W

in which k = (k cos B, k sin 9), 9 is a direction of wave propagation. Directional
spreading function D satisfies the normalization condition:

(3.61)

f n D(B)do = 1.

The relation between the frequency spectrum S(w) and wave number spectrum F(k)
has the form:
(3.62)

S(w) = F(k) I k=k(W) 8w

Using the dispersion relation:
W2 = w hh = kh tanh(kh) and
9

kh = fo (w

(3.63)

we obtain:
w; = fo tanh(fo),

(3.64)
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or
2

1 =f tanh (w; f)

f = fo w= 2,

and k= 9 -f-

(3.65)

Now the derivative aw can be calculated as:
2w„ f
rl +
g IL sinh (2w; f)

8k 2w f
8w

(3.66)

After substituting Eq. (3.66) into Eq. (3.62) and comparing with Eq. (3.16) we obtain:
(3.67)

S(w) = ag2w-5 r(w■ ),
in which a = 2B and
2 -1

r(w.) = f -

2 f

+

L

2w f

(3.68)

sinh (2w; f)

The function r(w.) is shown in Fig. 3.3. When w, -+ oo (deep water), r(w.) -+ 1
and Eq. (3.67) is equivalent to Eq. ( 3.16). In shallow water, when w. --+ 0 and
r(w.) -+ 2w;, from Eq. (3.67) we obtain:

1.0

0.8 --^

0.6 -

3
L

0.4 -

0.2 -

0.0
0.0

0.5

1 .0

1.5
w

2.0

Figure 3.3: Function r(w.).

2.5
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S(w) = 1 aghw-3.

(3.69)

Using similar arguments, we obtain the following extension of Toba's spectrum (3.55)
for arbitrary water depth:
S(w) = ,Ou*gw-4 rT( ws),

(3.70)

where:
rT(w*) = f -3/2 [1 +

2wz f
Binh (2w: f)J

(3.71)

It can be verified that rT(w*) -+ 1 when w* -+ oo (deep water ), while for w* -+ 0
(shallow water ), rT(w*) -+ 2w '/z, and Eq . (3.70) gives:
S(w) = 1,9u*hw-2.

(3.72)

Influence of surface drift
In the saturation range concept it is assumed that a specific balance of wave
energy exists within a restricted frequency band. However, one might anticipate that
the properties of waves in the saturation range depend on the nature of waves outside
that range. In particular, Kitaigorodskii et al. (1975) examined the influence of the
gravitational and advective effects generated by long waves. They concluded that
these effects are of secondary importance.

Another mechanism which may have influence on the saturation range is the
surface drift. The surface wind drift reduces the maximum wave elevation ( by a
/ 2
factor 1 1 - C , where q is the magnitude of the surface drift at the point where
the wave profile crosses the mean water level and C is the wave speed. If wind speed
U = 10 m/s, the mean surface wind drift is approximately U : 0.3 m/s, and the
surface waves have the length L = 0.3 m; the corresponding phase speed C -- 0.7
m/s. Therefore, the maximum unbroken wave elevation is only 0.3 times the Stokes
limiting irrotational wave elevation (Banner and Phillips, 1974).
If a short wave is riding over a long wave, there is a nonlinear augmentation of the
surface drift near the long wave crests. Short waves, superimposed on the longer ones,
experience augmented drift in these regions. This mechanism reduces the maximum
amplitude that the short waves can attain when they are at the point of incipient
breaking. The reduction of wave amplitude is given by Phillips and Banner (1974)
as:
r=

9 (Cc - qc)z
g' (Co - go)z

(3.73)
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in which r is a ratio of the maximum amplitude to what it would be in the absence
of the long waves, Co is the short wave speed at the point where the surface displacement of the long wave is zero, C. = Co(1 - ab) is the phase speed of the short wave
at the crest of the swell (ab is a long wave slope), qo is a surface drift, q. is the augmented value of the drift at the crest of the swell, and g' is the apparent gravitational
acceleration of the short wave swept over the long wave crest. Good agreement of
experimental data with Eq. (3.73) was noted.
3.2.2.2 Typical frequency spectra
Spectral forms discussed so far are restricted to the saturation range only, when
w > wy. To include the most energetic part of the spectrum, a variety of power
functions multiplied by exponential functions have been proposed. A general form of
the spectral density function is:

S(w) = Aw-p exp [-B

w-9]

,

(3.74)

in which A, B, p and q are free parameters. Thus, the spectral moments defined by
Eq. (3.3) become:
nLr = AB(r-n+l)/9 / 11 r (p - r - 1)
Iq q J

(3.75)

in which I'() is a gamma function (Abramowitz, Stegun, 1975).
The Piers on-Moskowitz spectrum
Probably the most popular spectrum among all proposed forms is that proposed
by Pierson and Moskowitz (1964), who, using the field data and theoretical discoveries
of Phillips (1958) and Kitaigorodskii (1962), showed that:
S(w) = age w-5 exp [_B(_9) 4]

(3.76)

where a = 8.1.10-3, B = 0.74 and U is a wind speed at an elevation of 19.5 m above
the sea surface. The shape of the wave spectrum is controlled by a single parameter
- wind speed U. The spectrum of Eq. (3.76) was proposed for fully-developed sea,
when phase speed is equal to wind speed. The experimental spectra given by Pierson

and Moskowitz yield:
Uwp = U fp
= 0.13.
Uwp = const = 0.879 and
9
2x9
9

(3.77)

After substitution into Eq. (3.76) we obtain:
4

S(w)

= ag2w-5 exp [ -4

(3.78)
l-
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Some mathematical problems arise when calculating the spectral fourth moment using
Eq. (3.78). This moment, which physically denotes the mean-squared acceleration
measured at a Eulerian point, is unbounded. To remedy this shortcoming, a cutoff
frequency is usually imposed, i.e.:

M4 = Jc S(w)dw,

(3.79)

in which w,, =nwp andn is taken asn>3.
We now show how the spectrum (3.78) can be obtained without invoking the
similarity hypothesis. Krylov (1966) showed that the probability distribution function
for wave period is:

F(T) = exp [-r4 \4/ \T/4, ,

(3.80)

in which T is a mean period.
Thus, the probability density function f (T) takes the form:

The wave period and wave frequency are functionally dependent . Hence:
f(T)dT = f(w)dw,

(3.82)

and the resulting probability density function f (w) becomes:
f (w) = d d( ) = 4l'4

(4l

\ W ) -4].
u,4w-5 exp -I'4 (4 f ( W(3.83)

For narrow-band processes the probability density function can be interpreted as a
frequency spectrum , normalized on variance (Krylov et al, 1986), i.e.:
f( =Z)
A-)
S(

(3.84)

In particular, the peak frequency w, is given by condition d ( ) = 0, i.e.:
1/4

(3.85)

wP - (5) r (4/ w.

After substitution Eq. (3.85) into Eq. (3.84) we obtain:
exp
S(w) _ g2w5

[- ;
(

)

(3.86)
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in which:
2

( WP2

a=

.

(3.87)

9o.,

5

Equation (3.86) is identical with the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum (3.78). It was
obtained without any assumptions on the limiting sea stage and without applying
the similarity laws. The forms (3.78) and (3.86) are numerically equivalent when
wE2
-_ 0.04. Assuming that the significant wave height H, -_ 4ot, this condition
9

yields Hs 0.025. Such values are commonly observed for sufficiently large none

dimensional fetches U2 and they are still much smaller than the limited slope (- 1/7).
It should be noted that the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum does not necessary corre-

spond to a fully-developed sea. In fact, Hasselmann et al. (1976) found, after careful
examinations of the Pierson-Moskowitz experimental spectra, that only part of these
spectra corresponds to a fully-developed sea.

The JONSWAP spectrum and its modifications
The JONSWAP spectrum extends the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum to include
fetch-limited seas. This spectrum is based on an extensive wave measurement program
(Joint North Sea Wave Project) carried out in 1968 and 1969 in the North Sea. The
JONSWAP spectrum, after publication in 1973, received almost instant recognition
and became very well known in international literature. The resulting spectral model
takes the form ( Hasselmann et al., 1973):
S(w) = a92W5 exp
[_ ( - )

7,

(3.88)

in which:
6exp
=

2
(W _W P) I
- J
2o0 P

(3.89)

Spectrum (3.88) contains five parameters, i.e. a, ry, wP and ao = oo for w < wp
and oo = oo for w > wP which should be known a priori. The term y6 is a peak
enhancement factor, added to the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, to represent a narrow,
more peaked spectrum which is typical for a growing sea. The ry parameter describes
the degree of peakedness and oo parameter describes the width of the peak region.
The mean JONSWAP spectrum yields y = 3.3, oo = 0.07 and op = 0.09, while a
and w, are given by:

-0'22
0.076

(U2)

1

(3.90)
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and

X

WP

-0.33

(3.91)

(u) (U)

7w

For the non-dimensional total wave energy £ we have:
2
£= U4

=1.6 10-7 (U ). (3.92)

Equations (3.91) and (3.92) demonstrate that the peak frequency w, decreases and
total energy increases with non-dimensional fetch (Fig. 3.4).
Using the two non-dimensional parameters =

U2 , v = 2P
9

, Eqs. (3.90), (3.91)

and (3 . 92) can be rewritten as:
= 44.534 v-3.03
a = 0.076° .22 = 0 . 033 vo.67

£

= 1.6.10-7.

(3.93)

f =7.13. 10-6•v -3.°3

On the other hand, the integration of Eq. ( 3.88), using -y = 3.3 and two first relations
(3.93) yields:
£

=

0.99.

10-T.1(3.94)

This result is inconsistent with the third relation in Eq. (3.93). Hasselmann et al.
(1976) attempted to regularize this discrepancy and developed slightly modified relationships for a, ^ and a using a number of theoretical arguments . Eventually they
obtained:
C = 32.438 v-3.03

a

a = 0.0662 -0.2 = 0.033 v °•67

e

=

(3.95)

1.63.10-7 C = 5.30.10-6 v-3.33

In principle, the JONSWAP spectrum should asymptotically approach the PiersonMoskowitz spectrum for large fetch, i.e. as v -. 0.13, a -+ 8.1 • 10-3 and •y -+ 1.0. In
fact, the JONSWAP and other fetch-limited spectra showed no marked tendency of
decreasing of •y toward 1 with increasing fetch.
Hasselmann et al. (1976) reanalysed the Pierson-Moskowitz spectral set using the
same parameter-fitting scheme as applied to the JONSWAP spectra and found that
a little more than half the spectra contained multiple peaks. After excluding these
data from analysis, the remaining spectra yielded a mean peak-enhancement factor
-y = 1.4, which is considerably higher than 1. This result indicates that a transition
to the fully-developed spectrum occurs in the very final stages of development.
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Figure 3 . 4: Evolution of the JONSWAP spectrum with fetch.
An independent data set to that of Hasselmann et al. (1976) gives y = 1.7 at
the Pierson-Moskowitz limit (Mitsuyasu et al., 1980). Allowing ao and ao to vary,
but still assuming that the Pierson-Moskowitz form is correct, Lewis and Allos (1990)
found:
y = 17.54 ^-0.284 = 5.87 vo-86. (3.96)
However, the large scatter of the JONSWAP data did not suggest a clear trend for y.
In the previous Section several arguments were presented for the revision of the
original Phillips' equilibrium range law w-5 by replacing it with Toba's law w-4. As
the- JONSWAP spectrum also comprises the Phillips' saturation range formulation
at high frequency, modification of the JONSWAP spectrum is desirable to establish
whether Toba's formulation fits the data better.
Revision by Battjes et al. (1987) showed that in the high-frequency band, the
difference in goodness-of-fit between w-4 and w-5 laws is statistically significant at a
level of confidence of 99.9% and the wave spectrum can be better approximated by a
w-4 tail.
The energy scale parameter 3 (see Eq. (3.55)) was found to be virtually indeThe value of 0 varies from 0.06 in
(
).
laboratory experiments to 0.13 for field data. According to Donelan et al. (1985) the
/ 0.45

pendent on the wave development factor

parameter ,0 is a function of 9 i.e. Q 0.068 ( g J . A modified JONSWAP
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spectrum, which includes Toba's formulation of the saturation range, was proposed
by Donelan et al. (1985) in the form:
9

S(w)

= a g 2 wp 1 w-4 exp - I . 76

(3.97)

P

in which:
,8 = 0.006 v0 .55 for 0.83 < v < 5.0,

(3.98)

6.489 + 6log v for 1.0 < v < 5
7={l

(3.99)
1.7, for 0.83<v<1

E = 0.00274 v-3.3, (3.100)
Qo = 0.08 + 0.32v-3. (3.101)
When v decreases (peak frequency shifts to lower frequencies), both /3 and -y decrease
and co remains relatively constant until near full development, when it increases
rapidly. The -y parameter does not reach a value of 1.0 at the full development limit,
but it is close to 1.7.
In Fig. 3.5 the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, the JONSWAP spectrum and the
Donelan spectrum are compared for two different regimes. The first figure illustrates
fetch limited conditions when fetch X = 25 km and wind velocity U = 10 m/s.
The resulting peak frequency and wave development parameters are WP = 1.64 rad/s,
and v = wPU = C, = 1.673 (C is a phase velocity in deep sea). The second figure
9
presents the spectra for a fully-developed sea (X = 200 km, U = 10 m/s, w, = 0.862
rad/s and v = 0.879). The Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum applies only for the fullydeveloped case. On the other hand, the JONSWAP spectrum, extrapolated to the
fully-developed limit, retains its enhanced peak, which is in contrast to a much broader
fully-developed spectrum. The Donelan et al. form shows a good agreement with the
JONSWAP spectrum in the fetch-limited stage and it also reflects the basic features
of the fully developed sea spectrum.
The relationships (3.98) - (3.101) fully determine the spectrum (3.97). For engineering purposes it would be more suitable to present these relationships in terms
of the significant wave height (H3) and peak period (TP), which are commonly used
in design practice. Houmb and Overvik (1976) already showed that this principle is
possible for the JONSWAP spectrum. Using this idea, Young (1992) obtained the
following relationships for the Donelan et al. (1985) spectrum:
200 g-1.571 moo .786 T-3.143 (3.102)
P

,y = 6.489 + 6 log [2.649 • 1078-2.s5r mo 429 Tp 5' 141 (3.103)
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the Pierson - Moskowitz , the JONSWAP and the Donelan
et. al. spectra : a) fetch limited conditions and b) fully developed sea.
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Qo = 0.08 + 6.940 .

10-26g8 . 571 7120 4.287 T117.142

(3.104)

2
in which mo = H6 and mo is given by Eq. (3.2).

The Wallops spectrum
The proposed spectral model is based on the laboratory data collected in the
wind-wave channel at the NASA Wallop Center (Huang et al., 1981). The basic form
of the two-parameter spectrum is:
_M
S(w) _ ,3g2wP 5I p^ -m exp [

(3.105)

4 (W ) -41

in which,3 and m are functions of the significant slope sl:

(3.106)
where o is the standard deviation of the surface elevation, and LP, WP are the wavelength and frequency of the waves at the spectral peak.
Reasoning that the asymptotic form of the energy range of the spectrum could
not be higher than for the strong nonlinear scenario when the higher harmonics are
present, they obtained for m (Huang et al., 1981, 1983a):
- deep water
log (%/2_.,1)2
m=

(3.107)

log 2

- intermediate and shallow water
2
r
log (22(sl)2 coth2 (kph) I 1 + 3
2 sinh2 kPh , )
m=

log 2 l

for 1 < kph.

(3.108)

Furthermore, using the definition of the spectral moments (3.3), it can be shown that:
(27rsl) 2

M(m-1)/4

4( m -5)/4

1
(
)
m-1

r

4

(3.109)
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Thus, the whole spectrum is totally determined by two-parameters based on the sea
state rather than the wind, i.e. significant wave slope (sl) and the peak frequency
(WP)'

The Krylov spectrum
Krylov (1966) starts from the general form (3.74) in which A, B, p and q are free
parameters. Utilizing two moments mo and m2i Eq. (3.75) is solved first for A and B:
3

9 ^^ q
[r _1P2

A=

(3.110)

m 0 (wO)(P -1)

[r (2)]
B=

C

q/2

D-1

(

))

r (-3 )

(w0)q,

\ 1/2

in which wo = ^m2 I . Then, based on observations of nearly fully-developed sea
m0/

states, Krylov (1966) found that p
A = 7rmo((Do)6; and

7 and q :: 4, i.e.:

B = 4 (WO)a.

(3.112)

After substitution into Eq. (3.74) Kry lov's spectrum becomes:

S( w )

o o (W)-7 eX p

[

4 \wol

(3 . 113)

The Davidan spectrum
Davidan et al. (1985) utilized a similar approach to Krylov. The coefficients A
and B in Eq. (3.74) were determined using the first spectral moment (mo) and the
peak frequency (w-). Hence, A and B become:
(P-1)/9
A=qmo^(^); B= \9)wy•

(3.114)

9

They assumed further that p = q + 1. Therefore , the only parameter to be determined
is q. They found experimentally that q depends on the stage of wave growth and the
typical q values vary from 5 to 6 . They finally selected q = 5.5; hence the Davidan
et al. spectrum takes the form:

S(w) 6 0 . LI)p ) 6.5exp
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Multipeak spectra
Observed ocean wave spectra sometimes possess a very complicated pattern where
more than one peak in the frequency spectrum is observed . Various mechanisms can
be responsible for such behaviour . The obvious one is the superposition of various
wave systems approaching the observation point . For example , as well as locally
generated waves , the swell from other remote generating areas can be recorded at a
given point.
In a finite water depth or in a shallow water zone , the nonlinear interaction mechanisms manifest themselves in the form of additional peaks at higher harmonic of
main frequency. The most common are spectra with double peaks ; one in the lower
frequency part , the other in the higher frequency part. The percentage of occurrence
of double-peaked spectra is about 22% for the North Atlantic and 16% for the North
Sea (Soares , 1984 , 1991). For the fetch limited locations (for example, in the Norwegian Coast), double-peaked spectra occur only in 11% of the cases. The percentage
of occurrence depends on the significant wave height. It is higher for low sea states
and lower for stormy seas.

Multipeak spectra cannot be represented by the previous models . The simplest
way to represent the entire spectral shape is to decompose the spectrum into two
parts: the main energetic component and the high -frequency component . Strekalov
and Massel ( 1971 ) proposed such a decomposition in the non -dimensional form (see
Fig. 3.6):
Se
S ^WPJ

C

(3.116)

Sh
WPJ +

\WP

in which:
2
/
SeI ^)=Aexp -BI w -1^ ,
WP

WP

1

Sh(w)=CI w I-nexpl -7.987( W
UJP
WP WP

The spectrum components Se (

(3.117)

(3.118)

±- ) and

are normalized using peak freSh WP
\ /
quency w, and variance A The free parameters are: A = 1.835, B = 22.222, C =
4.211 , n = 5, and m = 8. These values of the free parameters were based on the
experimental data from the Kaspiyan Sea, and wind speed 7 < U < 15 m/s, and
wP
fetch 100 < X < 300 km . The ratio
was assumed to be constant and equal to 0.8.
Extended verification of the form (3.116 ) was recently reported by Krylov et al.
(1986 ). They collected the experimental results from various sources: Ewing (1971),
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Figure 3.6: Two-component spectrum by Strekalov and Massel (1971).
Hasselmann et al. (1973), Krylov et al. (1976), Davidan et al. (1978), Kostichkova
and Polyakov (1980), Mitsuyasu et al. (1980 ), and Antsyferov et al. (1990). All
experimental spectra (about 200) were subjected to careful verification and normalization (see Krylov et al. (1986) for details). The averaged experimental spectrum is
given in Fig. 3.7. The mean value of S(w 2 w 1.80 for all spectra. Moreover, the
oS
small secondary peak is observed at w 1.35. The comparison of the experimenwp

tal averaged spectrum with the Strekalov-Massel spectrum shows a good agreement.
In particular, the maximum value of S(a2Wp = 1.835 is very close to the experimental value of 1.80. It is recommended that the spectrum (3.116) be used for the
non-dimensional fetch range 102 < U2 < 104.
Krylov et al. (1986) supplemented the spectrum (3.116) by an additional approximation in the low-frequency band when 0 < w < W,ntn. The frequency is a
frequency corresponding to a minimum of the spectrum, located on the low-frequency
side of the energetic part of the spectrum. In this frequency range, the spectral density
is approximately defined only by airflow within the boundary layer. The experimental
data (Phillips, 1977) suggest that the frequency spectrum of turbulent atmospheric
pressure fluctuations can be expressed as:
Sp(w) a1Pou.w-1,

(3.119)
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the Strekalov and Massel spectrum (1) with mean experimental spectrum (2) and averaged spectrum proposed by various authors (3).
in which al is a constant.
On the other hand, the analysis given in Chapter 2 indicates that:
S(

.

(3.120)

( w ) ti Pw(9)
Therefore:
9
S(w) u2W

(3.121)

9

In Fig. 3.8, the energetic part of the spectrum (3.116 ) and its supplementing by

spectrum (3.121) are shown. Within the frequency range 0.1 < w < 0 . 4, the experiWP

mental data ( laboratory data and field data from the Baltic Sea) satisfactorily agree
with approximation (3.121).
Ochi and Hubble ( 1976 ) proposed another approximation for multipeak spectra.
They represented each spectrum component in the form of a three-parameter formula:
(4a+1 4)A 2 4
r ( l l
+1 eXP L- 14 1) (WP) 4} , (3.122)
S('') = 4I (a)
W 4X
where H. is a significant wave height and A is a spectrum shape parameter . For A = 1,
Eq. (3.122 ) is reduced to a spectrum of type (3.74).
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co/ow
Figure 3.8: Strekalov-Massel spectrum ( ), supplemented by Strekalov's lowfrequency approximation (- - -). Shadow area indicates the scattered experimental
data.
By combining two sets of ( 3.122 ) spectra , one representing the low-frequency
component and the other the high- frequency component, they finally obtained the
following six- parameter spectral representation:
a;
S(w) =

2 [(4Aj + 1)wpj (
41
4ta
j=1 ( j)

H9^
p L- (4^j + 1) wpj
(3.123)
( W) J41
>
w4aj+i exp 4

in which j = 1 and 2 represents the lower and higher frequency components, respectively. The parameters of spectrum ( 3.123 ) should be determined numerically to best
fit the observed spectra.

The TMA spectrum
The extension of Kitaigorodskii et al. (1975), similarity scaling (see Section
3.2.2.1) to the entire spectrum, gives in principle the possibility of developing a finite water depth form of the wave spectrum. An application of this scaling to the
JONSWAP spectrum is (Bouws et al., 1985):
S(w, h) = S,j(w) r(w.),

(3.124)

where Sj(w) is the JONSWAP form of Eq. (3.88), and r(w.) is given by Eq. (3.68).
The extension of the Kitaigorodskii et al. (1975) scaling across the entire spectrum
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does not mean that the wave breaking mechanism dominates the entire spectrum.
The proposed form (3.124) is useful representation of spectral distribution of energy
in finite water depth. The hypothesis of a similarity of spectral shape was successfully tested with three extensive field data sets (TEXEL, MARSEN, and ARSLOE
experiments).

The swell spectrum
All spectra discussed above provide a description of the developing and (or) a
fully-developed sea. When wind speed decreases, waves start to attenuate. They
become free waves rather than forced ones. Attenuation does not act simultaneously
on the whole frequency range. The weakening wind is still capable of supporting the
energy balance in the high-frequency part of the spectrum, while the low-frequency
waves become similar to free surface waves. At the same time, the energy in saturation
range reduces and the influence of non-linear effects decline. Davidan (1969) proposed
the swell spectrum in the form:
S(w) = 6mowp 1 (.

exp [_1.2(.)]. (3.125)
-)

The form (3.125) agrees well with experiments for swell when g 22 < 0.00125.

3.2.3 Higher order spectra
It is generally accepted that nonlinearities in deep water are weak. The observed wave
field can be envisioned as consisting of many independent pure sinusoidal components,
and the resulting probability density function becomes Gaussian distribution.
However, in a shallow water zone, the departure of the observed probability density from a Gaussian distribution cannot be neglected (see Chapter 4). Surface elevation, wave-induced pressure, and orbital velocity time series show increasingly sharper
peaks and shallower troughs, caused by higher harmonic generation and their interaction as waves approach the surf zone. The stochastic properties of such processes
can no longer be expressed by the first two statistical moments. The third (or higher
moments) may be required to adequately describe the stochastic processes. Here, the
third moment will be evaluated from the two-dimensional spectral density function,
called bispectrum.
Bispectral analysis was first carried out by Hasselmann et al. (1963) to study the
nonlinear interactions of ocean waves. Since then, the analysis has been applied in
many diverse fields, such as fluid turbulence, wave generation mechanism, internal
wave interactions, plasma studies, ship rolling motion, economic time series, etc.
Let us define the two-dimensional autocorrelation function K,Si(r1i r2) in a similar

way to the one-dimensional function:
K;tl (rl, r2)

=

E[(( t) ((t + rl) ((t + r2 ) ]•

(3.126)
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Figure 3.9: Two-dimensional autocorrelation function K2
Thus, the two-dimensional autocorrelation function is evaluated by shifting the
time history of ((t) by the time Tl and 7-2i and then averaging the product ((t) ((t +
Tl) ((t+T2). An example of autocorrelation function KC2)(T1i T2) is shown in Fig. 3.9.
It should be noted that the function K(2)(T1i T2) possesses the following symmetry
relationships (Ochi, 1990):
K()(T1,T2) = K() (,2, _J) _

K(()(-T2, Tl - T2) = KS()(T1 - 72, -T2)

(3.127)

7_

= K(2)
(2^
= K(2 (T2 - Ti, -Ti)
2 - Ti)
(2 (_ 1,T

Applying the Wiener- Khinchine theorem to the two-dimensional autocorrelation function K(2) (r1, T2 ) we obtain the bispectrum in the form:
00 oo
B(wl,w2)= (217r)2
1
\

KSS)(Tl^r2)exp[-i(W1T1+W2T2)]drjdr2.

(3.128)

Joo

It was shown in Eq. (3.127) that there are six two-dimensional autocorrelation functions for a given rl and r2. Therefore, there also are six bispectra for a given wl and
w2i having the same value, i.e.:
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B(wl, w2 ) =

B(w2, w1 ) = B(wl, -w1 - w2) =

= B(-w1 - w2, w1 ) = B(w2, -w1 - W2 ) = B(-wl - w2, w1 ),

( 3.129)

and

B(w1, U)2 ) = B*( -w1 , -W 2),

(3.130)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate . Because of these symmetries, it is
sufficient to evaluate the bispectrum only in the domain defined by 0 < w2 < w1 <
Iw1 + W21•

Using the representation of the sea surface in terms of the Fourier-Stjeltjes integral
we can write the following relationship:

Figure 3.10: Bispectrum function B(wl,w2).
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B (wl, w2) dwl dw2

for

wl + w2 + W3 = 0

dA(wl) dA(w2) dA(w3) =

(3.131)

1 0 for w1 +w2+w354 0

Thus, integrating the real part of the bispectrum yields an estimate of skewness which
is proportional to the third moment E[(3]. Prior to the work of Masuda and Kuo
(1981) no physical interpretation had been attached to the imaginary part of the
bispectrum. However, they showed that the imaginary part of the bispectrum is
related to the vertical asymmetry of the waves. Moreover, Elgar and Guza (1985)
related the imaginary part of the bispectrum to a measure of the skewness of the
temporal derivative of a time series.

The Fast Fourier Transform offers an alternative method of calculating the bispectrum directly from recorded data (see, for example, Liu and Green, 1978; Kim
and Powers, 1979 and Chapter 9).
In Fig. 3.10 an example of a bispectrum is shown. This bispectrum was calculated
by the FFT method from wave data recorded in shallow water.

3.2.4 Dispersion relation for ocean waves
In an evaluation of spectral representation of ocean waves, the unique relationship
between the wave number k and the frequency w (see Eq. (1.20)) was frequently used.
This relationship, known as the dispersion relation, results from linearized equations
of motion, satisfying the surface boundary condition (Massel, 1989). Laboratory
and theoretical studies indicate that the deviation of the dispersion relation from
Eq. (1.20) only amounts to a few percent at most. As a result, it has also been widely
used for ocean waves.
There are at least a few reasons for which the dispersion relation should not be
satisfied exactly in the random wave field. The dispersion relation (1.20) is restricted
to small amplitude waves only. Even for regular waves, the influence of finite amplitude in deep water, up to a third order of accuracy, yields (Wehausen and Laitone,
1960):
w2 = gk [1 + (ka)2] .

(3.132)

1.16gk.
For the limiting steepness (ka 0.4), Eq. (3.132) gives w2
In a shallow water case when kh --+ 0, the corresponding dispersion relation for
nonlinear waves becomes:
2 = ghk [1 + 2 (h)] ,

(3.133)

and for h 0.4 we obtain w2 1.2 ghk.
Other reasons for the possible deviation of the observed dispersion relation from
Eq. (1.20) are nonlinear interactions between elementary wave components. Since
there are infinitely many components of waves in the ocean, there will be -infinitely
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many possible combinations for interaction to occur. To preserve algebraic simplicity,
suppose that two wave trains with frequencies w1 and W2, and wave numbers k1 and
k2 are propagating in the same direction. Nonlinear interaction produces bounded
second-order components of the frequencies wl ±w2 and wave numbers k1 ± k2. It can
be seen that for these components, the dispersion relation (1.20) is not satisfied as:
(wl ± w2)2 # g (k1 ± k2) tanh [(k1 ± k2) h). (3.134)
Moreover, a higher order nonlinear mechanism generates waves of frequencies and
wave numbers w1 ± 2w2, k1 ± 2k2 etc., as discussed by Phillips (1960b) and LonguetHiggins (1962).

If the water itself is moving with velocity U, the observed frequency is related to
the wave number k' by:
w = [gk tanh (kh)] 1/2 + k. U,

(3.135)

in which k = (k cos 0, k sin 0), k = Ik I, and 0 is a direction of wave propagation.
The relationship (3.135) can be extended to the nonlinear case as (Willebrand,
1975):

w = k • U + (tanh kh)1/2 { 1 + f Q (k, k') IF (k') dk'' } ,
k,
J
I
in which Q

(3.136)

is a source function.

A wide range of frequencies and amplitudes co-exist in a typical wind wave field.
This means, for example, that short waves propagate under the influence of additional
acceleration due to large-scale components. The corresponding dispersion relation
takes the form:
2
w
= (g + a)k tanh(kh), (3.137)
in which a is an acceleration induced by low-frequency components.
In natural field conditions all mechanisms, mentioned above, act simultaneously
with various intensities . Thus, the classical dispersion relation is only an approximation to the `true' dispersion relation. Let us provide some insight into the `true'
dispersion relation for random sea.
Huang and Tung (1976) developed a correction to the linear dispersion relation
using a complete system of nonlinear equations up to a third-order approximation.
They found that a mean deviation of the dispersion relation from the linear formula
in deep water (w2 = gk) is:
w2

9_ (kl

= -

k

Lf (

k, w; kl , wl)

'I (kl, wl ) dkldwj ,

(3.138)
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in which W

(kl, w1) is a frequency-wave number spectrum and:

(k + 2k'1 ) • k - k (k kl) (kklkl) k
f = k
l
2
I l l IkII

1

+ (k+l
k w(w
+ wl)-2w2Ikl-2 \1

II

1

-Ikllkl l/

H Ikll)WWI +2 l (( 1(ll+
Ik

``

-kl l Ikll

Ik l

wwi .

(3.139)

If we neglect all the nonlinear terms , we immediately recover the linear approximation
w2 = gk.
For waves propagating in the same direction , Eq. (3.138) becomes:
00

2

9- k = _2w J0

00

I

(3.140)

kiwi S (kl, wi) dkldwl.

To compute the mean deviation of the dispersion relation from the linear formula,
the wave number-frequency spectrum is (k, w) is required . Because of measurement
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Figure 3.11: Normalized phase speed as a function of normalized frequency.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of experimental and theoretical dispersion relation
difficulties, this spectrum is not directly available. However, it may be related to the
directional frequency spectrum S(w, 9) or wave number spectrum
(k). Numerical
results by Huang and Tung (1977) showed that the dispersion relation varies both as
a function of the directional energy distribution and the direction of wave component
propagation. In particular, the deviation from the linear approximation increases as
the energy spreading decreases. The results of Huang and Tung have been extended
to the case of finite water depth by Massel and Chybicki (1983).
Experimental data on the dispersion relation are very limited. Ramamonjiarisoa
and Coantic (1976) found in their large tunnel experiments that wave components at
frequencies greater than peak frequency do not propagate as freely travelling waves,
but are bound as harmonics of the dominant waves. Their phase velocity was nearly
constant, corresponding to the velocity of mean components close to the spectral
peak.

In the experiments performed by Bendykowska and Werner (1989) the random
waves of the JONSWAP spectrum (ry = 1 and -y = 6) were reproduced by a programmable wave generator. Four probes with a spatial separation 0.10 m in the
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down-channel direction recorded surface displacements simultaneously in constant
water depth of h = 0.2 m. In Fig. 3.11, the experimental phase speed (C), normalized by the linear one (Co) as a function of frequency, is presented. In the range
of w > 1.5wp (WP is a spectrum peak frequency), phase speed is greater than that
resulting from the linear theory. The discrepancy increases with the frequency. This
phenomenon was also confirmed by field experiments. Efimov et al. (1972) observed
a good agreement with the linear dispersion relation in deep water. for frequencies
w < 2wp. When w > 2wp, the ratio of the experimental wave number and the linear
one is equal to approximately 0.87. Hence, the phase velocity is about 15% higher
than in the linear one.
Results of experiments in the Bulgarian coastal zone of the Black Sea in water
depth h = 18 m are shown in Figure 3.12. (Massel, 1980; Massel and Chybicki, 1983).
The experimental data start to deviate from the linear dispersion curve for frequencies
greater than 1.5wp. During the experiments, peak frequency wP 1.0 rad/s and
significant wave height H, 2.0 m. In the same figure, the nonlinear dispersion
relation, calculated by Massel and Chybicki (1983), is shown for comparison. In the
calculations the unidirectional wave train was adopted, i.e. D(8; w)
6(8 - 80).

3.3 Directional spectral functions
The most widely used and accepted method of studying wind generated waves is an
examination of the spectra at a single point. However, single point measurements
are not sufficient to describe the full nature of wind-induced surface waves. Due to
complicated energy transfer from the atmosphere to the sea and due to wave-wave
interactions the resulting surface waves are multidirectional. Only part of the wave
energy is aligned with the wind direction. More specifically, wave energy associated
with the frequencies w :: wp is primarily propagated in the direction of the wind,
whereas wave energy associated with lower or higher frequencies is distributed over
a range of directions. Wave multidirectionality is also a result of the superposition
at a given point of various wave trains, which may be generated by different remote
atmospheric forcing systems.
Directional spreading is a fundamental property of a random wave field and is a
key element for understanding the ocean wave mechanics, as well as generation, propagation and breaking. Information about the directional distribution of wave energy
is required for the proper prediction of various oceanographic and geomorphological
phenomena in shallow and in deep waters. For example, sediment transport in the
coastal zone is induced mainly by a longshore current and the intensity of this current
depends strongly on the direction of waves at the breaking line (Massel, 1989). The
effectiveness of coastal and offshore structures depends on their orientation to incoming waves. Moreover, the forces induced by waves on the structures are a function
of the directional distribution of wave energy (Sarpkaya and Isaacson, 1981; Wiegel,
1982).
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Due to a limitation of the observational methods, knowledge on the directional
spectrum is relatively poor compared to the frequency spectrum. The basic approach
to the two-dimensional spectrum S(w, e) is to multiply the frequency spectrum S(w)
by an empirically determined directional spreading function D (see Eq. (1.65)). A
more general expression for S, that includes a variety of commonly used directional
spreading representations, can be written as (Niedzwecki and Whatley, 1991):
S(w, e) = S(w) D (e; w, Pi, P2, ...) , (3.141)
in which P1, P2.... represent the various parameters associated with the various directional spreading functions.

There are four basic forms of the directional spreading function: the cosine-power
function, exponential function, exponential series, and hyperbolic function.

The cosine-power models
Historically, the first attempt to model directional energy spreading was suggested
by Pierson et al. (1955) in the form of the cosine type function (Fig. 3.13):

D(e) _ 2 cost e, - 2 < e < 2 . (3.142)
0.7

coastline
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Figure 3.13: Directional spreading function (3.142).
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From Eq. (3.142) it follows that in the sector - wind direction ±5° - only 11% of
wave energy is propagated. In a direction normal to wind direction, waves do not
propagate. This directional spreading function is not realistic because it gives the
same directional divergence of all frequency components.
On the basis of a field study with the pitch-and-roll buoy, Longuet- Higgins et al.
(1961b) proposed a more elaborate form of the cosine type spreading function as:
z8-1 2 s -

D(e; s) 2 x r(2s + 1) costa ( \e

2

e0) ,

-7r

<e<

7r,

(3.143)

or:

D(e; s) =

rl1+sll
1 \ 2J Cos 2a' (e-eo) -7r <e<'r
2 - -2'
r [(1+si)]

(3.144)

in which e0 is the main peak frequency direction , s and s1 are the empirical functions
of I CU-, I and r() is a gamma function (Abramowitz and Stegun , 1975).
Various representations have been proposed in the past for s or ( sl). All of them
show the wave frequency dependent nature of the directional spreading function D.
For example, Krylov et al. (1966) found that:
ia + 1) [cos (e D(e;w) = 2 181W.r[2(1-8+1)
r2 ( W.

80)]1.8/w.

(3.145)

in which w„ Hence , the low-frequency components (w << (D) possess a very narrow directional spreading, concentrated around direction 60i while the high-frequency
components (w > D) are spread in a wider directional band . In the vicinity of the
spectral maximum (w. 0.8), the directional spreading function D - cos2 e.
In most of the experiments , the characteristic asymmetry in frequency dependence
of parameter s was observed . The parameter s reaches its maximum value for peak
frequency and decreases both for lower and higher frequencies . The decreasing trends
are different , and more rapid decrease is observed in the low-frequency range. Using
the cloverleaf buoy data , Mitsuyasu et al. (1975 ) suggest the following dependence
for s in Eq. (3.143):

(3.146)
for w > u`^p)

where w =

U , WP = wpU , and sp = 11. 5 D;2.5 .
9
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The asymmetry mentioned above is clearly reflected in the values of powers (5
and 2.5). It should be noted that parameter s increases when WP decreases. Hence,
the directional distribution becomes narrower with the development of waves.
Similar dependence of parameter s on the wave frequency was found during the
JONSWAP experiment (Hasselmann et al., 1980). They defined parameter s as follows:

I

(3.147)

s = Sp P/
µ

in which:
SP = 6.97 ± 0.83

(3.148)

for w < wp,
µ = 4.06 ± 0.22
and

SP = 9.77±0.43
µ = -(2.33 ± 0.06 ) - (1.45 ± 0.45) ( C - 1.17

) for w > wp.

(3.149)
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Figure 3.14: Directional spreading function according to Hasselmann et al. (1980).
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The above formulas are valid for a developing sea, i .e. when 1 < U < 1.5.
The directional spreading (3.143 ) with the Hasselmann et al. parameterization of
power s is shown in Fig . 3.14 for three different frequencies , i.e. W = 0. 8; 1.0; 1.8.
WP
For low-frequency components (w < wp), directional spreading is determined by

the ratio W / only. In the frequency band w > wp, this spreading also depends on
Wp

the ratio of wind velocity and wave phase velocity (wave age). When waves mature,
the directional spreading narrows (see also Davidan et al., 1985 ). At the spectral
peak, the parameter s = 9.77 is a much higher value than s = 2, suggested by the
earlier estimations (Pierson et al. 1955 ; Krylov et al., 1966).
The parameterization (3.148), proposed by Hasselmann et al. (1980 ), is based
on the assumption that the spectral shape for w < wp is governed by nonlinear
interactions when we should expect dependence of s on the ratio I W J . However, in
\WP
a high-frequency range (W > wp), the spectrum shape also depends on input from the
wind . Hasselmann et al. (1980 ) showed that this dependence is rather weak and the
scaling of s on I U J is more important , i.e. the spreading parameter s for w > Wp
\WP
finally takes the form as given in Eq . ( 3.149).
One can now ask whether the saturation range of the two-dimensional spectrum
S(w, 8) exists in a similar way to the saturation range in the frequency spectrum.
Davidan et al. (1985 ) reported some field observations which showed that within the
low-frequency range, where the isolines of S(w, 8) spectrum have been changed along
the wave growth , while the isolines associated with the higher frequencies (saturation
range ) remained unchanged . Therefore , the directional spreading in the saturation
range does not depend on the stage of wave growth, but only on the wave frequency.
The role of the directional spreading of energy has long been recognized to be
useful for the design of offshore structures . However , mathematical models which
use a separation of variables to isolate the frequency and directional components are
still used . Only recently, Niedzwecki and Whatley ( 1991 ) used the modified cosinepower type model (Eq. (3.143 )), in which s = s(w) and 80 = 8o(w), and field
data of Forristall et al. (1978 ), to estimate the frequency dependence of directional
spreading parameters , with special emphasis on their application in the design of
offshore structures.

The wrapped- around Gaussian model
The wrapped- around Gaussian model is an exponential model , based on a normal
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distribution. It can be expressed as (Mardia, 1972):
exP
D(e, eo, w, a, n, q) _ E

2
-.j-

n=1

cos[n (9 - 90)]

7r

q exp -

(9- eo-21rq)2
Zoe

E

(3.150)

r2-_a

-q

in which a is a circular standard deviation in radians. The first formula is the best if
or > 7r, while the second is better if a < ir.
Unlike the cosine-power spreading function, the tails of the wrapped-around Gaussian model do not decrease to zero at 9 = it or -ir, when a is greater than 1. They
are wrapped back into the interval which is the source of their name. There are two
parameters in the wrapped-around Gaussian model which need to be specified, i.e.
the number of terms n(q), used in the series approximation, and the circular standard deviation a. Briggs et al. (1987) suggest that including five terms (n = q = 5)
gives generally adequate results. It can be shown that after proper selection of standard deviation a, the resulting directional spread of energy is very similar to that of
cosine-power spreading (Niedzwecki and Whatley, 1991).
For offshore engineering applications, Berge and Penzien (1974) argue that a = 0.6
is a fairly good estimation.

The von Mises formula
Von Mises proposed the directional spreading function D(9;w) in the form:
D(9, wo, c) 27rI0(c) exp [c cos (E) - 90)] ,

(3.151)

in which I0 is a modified Bessel function of zero order (Abramowitz and Stegun,
1975):
2a

0o

r

I0(c) = 2- J

exp (c cos 9) d9 = E r122 \2) . (3.152)
r=0 ( ')
Parameter c serves as a measure of concentration around mean direction 90. A
reasonable value of c in terms of parameter s (see Eq. (3.143)) is:
1 )1/28]
2 cos-1 1 -^ = 4 cos1 loo 2 1 [( 2

(3.153)

W hen c = 0, the directional spreading is constant and all waves are coming uniformly
from all directions. As c increases, the spreading becomes narrower.

The hyperbolic type model
The parameterization of spreading function (3.143) was mainly based on the data
obtained from pitch-roll buoys. Donelan et al. (1985) found that directional spread-
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ing formulation based on buoy data did poorly when compared to data from wave
staff array. This led them to propose a directional spreading function in the form
of a hyperbolic function, i.e. - cosh-2('66). An envelope soliton group propagating around the main wave direction is described by a hyperbolic secant. Therefore,
the distribution of wave energy in the direction transverse to the mean wave direction behaves like cosh-2(/36). Assuming now that the wave field consists of mainly
(envelope) soliton groups, they suggest that the directional distribution of waves observed at a given point about the main wave direction must follow approximately a
cosh-2(,136). The cosh-2(#E)) distribution extends beyond ± 17r, but values of /3 are
generally larger than 1.2, so that at ±ir/2, the spreading function is less than 9% of
its peak value. Less than 5% of the energy is outside the range - 2 a < 6 < 2 a.
Using the dependence of 3 on w given by Donelan et al. (1985), the directional
WP

spreading function takes the form (Fig. 3.15):
D(6;W) = 2,Q cosh-2 [/3(6 - 60)] ,

(3.154)
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Figure 3.15: Directional spreading function according to Donelan et al. (1985).
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in which:

1.3

2.61 ^ for 0 . 56 < w < 0.95
WP

WP

1.3
2.28 I for 0.95 < w < 1.60
WP

(3.155)

WP

1.24 otherwise.
The Q dependence on I W J only, which is valid for 1 < U < 4 and 0.8 < - < 1.6,
\
P
P
confirms the Hasselmann et al. (1980 ) conclusion that nonlinear interactions are more
important than direct wind input. In particular , it should be noted that the angular
spreading of wave energy is the smallest at a frequency about 5% less than the peak
frequency w,. Therefore , the narrowest spreading occurs on the forward face of the
frequency spectrum where the spectrum shape is determined predominantly by the
energy transfer due to nonlinear wave -wave interaction.
Banner ( 1990) using the high-frequency stereo photography found that the assumption ,Q = constant for w /wp > 1.6 is unreasonable. He proposed a formulation
for ,0 beyond 1.6wp, which when combined with Eq. (3.155) gives:
1.3

2.61 for 0.56 < < 0.95
WP

WP

/ \ 1.3
2.281 W for 0.95 < W < 1.60 (3.156)
WP

l0y

WP

for

>

1.6,
P

in which:

(

)

2]

(3.157)

y = -0.4 + 0.8393 exp -0.567 In
WP

The double peak spreading model
In order to determine the best spreading function more precise data and a better
theoretical understanding is needed rather than simply adjusting the form or coefficients of the predetermined functions. One theoretical explanation of the directional
spectrum formation was published recently by Zakharov and Shrira (1990). They
showed qualitatively that formation of narrow angular spreading can be described by
the mechanism of scattering of wind waves by the wind-induced current. This mechanism contributes to radiative transfer equation for the wave action spectral density
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Nk which is proportional to Nk and to the small parameter of the ratio of the wind
drift velocity to the phase velocity of wind waves.
The scattering mechanism causes the angular redistribution of the wave action
but does not influence directly the wave number module spectrum. When waves
propagate with the wind-induced current, the directional spreading function narrows.
For waves propagated against the current, the spreading function is wider. The initial
directional spreading D(9) evolves in time into a bi-modal directional distribution.
There are a number of published data sets which provide some support for the bimodal distribution, not necessary for Zakharov and Shrira explanation (Holthuijsen,
1983; Jahne and Riemer, 1983; Young et al., 1995). Young et al. (1995) showed
experimentally that a frequencies of approximately twice of peak frequency, the unimodal spreading becomes bi-modal . The bi-modal sidelobes continue to separate with
increasing frequency and become larger in magnitude.
Numerical techniques to model directional spreading on the base of experimental
data are discussed in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 4
Statistical Properties of Ocean
Waves
4.1 Introduction
Frequency spectra characterize the temporal dependencies of wave phenomena. A
number of other statistical distributions of ocean waves are found useful . For example,
a statistics of extreme waves plays a key role in determining the design wave height
for offshore and coastal structures . In the statistical approach a temporal sequence
of the particular wave parameters, such as: surface displacement , wave height, wave
period , etc., is disregarded . These parameters are considered as random variables
which possess some statistical characteristics.
In this Chapter , classical statistics of the Gaussian processes, as well as new
statistical distributions are discussed . They include the distributions of surface displacement and wave height of nonlinear waves, breaking waves in deep and shallow
waters, and others.
In Section 4.2.3 the intriguing question of how big a wave can be is addressed.
More specifically, the recently discovered distribution of sea surface in the vicinity
of the extreme crest is discussed . It was shown that the expected spatial configuration of extreme waves is approximately proportional to the two-dimensional spatial
autocorrelation function of the wave field as a whole.
It is widely acknowledged that the Rayleigh distribution does not reflect a measured distribution of large wave heights. The Rayleigh distribution overpredicts the
probabilities of the higher waves in a record . In Section 4.3.4 numerous reasons for
the causes of the observed overprediction have been suggested and discussed in detail.
The distributions of orbital velocities and pressure are of interest to oceanographers and coastal engineers . The velocities and pressure are forcing factors for
determination of the sediment transport and forces on the sea bottom and man-made
structures. In particular , the wave motion at the point situated near the free surface (for example, in the area between the wave trough and wave crest) is the most
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energetic. It should be expected that velocity or pressure in such an area has a nonGaussian distribution even for the surface displacement ((t) which has the Gaussian
distribution. It was shown that the probability density function for velocity (or pressure) in such an intermittent flow depends strongly on the elevation of the observation
point with respect to mean water level.

In the final Section 4.6, wave grouping phenomenon is discussed in detail.

4.2 Surface displacement
4.2.1 Probability distribution of surface displacement
Consider a point P(x, y) at the sea surface in deep water. Using one of the various
measurement methods (described in Chapter 9), the vertical oscillations of the sea
surface are recorded at point P. As an illustration, the time series recorded by a
Wave Rider Buoy, at water depth 50 m, is shown in Fig. 4.1. As was the case in
Chapter 3, in the simplest model of ocean waves, the sea surface elevation ((x", t) is
treated as a summation of contributions of a large number of elementary waves of
various frequencies w,,, and directions 6,,(-7r < 6„ < 7r), superimposed in random
fashion, i.e.:

A

M

V

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

time (s)
Figure 4.1: Sea surface displacement ((t).
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M

((i,

N
Cmn(i, t),

t) =
m=1 n=1

where:
(mn(x, t) = amn cos [km (x cos en + y sin 6n) - Wmt + emn] . (4.2)
The wave number km is related to a wave frequency Wm by the linear dispersion
relation:

Wm = 9km tanh(kmh). (4.3)
The phase emn is assumed to be a random variable distributed uniformly in the interval -ir, ir. The amplitude amn is a random variable related to the two-dimensional
2 S(w, e)OWm1en. Note that when M -+ oo and
spectrum S(w, 6) by amn =
N -+ oo, the representation (4.1) is equivalent to the Fourier-Stjeltjes integral representation (1.27).
Let us assume now that particular contributions (1, (2, (3..., (N are statistically independent random variables having the same distribution with a mean value (/N and
variance 4/N, where N is large. This means physically that we neglect all nonlinear
interactions between wave components. Therefore, the Central Limit Theorem (Ochi,
1990) yields the conclusion that observed sea surface displacement ((t) is normally
distributed with mean ( and variance o2, while the probability density function f (()

takes the form:
PO =

27r

oC exp

L

C
- 2o2

The mean and variance are the first and second central moments µl and .i2, respectively:
i^1=

(

=E[(]=

r(f(()d(,
00

,z2=Q^=E [((-()2

] = E[(2] -(2= jam((-() 2f(()d(•

The estimation of parameters ( and oS from observed data is discussed in Chapter
9. The variance of sea surface oscillation can also be defined as a zero-moment of the
frequency spectrum S(w), i.e.:
var[(] = m0 = foo S(w)dw.

J0

In the following, both notations will be used, while the symbol oS is reserved for
general discussion as well as for the situation where variance is defined from the
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probability density function , as in Eq. (4.6), or from experimental data . The symbol
mo will be used when variance is given by Eq . (4.7).

In the following we will also use the standardized Gaussian probability density
function:
2 ),
f(()= 27 exp(which is obtained from Eq . (4.4) by transformation of variables:

C-C
aS

and

f(f)=f[9(t)J I d ) I

g(f) = ac

e + (.

(4.10)

It can be shown that all odd numbered central moments of the Gaussian random
variable are equal to zero , while even numbered moments are:
µ2n=1. 3.5•••(2n-1 )at

(4.11)

where:
/An

=

I

00

00

(( -

() nf (()

(4.12)

d(•

The distribution (4.8) usually is abbreviated as N(0 , 1), as the two first moments of
the standardized probability density function are 0 and 1, respectively . In general,
the moments of the standardized Gaussian probability density function (4.8) may be
written as:
inn = /00ef(S)d1•
JJ o0

(4.13)

Thus:
_
m

1.3.5 . . . (n - 1)

for

even numbered moments

0

for

odd numbered moments,

(4 . 14)

and:
An
mn - n.
at

(4.15)

In Fig. 4.2 the probability density function of the surface displacement calculated from
wave measurements is compared with a Gaussian distribution of the same variance.
The distribution is only approximately Gaussian , however , a small asymmetry and
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of an experimental probability density distribution with
Gaussian distribution (-).
different peakedness are observed. These discrepancies are usually expressed in terms
of the skewness -yl and kurtosis 72:
113
71=--

l.4
3
72=a4-=

(4.16)

-3.

(4.17)

Skewness and kurtosis are quantities of a higher order and are related to nonlinearities
in the wave field. The skewness is a statistical measure of the vertical asymmetry
of the sea surface exemplified by the sharp crests and rounded troughs of gravity
waves. The kurtosis represents a degree of peakedness of the distribution when the
normal distribution is taken as a reference. When 71 = 72 = 0, the random variable
is normally distributed.
In most cases, the probability density function f (C), for sea surface displacements,
has a positive skewness. This means that the mode of the distribution is located at a
value smaller than the mean. Figure 4.2, in which 71 is very small (71 = 0.0982) and
positive, demonstrates such a situation. The positive value of kurtosis 72 corresponds
to distribution with a peak sharper than the normal distribution (in Fig. 4.2 the
72 = 0.068).
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4.2.2 Distribution of nonlinear wave surface displacements
Although in most cases the probability distribution of surface displacement (is very
close to Gaussian, it is evident that a departure from a Gaussian distribution may
become apparent when the higher wave field and higher order of approximation are
considered. For example, in water of finite depth, wave profiles have higher, more
peaked crests and higher, longer troughs, compared with deepwater waves (see Section
4.2.5). In such cases the nonlinear interactions between particular wave components
cannot be neglected. Therefore, the conditions of the Central Limit Theorem will not
be satisfied, skewness and kurtosis will have non-zero values, and the wave process
will not be Gaussian.
Two different approaches were developed for the probability density function of
the non-Gaussian processes. Longuet -Higgins (1963) derived the f (() function by
applying the cumulant generating function. The resulting probability density function
of a standardized random variable ( takes the form:

f (0 =

1
a eXp (- Zf2) S 1 + 3^ H3(() + m 4! 3 Ha(()+
2

7h5 - 10r"n3
+ 120 Hs(() + .. .

(4.18)

in which H( ) are the Hermite polynomials:
H3(z)

= z3 - 3z

H4(z)

= z4 - 6z2 +3

H5(z)

= z5 - 10x3 + 15z

H6(z)

= z6 - 15z4 + 45x2 - 15

(4.19)

m,,. is the nth moment of the standardized random variable f given by Eq. (4.13).
The probability density function (4.18) can also be derived by using the concept of
orthogonal polynomials:
1

f(f) = 2 eXp(-2(2) {1+3fH3(f)+4iH4(()+
a
+ 7fi5 120
- 10'Y1 H5(() + ms

- 15
7204 + 30H6(() + ... } . (4.20)

This is called the Gram-Charlier series of Type A. Despite the fact that, in many
cases, series Eq. (4.20) represents the probability density function of surface elevation
well, it has certain drawbacks. For some range of displacement, the Gram-Charlier
approximation gives negative density values (especially for steep waves), for which
is obviously not physically acceptable. Moreover, skewness and kurtosis, as well as
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higher moments, must be known a priori. Although Longuet-Higgins (1963) developed the formulas for 'Yl and rye in terms of a convolution integral of the wave spectrum, the amount of computation, especially for kurtosis `Y2, is very large. Therefore,
estimation of ryl and rye through convolution integrals is not used in ocean engineering
and oceanography.
An alternative approach to modelling the probability density function for a nonlinear wave train is based on the technique of transformation of random variables used
by Huang et al. (1983b). Suppose first that nonlinear waves with a narrow-band
spectrum can be presented in the form of the Stokes expansion to the third order
(Stokes, 1847):
2

3

2

(i, t) = 1 a 2 k + a cos X + a2k cos 2X + 3ak cos 3X + ... , (4.21)
2
8

where a is the local wave amplitude, k is a fixed wave number, and X is a phase
function:
X = k(x cos 6 + y sin 6 - wt +E). (4.22)
By linear theory, the Rayleigh distribution describes the wave amplitude a (see Section
4.3.1), and the phase shift e is uniformly distributed in the interval (-7r, ir). Therefore,
the variables:

(4.23)

(1 = a cos X, (2 = a sin X,

are normally distributed with the zero mean. Introducing the normalized variables
Z1 and Z2:
a
a
Zl = - ( = - 1^2 cos X Z2 = l T/_2 sin x,

(4.24)

(a2^2)

\a2/2^

we obtain their joint probability distribution as:

f(Z1

,Z2 )

exp

27r
= 1

{-1

2

(Zl

+Z2)}.

(4.25)

Using a perturbation scheme it can be shown that a variance of variable ( is (to the
second order):
o2 = 2 (1 + a2k2) .

(4.26)

It may be verified that the normalized surface displacement takes the form:
Zl ka(
2
(- (
3 23
(Z1 - 3Z1Z2) - rrtk,
Z' +
= v^ _ + 02 Z1 + 80j3

(4.27)
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in which:

C1/2 = 1 + (o k ) 2.

(4.28)

(2)
Let 77 = Z2 be an auxiliary random variable. Given the joint probability distribution
f (Zl, Z2) and the functional relationship of Z1, Z2 to the variables ^, rl, the variable
transformation gives (Papoulis , 1965):
M1, Z2)dZ1dZ2 = f [Z1 (e, rl) , Z2 (S, rl ) ] J ( £> 77 2) ded,7,

(4.29)

in which J(...) is the Jacobian of the variable transformation. To calculate the Jacobian , Eq. (4.27) is inverted . This can be achieved by successive approximation. To
the third order , function Z1 is:
2

Z1=1/iC-0(C2-1)(k+0 (8C3-2f)2k2+8 7 2k2 . (4.30)

Now the Jacobian becomes:
az1 az1

2
\
(
a6 a77
J aZ2 aZ2 = [1 - 2kaSl: + o(k2 8 39 e2 -2)] + 8 (k ()2 - . (4.31)
a^

077

Substituting Eqs. (4 . 30) and (4.31) into Eq. (4.29) and integrating with respect to rl,
we finally obtain the probability density distribution for the nonlinear wave profile (:
1 ( 1\ I B

f (21r ) 1/2 exp - 2 `4

9 (ka()2

11

/2
Cl 2 + 8 0 Cs/2

(4.32)

where:
A = /,2[£-kr (e2-1)+a2k2\8^3

B=O 11-2a(k6+ a2k2 (

- 2^

e2 - 2)J

C = 1 + 4 (ka() 262.

(4.33)

2
,

(4.34)

(4.35)

It should be noted that for the estimation of f (6) only second moments are required.
The probability density function f (6) is always non-negative and depends on one
parameter ka( only:
ku( = 27r L = 21r( sl),

(4.36)
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Figure 4.3: Probability density function based on third-order Stokes wave model for
significant slopes ranging from 0 to 0.05 at a step of 0.01.
where L is the wavelength of the wave corresponding to the peak of the spectrum, and
(sl) is the significant slope. Function f (l;) is shown in Fig. 4.3 for significant slopes
ranging from 0 to 0.05, in steps of 0.01. The probability density function becomes
more positively skewed as the significant slope increases. It is also noted that at high
slopes (sl) there is a hump between ^ = 1 and 2.
The relationship between surface skewness and surface slope strongly depends on
the wave spectrum shape, while a simple relationship between skewness 'y and surface
slope (sl) does not exist. Only in a case of an extremely narrow spectrum, when all
energy is concentrated around the peak frequency wp, this relationship (Srokosz and
Longuet-Higgins, 1986) is:

7 , = 67r

a

(4.37)

.

The same authors showed that if spectrum S(w) has a special form:
aw-", w > wp, n > 3,

S(w) _

(4.38)
{ 0, w < wp,

then:
6(n - 1) -(6,)
ryl- n-2 L

(4.39)
.
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When n = 5 (the Phillips' spectrum) we obtain yi = 8a L

while for n = 4 (the

Toba's spectrum ) we obtain ryl = 97r I L I.

4.2.3 Extreme surface displacements
4.2.3.1 Probability distribution for positive and negative maxima
In a rough sea, under specific conditions, extreme wave events are generated. The
nonlinear interactions, current influence and diffraction mechanisms probably are the
major factors in creating so called `freak waves' (Peregrine, 1990a) - see also Chapter
8. At many times big waves have influenced the imagination of poets and painters,
while also frightening sailors. In book five of Homer's The Odyssey such a description
of an extreme wave can be found:
... Poseidon, shaker of the earth, drove on a great wave, that was terrible
and rough, and it curled over and broke down upon him, and scatters it
abroad in every direction...
How big can a wave be, or more precisely: what is the probability of very high sea
surface elevations?
For a random process with an arbitrary spectrum we can define positive and
negative maxima as well as positive and negative minima (see Fig. 4.4). The problem
of expected number of maxima and their probability distribution has been discussed
in many papers, e.g. Rice (1944), Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956), and in
books, e.g. Middleton (1960), Tikhonov (1966) and Ochi (1990).
Let us consider time t at which surface displacement ((t) has a local positive
maximum, i.e. ((to) The behavior of function ((t), and the first and second
derivatives in time, ((t) and ((t) in the vicinity of t = to, is shown schematically in
Fig. 4.5. The probability that in a small time interval (to < t < to + At), the local
maximum of surface displacement (of value in the range (CO, (o - A()) exists, is given
by:
dP = f3 [((to), ((to), ((to)] O( (-O() 0(, (4.40)
in which the Gaussian process is assumed and the three-dimensional probability density f3 is (Tikhonov, 1966):
1
(203/2 Om2

exp{ 21

[m,4(mnx+2m2(max(+mo(] - 2m
2

(2};

(4.41)

m„ is the mth moment of the spectral density function S(w):
Mn

=

J0

w" S(w) dw,

(4.42)
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Figure 4.4: Definition of positive and negative maxima and minima.
and
=

mom4

-

m2.

(4.43)

For a sufficiently small time interval At, close to time to, 0( .^s (At and Eq. (4.40)
becomes:
dP = -At f3 ((max, 0, () (A( 0(. (4.44)
Integrating Eq. (4.44) with respect to acceleration ( from -oo to 0, we obtain the
probability P 1 ((, t) that a maximum of ( i s situated in an elementary area (z (At):
P1((, t) _ - . t ( f o

f3 ((max, 0, () ( d(. (4.45)

As the surface displacement ((t) is assumed to be continuous, we should expect only
one maximum (or minimum) for a sufficiently small time interval to < t < to + At.
Therefore, the expected number of maxima with height (in the time interval At
becomes:
N+((, t) = 1 . P1((, t) + 0 - Po((, t) = P1((, t),

(4.46)

in which Po((, t) is a probability that within internal (to < t < to + At) a maximum
does not exist.
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Figure 4.5: Surface elevation and two derivatives at a local maximum.
Using Eq. (4.46) in Eq. (4.45), the average number of maxima in the interval
((- A(,(), in unit time becomes:
0
N+(() = -O( f f3((,,,^, 0, S)I (I d(.

(4.47)

The average number of positive maxima in unit time, independent of their value, can
be obtained by an integration of Eq. (4.47), with respect to all possible ( values, from
0 to oo. Hence:

N + _ r- d( ffa((. ,0,()J(jd(•

(4.48)
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Finally, the probability density for extreme positive crests can be found as a ratio of
numbers N+(() and N+:

f,,,^(C+^,^) A(=

NN+()

(4.49)

Thus:

fo

d( f!.

f3

((,

,0,

((1d(

< (< oo .

(4.50)

After substituting Eq. (4.41 ) into Eq. (4.50) and using the non-dimensional value
( = (,,./ ma, we obtain:

f+ (f) = 2 S E e- f'/W' + 1- E2 (e-E2/2 4 ( 1 - E (/ } ' (4.51)
1+ 1-E l 2:r E
in which c is called the bandwidth parameter (Cartwright and Longuet- Higgins, 1956;
also see Section 3.2 for more discussion):
2

(4.52)

2= =1- m2
mom4 mom4

4(z) is a cumulative distribution function of the standardized normal probability
density (Abramowitz and Stegun , 1975):
4^ (z) = 1

2a

I

Z
-

e-t2/2 dt= 1
2

1+ erf

(4.53)
()},

where the error function has the form:
2 ,•Z
er f (z) = - j z

dt.

(4.54)

In two special cases, the probability density function f,,,,(() simplifies considerably.
Value e = 0 corresponds to a narrow-band random process (see Section 3.2) and
Eq. (4.51 ) yields:
(4.55)
which is the Rayleigh probability density function (see Section 4.3.1).
If e = 1, the sea surface displacement represents the wide -band process and
Eq. (4.51 ) becomes:

f+Ras (S) =

V n e£2/2,

(4.56)
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Figure 4.6: Probability density function of positive maxima as a function of parameter
E.

which is a truncated normal distribution. The probability density function
for various values of E, is shown in Fig. 4.6.
The probability density function of all extreme crests (positive and negative) can
be obtained in a similar manner. It is sufficient to change the range of integration in
the denominator in Eq. (4.50) as follows:

f-(C) _

f0. f3 ((, 0, ()
d(
f d( f! . f3 ((,0,() J((dC

- oo < < no.

(4.57)

After integration of Eq. (4.57), the non-dimensional probability density function for
extreme crests of sea surface, independent of crests sign, becomes (Cartwright and
Longuet-Higgins , 1956):
frnaz(e) =

2
2x e-^2/2E2 + 1 - E2 f e X2/2 1 E E £ I , -oo < ^ < oo. (4.58)

For a narrow-band process, Eq. (4.58 ) simplifies to the Rayleigh probability density
function (4.55), while for a wide-band process we obtain a normal probability density
function (4.8), i.e.:
^2
f+(e) = 2^r e-/ 2.

(4.59)
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Figure 4.7: Probability density function of positive and negative maxima as a function
of parameter E.

The function (4.58) is illustrated in Fig. 4.7 for various values of C. Integrating
Eq. (4.51) or (4.58), with respect to ^, gives the corresponding probability distribution
function F(^), i.e.:

F(£o) = Pr {e <

eo}

(4.60)

In Fig. 4.8, the probability distribution function for sea surface maxima (positive and
negative) is shown for three particular values of bandwidth parameter e: 0, 0.4, and
1.0. The value e = 0.4 is frequently observed in storm waves; the values e = 0 and
e = 1 correspond to the narrow-band and wide-band processes, respectively. From
Fig. 4.8 it follows that the probability of existence of the negative extreme wave crest
(^ < 0) is equal to 50% for e = 1, 4% for c = 0.4 and 0% for E = 0. On the other
hand, the probability that the wave crest will be higher than 2 mo, is equal to 3%,
12% and 14% for bandwidth parameter a equal to 1, 0.4, and 0, respectively. Thus,
for a narrow-band process, the chances for higher positive crests are greater than for a
wide-b nd process, which is as expected. The probability that wave crests fall below
-2 rno is practically zero for wave processes with e = 0.4 and e = 0. Only for the
wide-band process (e = 1), is the probability again equal to 3%, as the probability
density function is symmetric with respect to 6 = 0.
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Figure 4.8: Probability distribution function for positive and negative maxima for
e=0,0.4,1.

4.2.3.2 Structure of extreme waves
The formulas (4.51) and (4.58) determine the probability of occurrence of extreme
wave crests of a given height and at a given location. This probability depends on the
sea severity described by variance mo, and on the bandwidth parameter f. Obviously
close to the maximum crest the surface displacements satisfy the condition ( <
and as the distance in space and time from the maxima increases, so the mean value
of ( decreases. At a large distance from an extreme crest, the expected position of
the free surface approaches the mean water level, (, with variance equal to that of
the overall wave field.
We cannot predict where or when in a random sea, extreme crests or troughs
will appear, but we can predict what their expected configuration will be when they
do occur. Let us assume first, that at point P(i) and at time t, the sea surface
elevation is very large, say ((i, t) > rya(, where -y is large. The question is what is
the expected distribution of ( in the vicinity of point P and what is the standard
deviation about this expected value. This problem was first formulated by Boccotti
(1981, 1989). A simple solution to the problem was published recently by Phillips et
al. (1993a, 1993b). This method will be outlined in the following. Let (1 = ((a, t)
and (2 = ((i+r", t+7). The conditional probability density of (2 under the condition
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f ((2

(1

> ry ac is:

f ((2, (1
1 (1 ^ Yas) =

lac)

(4.61)

f((1>-ryac)

Using the two-point probability density function for a zero mean Gaussian field with
variance ac as (Ochi, 1990):
f (( 1, (2) =

1 J (12 -2P(1(2+(21
21ra2^ exp - 2a2 ( 1 - p2) J

(4.62)

in which p = p(r, r) is the correlation function between ( 1 and (2, the numerator on
the right hand side of Eq . 4.61 can be written in the form:
(
2 /2ac2)
/ du,
f ((2, (1 -> ryas) = f Oc A(1,0<1 = exp
^ ^ c UO
J
roc

(4.63)

where:
ryas -- p2)]1/2
P(2
[2(1

(4.64)

up ac
In a similar way the denominator in Eq. (4.61) becomes:
f

(6

1

1
2
? ryas) = f exp (- i d (i•
2^rac ryac la c 1

After substituting z =

f (6 ? 'Yac ) = 2 er f c

(4.65)

(1 , Eq. (4 .65) becomes:
\/2ac

(4.66)
f,
'Y

where ( Abramowitz and Stegun , 1975):
er f c (z) = 2 J 00 e-t2 dt = 1 - er f ( z),

(4.67)

where er f (z ) is given in Eq. (4.54 ). For a sufficiently large ry, the value of function er f c (z) can be represented by its asymptotic expansion and Eq. (4.66) becomes

(Phillips et al., 1993a):
f ((1 ?'Yac) =

1 e-7'/29(7),
27 ry

(4.68)

in which:
3 5
2
9(7)^ 1-ry + ry4-7s+...

(4.69)
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For -y enclosed in the most important range ( 2, 3), g(7) decreases from 0.86 to 0.92.
Using Eqs. (4 . 62) and (4.68) in Eq. (4.61) yields:

f ((2

--

-ye 27 _ (2 0

I

(1

? 70'(

exp (

) g(7)

2
s)

J^

eZ du. (4.70)

Thus, the expected value of (2 = ((2+r, t+'r) under the condition that (1 = ((9,t) >
-yo( can be written as:
E [(21 = f 00 (2f ((2 I (1 >- 7a() d(2.

(4.71)

The integration can be performed by parts to give:
E

[(2]
g(7)

=

701S

P

(4.72)

When r" = 0 and t = 0, the autocorrelation function is unity; thus:
(4.73)

E [71] _ ('Y) .

Dividing Eq. (4.72 ) by Eq. (4.73) we obtain the expected profile of the surface displacement surrounding an extreme crest as:
((2+T,t+T) =p(r, T).

_
((x,t) I(>7.,t

(4.74)

Thus, the expected spatial configuration of extreme waves is approximately proportional to the two-dimensional spatial autocorrelation function of the wave field as a
whole.
The variance of different realizations about the mean can be presented as:
var (2 =

E

[((2 - E((2))2] = E [(2] - (E [(2])2 =
_, a P )2

( 2i&. +1 )
- (

22

g(7)o \1 9 (7) (1 - g(7))) . (4.75)

Using the asymptotic expansion (4.69), Eq . (4.75) becomes:
var (2 .:: o(2 [1 - p2 (1 - 7 -2)] for -y >> 1.

(4.76)

Near the crests of extreme waves, where p . 1, the variance (o(/7)2; thus for
7 >> 1 the variance about the expected profile is very small. With the increasing
distance r or time r from the crest , the variance increases , but always remains less
than or equal to o, 2 . The Eq . 4.74 was compared with buoy data obtained during
the Surface Wave Dynamics Experiment (SWADE) and the agreement was found to
be remarkably good ( Phillips et al., 1993a ). Further verification was provided by
examination of scanning radar altimeter measurements in four different sea states: a
unimodal mature wave field, a short fetch, wind generated sea crossing swell, a very
broad directional spectrum , and a fetch limited wind sea with opposing swell (Phillips
et al., 1993b).
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4.2.4 Influence of wave breaking on probability distribution
of surface displacement in deep water
The energy flow from the atmosphere to the ocean generates an aerodynamically
rough sea surface. If the energy flow is sufficiently intensive, in some points the
surface waves will loose their stability and eventually break in the form of whitecaps
of various scales. Breaking is a very localized and non-stationary phenomenon.
White capping is a strongly nonlinear process, which involves an instability of the
surface waves with space and time scales several orders of magnitude smaller than
those associated with gravity wave motion. White caps are usually formed at or near
the crests of the larger waves and occur in groups with successive crests breaking
downwind of one another.
Although there are widespread occurrences of breaking processes in the ocean, the
present knowledge of wave breaking mechanisms is still incomplete. A very comprehensive review of the present state of research on wave breaking is given by Banner
and Peregrine (1993). One of the most puzzling question is the selection of the appropriate breaking criterion. Longuet-Higgins (1973), Banner and Phillips (1974), and
Phillips and Banner (1974) suggest that wave breaking is the property of short waves
riding on long waves on a mean drift current. A set of simple criteria of the limiting
form of wave motion were established by Stokes more than one hundred years ago
(Stokes 1847, 1880). According to Stokes, the necessary criteria to start an individual
wave breaking are:
a) the particle velocity of fluid at the wave crest equals the phase
velocity,
b) the crest of the wave attains a sharp point with an angle of 120°,
c) the ratio of wave height to wavelength is approximately 1/7,
d) the particle acceleration at the crest of the wave equals to 0.5 g.
The above criteria for breaking of regular waves in deep water have been addressed
from various viewpoints in a series of papers by Longuet-Higgins (1969a, 1974, 1976a),
Cokelet (1977a), and others. However, for irregular waves we apply the Snyder and
Kennedy (1983a,b) hypothesis which states that the stability of the gravity wave flow
is controlled by the level of some `threshold' variable defined on the surface of the fluid.
The vertical acceleration was selected as such a variable. Longuet-Higgins (1985)
has distinguished two different vertical accelerations depending on the measurement
procedure, i.e. the apparent acceleration measured by a fixed vertical probe, and the
real acceleration of the fluid particles, as measured by a small, free-floating buoy.
In limiting regular waves, the crest attains a sharp point with an angle of 120°
and the particle acceleration at the crest is equal to 0.5 g. However, near limiting
waves have rounded crests with a very small radius of curvature. It was shown
(Longuet-Higgins and Fox, 1977) that the local crest profile of such waves approaches
a self-similar form.
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Furthermore, the maximum surface slope can exceed the 30° slope of the limiting
wave, ultimately reaching a value of about 30.38°. The vertical acceleration at the
crest is not 0.5g but equals approximately 0.389g (Williams, 1985).
To estimate the probability of wave breaking of irregular waves we modify slightly
the acceleration criterion , assuming that the downward acceleration at the wave crests
(where the breaking is the most likely to appear ) has to be greater or equal to ag (a
is a positive constant ) to consider these crests to be breaking.
Assuming that the breaking occurs only at the sea surface crests we can use
the probability density function (4.58), introducing the condition that acceleration
I C 1> ag. This means that the integral in Eq . (4.57) should be taken in the range
(-oo, -ag ). Using this approach , Srokosz ( 1986) showed that the probability density
for a breaking wave crest of elevation above the mean water level, becomes:
f+nox (; ^> a9) =

+

{E

exp [ _7 2 _j(e_Vi

+ 1 - E2 exp
(- 1
2e2) f

°°

exp

(-

e2

]

.y) 2 +

1 \
2x2 1 dxj , (4.77)

in which:

mo
ag
'7 = '4 '

U= ('y- 1-E2 e).
E

The probability density f,,. (e; ISI > Cg) is shown in Fig. 4.9 as a function of the
non-dimensional moment m4/a2g2 . The a and c values were taken as 0 . 4 and 0.6,
respectively. For comparison, the probability density (4.58) is shown for the same
value of e = 0.6. Equation (4.58) corresponds to a value of a = 0 (m4/a2g2 = cc)
and implies that all the crests are breaking. To obtain the probability Fb,., that a
crest of any height will break , Srokosz ( 1986) integrated Eq. (4.77) over all crests and
obtained:
°O r a2 2
Fb,= f ^f, (^;1^1>ag)=expl-2 4 . (4.78)
Note that probability Fb, is independent of any assumption about the spectrum width.
However, it depends strongly on the shape of the spectrum, because of the fourth
moment of the spectrum. As the probability of breaking increases significantly with
an increase in the fourth moment of the spectrum, breaking is very sensitive to the
existence of high-frequency energy. When m4 -+ oo, Fb,. --* 1; thus all wave crests
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Figure 4.9: Probability density function of wave crests that are breaking when acceleration is greater than ag.
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can be broken. For small waves m4 - 0 and Fb,. --+ 0. The probability Fb, is shown
in Fig. 4.10 (upper envelope (1 = - oo) as a function of the dimensionless fourth
moment m4/azgz. This graph is in very good agreement with Ochi and Tsai 's results
(1983; their Figure 9). They evaluated the probability of breaking using the joint
distribution of wave height and period given by Cavanie et al. (1976), and a breaking
criterion based on wave steepness:

H >> 0.020g Tz.
It should be noted that Eq. (4.78 ) is a probability of wave breaking at a given point,
irrespective of crest height. In engineering applications , however , we require the
probability that a wave crest is above height (1 and also breaking. This probability
can be derived by changing the lower limit of integration in Eq . (4.78) from -oo to
C1 (Greenhow , 1989):
00

Fb,(^

>_f1) = f
+ (1

2

1/2

IeI>ag ) d£=2exp( -2z)erfc

- 2 z)

1/z

/

\

E)

(

expI-2^^ lerfcl7- r Ez^l

1

(4.79)

in which £1 = (1/ mo•
Note that as ^1 -oo, the Srokosz result (4.78) is obtained. Probability Fb,. (^ > £1)
is illustrated in Fig . 4.10 as a function of non -dimensional moment m4/a2 g2 and
crest levels f1 = (1/ mo. An upper envelope (when ^1 = -oo) corresponds to the
Srokosz's solution. Probability Fb, is an increasing function of moment m4. However, it decreases when the wave crest level increases. This means that the chance
that a very high and breaking wave crest will occur is very small. For example, for
m4/a2 g2 = 0.6, when all wave crests are taken into account, a probability Fb, is equal
to 43.4%, but the probability that breaking crests will be higher than 2/ mo is only
10.1%. Moreover, the probability of breaking Fb, for non-dimensional crests elevations 61 = -oo, -3, -2, -1, 0 is practically the same for a given value of m4/a2 g2.
This probability decreases drastically when f1 > 0.
It should be pointed out that this approach differs from the probability studied
by Snyder and Kennedy (1983a,b) who estimated the fraction ,3 of the sea surface
covered by breaking waves as:
Q=1-4'

a

(4.80)

m g4

in which 1(z) is defined in Eq. (4.53). The /3 represents the probability that breaking
will occur at a point on the surface, chosen at random. It can be shown that as
m4 -+ oo, the probability 33 -+ 1/2; thus, half the sea surface can be covered by
broken waves.
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The fundamental difficulty in applying the above theories is the estimation of moment m4. The evaluation of m4 from some spectral formulas requires the assumption
of a cutoff frequency. Moreover, experimental data obtained from wave rider buoys
cannot be used for the estimation of m4 as the buoys cannot properly respond to the
short waves (see Chapter 9). Radar altimeter measurements seem to offer a feasible
alternative for detection of short surface waves. More discussion of remote sensing
techniques for surface waves applications can be found in Chapter 9.

4.2.5 Probability distribution of surface displacement in finite water depth
Shallow water waves have many specific properties which distinguish them from deep
water waves. As waves travel into shallower water, their dynamics becomes progressively more nonlinear and dissipative. Coastal waves have a definite excess of high
crests and shallower troughs in contrast to those of deep water waves. Moreover, in
coastal areas additional asymmetry, with respect to a vertical line passing through
the crest, also exists . Therefore, in general , surface waves in shallow water cannot be
classified as a Gaussian process, and the probability density (4.4) is not valid, except
for very small waves.
The observed departure from the Gaussian distribution can still be expressed in
terms of the Gram-Charlier series (4.20). Figure 4.11 illustrates such an approximation for a wave record taken in the shallow water of the South Baltic (h = 3m).
The skewness and kurtosis coefficients were estimated, using experimental data, as
-yj = 1.153 and rye = 1.542 (Massel, 1973). Note that values of both coefficients are
much higher than those for deep water conditions (compare Fig. 4.2). More examples
of application of the Gram-Charlier series techniques can be found elsewhere (Bitner,
1980; Ochi and Wang, 1984). The calculations showed that the skewness parameter
yl is the dominant parameter affecting the non-Gaussian characteristics of coastal
waters. To simplify the evaluation of the probability distribution, Ochi and Wang
(1984) represented the parameter -yj as a function of water depth and sea severity,
expressed in terms of significant wave height H,. Using the ARSLOE data they got:
yl = 1.16exp(-0.42h)H3', (4.81)
where p = 0.74h°'59. Water depth and significant wave height should be given in
meters. The parameter 72 can be evaluated as a function of yl:

-0.15 + 1.10 (yl - 0.2)1.17 for 0.2 < -yj < 0.5
(4.82)

"Y2 =

= 0.15 + 1.10 (yl - 0.2)1.17 + 1.48(yl - 0.5)1'47 for yl > 0.5.
Another set of data collected in the coastal zone of the Baltic Sea provides the following relationship for -yj and 72 (Cieslikiewicz and Thai, 1991):
/H91
1h) ,
=5.73expln
(4.83)
[ 1.81

]
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of Gaussian distribution (4.8) and Gram-Charlier distribution (4.20) with the experimental data.

and

72 = 1.59 exp[1.701n(y1)] - 3.05. (4.84)
As in the case of deep water, the major drawback of the Gram-Charlier series approximation is the lack of a simple method to parameterize the skewness and kurtosis
coefficients in terms of the spectrum. Moreover, the form of the probability density
distribution is assumed a priori.
Let us now formulate in a different way the problem of evaluating the unknown
probability density function for a given set of data. Suppose we have a priori knowledge of some characteristics of the probability density function. For instance, certain
moments are already known. Thus, the problem is reduced to the choice of distribution which is (in some sense) the best estimate of the population distribution based
on these known characteristics. In general, there is a variety of distributions which
may satisfy these constraints. To find such a probability density function for surface
elevation we use the principle of maximum entropy. This approach will also be used
later (see Section 9.3.2), for determining directional spreading.
The definition of entropy of a system was first given by Boltzman as a measure of
our degree of ignorance as to its true state. Shannon (1948a,b) developed a mathematical theory of entropy and applied it to the field of communication. The Shannon
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entropy functional I [f ], which is a measure of uncertainty associated with the probability density f ((), in describing a random variable (is defined as:

I [f] = -

f

" f (C) In [f (()] d(•

(4.85)

Let us now assume that the mean surface elevation C = 0 and the moments a2, 1A3 and
µ4 are known. As usual, the probability density function f (C) is a positive function
for every C and it is normalized to unity:
00
(4.86)
f(()d( = 1.
-00
According to Jaynes (1982), the minimally prejudiced assignment of probabilities is
that which maximizes the entropy functional I[f] subject to the given information
(i.e. values of moments and normalization (4.86)). The entropy functional I can
be maximized by the method of Lagrange multipliers. This introduces parameters
1 - ao, al, . . . , a4 such that variations in a functional of f (C) will vanish. As a result
we obtain (Cieslikiewicz, 1990):
4

f (() = A- 1 exp { - >

ai

i-1

(i } ,

(4.87)

in which A-1 = exp (-1 - ao) . To determine the Lagrange multipliers we use known
moments and normalization (4.86), i.e.:

Go=A,

G2=Aas,

Gi=0,

(4.88)
G3 = Aµ 3, G4 = Aµ4
where:
4

Gn = f

(" eXp {- ai(`} d(•

(4.89)

Equations (4.88) form a system of five nonlinear equations for unknown coefficients
ao, a1,. .. , a4. One can prove that only three equations of system (4.88) are independent. Thus, we obtain:
Go=A, G1=0,
a2

(4.90)

G2 - G3 = 0A3

Therefore, two relations between the unknown quantities A, a1, ... , a4 should exist.
They are:

I a1Go + 2aoG1 + 3a3G2 + 4a4G3 = 0
1

Go - a1G1 - 2a2G2 - 3a3G3 - 4a4G4 = 0.

(4.91)
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In Fig. 4.12 a comparison of the probability density function, obtained by the maximum entropy method with experimental data of Ochi and Wang (1984), is shown.
The Gram-Charlier solution and Gaussian distribution are given as well. The agreement of the maximum entropy solution with experimental data is remarkable. It
should be noted that the Gram-Charlier series provide very small negative values of
the probability density function close to " -2 m. Both methods described above
give reasonably accurate mathematical expressions for the probability density function approximating the experimental function. However, in both cases, knowledge of
the statistical moments (up to the 4th moment) is required.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of various probability density distribution functions for
surface displacement in finite water depth: max. entropy method; - - Gram-Charlier series; + + ++ Gaussian distr.; • . •• experimental data by Ochi and
Wang (1984).
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An alternative method of modelling can be based on an extension of the Huang et
al. (1983b) method, to finite water depth. The procedure of derivation is similar to
that given in Section 4.2.2. Thus, for completeness , only the final results are given:
1 1 21 J 1 3 (kaS)2 D2
f (^) _ ( 2x )1/2 exp

1- 2A

(ka()2E 1 l

] 1 R ( C1/2 - 2 p2 C5^2) - 0 C3^2

1

, (4.92)

(4.93)

A = V, l£-k,([(Fo+Fl)C2-Fo]+
3
+ (kac)2 f 2 (Fo + F1)2e3 - 8F2e3 - 2Fo (Fo + F1) e] } ,

B

(4.94)

1- (
2ka
2 6[F+
F 29 F2
{
0 F+
1)FI)
S ( ka
S)
(0
1)
] ^2-

- 2(ko )2Fo (FO + F1)

} 0,

(4.95)

C = 1 + 2 (ku() AD, \

(4.96)

D = F1 - ka< (2FoF1 + 2F1 - 8 F2

(4.97)

)

9
E = 2F1 (Fo + F1) - 9 F2,
= [1 + (ka()2 FOF3]

1/2
,

3 coth(kh)
coth kh
F, =F
O = ( )' 1 = 4 sinh2(kh)'
3

3

9

F2 = 1 + sinh3(kh) + sinh4(kh) + 8 sinhs(kh,)'

3
F3 = 1 + (1 + 2 sinh2(kh) )

2
(4.102)

A comparison of the probability function 4.92) with the experimental data of Bitner
(1980) is shown in Huang et al. (1983b). Although the presented agreement cannot
be treated as a definite proof of the model (4.92), the comparison indicates that it
does offer a viable alternative to the computation of the probability function in finite
water depth.
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4.3 Wave height
4.3.1 Probability distribution of wave height for a narrowband spectrum
Besides the probability distribution for local sea surface deviations from mean water
level, random wave process is frequently characterized by amplitude statistics. Amplitude distributions are widespread in physics and electronics. However , for surface
ocean waves, the wave height probability is also frequently used . Both these statistical
characteristics will be discussed below.
Wave amplitude can be detected in the simplest way under the assumption of
narrow-band spectrum , in which the positive and negative maximum excursions of
wave surface process are equal to each other , and equal to wave amplitude. However,
this is not usually the case for real ocean surface waves . A typical record of ocean
waves for a non-narrow- band spectrum is given in Fig. 4 . 13. It is clear that the
envelopes of the process are not symmetrical curves . Therefore , the positive and
negative amplitudes are different . In order to overcome this uncertainty , in physical
oceanography and ocean engineering , the crest- to-trough excursion is used and wave
height is defined as a sum of the two values of the upper and lower amplitudes. Only
for a narrow-band spectrum , is the wave height equal to twice the upper (or lower)
amplitude.

Figure 4.13: Definition of zero-downcrossing waves.
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It should be noted that the definition of an individual wave height depends entirely
on the choice of the trough occurring before or after the crest. In the following , we will
adopt the recommendations of the International Association for Hydraulic Research
Working Group (IAHR, 1989). Thus, a wave height is defined as zero-down -crossing
wave height and the wave trough occurs before the wave crest (Fig. 4.13).
Consider the unidirectional wave motion of a narrow-band frequency spectrum at
a given point P(0, 0):

((t)

= ai
00 cos (wit - ei) .

(4.103)

Using a frequency wp, which corresponds to the spectrum peak , we can rewrite
Eq. (4.103) as:
((t) = Ac( t) cos (wpt) - A,(t) sin (wpt) , (4.104)

in which:
AC(t) = E°° 1 ai cos [(wi - wp) t - Ei]
(4.105)
A,(t)

= E,°1 ai sin [(wi - wp) t - ei]

Because of the narrowness of the process, the amplitudes A,(t) and A, (t) are very
slowly varying functions of time. Let us rewrite Eq . (4.104) in terms of wave amplitude
A(t) and phase ap(t), i.e.:
((t) = A(t) cos [-pt + ap(t)],

(4.106)

where:
A(t) = Ap(t) + A; (t),

(4.107)

W(t) = tan-' [A,(t)/A.(t)],

(4.108)

and
A,,(t) = A (t) cos ap (t), A,(t) = A( t) sin cp(t).

(4.109)

It should be noted that, in the case of a narrow-band spectrum, the amplitude A is
equal to the amplitude of the wave envelope, which varies slowly ;n time. La virtue
of the Central Limit Theorem, A, and A, are Gaussian processes with mean value
equal to zero and variance a2 as:
E[A2]=E[A2]=E[(2]=02

(4.110)

It can be shown that E [AcA,] = 0. Thus , Cc and (, are independent variables and
the two-dimensional probability density function becomes:
f2 (Ar, Ae) = f (Ar) f (A+) = 2

oS

exp

A 2a 2A
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a(Ac
Using Eq. (4.111) and the Jacobian of the variable transformation J = 9
(A' ,p)) = A,
we represent f2 as a function of variables A and cp, i.e.:

fz (A, W) = f [Ar (A, W), , A. (A, cc)] J =

a2

2^

exp (-

2,(2) .

(4.112)

Finally, the one- dimensional probability densities for amplitude A and phase cp are
obt..,ined through integration of Eq . (4.112), with respect to phase cp and amplitude
A, respectively:
/
f (A) = J-x f2 (A, w) dW = A exp

(4.113)

and
f ('P) = 21r Joy

exp (_

) dA

2-.

(4.114)

Equation (4.113) represents the well-known Rayleigh distribution for wave amplitude. Result (4.114) indicates that for a narrow-band process, the phase is uniformly
distributed in the range (-it, it).
For later convenience, we calculate the moments of wave amplitude:
oo
E [A-] = Am = f

i 1

exp ( -2 ) dA = (2,,2) m,2 I' (1 + 2) , (4.115)

in which I'() is a Gamma function (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1975). In particular,
for m = 2 we have:

as = IE[Az] = 2A2.

(4.116)

Therefore, the Rayleigh distribution takes the form:
`
f (A) = A exp -2 S I = A2 exp

(4.117)

As was mentioned above , in physical oceanography and ocean engineering , the wave
height H is preferred to wave amplitude A. The assumption of a narrow-band spectrum leads to the conclusion that H & 2A. The transformation of variable A to H
in Eq . (4.113) gives the Rayleigh distribution in terms of wave height H:

H

2

f(H) = s exp -8 2 ,

(4.118)

or:

f(.)= 1^ exp( -8f2),

(4.119)
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in which H

or(

Similarly to Eq. (4.115), the moments of wave height can be presented as:
E[Hm] =H"L=23m/ 2 a^ r (1+

4 . 120)
2/

In particular, the mean wave height H and the root-mean-square wave height Hr,,,,
are obtained from Eq. 4.120, if in = 1 and m = 2, respectively:
4.121)

H = 27ra(, H, = 2\a( = -H.
Using Eq. (4.121), the distribution (4.118) can be rewritten as:
r
H2
f(H)= 2H exp-

(4.122)

Hrms \ Hrms

or

f(^)=2^ex p

( _2)

(4 . 123)

H

in which = , and
Hrms

r
H
f(H)= 2IH2exp1

Tr ( H 2]
ll
-4(HJ

(4.124)

The Rayleigh distribution (4.119 ) is compared with experimental data recorded during
a few hours of a tropical storm in the Coral Sea (see Fig. 4.14). It should be noted
that the wave height is normalized by the standard deviation VIM-0 calculated from
the spectrum . Two other distributions are shown in the same Figure. Their origin
and properties are described in next Section.
Although various wave height relations based on the Rayleigh distribution can
be found elsewhere ( for example, Massel , 1989), here we only discuss one specific
wave height frequently used in oceanographic and ocean engineering practice namely,
the significant wave height H,. The concept of the significant wave was introduced
by Sverdrup and Munk (1947 ). They defined wave height H, as the average of the
highest one-third of wave heights . This wave height is close to the mean wave height
estimated by human eye. Assuming a narrow-band wave spectrum, we first calculate
the threshold wave height H* which has the probability of exceedance of 3 which
corresponds to value H* = H
a(
Pr {H > H*} = fH
00 H

3.0 (see Fig. 4.15). Using Eq. (4.122) we have:

exp I-^Hs I2 dH = 3,
rms

L /

J

(4.125)
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of various probability density functions for wave height with
experimental data: Rayleigh distr.; - - - modified Rayleigh distribution;
- - - crest-to-trough distribution.
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Figure 4.15: Determination of significant wave height Hs.
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or:
)2]
H
d jexp I-\r
I H. } 3.
H•

r00

(4.126)

Thus:
(4.127)

3 H,,,,, = 1.048 H,..
H' = VI-n-

According to definition, the significant wave height corresponds to the center of gravity of the shaded area in Fig. 4.15. The balance of moments with respect to the origin

yields:

I

(4.128)

3H5 = H- H f (H)dH,
or:
(3f
H, 2 er f c (vin 3 +

In 3 H,,,,, 1 . 416H,,,,,, (4.129)

where the complementary error function er f c(z) is given by Eq. (4.67).
Using the second relation of (4.121), the significant wave height can be expressed
as:
H, = 1.416 H,,,,, =

4.004x(.

(4.130)

The development of various reliable digital data recording and analysis techniques (see
Chapter 9) over the last 20 years has led to a fundamental change in the way significant
wave height is estimated. Except for H,, being the mean of the highest one-third of
wave height, significant wave height is commonly estimated from gauge records using
relation (4.130) when standard deviation is calculated from the frequency spectrum
S(w). This significant wave height is usually noted as H,,,a, i.e.:
H,,,o = 4.004

(4.131)

mno.

In other words, H,,,o is an energy based significant wave height, determined as four
times the square root of the area contained under the energy spectrum S(w) (IAHR,
1989). H,,,o is approximately equal to H, except when water depth is small (see
Section 4.2.5) or waves are very steep. In situations where H,,,, is equal to H„ either
can be used. However, when H,,,a differs from H,, it cannot be used directly to
estimate wave height statistics.
The formula (4.125) can be generalized to evaluate the average of the highest
1/Nth wave heights H11N, based on the Rayleigh distribution, i.e.:
H1IN = I 2 er f c ( In N +

In NJ H,,,,,.

In Table 4.1 the values of H1/N are listed for selected values of N.

(4.132)
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Table 4.1: Characteristic wave heights based on the Rayleigh distribution.
Remarks

N

H1/N /Hrms

Hi/N/H

HjIN/a(2

500
200
100
50
25
10
5

2.680
2.503
2.359
2.206
2.042
1.800
1.591

3.023
2.823
2.662
2.488
2.303
2.030
1.795

7.580
7.078
6.671
6.239
5.775
5.090
4.499

3

1.416

1.597

4.004

Significant wave

1

0.886

1.000

2.505

Mean wave

Highest 1/100th wave

4.3.2 Influence of wave nonlinearity on wave height distribution
4.3.2.1 Modification of the Rayleigh distribution
All statistical characteristics of wave height discussed in the previous Section are based
on the assumption that the probability distribution of surface displacement ((t) is
Gaussian. In fact, as was shown in Section 4.2.2, the probability distribution of S is
only approximately Gaussian, having some skewness and kurtosis. The non-Gaussian
profile is asymmetric with respect to the mean water surface. Usually the crests are
sharper and narrower, and the troughs are shallower and longer. Thus, quadratic and
higher-order interactions between component waves exist, and the resulting surface
displacement is not a Gaussian process.
In this Section we examine the influence of the wave field non-linearities on the
statistics of wave heights. In general, the departure from a Gaussian process of
surface displacement is not very large and surface displacement ((t) can be treated
as a quasi-Gaussian. Thus, it is useful to explore first the application of the GramCharlier series approach to wave height distribution. The narrow-band wave process
can be represented as a harmonic signal with randomly modulated amplitude and
phase, which are slowly varying in time (see Eq. (4.106)):
((t) = A(t) cos [wpt + co (t)] ,

(4.133)

where amplitude A(t) is given by Eq. (4.107). It is quite acceptable to assume that
surface displacement ((t) is differentiable in time:
do(t) = ((t) :: -A(t) wp sin [wpt + cp(t)] ,

dt

(4.134)
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in which we neglected the time derivatives of slowly varying amplitude A(t) and phase
c,(t). Using Eq. (4.107) we rewrite Eq. (4.134) as:

(4.135)

S^t) _ -A,(t) sin (wt) - A,(t) cos (wwt) .
WP

Solving Eqs . (4.104) and (4. 135), with respect to Ap(t) and A,(t), gives:
A.(t) = ((t) cos (wpt) -

^^t) sin (w,,t)
P

A. (t)

= -S(t)

l

(4.136)

cos (wwt) - C(t) sin (wwt)

WP

Thus, amplitude A(t) becomes (Tikhonov, 1966):

A(t) _ (2(t) + ^ W
\ WP
\2.

(4.137)

If process ((t) is Gaussian, the derivative ((t) is also Gaussian . By virtue of the
linearity of Eq . (4.136), Ap(t) and A, (t) will be Gaussian too.
The joint probability density function f2 (A,, A,) can be obtained by using the twodimensional Hermite polynomials (Kuznetsov et al., 1960). Then, transforming the
function f2(A,, A,) to the joint probability density function of amplitude and phase
f2(A, gyp) and integrating it against gyp, yields the probability density function for wave
amplitude (Bitner , 1978, 1980). Provided that the peak-to-trough wave height H is
approximately equal to the double amplitude , Bitner obtained the probability density

function f (H) as:
2

f (H) =

H4
b4o + bo4 + 2b22) 4S
[ exp
8 2^
{ 1 +
l1024vS4 (
H2
32 2 (b o+bo4 +2b22)+ 1 (b4o +bo4 +2b22)

(4.138)

in which:

b4o = c4 - 3, boo = F,4, b22 = G26 - 1,
G = A,( t) - Ac(t

&A, (t) - A,(t)
) &s =

vC

(4.139)
(4.140)

as

In particular, mean wave height H is:
1
H = 2^QS [i - 64 (b4o + bo4 + 2b22)] .

(4.141)
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However, no suitable parameterization technique is available for evaluation of the
coefficients b40i b04 and b22 . Bitner (1980) determined these coefficients numerically
using experimental data.

In general , in deep water, the corrections in the mean wave height H, due to coefficients b40, b04 , and b22 are not significant . This conclusion is in agreement with the
Longuet-Higgins (1980) suggestion that the Rayleigh distribution for non-Gaussian
random waves is still applicable when the root-mean-square wave height in Eq. (4.122)
is properly chosen. Particularly, he used the probability density function f (H) in the
form:
2

f (H) =

H.
2

exp [-

Hr2n„

J

(4.142)

,

where:
2

H,2n^, = 8a2 1 - \

8

-

2

v2 < 8as,

(4.143)

in which v is the lower-order bandwidth parameter . From curve-fitting the Forristall
(1978 ) data from the Gulf of Mexico , Longuet-Higgins obtained H,.,,,. = 1.85 V12-aC <
2faC.
A simple argument that the denominator in Eq . (4.142 ) should be smaller than
8u was given by Vinje (1989 ). Assuming that a wave train is a superposition of a
carrier wave with slowly varying amplitude A, frequency 11 and phase gyp, and a small
random perturbation (1(t), we obtain:
S(t

)

= A(Et ) cos

[1l (Et)

+ ^p( Et) ]

+ (1(t) ,

(4.144)

in which e is a small parameter . It should be expected that the maxima and minima
of the surface elevation C(t) approximately coincides with the maxima and minima of
the carrier wave . Therefore , the wave height H is simply the difference of the surface
elevations at t-time (wave crest) and t = t,,,,x +

(wave trough ). To determine the

probability distribution for H we define the Gaussian process X (t) as:
X(t)=((t)-((t+-).

(4.145)

Now wave height\\H can be considered as the maximum of the process X (t). The wave
height H will have approximately the Rayleigh distribution with the root -mean-square
value H,.,,,,,: r ll
H,,,,=4[KC(0)-KC

(4.146)
(h)],

where KC(r) is the autocorrelation function of C(t). For narrow-banded processes, the
value KC \/ corresponds approximately to the minimum of KC(r); so KC l/
In,
[KS(r)]min. Finally, the probability density distribution function f (H) becomes:

H
H2
1 - '.i. ) exp
f(H = 2a2 (
-4a( 2 (1

(4.147)
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where r,,,in denotes the global minimum of the normalized autocorrelation function
rmin = [KC ( r)Lin/K( (0). For the very narrow -banded process r ,,i„ -+ -1 and the
probability density function (4.147) becomes identical with the Rayleigh distribution
function (4.118).

The distribution (4.147) was also obtained by Naess (1985a). In his derivation,
the normalized autocorrelation function r,nin was calculated at the time as r = Tp,
2

where Tp denotes the period corresponding to the spectrum peak frequency.
It should be noted that Longuet -Higgins value of Hr,,,, = 1.85 fas corresponds
to r,,,i„ = -0.711 . Using the autocorrelation function K(r), corresponding to the
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum , results in r,mn = -0.653 . A similar calculation for the
JONSWAP spectrum gives - 0.73 and - 0.8, for peakedness -y = 3.3 and y = 7.0,
respectively.
The probability distribution function (4.147) was shown in Fig . 4.14. The minimum r,nin of the normalized autocorrelation function was calculated using the experimental data (r,nin = - 0.59). Thus , the denominator in Eq . (4.147) is 4a ( 1 - rmin) _
6.36 a( '. Note that for the same experimental data , the Longuet-Higgins formula (4.143)
gives the value 7.19x2.

4.3.2.2 Crest-to-trough wave height distribution
The Rayleigh distribution and its modifications were evaluated under the assumption that upper and lower wave envelopes coincide with crests and troughs. This is
essentially relevant to the narrow-banded spectrum when the envelopes vary slowly
in time (see Fig. 3.2). When the spectrum is non-narrow banded, the envelopes are
not the symmetric curves with respect to mean value. Therefore, it may be more
appropriate to consider the wave height as the sum of the highest-crest (A.) and the
lowest-trough (At) amplitudes in a zero-upcrossing wave, i.e.:

H = Ac(t) + At(t + r ).

(4.148)

Both amplitudes are separated by the time interval T. We expect that time r is
approximately equal to T/2, where T is a mean wave period. The probability density
function of two normalized amplitudes Al+) and AZ-) separated by time r was given
by Rice (1945) (also see Massel, 1985; Ochi, 1990):

fz(ei , CzIr)=

C1C2 ^1^2 r0
( ft

1-ro l0

exp - ^i

+ '2

2(1-rp) ,

(4 . 149)

in which:

^i =

At(t) Ar(t + r)
, C2 =

0

mo

( 4 . 150 )
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ro(T) is a correlation coefficient between wave amplitudes (strictly speaking between
squares of the amplitudes ), separated by time interval -r and
(4.151)

r (T) = Po(T) + Ao(T),
in which:
(D) T] dw,

(4.152)

o(r) = mo J 0. S(w) sin [(w - (D) T] dw .

(4.153)

Po(T) _ - S( w) cos [(w
MO 0

The Io( ) is a modified Bessel function of zero order (Abramowitz and Stegun , 1975).

Note that for any frequency spectrum S(w), which is symmetric with respect to
frequency w, the coefficient \o(T) = 0 for all r.
Let us assume that spectrum S(w) is extremely narrow ( v -+ 0), i.e.:
(4.154)

S(w) = mo 6 (w - (D),

in which b ( ) is the delta function . Substituting Eq. (4.154) into Eqs. (4.152) and
(4.153 ) we obtain po(T) = 1 and \0 (r) = 0; thus , ro = 1. It can be shown that the
same result can be obtained when assuming I r 1-+ 0 for an arbitrary spectrum.
When ro -+ 1, because of the high correlation between f i and 6 , the twodimensional probability density function f2 (6, 6; r) takes the form ( Middleton , 1960):
f2 (6, b; T) -+ f (6) 6 (6 - 6)

,

(4.155)

which corresponds to the Rayleigh distribution when ro -+ 1 (v -+ 0). For other
extreme cases, when T -+ oo, the correlation coefficient ro -* 0, and so:
f2 (S1, 6 I T) = f (fi) f (e2) •

(4.156)

Thus, amplitudes ^i and 6 are statistically independent.
Let us normalize the wave height in Eq . (4.149 ) using variance mo; then:
=6+6 and 6 =f -6,

(4.157)

where £ = H/ mo; the fi and e2 are given by the Eq. (4.150).
The probability density function for f takes a form of the convolution integral

(Tayfun , 1981b):
t

r
f (^ 1 T) = Jo f2 (^ - 6, S2; T) d6,

(4.158)

in which r = T/2, where T is a wave period. Allowing the wave period T to take all
possible values from 0 to oo, the probability density function of crest-to-trough wave
height becomes:
f (e) =Joy f (T) f2 (e - 6, b; T = 2 df2dT,

(4.159)
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in which f (T) is a probability density function of the wave period.
Calculation of the probability density function in (4.159) is complicated. To simplify the problem, Tayfun (1981b) assumed that the spectrum is sufficiently narrow
and is concentrated around the mean frequency 0. Then, the probability density
function of the wave period has non-zero values around the mean period T only, and
Eq. (4.159) becomes:

f(6)=

I£

f2 (6 -62,e2 ; T=

(4.160)

2 ) d62-

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
normalized wave height

6.0 7.0

Figure 4.16: Comparison of various theoretical probability density functions for large
wave heights: - - - Rayleigh distribution; crest-to-trough distribution for
ro = 0.5 and ro = 0.8; • • •• Tayfun's distribution for large wave heights for ro = 0.5
and ro = 0.8.
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Substitution of Eq. (4.149) into Eq. (4.160) gives:
2

=

exp
1 2 f(-x)xl
-r2
1 -ro 0
1
[(-x)xro1
r

J

L

2

-(f-x)

2x

2(1-r0)

Jdx.
J

(4.161)

The first two moments of distribution (4.161) are:

E[^]

=

2^,

(4.162)

and
2

E[£2]=4[1+ ^ 4 ^1 +

3

4

(4.163)

+ 4 + 4 +64+...
)] I

in which p = ro/4 . Thus, the mean wave height is identical with that resulting
from the Rayleigh distribution . Moreover , the series representation (4.163) of the
normalized root-mean-square wave height for r0 -> 1(v , 0 ) gives E [^2 ] = 8, which
Hrms
< 2V;
is also the Rayleigh limit . When 0 < ro < 1, Eq. ( 4.163) gives 2.672 <
this means that the root-mean -square value of zero-crossing wave heights predicted
by Eq. (4.161 ) is smaller than that given by the classical Rayleigh distribution.
The distribution (4.161 ) is illustrated in Fig. 4.16 for ro = 0.5 and ro = 0.8. The
Rayleigh distribution is included for comparison . Both distributions resulting from
Eq. (4.161 ) predict lower probabilities for small and high waves. On the other hand,
2ir 2 . 5, are more likely to
the wave heights close to the mean , i.e. when f =
occur according to Eq . (4.161 ) than according to the Rayleigh function . The smaller
ro value produces the higher probability of occurrence of such waves.
Comparison of the distribution (4.161 ) with experimental data is also shown in
Fig. 4 . 14. Experimental data in this Figure corresponds to the correlation coefficient
ro in the range 0.57 < ro < 0.60 (mean value ro 0.58 was used in calculation) and
band-width parameter v in the range 0.36 < v < 0.38.
4.3.2.3

Probability distribution of large wave heights

A probability distribution of large wave heights is of special interest for ocean engineers. However, the application of distribution (4.161) is impeded by the necessity
of numerical integration which requires evaluation of the Bessel function Io. When
we restrict our attention to the higher waves, say for f > E [^] = 2a and use the
asymptotic expansion of the Bessel function Io( ) for larger values, the probability
density function f (^) can be presented in the much simpler closed form (Tayfun,
1990):

2
of

2

f(^)=
1+1exp
2[2,o (1 +,0)11/2 4roC2 J 4 (1 + ro)

(4.164)
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A typical comparison of Eq. (4.164) with exact distribution (4.161) is shown in
Fig. 4.16 for ro = 0.5 and ro = 0.8. For normalized wave height > 27r - 2.5,
both distributions (4.161) and (4.164) are almost the same.
It should be noted that the significant wave height calculated on the base of
Eq. (4.164) is smaller than the classical value 4.004 mo for all practical values of ro
(0.5 < ro < 1.0). In particular, for ro = 0.5 the significant wave height is equal to
3.75 mo and then approaches almost linearly to 4.004 mo for ro = 1.
The corresponding probability of exceedance of a given value when > E[^] is:
00
Fl(y) f ()d= ( 1+

12
exp [-4 (l+ ro) J . (4.165)
4ro^2 l/ ( _2ro)

The function F1(£) for ro = 0.5 and 0.8 is illustrated in Fig. 4.17. For comparison,
Rayleigh distribution, which represents the limit ro -> 1, was added. A good agreement was found when comparing the asymptotic probability of exceedance (4.165)
with experimental data (Forristall, 1978) and numerical simulation (Forristall, 1984;
Osborne, 1982).
0.0 -

I

U.
0

-3.0 -

normalized wave height
Figure 4.17: Probability of exceedance a given normalized wave height: - - Rayleigh distribution; crest-to-trough distribution for ro = 0.5 and ro = 0.8;
• • •• distribution for large wave heights.
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-3.5

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0
normalized wave height
Figure 4.18: Comparison of various probabilities of exceedance with experimental
data: Rayleigh distribution; - - - modified Rayleigh distribution; ....
experimental data.
A reliable estimation of the probability exceedance of high waves is fundamental in the design of structures and in the planning of operational and maintenance
activities. Many experiments in the field, as well as simulation exercises, indicate
that the Rayleigh distribution overpredicts the probability of the highest waves, and
hence errors grow towards the low probability trail of the distribution. This can be
seen in Fig. 4.18, in which the Rayleigh distribution is compared with the modified
distribution (4.147), and with the experimental data from the Coral Sea.
4.3.2.4

Influence of second order nonlinearities

As yet, we have considered various approximations of the probability density function
f (H) without any straightforward relation to the nonlinearity of the wave process
itself. In order to estimate the influence of nonlinearity in the wave process we
assume that the nonlinear surface displacement is given by:
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((t) _ (1(t) +(2(t) = Al cos ¢ 1 + 1 A2k cos 201,
in which

01 =

(4.166)

wt + cp; (1 (t) is a linear Gaussian process, (2(t) is a second-order
2

nonlinear correction , and k = a is the wave number in deep water. Because of
9
approximation (4.166 ), the analysis is restricted to wave trains of small steepness
a = k(2ac)1^2; so it is correct to 0(a). The statistics of amplitude Al and W can
be evaluated using the component process approach. The component process 77(t) is
given by the Hilbert transform of ((t), i . e. (Tikhonov , 1966; Tayfun and Lo, 1989):
T
'7(t) j - TdT.
A t

(4.167)

After substituting Eq. (4.166 ) into Eq. ( 4.167) we obtain:

rl(t) = -A1 sin 01 - 12A2k sin 201.

(4.168)

The complex nonlinear process can now be defined as:
W = ((t) + ii7( t) = A exp(io),

(4.169)

such that:

(4.170)

A=A1 +1A2kcos01i

tanz/) = I1+ 1Alksec(01) tang51.

J

(4.171)

The joint probability density of A and 0 follows from the standard transformation:

f2(A, 0) =I J I f2 (A1, 01 ),

(4.172)

in which:
f2(A, 0) = f (A1) f ( 01) •

(4.173)

Probability densities f (A1) and f ( 01) are given by Eqs. (4.113 ) and (4.114), respectively. Therefore, the Jacobian transformation yields:
,, 01
J 8 (A ))

1 - -Ak cosh. (4.174)

After substitution of Eqs. (4.173) into Eq. (4.172 ) and integration , we obtain the
marginal distributions of A and 0 as:
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f(A)=

A2

2exp(-2 2 )

(4.175)

and
f (T/,) = 2_ ( 1 - 4 a cos a&) .

(4.176)

Thus, A and ii are no longer independent. The envelope is Rayleigh distributed to
O(a). Although the surface profile itself is asymmetric with crests (A1 + 2Aik) and
troughs (-A1 + 2A21k), the envelopes ±A are symmetric and the difference between a
wave crest and an adjacent trough is then given by H = 2A1. Hence, the nonlinearities
do not appear to affect the distribution of zero-crossing wave heights.
The result (4.176) indicates that the probability density of phase 0 is not uniform;
it has a maximum at 0 = 7r and minima at 0 = 0, 2ir. The comparison with the data
from hurricane Camille, given in Tayfun and Lo's paper (1989), shows a satisfactory
agreement with their theoretical result (4.176).

It should be noted that because the envelopes ±A are symmetric, they cannot be
used to describe the nonlinear crest or trough statistics. However, a similar perturbation technique may be applied to obtain approximate probability density functions
of the peaks and troughs of the second order Stokes waves:
( = a cos ¢ +a2k cost 0, (4.177)
in which a is amplitude and 0 is a phase q5 = kx - wt + e. The peaks of the wave
profile are given by:
Cc = a + a2k,

(4.178)

or in non-dimensional form:

(4.179)

G = a + a2o k ,

in which £, = (c/a( and a = a/or( . Using the method of the transformation of random
variables we obtain the probability density function of £c as (Tung and Huang, 1985):

f (f) -

-1+( 1+4£ca(k)1/2

2aSk(1 + 4f,a(k)1/2
exp 1

- 1
L-1 + (1 + 4ec7Sk)1/2]2 } .
8o,20

(4.180)

The function (4.180) is shown in Fig. 4.19 for aSk. = 0.10. The Rayleigh distribution
was plotted in this Figure to demonstrate the effect of nonlinearity of wave motion
on the probability density function.
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Figure 4.19: Probability density function for crests and troughs of nonlinear waves.
The probability density function of the troughs of S(t) may be obtained in a similar
way to produce the final result as:
f (IC
) 1 - (1
c
_

- 4^taSk)112

2aSk(1 - 4Cta(k)1/2
exp 8a2k2 [1 - (1 - 4£ta(k)112,2 (4.181)

in which C and (t is an ordinate of wave trough.
Function f (et) is also plotted in Fig. 4.19. Nonlinear waves have a higher probability of occurrence of high crest values than linear waves and lower probability of
occurrence of high trough values.

4.3.3 Influence of wave breaking on wave height distribution in deep water
Although the probability densities of wave height do not put any limits on wave
height, it is quite obvious that some waves will reach limiting height or steepness and
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will break. Wave breaking will reduce the probability of extreme wave height. In
Section 4.2.4, the probability that breaking will occur at the crest of a wave, at a
given point on the sea surface, was estimated using the acceleration criterion. The
most commonly known breaking criterion is that the wave height should exceed 14.2
percentage of the Stokes limiting wavelength, i.e.:

H > 0.142L = 0.0279T2. (4.182)
Dean (1968) gave a value of 0.033 for the constant in Eq. (4.182) based on the stream
function representation of nonlinear regular waves, while the observations by Ochi and
Tsai (1983) showed that in random waves the following relationship may be adopted
as a breaking criterion:
H

>

0.020gT2.

(4.183)

Thus, the probability that a particular wave is breaking (or the percent of breaking
waves in a given record) may be defined as:
Pb,. = P {H > agT2} .

(4.184)

When wave height and wave period are considered independent random variables and
when wave height and the square of the wave period are Rayleigh distributed, the
probability Pb,. becomes (Nath and Ramsey, 1976):

Per

X2

+

1'

(4.185)

where:
H,.
(4.186)

X = ag T,,,
2.,, ,

T,2,,. is the root-mean-square value of T2.
However, the assumption on the wave height and period independence is rather
unrealistic. Wave height and wave period are clearly correlated to some extent. Thus,
in general,
f2( H ,T)

0

(4.187)

f(H)f(T),

in which f2(H, T) is a two-dimensional probability density function of H and T, and
f (H) and f (T) are probability density functions of H and T, correspondingly. A
detailed discussion of function f (H, T) and f (T) is left to Section 4.4. However, to
assess the probability of wave breaking in the wave field in which some correlation
between H and T exists, we use the distribution f (H, T) proposed by Longuet-Higgins
(1983 ). After normalization we obtain (see also Eq. (4.253)):
/

l2

(

f2 (f, r)=CL( I exp(-8 [1 + (

v `1 _

l

(4.188)
)2]
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where CL is a function of parameter v and is given by Eq. (4.254);
T = T/T.

= H/

7no and

Now the probability of breaking waves takes the form:
Pb, _ f2 (C, T) didr,
JO J!3r2

(4.189)

and
32

(4.190)

Q = a gT 2 = 47r2a gm 2
mo
m1
It should be noted that quantity:
2

Q-1 = 1 2° = 1.266 m3/2 , (4.191)
9T grn,o
is proportional to the wave steepness.
In contrast to Eq. (4.78), probability of breaking depends itself on the spectrum
width. However, its dependence on the spectrum shape manifests through the spectral
moments of lower orders. Thus, this probability is not so sensitive to the highfrequency range of spectrum.
Another approach to the breaking-limited wave height distribution, based on the
characteristic function method, was described by Tayfun (1981a).
4.3.4 Probability distribution of extreme wave height
Design wave criteria for coastal and offshore structures are based on occurrence probabilities of extreme wave conditions. For example, the classical Rayleigh probability
density distribution (4.118) decreases exponentially as the wave height becomes large.
The maximum wave height H,,,,, in a sample depends fundamentally on the number
of waves N in the sample. Because the sampling of waves is random, the maximum
wave height is a random variable too, with its own probability density fHma, (H,,,"').
Assuming that the occurrence of wave height is an independent event and that the
wave spectrum is narrow-banded, Longuet-Higgins (1952) showed that:
fH,,

(H, ) = N .fH (H, ) [FH (Hmax)]N 1,

(4.192)

and:
FHmaz (Hmax) = [FH (Hmax)]N,

(4.193)

where fH (H,,,,,) is the probability density distribution of individual wave height, and
FH (H,,,ax) is a cumulative distribution. Using Eq. (4.122) for fH(H) and normalizing
with H,,,,9 we obtain:
fPmas (p,, ) = N .fp (p, ) [FP (Pmax)]N 1,

(4.194)
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in which p = H/H,.m,,, pmax = H,, x/Hr m„
.fp (Pmax ) = 2p, exp (-Pmax )

and:

(4.195)

Fp (P.) = 1 - exp (-Penns) .

The normalized mean extreme wave heights (H,,./H,.,,,,) and the most probable
extreme wave heights for various sample sizes are listed in the second
columns of Tables 4.2 and 4.3.

Table 4.2: Normalized mean maximum wave heights

N

200
1800
3600
5000
10000
20000
50000
100000

Rayleigh

Rayleigh

Crest-to-trough

Markov

distr.
2.41
2.83
2 .95
3.01
3.13
3 . 24
3.38
3.48

modif.
2.22
2.61
2.73
2.78
2.88
2.98
3.11
3.20

distr.
2.24
2.61
2.75
2.81
2.91
3 . 01
3.14
3.24

chain
2.37
2.82
2.94
3.00
3.11
3.22
3.35
3.45

Finite depth
H/h = 0.25
2.02
2.27
2.35
2.38
2.45
2 . 51
2.59
2.65

H/h = 0.5
1.65
1.79
1.82
1.84
1.88
1.98
1.95
1.98

Table 4. 3: Normalized the most probable maximum wave heights
N

200
1800
3600
5000
10000
20000
50000
100000

Rayleigh

Rayleigh

Crest-to-trough

Markov

distr.

modif.
2.16
2.52
2.64
2.72
2.80
2.92
3.04
3.12

distr.
2.18
2.57
2 . 68
2.74
2.84
2 . 94
3 . 08
3 . 17

chain

2.32
2.76
2 . 88
2 .92
3.04
3 . 16
3 .30
3.40

2.29
2.74
2.86
2.92
3.04
3.16
3.30
3.40

Finite depth

H/h = 0.25
1 . 96
2.24
2 . 32
2.34
2.40
2 . 48
2 . 56
2.60

H/h = 0.5
1.64
1.76
1.80
1.83
1.84
1.88
1.92
1.96
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Figure 4.20: Probability density function of extreme wave heights for three sample
seizes. The Rayleigh distribution is given for comparison.
In Fig. 4.20 the functions f,(p) and f,,,,a.(p,,,ax ) for three sample sizes (N =200,
1800 and 3600) are shown . For large p,,,ax, the calculation of the most probable value
of p,,,ax simplifies considerably. Hence:
Fpmaz (Pmax)

dP

+ ( N - 1 ) [fama=] 2 = 0 ,

( 4 . 196 )

or:
exp (- p2) =

1 - 2p
1 - 2Np",ax

(4.197)

When p,114x >> 1, Eq. (4 .197) yields:
exp (p2) = N,

(4.198)

or:
Hmax = In N H,.,,,, + 0 (ln N)-3/2.

(4.199)
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Closer approximations to p71162 can be found by applying Newton's method starting
with a value given by Eq. (4.199).
It is widely acknowledged that the Rayleigh distribution does not reflect a measured distribution of the more extreme waves from field data. Equation (4.122) overpredicts the probabilities of the higher waves in a record, and the error increases toward the low-probability tail of the distribution (see Fig. 4.18). Numerous reasons for
the observed overprediction have been suggested (Forristall, 1978; Longuet- Higgins,
1980; Tayfun, 1981b; Naess, 1985b; Myrhaug and Kjeldsen, 1986). Statistical estimates of extreme wave heights, that are based on the Rayleigh distribution, will
be even less likely to follow field observations. For example, Myrhaug and Kjeldsen (1986) analyzed statistically about 25,000 single storm waves recorded on the
Norwegian continental shelf. The measured extreme wave heights were smaller than
those calculated from the Rayleigh distribution. Sobey et al. (1990) also compared
the highest wave heights H. in a standard 20 minutes record from tropical Cyclone Victor with those computed from Eq. (4.194). The Cyclone Victor data show
a systematic overprediction of order 10% by the Rayleigh distribution. The probable
causes of the observed discrepancy between measured and calculated extreme wave
heights are likely to be: finite spectral width, correlation between successive wave
maxima, nonlinearity of profile and asymmetry of crest and trough of the extreme
waves, limited water depth, wave breaking, errors associated with instrumentation,
and others. In the following we examine some of these causes in detail.
In Section 4.3.2 it was shown that finite spectral width can be incorporated into
the Rayleigh distribution with properly chosen root -mean-square wave height (see
Eq. (4.143)). The mean and the most probable normalized extreme wave heights for
various sample sizes, based on the modified Rayleigh distribution (4.142), are shown in
the third column of Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The value v = 0.45 was used in calculations.
A comparison of the second and third columns suggests that finite spectral width
reduces the highest wave in a sample.
Strictly speaking, the above analysis of the extreme wave heights is valid only
for random sampling. However, when the bandwidth of the spectrum goes to zero,
there must be some correlation between members of the sample. Thus, waves with a
narrow-band spectrum cannot be treated as independent. There are several ways of
including the correlation of neighboring maxima of a Gaussian process ((t). In fact, in
Section 4.3.2 we applied the correlation between adjacent wave crest and trough, and
developed the probability density function of the crest-to-trough excursion (4.159).
Using Eq. (4.161) in Eq. (4.194), the mean maximum wave heights and the most
probable maximum wave heights were calculated and listed in the fourth column in
Tables 4.2 and 4.3. For numerical calculation, the JONSWAP spectrum with peak
frequency wp = 0.8 rad/s and correlation coefficient ro = 0.73 was applied. Again,
the smaller value of normalized mean and the most probable maximum wave heights
were obtained when compared with the Rayleigh distribution.
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Another way to include the correlation of particular sample elements is to impose
the Markov chain conditions on the sequence A1, A 2 ,- .. , AN of maxima (Naess, 1984).
This means that correlation exists only between neighboring maxima and is zero for
further maxima . Epstein (1949) showed that a cumulative distribution function of
the largest A value among N consecutive maxima of the Gaussian process ((t) can
be presented as:

FA,,,,. (A) =Prob (A1 < A,... , AN < A) = [FA1,A2 (A, A)1 N
FA, (A)

-1

(4.200)

where:

(4.201)

FA, (A) = Prob (A1 < A) = 1 - exp (-1 A'
2,(2)
and

FA1,A2 (A, A) = Prob (A1 < A, A2 < A) _
= 1 - 2exp

A2 \ r -A2
- 2 a 2 J +exp
l + r T 11 _2
` ( )J 2 J

(4.202)

in which r(t) = R(t)/R(0) is a normalized autocorrelation function and T is a. mean
wave period. For a sufficiently narrow spectrum it is reasonable to assume that
correlation has the same effect on the joint distribution of successive wave heights as
it has on the joint distribution of successive maxima. Thus, after changing variables
in Eq. (4.200) we obtain:
(N - 1)(1 - 2,71 +772)N-2
F,__ (P+) - 2P,
(1 -771)N-1

f 2(1 -771)

0

N

771- 1+r2(1)) N

-1771(1-2771+772)

1

, (4.203)

in which p,,,ax = HfO6z and:
H,.,,,,
771 (P.) = exp (-P ) , 772 (Pnax) = exp -

2
2 P •nax

(4.204)

l+r (T)

Using Eq. (4.203), the mean and the most probable extreme wave heights in a given
sample have been calculated. The results of such calculations for the mean JONSWAP
spectrum (-y = 3.3) with r (T 0.5 are listed in the fifth columns of Tables 4.2 and
4.3. The Markov chain correlation results in extreme values which are smaller than
those predicted by the classical Rayleigh distribution. However, the difference is
rather small (,z:: 1- 2%).
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The influence of water depth on the probability density function of wave height
will be discussed in the next Section. Here we only conclude that in shallow water
areas the extreme wave heights are also smaller (see the sixth and seventh columns
in Tables 4.2 and 4.3).
An inspection of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 shows that all examined mechanisms provide
values of extreme wave heights smaller than those resulting from the Rayleigh distribution. The differences in the mean and in the most probable wave heights usually
are small; less than 10%. However, in the case of limited water depth, extreme wave
heights are much smaller.
In a real situation of severe sea, many mechanisms mentioned above superimpose and contribute to the final result, which is difficult to predict. The extreme
values resulting from the Rayleigh distribution can be regarded as an upper limit
of other theoretically predicted or experimentally observed values. The asymptotic
distributions of extreme values, when N -+ oo, will be discussed in Chapter 8.

4.3.5 Probability distribution of wave height in finite water
depth
In Section 4.2.5 it was shown that the probability distribution of the surface displacement C in finite water depth, and especially in shallow water areas, is not Gaussian.
The sea bottom imposes extra constraints on wave motion, which departs further from
the simple linear superposition model. Although the sea surface is very asymmetric
about the still water level and the vertical lines passing through the wave crests, the
influence of the nonlinear motion is not so strong. This conclusion is in agreement
with Thornton and Guza's experimental data (1983), which showed that wave height,
even within the surf zone, is reasonably well described by the Rayleigh distribution,
which contradicts the findings of Bitner (1978, 1980) under similar conditions. Bitner
used the distribution (4.138) based on two-dimensional Hermite polynomials. The
agreement with experiments is not particularly good, perhaps because of data sparsity and possible breaking over the underwater bars.
Basically we can use the Rayleigh distribution or its modifications given in Section
4.3.2, to describe the wave height distribution in finite water depth. However, none
of these distributions explicitly contain the water depth as a parameter, for they were
developed mostly for deep water.

Glukhovskiy (1966) has developed an extension of the Rayleigh distribution for
finite water depth in the form:
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- 1+n 1
1exp
f(H)=)
_a(
G

2
)1

,

(4.205)

in which:
x
a =

_ 2a

(4.206)

b 1-n

The coefficient n is a ratio of mean wave height and water depth and ranges from 0
to 0.5 . When n = 0 (deep water ), the Glukhovskiy distribution coincides with the
Rayleigh distribution (4.124). The upper limit , n = 0.5, corresponds to the offshore
limit of the surf zone when the probability density function becomes:
f(H) = H1 ( H)3exp

(4.207)

(21r)3/2
where: a1 = 0.654.
4(1+2 2;r)
Let us now normalize the probability distribution (4.205 ) using the root-meansquare wave height H,.,,,,. Hence, we have:
ao
(4.208)
H,2,,, = J
H2 f (H)dH,
or:
(4.209)

H,,,,g = 'yH,
where:
-y {b

°°xi=n exp (- axl?n)dx }1/2,
Jo
J

(4.210)

°O x°+ 1 exp (- a x°) dxl1/2,
Jo
JJ1

(4.211)

or:
Y = {b

in which a =

1 1 . After integrating in Eq . (4.208 ) we obtain (Gradshteyn and
-n

Ryzhik, 1980):
1/2
7 = [a a-(1+I)F (1+ a)]

(4.212)

in which I'() is a gamma function . For n = 0, -y = ? ~ 1.1284, while for n = 0.5
Eq. (4.212 ) yields -y 1.047.
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Substituting Eqs. (4 . 209) and (4.212) into Eq . (4.205 ) gives the probability density
function for normalized wave height £ = H in the form:
f (C) = b-yaC°-1 exp [-a yarn]

.

(4.213)

The probability density function f (^) is given in Fig. 4.21 for parameter n varying
from 0 to 0.5 at a step of 0.1 . In two limiting cases the function (4.213) simplifies:
for n = 0 (deep water):
f (6) = 2e exp (

_e2) ,

(4.214)

and for n = 0.5 (offshore of surf zone):
(4.215)

(^) = ira1^3 exp (- X41 ,4 1 ,
A0

0

1
2
normalized wave height

3

Figure 4.21: The Glukhovskiy's probability density function for n ranging from 0 to
0.5 at a step 0.1.
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Table 4.4: Characteristic wave heights for Glukhovskiy's distribution
n

H,.,,,s/H

Hs/Hr,.s

H8/H

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

1.1284
1.1127
1.0961
1.0792
1.0625
1.0465

1.4213
1.4067
1.3730
1.3530
1.3174
1.2572

1.601
1.565
1.505
1.460
1.400
1.316

or:
f (^) = 2.055' 3 exp (_ O.5144)

.

( 4.216)

The distribution is thus, more symmetric and narrow if the water depth decreases.
Moreover , the most probable wave height shifts towards higher values . In Table 4.4,
some characteristic wave heights are listed for parameter n varying from 0 to 0.5. All
and Hs) decrease with n (i.e. as waves approach
( HH s I , (HL)
the surf zone ). Due to narrowing of the probability density f (c), the dependence of
the characteristic values on parameter n also weakens.
The normalized mean and the most probable maximum wave height based on the
Glukhovskiy distribution are included in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 for n = 0.25 and n = 0.5.
In fact the Glukhovskiy distribution is very similar to another distribution which
ratios, namely

is frequently used in engineering and oceanography , i.e. the Weibull distribution
(Massel , 1989 ; Ochi, 1990) developed on empirical grounds:
f (0 exp 0 I

(4.217)

where ^ is normalized wave height; a and /3 are the distribution parameters. If
^ = H/ot, a = 2, and /3 = 8, Eq. (4.217) is identical with the Rayleigh distribution (4.119). The distribution (4.217) is frequently used for fitting experimental data.
For example, Forristall (1978), on the basis of deep water data from the Gulf of Mexico, estimated the coefficients a and 6 as 2.13 and 8.42, respectively. The best fit of
shallow water data (h = 7.5 m) from the Baltic Sea provides a and ,3 values of 1.995
and 6.684.

More details on shallow water wave statistics can be found in other papers (Massel,
1985, 1989; Massel and Robakiewicz, 1986; Massel et al., 1990).
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4.3.6 Probability distribution of wave height in a surf zone
Prediction of wave climate in the surf zone of natural beaches presents many challenges, mostly due to the complicated process of energy dissipation and the variability
of parameters of waves approaching the shoreline. The prediction of spectral energy
variation in a surf zone is discussed in Chapter 6. In this Section we concentrate on
prediction of the transformation of the probability density function f (H) across the
surf zone, starting with a known f (H) function at some offshore location.
Deep water wave heights are first transformed into shallow water using the shoaling
theory in which all energy losses are neglected. The near shore unbroken wave height
distribution is calculated using the local Rayleigh distribution:
2

f(H) = (K,H,.,,,,i)2

exp -

(K,H, ,nsi)

(4.218)

where K, is a shoaling coefficient and H,.,,,si is the deep water root-mean-square wave
height.
Eventually, the waves reach such shallow water that they start to break, with
the largest waves breaking farthest offshore. Attempts to model the transformation of probability density are complicated by the existence of both breaking and
non-breaking waves at any location in the surf zone. In the first models, the wave
breaking is simulated by truncating the tail of the Rayleigh distribution (4.218) using
various breaking criteria. The broken waves are required to have the same height
Hb and their representation in the probability domain is the Dirac delta function at
Hb (Collins, 1970; Battjes, 1972a). Collins used the linear shoaling theory and the
breaking criterion after Le Mehaute and Koh (1967), i.e.:
Hb

Lo )-1/4,
= 0.76 /31/7C ,

(4.219)

H.mao

in which 03 is a bottom slope and Lo is a deep water wavelength, while Battjes applied
the breaking criterion based on the Miche (1944) formula:

0.88 ( \
Hb = tanh \0 88kh I .

(4.220)

In shallow water (kh -+ 0), Eq. (4.220) is simplified as:

(4.221)

Hb = yh,

where y is a proportionality coefficient at incipient breaking.
Kuo and Kuo (1974) eliminated the delta function type spike in the Collins distribution, redistributing the area under the spike across the range of heights in proportion to the probability of unbroken waves at each height, i.e.:

fo(H)[fo ° fo(H)dH]-1, 0 < H < Hb
(4.222)
0,

H > Hb.
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However, the sharp cutoff at Hb is still nonphysical.
In the Goda ( 1975) model , instead of the sharp cutoff, a more gradual (linear)
attenuation of wave height distribution f (H) across the upper range of heights, before
normalization , was assumed . Goda applied a breaker criterion based on laboratory
data which takes into account bottom slope and wave steepness in deep water Hd/Ho,
i.e.: (( [
11 l
(4.223)
=A
{ 1 - exp _ i.s h (1 + K,6') } ,
Lo JJJ
Ho Ho 11

J

in which ,3 is a bottom slope, A = (0.12 = 0.18), K = 15 and s = 3
Seelig (1980) used the Goda theory to calculate the maximum wave heights and
critical water depth. He defined the H,,,,,,, value as the peak value of significant wave
height and the Hl,,,,,, value, which is the average of the highest 1% of the waves, as
the height with an exceedance probability of approximately 260. The Goda model
predicts that the peak value of Hl occurs just seaward of H3,,.. The peak wave
heights decrease as the wave steepness increases and the beach slope becomes flatter
(Seelig, 1980; Massel, 1989).
In a more sophisticated approach, Battjes and Janssen (1978) also used the probability distribution shape of Collins (1970), but applied the energy flux balance to
calculate the wave height rather than the transformation of the f (H) function. Their
model will be considered in Chapter 6.

Modification of the Rayleigh distribution
To describe the random nature of wave height in the surf zone Thornton and
Guza (1983) adopted the unmodified Rayleigh distribution, with the contribution
of the breaking waves population defined by an empirical constant based on the
locally measured H,.,,,, value. A weighting of the Rayleigh distribution for all waves
is assumed in the form:
fb,.(H) = W (H) f (H),

(4.224)

in which f ( H) is the Rayleigh distribution (4.218 ) and the weighting function W (H) <
1. Distribution fb,(H) is a subset of the distribution f (H) for all waves, breaking
and non-breaking. This means that the area under the distribution is equal to the
percentage of breaking waves, i.e.:
Ab, = f fb,( H)dH,

(4.225)

in which 0 <Ab,.<1.
The simplest hypothesis is that the waves break in proportion to the distribution
for all waves:

W(H) = Ab =

/Hh'^°•

(4.226)
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As Ab is constant, the likelihood of a wave breaking is independent of its height.
However , observations indicate that the largest waves are more likely to break and a
greater proportion of the larger waves contribute to the breaking wave distribution.
This is reflected in a modified weighting function W(H) as:

W(H)=(!
Hh

){i -

expl-( h)21I<1. (4.227)

A comparison of Eq. (4.224), using Eq. (4.226) with n = 2 and 4, and Eq. (4.227)
(n = 2) with the field measurements showed that only a small percentage of waves
are predicted to break until about H"ns :: 2. After that, the waves quickly reach
h
saturation, when all waves are breaking , i.e. h 1 . The best fit to observations,
Y
made at Soldiers Beach in California , was obtained for n = 4 in Eq . (4.226) or
Eq. (4.227).
A common feature of all the models mentioned above is that the basic shape for
the probability distribution f (H) is assumed a priori. Then, a single characteristic
wave height (root-mean-square or significant values ), representing the distribution,
is transformed using the linear wave theory. Thus, the transformation of individual
waves, which determines the transformation of the f (H) function, is not treated in
these models.

Transformation of probability distribution
The field measurements of Ebersole and Hughes (1987) and Antsyferov et al.
(1990) showed that the basic shape of the distribution f (H) changes significantly
across the surf zone. The most recent models of transformation of the probability
density function f (H) across the surf zone are based on the assumption that in that
zone random waves behave as a collection of individual regular waves ( Dally, 1990).
At a location well seaward of the surf zone, it is assumed that the Rayleigh distribution
is valid. Thus:
= t exp [(H
Hrmai Hrmai

)2

]

,

(4.228)

where subscript (in) denotes the initial probability distribution.
The local distribution in shoaling water, as defined by Eq. (4.218), can be found by
applying some wave transformation theories. The simplest one is the linear shallow
water theory. The resulting shoaling for a planar beach is given by Green's law
(Massel , 1989):
1/4

Hi

= (hi)

(4.229)
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After a standard transformation of variables, i.e.:

O Hi
.fah (H; h) = .fin (Hi)

(4.230)

aH

Eq. (4.228) yields (Dally, 1990):
h
!ah(H;h) = (H -. )

(4.231)

exp
(hi

Hrmai) 2(hi)1/2]

and after normalization , Eq. (4.231) becomes:
.fah(C) = 2£h112 exp [_h1/2C2] for C < 7h6 ,

(4.232)

Hrmai

H and h = h .
Hrmai
hi
The distribution (4.232 ) is valid for unbroken waves. Therefore , it must be trun-

in which f =

' I , i.e. at the highest unbroken
cated
at the wave height fb = ryhb = ryh (H'.cated
1
Hrmai hi /
wave that occurs at the local water depth.

The incipient breaking coefficient 'y depends on deep water wave steepness as well
as beach slope. Any of several available empirical formulas would be appropriate, but
following Dally (1990 ) we express ry as follows:
,y = b(,3) - 0. 0827a (,3)Xo4/5,

( 4.233)

where:

a(,0) = 43.8 [1.0 - exp (-19,3)], (4.234)
1.56
b(Q) - 1.0 - exp (-19 .5,3)'

(4.235)

in which Q is a bottom slope and Xo is deep water steepness, equal to Lo°, where Ho
and Lo are deepwater height and wave length, respectively.

The distribution (4.232) is illustrated in Fig. 4.22 for h = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. The
incipient breaking coefficient -y = 0.93 for Q = 1/20 and deep water steepness Xo =
0.05. The value H'""a' was assumed to be equal to 0.2.

hi
As waves start to break, the turbulent dissipation of wave energy is the dominant dissipation mechanism, and breaking processes dominate wave transformation.
However, in contrast to monochromatic waves, there is no well-defined breakpoint for
random waves. Because of the randomness of waves, the occurrence of breaking at a
fixed location is itself a random process characterized by the probability density
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Figure 4.22: Probability density function for shoaling waves versus non-dimensional
wave height h = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5.
function of water depth hb, at which incipient breaking is attained. Applying Green's
law (4.229) for a planar beach we can write:
\1/4
Hi = Hb(h I
= -yh5/4hi 1/4, (4.236)
hi/
and
fhb (hb ) = f (Hi)

1aHi

(4.237)

8hbI

Hence:
fhb

5 2( Hrmsi
(hb) = 27 h /l

in which hb =

2

(
\hb)

3/2 r 2 H,,,

-

2 5/21

eXp IL - C h• ) chb^ J '

(4.238)

hb

hi .
The resulting most probable depth, at which the incipient breaking is attained, is
given by:
2 2/5
Hrmail
(hbl _ f 3 `
hi /..wet prob. = L5y2 hi /

(4.239)
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Figure 4.23: The most probable water depth at which th' :..cipient breaking is attained.
Eq. (4.239) is presented in Fig. 4.23 as a function of ( H.) for three different
h;
bottom slopes 1/20, 1/30 and 1/60. The deep water steepness was assumed as 0.05.
Let us now evaluate the contribution of broken waves to the probability density
function f (H) at particular points in the surf zone. Under the assumption that, in
the surf zone, random waves behave as a collection of individual regular waves, the
transformation from water depth hb to wave height H, provides the portion of the
probability density f (H) due to broken waves as:
8hb _ fhb ( hb 8hb 1
fbr(H) = fhb (hb)

OH 8^ ) H,,i

(4.240)

According to Dally's et al. (1985) analytical solution, the attenuation of regular wave
heights on a planar beach is given by:

H
h
b

)
e + a.

hb

(hzh) 2
hb

1

1

/2

(4.241)
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where:

(4.242)

Tl 9 recommended coefficients are K = 0.17 and r = 0.5. Note that for lower values
of y and steeper slopes, the decay profiles are convex in shape. When a. = -rye, the
profiles are linear, otherwise they are concave.
Solving Eq. (4.241) for hb we obtain:

(4.243)

hb = hFr'(a),
where:
(Hr,nsi
^2

F(^)

2

)
\ h{ /

_

+

h_

rye ♦ a.

2

(4.244)

,

and
r

5 K \\ 1

= (2 -

(4.245)

I

After differentiation of Eq. (4.243) against C and substitution into Eq. (4.240), we
obtain a portion of the probability density function due to broken waves in the form:

fbr(f ) br

= 5ry 2
rh1 /2FI' _1 exp

_
Hr+ns:
h5/2F5r/2

-rye

rye+a.

\

hi

/

(4.246)
'

for
Hrmsi

fb <_ h

[

- fbm,

(4.247)

in which bbm is the highest normalized non-breaking wave height.
The closed form of the probability density function facilitates the calculation of
the proportion of waves that are breaking, i.e.:
Nbr = 1 -

f

Ea
fah(e)d^.

(4.248)

After substituting Eq. (4.232) into Eq. (4.248) and integrating, we obtain:
Nbr = exp [_h1/2 eb] ,

(4.249)
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Figure 4.24: Portion of breaking waves Nb,. for three different slopes.
i
where 6 =

ryh = ryh ( Hr"`s`l

Thus, Eq. (4.249 ) yields:

Hrmsi \ hi /

Nbr = eXp

((

-' (

Hrmsi

1
h 3/2

(4.250)

hi /

The portion Nbr of breaking waves Nb, is shown in Fig. 4.24 for three different slopes
(1/20, 1/30, 1/60) and for Hrmsi/hi = 0.2.
The characteristic wave heights, i.e. the dimensionless average wave height _
H
Hrms
and the dimensionless root-mean-square wave height Sans =
can be
Hrmsi

Hrmsi

calculated by numerical integration of the probability density function, i.e.:
f
=

lbS fsh (S )d + /bbme fb^(S )<,

(4.251)

and
Srms =

JI "b 2 ,fsh (S)dk + J

b

bm

e2.fbr(S)de.

(4.252)
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Comparisons of the solution with field experiments (for example , DUCK' 85) demonstrates the model 's ability to reproduce changes in shape of the histogram within the
surf zone. The greatest effect on the shape of the probability density function is due
to breaking intensity and bottom slope.

4.4 Wave period
In contrast to wave height distributions, limited attention has been directed to the
distribution of wave periods and the joint distribution of wave height and period.
However, a knowledge of these distributions is of interest to oceanographers and engineers. The design of structures in the marine environment, and their construction and
maintenance require a reliable estimate of the probability distribution of wave periods
and joint distributions of periods and wave heights. These distributions are also used
to evaluate other distributions, such as the joint distribution of wave height and wave
slope which are related to wave breaking and the occurrence of whitecapping.
In the next Section, the distribution of wave period is developed as a marginal
distribution of the joint probability distribution of wave height and period.

4.4.1 Joint distribution of wave heights and periods
The papers by Rice (1944, 1945), on Gaussian random noise, provide the basis for all
the existing joint probability distributions of heights and periods. The joint distributions of wave heights and periods vary depending on the assumptions adopted and
techniques used.
Longuet-Higgins (1975, 1983) defined a wave period as the time interval between
successive zero-upcrossings, and the corresponding wave height as the difference between the maximum and minimum within the time interval. The distributions are
applicable to a narrow spectrum when the bandwidth parameter v2 < 0.36. LonguetHiggins' (1983) joint distribution (which is a modification of his version from 1975),
for non-dimensional variables ^ = H/ mo and T = T/T (T is a spectral mean period
associated with mean frequency, i.e. T = 27rmo/-ml), takes the form:
2
f2(S, T)

1

2 (1-)211 (4.253)
=CL\T/

expt-82

where:
CL

1
(4.254)
4 27rv [1 + (1 + v2)-1/2] '

and the bandwidth parameter v is given by Eq. (3.8).

The contours of f2(., 7-) for v = 0.2 and v = 0.6 are plotted in Fig. 4.25. For
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Figure 4.25: Contours of probability density f2(^, T) for v = 0.2 and 0.6.
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small v the distribution is symmetric with respect to r = 1. In the limit as v -. 0,
Eq. (4.253) reduces to: ( l l
MC 'r) = 8 27ru e2 exp ( 82 {1 + (T v 1)2] 1 , (4.255)
which is the joint distribution proposed by Longuet-Higgins (1975). When v value
increases, the density shows asymmetry with respect to T. We note that the position
of the maximum of f2(e, T) is given by:
2y

1

(4.256)

1 + v2 ' T 1 + v2'

nd the value of f2 (6, -T) at this point is:
a
tf2

8e

L (1 + v2

)

,

(4.257)

in which e = 2.71828. Therefore, the most probable pair of wave height and period
is (H = 2.773 mo, T = 0.961T) for v = 0.2 and (H = 2.425 m,o, T = 0.735T) for
v = 0.6.
Cavanie et al. (1976) proposed the joint distribution which is based on the triple
probability density f3((,
After transformation of variables, this distribution
becomes:
f2(e,T)=

CCATSexp

f
1-e ll2 C 2
f
l
8E2T4 [(T2- (1+v2
// +a 2 +v2/J},

(4.258)

in which CcA = 4 (1 - e2) (21r)-1/2 e-1a-1(1 + v2)-2, a = 1 + (1 - e2)1/21/2 and
Q = f/(1 - 62)1/2. The distribution depends on two spectral bandwidth parameters
v and e. However, after changing the scaling for the period, it can be shown that
the distribution is in fact dependent only on parameter e, as was given in the original
paper by Cavanie et al. (1976). The representation of the joint distribution in the
form (4.258) facilities the comparison with the Longuet-Higgins distribution, as in
both distributions, (4.253) and (4.258), the wave period is scaled in the same way.
Srokosz and Challenor (1987) examined the applicability of the joint distributions
(4.253) and (4.258) using approximately stationary but continuous record sequences
of duration up to 12 hr from the wave rider buoy off the Scilly Isles (49°55'N, 6°37'W).
The comparison suggests that in the narrow-band case, the Longuet-Higgins distribution adequately represents the joint distribution of zero-upcrossing height and period,
while Cavanie's distribution does the same for the joint distribution of crest-to-trough
height and period.
It should be mentioned that the most accurate representation of the distribution of crest-to-trough height and period was obtained using Lindgren's distribution
(Lindgren and Rychlik, 1982). This distribution is based on properties of a normal
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process near a local maximum . Wave height is defined using the wave crest-to-trough
definition (used by Cavanie et al. (1976). However, the wave period is defined by the
time between a maximum and the succeeding minimum , i.e. it is approximately one
half of the period used by Cavanie et al. Lindgren's distribution depends not just on
the two parameters v and e but on the entire covariance function and its first four
derivatives, which should be estimated from the spectrum obtained from the data.
Due to the extensive computation involved, Lindgren's distribution is too complex to
use for engineering design purposes.

It should be noted that Memos (1994) recently developed a set of differential
equations for the probability density function of wave height and period particularly
suitable for wide-band spectra.
When comparing any theoretical distribution with the field observations, the long
data records with sufficient resolution are needed . The standard 20 min wave record,
which typically contains a little over 100 waves, is clearly insufficient. On the other
hand, a much longer record introduces concerns regarding the stationarity and homogeneity of the data.
In order to overcome these difficulties and uncertainties , a third type of the joint
probability density distribution can be considered, i.e. join distribution predicted
from random simulation (Sobey, 1992a). The theoretical basis of this methodology
is the Gaussian random wave model of an irregular sea state . The method avoids
an adoption of compromising assumptions on wave amplitudes and periods. Using
this methodology it has been showed that the spectral shape appears to dominate
the detail of predicted joint distributions. For JONSWAP spectra, a distinct bimodal
structure of the joint distribution is observed. While the wave height distributions
for JONSWAP spectra differ little from the Rayleigh distribution, the period distributions are strongly sensitive to spectral shape.
The application of Longuet- Higgins (1983) joint distribution to the shoaling region was considered by Doering and Donelan (1993) using laboratory data collected
on 1/40 and 1/20 planar beach slopes. Comparison between the data and LonguetHiggins (1983) joint distribution indicates that it gives a reasonable fit provided
h/L > 0.1 (L is a wavelength corresponding to spectral peak frequency). However,
the observed distribution is shifted slightly in both height and period. This shift is
correlated with the spectral width parameter v. The parameter v was found to be
strongly correlated with Ursell parameter U,.:
3 ak.

(4.259)

Ur4 =
(kh) .
The parameterization of v using Ursell parameter U, is of considerable practical
importance because it provides a simple method for predicting the joint distribution of
wave heights and periods in a shoaling region by adopting the deep water distribution
of Longuet-Higgins (1983).
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4.4.2 Probability distribution of wave period
The probability density function of period T, regardless of wave height H, is found
by integrating f2(e, r) with respect to f over 0 < f < oo. Using the Longuet- Higgins
distribution (4.253) we obtain:

f (T) = 4 22CL

1

1 (1 - n
2
J

2 -3/2

+

(4.260)

Function (4.260) is shown in Fig. 4.26 for some representative values of v.
The distribution is asymmetric in accordance with observations. It depends on the
three lowest moments m0, m1, m2 of the spectral density function (through spectral
width parameter v). The mode of the distribution decreases with v as:
2
rm =

(4.261)

9+8v2-1

0.0
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normalized period r
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Figure 4.26: Probability density function of wave period for v = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6
( ); distribution according to Davidan et al., 1985 (- - - ).
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Note that the mean of the distribution is theoretically infinite, since for large values
of r the density f (r) behaves like r-2. However , using the exact value of the average
frequency of up-crossings of the mean level, it can be found that mean zero-crossing
wave period TO is:

TO = 1 +T
v2 =m0
27r m2,

(4.262)

in which:
T=2,rm0,
ml

( 4.263)

is the mean wave period . For comparison, in Figure 4.26 the empirical distribution
proposed by Davidan et al. (1978, 1985 ) was shown:
f (r) = 3A r2 exp (-Ar3) ,

(4.264)

in which A = r3 (3) 0.712 . The distribution based on the large set of data, is
included in the Russian oceanographic tables.

Eq. (4.260 ) is a probability density function of wave period , regardless of wave
height. If wave height is given , the probability distribution function of associated
periods is the conditional density function f (r/^):

f(r ^) =

MC 7- )

( 4 . 265 )

After substituting Eq. (4.253 ) we obtain:
f( r 1 0 _

/
\
2 27rvr2 4i I I
2v

exp

[- v ( i

11
- T) 2 ,

J

( 4 . 266 )

8

in which fi(z) is given by Eq. (4.53).
The most probable wave period, associated with a given wave height , results from
the condition Of /8r = 0, i.e.:

2
Tm =

(4.267)

32v
1+ 1+ L2

For large ^, the most probable wave period asymptotically approaches the value r = 1
(T = T). On the other hand, for small C we have r .:: C'12vr2v.
The conditional probability density of wave period associated with large wave
heights (C > 27) was derived by Tayfun (1993), assuming that 0 < r < 2; i.e.:
[- 1
f(rIf)=Clexp

T -Tm

or,jt )2
2\ -7

1
(4.268)
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in which:

v2

T

(4.269)

-1+

m (1 + v2)3/2,

2v 1
aTlE= a 1+v2'

(4.270)

for large (. Coefficient C1 results from normalization:
(4.271)

Joe f (T I () d r = 1.

The distribution (4.268) compares well with simulated data (Tayfun, 1993).
Combining Eqs. (4.164) and (4.268), the joint probability density distribution of
large wave heights and associated periods (for f >

C ^1 +

f2 (f' T)

1

-T 0

1

2a, 0 < T < 2) takes the form:
T-Tm

( 1 + ro)+
2 2^2
4ro( 2
/ exp
QTR{

)'U

(4.272)

in which:

C=

(4.273)
2[4irro(1 + ro)] 1/2 °TI^

In contrast to Eq . ( 4.253 ), the distribution (4.272 ) depends on the bandwidth parameter v and ro as well. The distribution (4.272 ) compares favourably with the
experimental data of Srokosz and Challenor (1987).
In the conventional zero-downcrossing analysis the period (T) of a given wave
is a summation of the time T(-), when the wave profile is under mean water level
(( < ^) and time T(+), when the wave profile is above mean water level (( > ().
For the narrow-band process , TM+) ^s T(-). However , in a rough sea, the wave profile
becomes asymmetric with sharper crests and shallower troughs. The time during
which the sea surface is above mean sea level , is usually shorter than that for which
the sea surface is below mean sea level. Such time asymmetry is related to a positive
value of the skewness coefficient . To distinguish the mean time TM and T(-), we
represent the total mean wave period T in the form:

T = T(+) +

(4.274)

in which (Sveshnikov , 1965 ; Massel, 1973):
T(+) -

fo f (() d(
f0 v f2(0, v)dv

(4.275)

- fo. f (()d(

(4.276)

and

f !. v f2(0, v)dv'
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in which ( is the displacement of the sea surface, and v is the rate of change of
displacement ( with respect to time, i.e. v(t) = d(/dt.
Let us define the two non-dimensional variables:
V
911= , 912=-,
a(

(4.277)

av

where a„ = d(/dt.
At a given time, these two variables are uncorrelated. Using this fact and presenting the joint probability density function f2(771,772) in the form of two-dimensional
Hermite polynomials (Kuznetsov et al., 1960) we obtain:
2
f2((, v) =

27r a( av

3

exp - 2 av {1+[d

1

v4

v2

_3 _
av

3d21 0'V

+

v2

+ 4i 13d4o + d04
+ 6dn \1 \ 04 - 6 02
+ 3) v
L
v
v
1
a2 / J 1 .

(4.278)

After substituting Eq. (4.278) into Eq. (4.274) we obtain (Massel , 1973):

1
T

+

- l d30

2
6
!
+
av 2Ir 1 1
1 - 4 d21 - 4 d22 + 8 d40 - 25 do4

1
V 2+sd3o

(4.279)

1 + 27r d21 - 1 d22 + 1 d4o - 1 do4
4 4 8 25
where:
d21 = E [91i(t) 912(t)] ; d22 = E [91i(t) 912(t)] - 1;

d4o = E [91i (t)] - 3; d04 = E [91a(t)] - 3; d30 = E [91i(t)] .

(4.280)

When ((t) is a normal process, all coefficients in Eq. (4.280) are equal zero and
Eq. (4.279) becomes:
27r av = 2a2.

(4.281)

Comparison of the theoretical wave periods TM and T H with experimental data is
given by Massel (1973) and Bitner (1980).
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4.5 Wave orbital velocities and pressure
4.5.1 Probability distribution of orbital velocities and pressure
Examining the distribution of surface elevation we assume that the observed time
series are the result of linear superposition of many sinusoidal wave components (see
Eq. (4.1)). However, nonlinear interaction between these components or wave breaking could induce small deviations from linearity (see Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4), at least
in deep water. Using an analogy to surface elevation, it is reasonable to assume that
fluid particle velocity and pressure are also the result of linear superposition of elementary components. Hence, the expressions for orbital velocities and pressure can
be summarized as follows:

u(x, y, z, t)

8¢ _ r° f n gk cos 8 cosh k(z + h)
cosh kh
Ox J-o J-n w
exp [ik (x cos 8 + y sin e ) - wt] dA(w, 0),

v(x,y,z,t) =

gk sin 8 cosh k(z + h)

8¢ _ 8y

Joo 1-'7r

w cosh kh

exp [ik(x cos 8 + y sin e) - iwt] dA(w, 8),

w(x, y, z, t) =

(4.282)

(4.283)

8o _ c ri -igk sink k(z + h)
8z

Joo J-n w

cosh kh

exp [ik(x cos 8 + y sin e) - iwt] dA(w, 8),

p(x, y, z, t) = PgQ

(4.284)

cosh k(z + h)
F. J-,
Tr cosh kh

exp [ik(x cos 8 + y sin 8) - iwt] dA(w, 8),

(4.285)

in which 0 is a velocity potential and

dA(w, 8)dA*(w1i 81) = 1 S(w, e)S(w - wl)6(8 - 81)dwdw1ded81i

(4.286)

where S(w8) is a directional frequency spectrum, 6( ) is a delta function, (*) denotes
the complex conjugate value, and N is a real part of the complex function.
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Figure 4 .27: Probability density functions for orbital velocities :
distribution ; - - - Gram-Charlier series ; bars denote experimental data.
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Figure 4.28: Probability density function for dynamic pressure: Gaussian
distribution; - - - Gram-Charlier series; bars denote experimental data.
Thus, it can be reasonably assumed that u, v, w and p follow a Gaussian probability
o and 01; . By making use of the
distribution with zero mean and variances o , a,
vw
autocorrelation functions definition, we obtain the following expressions for variances:
2 = 1 ro f ^ cos
9k 6 2 cosh2 k(z + h)

S(w, O)dOdw,

(4.287)

1 f°° r (gksin62cosh 2k(z+h)
kh S(w, 6)d6dw,
2 J-0 j,r II\\ W
)
cosh2

(4.288)

^" 2 J-o J-l (

or2
v

w )

cosh2 kh

Q2 - 1 °° gk 2 sinh2 k(z + h)
4O 21-oo ( w) cosh2 kh

S(w)dw,

^2 (P9) 2 °O cosh2 k (z + h)
S w dw.
v
2 J oo cosh2 kh ( )

(4.289)

(4.290)

Figures 4.27 and 4.28 show examples of the comparison of an experimental distribution with a Gaussian distribution and the Gram-Charlier distribution (4.20). The
experimental data were recorded in a coastal zone at water depth - 6.5 m and 0.4 m
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above an almost horizontal bottom. The experimental distributions follow the Gaussian distribution very closely. The skewness coefficients -yl are -0.18, 0.21 and 0.05 for
u, v and p, respectively, while the corresponding kurtosis coefficients are -0.16, -0.03
and 0.07. In this case, the Gram-Charlier distribution does not give any substantial
improvement.
This agrees with the observations of Sultan and Hughes (1993). They reported
that the Gram-Charlier distribution was less effective than the plain Gaussian distribution in fitting their wave flume velocity data.

Bottom velocity
The kinematics of wave motion at two boundaries, namely: the sea surface and sea
bottom, are of special interest for engineering and oceanographic practice. Let us first
consider the bottom velocities. Accurate representation of bottom orbital velocities,
occurring under given sea conditions, are necessary to model wave effects on sediment
transport in shallow waters. Bottom velocity also controls bottom friction and energy
dissipation over a large sea.
We assume the sea surface spectrum as:

(4.291)

S(w, 8) = S(w) D(8),

in which directional spreading D(8) is given by Eq. (3.143). The frequency spectrum
S(w) is represented in the form of the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum or JONSWAP
spectrum. Following Chakrabarti (1986) and Soulsby (1987) we write both spectra
in unified form:
= (H,l2w 5 / w 4

S(w) B 4 / ^,s exp - 4 I 7b, (4.292)
P

where H, is a significant wave height, wp is a peak frequency, and ry = 3.3, while 5 is
given by Eq. (3.89). The B value for the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is equal to 5,
while for the JONSWAP it is 3.29.
After substitution of Eqs. (3,143) and (4.292) into Eq. (4.287) we obtain:
au

1

h/

h - 4 A^, ( !^p-

H.
V!

Ae (eo),

(4.293)

9

where:

Aw = 1^_ 2 \xP/ _2

Binh -2[kh(x)] exp I - 4 (x )-2I ry6dx,

Ae (80) = f cost 8 D(8)d8,

(4.294)

(4.295)
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Figure 4.29: Functions A,, w h
9

and Ae(eo).
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w2h w2h
v ,x=-.
9
9
The parameters A,, and Ae are shown in Fig . 4.29. Both spectral models give
2h
almost the same results for A,,,. For small values of wph (long waves), the parameter
9
w2h
& tends to 1, while for large values of r (short waves), it tends to zero. The value
9
A. for the JONSWAP spectrum is slightly smaller than for the Pierson-Moskowitz

and x, =

spectrum.

The parameter Ae is shown for three different spreading parameters: 2s = 2, 4
and 10, and is concentrated around value of 2. The departure from 2 increases with
the narrowness of the directional spreading (higher values of s).
Let us now consider an equivalent monochromatic wave which can be used as a
substitute for the full spectrum under the condition that the frequency of the surface
wave is wp. The height H. of the equivalent regular wave can be determined from the
requirement that the variance of the bottom velocity and mean wave direction 60 of
the spectrum are the same as those of the monochromatic wave.

Thus, from linear wave theory we have:
U(t) _ gHekpcosOo 1
cos (wt),
2wp cosh (kh)
and:
2 = 1 gHekp cos 60 1 2
2wp cosh (kph) } '
au 2
or:

1

Qu

p

J
9 _2f
1 \ I\
wg h ) 1/2
H,.

cos 6o He
sinh (kph) H,

(4.296)

(4.297)

(4.298)

Combining Eqs. (4.293) and (4.298) gives:
He _ 1 /Aw sinh (kph) e
H,

/

wph

(4.299)

cos6o'

9
The correction coefficient (4.299) is a product of the correction due to frequency
distribution and to directional spreading. The ratio He/H3 is shown in Fig. 4.30 as
a function of normalized depth wph/g. The JONSWAP spectrum and the directional
spreading (3.143) were used with 2s = 4.

The curves in Fig. 4.30 correspond to the three different angles 60 = 00, 30° and
60°. As an illustration let us consider a sea with a significant wave height H. = 5 m,
peak frequency wp = 0.628 (Tp = 10 s), and water depth h = 15 m; thus, wph/g = 0.6.
The height of the monochromatic wave, which produces the same variance of bottom
velocity u as the JONSWAP spectrum, is He = 0.44H,, 0.51H„ and 0.89H, for
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Figure 4.30: Functions L. = f w ±
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for three mean wave directions.

80 = 0°, 30° and 60°, respectively. The frequency of the monochromatic wave is wr,
and the direction of propagation is ® = 90.
It should be noted that the peak of the bottom orbital velocity spectrum S,(w)
occurs at a smaller value of w than the peak of the elevation spectrum S((w) because
of frequency dependence of the attenuation with depth. However, as was shown by
2
Soulsby (1987), the velocity peak frequency is very close to wp for wgh < 2
1.25,
i.e. for shallow water waves and intermediate water depth waves, if a JONSWAP
spectrum is used. The difference in the peak frequencies is greater for the PiersonMoskowitz spectrum.

Velocity close to sea surface
The flow field near the free surface is particularly important in engineering calculations of wave-induced forces on coastal and offshore structures. The usual basis
for such calculations is the Morison equation (Morison et al., 1950), in which the
resulting force is a summation of the components due to drag and inertia of the fluid.
The first component is proportional to fluid speed squared while the second to local
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acceleration . Therefore , the calculated drag force is especially sensitive to errors in
speed estimates in regions of high flow speed, namely: near and above the mean water
level.
The velocity potential , based on the linear wave theory, does not satisfy the kinematic and dynamic free surface boundary conditions exactly. However , the errors in
both free boundary conditions do not strongly influence the prediction of wave kinematics at mid-depth and near the bottom. Sultan and Hughes ( 1993) have shown
that linear wave theory predicts the variance of water particle velocity at these levels
within 10% accuracy. Unfortunately, this is not the case for velocity near the sea
surface.
The application of linear theory in this area leads to considerable overestimation
of velocity and pressure because the hyperbolic quotients in Eqs. (4.282 ) - (4.285)
become exceptionally large for high frequencies.
Alternate methods have been proposed in the past for the evaluation of velocities
above the mean water level. Instead of looking for the global solution , these methods
developed to represent the local behaviour of irregular waves. One form of local
approximation is the so called stretching method by Wheeler ( 1969), based on the
following transformation of the vertical coordinate:
(4.300)

Z l(+h

in which z' is the desired location of velocity evaluation , and ( is a local surface
elevation. Thus, the surface velocities in a stretched system are equivalent to those
at the mean water level of an unstretched system. The elevation z never exceeds the
mean water level, which is in full agreement with linear wave theory.
In the Forristall ( 1982 ) modification of the linear theory, a linear variation of
velocity above the mean water level is assumed . The linear theory is used up to mean
water level and subsequent values are extrapolated upward using the vertical gradient
of velocity at the mean water level, i.e.:
u(x, y, z, t ) = u(x, y, 0 ,

t) + 8u (x, y, 0, t) Z.

(4.301)

8z

It is evident that error associated with this method is proportional to the size of z.
Another method was suggested by Lo and Dean ( 1986). They obtained a modified
stretching factor of the form cos kh / cosh k (( + h) with appropriate changing of the
dispersion relation.
However, it is clear that none of the above modifications , which involve the distortion of the vertical coordinate , satisfy the Laplace equation . Donelan et al. (1992)
developed a method based on the linear superposition of a sum of freely propagating wave trains which does satisfy the Laplace equation . They assumed that shorter
waves ride on longer ones, so the mean surface seen by a particular wave component
is given by the linear superposition of all the longer wave components and has the
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surface velocity commensurate with that. The addition of successively shorter wave
components alters the surface elevation and changes the flow field in accordance with
linear theory which is applied to the new component. A step-by-step procedure for
computing the flow field compares well with laboratory data.
More appropriate local methods for approximating irregular wave kinematics are
those which do not compromise the requirements of satisfying both the field equation
and bottom and free surface boundary conditions.

The basis of such methods is the representation of the velocity potential function
within each local window in the form of Fourier series (Sobey, 1992b,c) or power series
(Fenton, 1986). The Fourier series approximation of the velocity potential shows:
`y cosh jk(z + h)
(x, z, t) = A^
sin j (kx - wt).
cosh k j h
j=1

(4.302)

This is more suitable for deeper water where the vertical variation tends to be exponential. On the other hand, a truncated polynomial series for the complex velocity
potential is:
M

4b(X, z) + iW (X, z) _ E j +31 [X + i(h + z)]3 +i

(4.303)

This would be the most appropriate in shallow water where the polynomial variation
in the vertical is similar to that of cnoidal wave theory.
Within each moving window, the velocity potentials (4.302) and (4.303) satisfy
the field equation and bottom boundary condition exactly. The coefficients Aj are
determined numerically to best fit the kinematic and dynamic free surface boundary conditions. Comparison with hurricane Camille data showed that the free surface boundary'condition errors are sharply reduced by the local Fourier approximation (4.302), in comparison with the Wheeler stretching method and simple linear
superposition method.

4.5.2 Influence of intermittence effect on probability distribution of orbital velocities and pressure near water
level
Let us assume now that an ideal current meter or pressure sensor is situated at level z,
between the troughs and crests of incoming waves (see Fig. 4.31). The sensors record
signals of whose duration depends on sensor elevation with respect to the mean water
level. For example, a point at mean water level remains submerged for 50% of the
total observation time, while a point at an elevation of as above mean water level
remains submerged for only 15.9% of time. For real sensors, the changes of velocities
(or pressure) from a zero to a non-zero value, due to sensor inertia, are not so abrupt
as that shown in Fig. 4.31, but in our analysis we assume ideal sensors with zero
inertia.
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Figure 4 . 31: Intermittency effect on orbital velocity.
Thus, the measured horizontal velocity um(t) can be represented as:
u(x, y, z, t)

um(x, y, Z, t)

rll

for z < ((x, y, t)

(4.304)
0 for z > ((x, y, t).

Similar expressions can be derived for v and w velocity components , and pressure p.
In the following we will concentrate our attenuation on the u variable only; for other
variables final results will be given.
The probability density for wave velocities in intermittent flow, derived by Tung
(1975 ) under the condition that surface elevation ((t) has a Gaussian distribution,
and the zero mean Gaussian joint probability density function of surface elevation
and horizontal component of orbital velocity u, takes the form:

f2((, u)

1,

u2
u]
1 [ (2
exp ( 0,2 Q c + au - USa 4.305
( )
27ra(au l u
1

where ,& = 1 - r2; r is a correlation coefficient between ( and u.
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Cieslikiewicz (1985), and Cieslikiewicz and Gudmestad (1993) extended Tung's
approach to nonlinear random waves, assuming that the probability densities for
surface displacement ((t) and velocity u(t) are represented in the form of the GramCharlier series.
Using the theorem of total probability, the probability density function for measured velocity u,..(z) takes the form:
fum(u; z) = 5(u) P [( < z] + fumIS>.(u) P [(> Z1,

(4.306)

where:
fumis>z ( u ) =

f^ ° .f2((, u)d(

(4.307)

P [(> z]

and P[ ] denotes the probability of the event shown in bracket [ ].
A comparison of function (4.306) with experimental data (Anastasiou et al., 1982;
Cieslikiewicz and Gudmestad, 1993) showed that the influence of the nonlinearities
of the wave motion on measured velocities is very small and velocities are mainly
dependent on the intermittence of the flow field. So, in the following we will give final
formulas for that case only. The results for the combined effect of intermittence and
nonlinearity are given by Cieslikiewicz and Gudmestad (1993). Therefore, an evaluation of functions in Eq. (4.306) for intermittent flow yields (Tung, 1975; Cieslikiewicz
and Gudmestad, 1993):

(4.308)
in which:
U z-ru
u=-, (=
au

Z(ry) = 27 e 2

Q(ry) = r^ Z(z)dz.

(4.309)

Expressions similar to Eq. (4.308) may be derived for velocity v and pressure p. While
fu,ju; z) describes a non-zero mean , skewed process, f„m(v; z) describes a zero mean
unskewed process.

The two first moments of distribution (4.308) are:
E [u,,,(z)] = ro u Z

I OS )

,

(4 . 310)

and:
(4.311)
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of probability density functions for orbital velocities when
the intermittency effects are included: intermittency and nonlinearity effects are included; - - - only intermittency effect is included; - - - - - Gaussian
distribution; bars denote experimental data.
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When z -+ -oo, E[u,n] -+ 0, E[um] = ou, and aun = au. Thus, the intermittence
effect ceases for points located far below the free surface.
In Fig. 4.32, the probability density functions for velocities u and v are compared
with laboratory experimental data (Cieilikiewicz and Gudmestad, 1994b). The irregular wave train with target JONSWAP spectrum (ry = 3.0) was generated in a
tank of 1.8 m deep. Significant wave height H, = 0.21 m and peak period Tp = 1.8 s
were adopted. The velocities were measured at level z = 0.05 m above mean water
level. The comparison shows a good agreement of the theory with the experiment.
Horizontal velocity u is highly skewed, while vertical velocity v is not. In both Figures
the theoretical result which involves the intermittence effect and nonlinearity of the
wave process, is shown too. The influence of nonlinearity is especially pronounced for
velocity close to the mean velocity. In each case, the Gaussian distribution is totally
irrelevant to the observations.
Examination of the vertical profile of the mean value and standard deviation
indicates that the effect due to wave nonlinearity is negligible. The non-zero positive
mean velocity is observed only in the vicinity of mean water level. The observed
discrepancy between predictions and experiment are due to the existence of the return
current in the wave flume. This problem was treated by Cie§likiewicz and Gudmestad
(1994a). They argued that the mean flux is distributed in the region between wave
trough and wave crest, rather than only being associated with the free surface (Starr,
1947; Phillips, 1960a).
The influence of the intermittence effect on the wave pressure at the vertical wall
was discussed by Cieslikiewicz and Massel (1988).

4.6 Wave group statistics
It is a well known fact that the heights of wind-generated waves are not uniform; they
occur in successive groups of higher or lower waves. The existence of wave groups has
been known to sea- farming men for a long time. Out of their experience has come
the popular but mistaken notion that `every' seventh (or ninth) wave is the highest,
or an old Icelandic saying that large waves seldom come alone.
Interest in wave grouping is stimulated by the fact that wave groups often cause
serious problems for the safety of marine systems. In particular, when the periods of
individual waves in the group are close to the marine system's natural motion period,
resonance may occur which, in turn, can induce capsizing of ships or damage marine
structures.

Other examples of the influence of wave grouping are long-period oscillations and
large forces in the mooring lines of moored vessels, and irregular oscillations of the
mean water level near the shoreline which are within a period of several minutes.
Prior to describing the statistical properties of wave groups, we consider the simple
case of wave groups in a regular wave train. Using the linear superposition principle
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for regular waves propagating in the positive x direction , we obtain:

(4.312)

('(x, t) = E An Cos( wnt - knx + (P.),
n

where frequencies wn are not the integer multiples of any fundamental frequency.
Squaring Eq. (4.312) and separating the result into two parts yields:
(4.313)

(2 (X, t) = 2 p2 (X, t) + G2(x, t),
in which:
P2(x, t) = > AnAm COS [(wn +Wm)t - ( kn + km)x + (to + cPm)1 ,
n,m

(4.314)

and
G2(x, t) =

E AnAm COS

[(Wn

- Wm)t - (k n - km )x +

( con

-

co rn)] .

(4.315)

n,m

Each component wave in Eq. (4.314) oscillates with frequency (wn + Wm) and propagates approximately with the phase velocity. The second part of Eq. (4.313) represents
a sum of component waves of frequency (wn - wm) and velocity C9:
Wn - Wm AW

C9 = k n - km = Ok

(4.316)

For a relatively narrow spectrum, with peak frequency wp and spectral bandwidth
Aw, respectively, the number of waves in a group is roughly equal to:
n ^-.
WP

(4.317)

Lw
For irregular random waves, the number of waves in a group and the recurrence
interval between successive wave groups are random variables. Several studies of
the stochastic analysis of wave groups in random seas may be categorized according
to the following approaches. In the first approach, wave groups are considered as
a level-crossing problem, associated with the envelope of a random process. The
second approach is based on the assumption that a sequence of wave heights is a
Markov chain, wherein the transition probability is derived from the two-dimensional
Rayleigh distribution. Finally, in the third approach, the general probability density
function of the time duration, associated with the envelope exceeding a given level,
is considered.
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4.6.1 Level-crossing problem
Consider a sufficiently narrow-band record which obeys a Gaussian distribution (4.4).
The envelope of such a record is a function slowly varying in time, and the envelope
amplitude is very close to the amplitude of individual waves. The probability density
of the amplitude A of an envelope is given by Eq. (4.113).
The velocity of changing the envelope amplitude in time , i.e. dA/dt is a random
variable statistically independent to the amplitude A. The probability density of
dA
is a Gaussian one, i.e.:
dt = A
.f (A) = (2^rn, 2)-i exp

I

.92
2nc2]

(4.318)

in which t.2 denotes the second moment of spectral density S(w) about mean:
2

m2 = m2 - m/'mo;

and spectral moments are given by Eq. (3.3).
The number of up-crossings of a given level, per unit time by the wave envelope
is:

NA = Jo 00 f (A) f (A) A dA =

(2^ )1/2

f (A).

(4.319)

It is clear that the number N is a maximum when f (A) is a maximum, i.e. when
A = (mo)1/2 Hence, (Longuet-Higgins, 1984):
\ 1/2

/
N. = (2ire) -1/2 (m2

I

.

(4.320)

\mp/

Let us now define the time interval between successive groups t2 (or total run) as
a time between the exceedance of level A by a group of waves to the next exceedance
of the same level by the succeeding group of waves. Hence, time t2 would be:
t2
=
To NA NA

TO

=

1

(4.321)

Time t2 is approximately equal to the time interval between the peak of one wave
group and the peak of the next wave group. It is clear that t2 depends upon the
arbitrary level A. Moreover, assuming a narrow wave spectrum, the mean number of
waves in a total run t2 becomes:
Nt = 1 1+v2 m0 ex A2
-

(4.322)

2^r v A p - 2,mo .

For example, when critical level A is taken as the mean wave amplitude A = 1, m0,
we have Nt = 2.4 for v = 0.30. When A = 2 m0, which is close to the significant
wave amplitude, Nt = 5.1.
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Now we consider the run of high waves Nh(A) as a sequence of waves the heights
of which exceed a particular level A. The proportion of time during which level A is

exceeded is:
A2
^
4(A)= JA f(A)dA = exp
-

[

(4.323)

].

Hence , the mean run of high waves Nh would be:
Nh =

q (A)
A,

(4.324)

or:
1 1+v2 'mo
Nh=27 v A

(4.325)

Thus, Nh varies simply like A-1. When v = 0.3 and A =

2x mo, or A = 2 mo,

Eq. (4.325) gives Nh = 1.1 and 0.7, respectively. Care must be taken when interpreting the results for Nt, especially when the Nt and Rh are very small and fractional.
The envelope method can identify wave groups of small duration , while a wave crest
may or may not be present during the interval. However, the fractional number of
waves is still a measure of the probability of a wave crest exceeding the given level in
that interval.

So far only the mean values Nt and Nh have been given . In general , the statistical
distributions f (Nt) and (Nh) are difficult to determine. Under the assumption that
the wave spectrum is narrow and the successive up-crossings are uncorrelated, the
probability density f (Nt) would be approximately:
(4.326)

f(Nt) ^ Nt expt- i }.

As the high run Nh is in some proportion to the corresponding total run Nt, we can
also say that:
f (Nh) Rh exp

J

_

(4.327)

A more rigorous approach to determine f (Nt) and f (Nh) was undertaken by Kuznetsov
et al. (1954), and Ochi and Sahinoglou ( 1989 ). Kuznetsov et al. considered the probability density function for crossings of some chosen level by the wave envelope A(t),
using the theory of multi- dimensional characteristic functions and multi-dimensional
Hermite's polynomials.

Ochi and Sahinoglou ( 1989) derived the probability density function of the time
duration , associated with the envelope exceeding level A. Subsequently, this probability density function was modified so that it is only concerned with the time interval
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during which two or more wave crests are present. This condition is required for the
existence of a wave group.
To evaluate the mean number of up- crossings NA and mean run of high waves
Nh, the amplitude of the envelope should first be calculated. To calculate the wave
envelope function of a given time series ((t) we need both the surface elevation ((t)
and its Hilbert transform 77(t) (see Eq. (4.167)):

A(t) = ±((2(t) + 172(t))1/2. (4.328)
For moderately long records it is more practical to use Fourier analysis to calculate
r7(t) (Longuet-Higgins, 1984). Hence, ((t) and 77(t) become:
((t)

= 2 E [an cos(nwt ) + bn sin(nwt)]
nm.n
n,.._

l

1

(4.329)

'

r7(t) = 2 F [an sin(nwt ) - bn cos(nwt)]
n,n.n

10
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Figure 4.33: Section of filtered record and its envelope.
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Figure 4.34: Total number of up- crossings by the envelope function: LonguetHiggins' solution ; - - - experimental data.

in which
1n,.<
n 1
27r
min <
< ZM,
M To
= Qt, w
= M, and To is the length of a record.
Usually some reduction in the upper limit (n. < 2M) may be desirable to
avoid the aliasing of energy from frequencies higher than the Nyquist frequency and
the filtering of low frequencies is needed, mainly to exclude unwanted measurement
effects.
Figure 4.33 shows a section of filtered record ((t) and envelope function ±A(t),
based on data taken in the South Pacific (Steedman, 1993). The spectrum has a
single dominant peak at about w = 0.419 rad/s. In calculation, the lower and upper
cutoff frequencies at n,,,i„ = 15 and nx = 200, respectively, were used.
The corresponding total number of up-crossings NATO of a given level A by the
envelope function throughout the record is shown in Fig. 4.34. The level A was
normalized by the standard deviation mO. The empirical points agree reasonably
with the theoretical curve (4.319), but the NATO theoretical values for levels 1.0 <
A

< 1.5 are somewhat greater than the observed values.

Mo
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4.6.2 Markov chain representation
We now consider the sequence of wave-heights as a Markov chain. The following
derivation of probabilities of total run and high run is mainly due to Longuet- Higgins
(1984). Let us choose a critical wave-height to be equal to H*. Given that a certain
wave height H1 exceeds H*, we denote by f+ the probability that the next wave
height H2 also exceeds H*. For a high run of length j, the first wave height and next
(j - 1) wave heights must exceed H*, and the one after must not exceed H*. Hence,
the probability of such an event is:

f

(Nh;?) = f+j-11(1 - f+),

(4.330)

and the mean length of high runs is given by:
N(d)

°°
1
= j f (Nh^)) = 1 - f+.

(4.331)

The superscripts (d) in Eqs. (4.330) and (4.331) are added to stress that we are
dealing with discrete waves, identified by their heights, in contrast with the continuous
approach used in the previous Section.
To derive the probability of distribution for total runs we assume that in a total
run of length j, the first i waves, say, will be a high run of length i, and the remaining
(j - i) waves will be a low run of length (j - i). The probability of such an event is:
j-1 -

j-1
f-

(4.332)

f (N(, )) f+)(1 - f-)f+ n > 2,
f+-fand the mean total run is:
00
Ntd1 = Ej f (Nta1) =
2
f+
1f

1

+

1

(4.333)

Let us now assume that wave heights H1 and H2 are given approximately by H1 = 2A1
and H2 = 2A2. Using this assumption, Kimura (1989) showed that the unknown probabilities f+ and f- can be expressed through a two-dimensional Rayleigh distribution
as:

f+ = fa fa f (A1, A2)dA1dA2/ fo fa f (A1, A2)dA1dA2
(4.334)
f- = f oA* fo`1* f (A1, A2)dA1dA2/ fo fti * f (A1, A2)dA1dA2
in which A* = 2H*.

When correlation coefficient ro (see/Eq. (4.151)) is equal to 0, then:
f+=exp(-20), f-=1-expI-2e2), (4.335)
where ^ = A \
m0
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For a more general case when ro # 0, we obtain:

1- f+ ...

1 - exp (-2^2) (1 - ro)1/2
exp (-2^2) (1 - r0)1/2

1

(4.336)

For a narrow spectrum we can replace the trigonometric terms in Eqs. (4.152) and
(4.153) by the first term in their power series and obtain:
1-ram

47x2
mp \2w /2

_ a2
(mo m0) \m1/2 =

= 47x2 (M2 MO - 1) = 47r2v2.
M2

(4.337)

Substituting Eq. (4.337) into Eq. (4.336) we get:
1 - f+ 27rv [1 - exp ( 2£2)J1

(4.338)
27rv

2
exp (-1^2)

Hence, Eqs. (4.331) and (4.333) yield:
exp

1

Nhd)

21rv exp

1

Nt d)

(1^2)
2

(2^2) -1

(4.339)

exp (£2)

27rv exp

(2£2) - 1

To compare the mean values Rh and Nt, resulting from the level-crossing method,
with those of Eq. (4.339), we note that both methods predict Nh values inversely
proportional to v. Moreover, if we neglect for a moment v2 in Eqs. (4.322) and
(4.325), we obtain:
1 1
Nh = 27r v^
= 1 1
Nt

(1 2
exp (2£

(4.340)

27r 1^

in which £ =

A

mo.

Although the functional dependence on ^ in Eqs. (4.339) and (4.340) is quite
different, a numerical comparison shows that mean values of total and high runs
are very similar. In particular, those mean values evaluated at three different levels
(H* = H,,,odef H,,,,eQn and H113) agree to within 10%.
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It appears that the level-crossing method (or Gaussian noise theory) is more closely
related to the wave spectrum, and is valid asymptotically as v -+ 0 . The Markov
chain approach can be useful for an intermediate range of v which corresponds to
typical spectra of wind waves (see, for example, La Thi Cang, 1987a,b). Moreover,
the Gaussian theory is strictly applicable to linear surface waves only. For a nonlinear
wave train, when the harmonic components are dependent, the Markov theory can
still be applied with some caution.

Chapter 5
Prediction of Ocean Waves in
Deep Water
5.1 Introduction
This Chapter deals with prediction methods in a deep water. Firstly, the most important physical processes responsible for wave behaviour in a deep ocean, such as
atmospheric transfer, nonlinear wave-wave interaction, and energy dissipation, are
discussed. All these processes are expressed in source-sink terms for the energy balance equation introduced in Chapter 2.
Secondly, the energy balance equation is used to describe various wave prediction
models, usually classified as the models of first, second and third generation . In
the first generation models, each energy component is evaluated independently of the
other. Therefore, nonlinear interactions are not taken into account. Energy dissipation is modelled simply by establishing the limiting form of a saturation spectrum.
Besides some success in the forecasting of wave field, there was some doubt as to
whether the first generation models really represent correctly the complete energy
balance.
Extensive field and laboratory experimental studies provided a lot of new information which led to a restructuring of the prediction procedures and resulted in the
second generation wave models. In contrast to the first generation, in the second
generation models the nonlinear interaction term is included in various ways. There
are three basic types of second generation wave models, namely: discrete spectral
models, parametric models, and hybrid models.
Numerical simulation studies in the mid-1980s demonstrated that the first and
second generation wave models cannot be applied for some extreme situations. At the
same time, new numerical improvements in the computation of the Boltzmann-type
integral provided a powerful tool to overcome the numerical difficulties of the second
generation wave models. These improvements were used in the third generation model
developed by the WAMDI group (the Wave Model Development and Implementation
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group). The final report on those efforts was recently published by Komen et al.
(1994).
The final Sections of this Chapter deal with simple prediction techniques based
on the dimensional analysis. These empirical prediction models are very useful when
a quick estimation of wave climate is needed and when more sophisticated numerical
models are not available. All of the most popular empirical models, i.e. JONSWAP,
SMB, SPM are discussed. Moreover, the Krylov method, which was developed in the
So, iet Union and which is unknown in Western literature, is described in some detail.

5.2 Basic wave processes in deep water
In Chapter 2 we discussed a basic energy balance equation in the spectral form.
This equation describes an evolution of the energy spectrum in space and time. The
particular form of this equation depends on atmospheric forcing and bathymetry. In
this Section we assume that the sea is deep enough to neglect the sea bottom influence
on wave propagation. Hence, we suppose that the water depth approximately satisfies
the following relation:
h

>

2P,

(5.1)

in which LP corresponds to the peak frequency wP, i.e.:

LP

gTp
_ 2-7rg
W2 _ 27r
P

(

5.2 )

different processes . In the following we will discuss the most important ones, which are
usually used in prediction procedures for the deep water case, namely: atmospheric
transfer, nonlinear wave-wave interaction , and energy dissipation.
Thus, the general radiative -transfer equations (2.177), or (2.184 ) and (2 . 185) simplify as follows:

a^ ast a^
1 +Q 2 )+Q 5 +Q 7,
at +--=(Q
ak; ax;
+C9coseof +C9sineaf =C9
at ax ay X
of

(5 . 3)

[(Q1 +Q2) +Q5 +Q7],

(5.4)

and

at

(Cc ) + C9 cos 6 a (CC9S) + C9 sin e a (CC9S) _
y
CC9

[(Q1 + 0

+ Q5

+ Q7] .

(5.5)
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5.2.1 Atmospheric forcing
The relationship between the wave number spectrum of surface waves and wave number frequency spectrum of the turbulent atmospheric pressure at the water surface is
given by Eq. (2.91), i.e.:
7rWa (k, W)

k it) =

sinh (µwt)

(e
y

PwC2

µW

5.6 )
(

For initial time (t << 1/µw) Eq. (5.6 ) describes linear growth in the wave spectrum:

k. ,w)
PwC2

7rWa (

(k, 2, t) =

t.

(5.7)

We assume now that waves are generated in deep water and only the local term in the
left-hand side of Eq. (5.3) is retained. The source term is restricted to a generation
process only at t << 1/µw. Therefore, we obtain:

ail
at

_ 7ra (k' w)
PwC2

(5.8)

or in terms of frequency-direction spectrum S (w, 9, i, t):

aS
at

1rWWa
(k'W)

PwC3C9

Comparing the right-hand side of Eq . ( 5.8) with Eq . (2.191) yields:
P)

7a (k'

Q1 = Q{n = a = PwC2

(5.10)

while Eqs. (2.185) and ( 5.9) give:
aS (w, 9)

(5.11)

at
where:
(P) _ irwWa (k' w)

Q1 = Qtn

P2 C3Cs
For large time (t >> 1/µw), when sinh (pwt)

( 5.12)
2 exp (µwt ), the resulting wave number

spectrum in Eq. (5.6) takes the form:

(k x, t)
V

alI (k', w)
w ei" e .
2p2
C2
µ

(5.13)
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Thus:

at

B ""

(5 . 14)

2pwC2

or:
(5.15)

a = µw ^Y (k t)
at
Comparing Eq. (5.15) with Eq . (2.192) we have:
Q2 = Q;Mi = Q

(5.16)

(k, x, t) = µw'1' (k, i, t) ,

and

(5.17)

Q2=Qin)=µwS(w,9).

The source term QT), corresponding to the Phillips resonant mechanism, is responsible for an initial excitation of the sea. The numerical implementation of this term
requires knowledge of the T. (k, w) spectrum, details of which are not readily available. In early field experiments (Barnett, and Wilkerson, 1967) the Q;n) predictions
were too small . It is now a well-accepted opinion that the linear generation term Qin
plays some role in the initiation of the wave field, while its influence on further wave
field evolution is negligible.
This is demonstrated in Eq. (5.15) which describes the continuing development
of the wave field. Atmospheric. turbulence does not appear in this expression. The
rate of growth of the spectral density at the particular wave number k is directly
proportional to the existing spectral density at the same wave number. The coefficient
of proportionality µ (coupling coefficient) represents that part of the induced normal
stresses at the water surface which are in phase with the wave slope (see Chapter
2). Moreover, Eq. (5.15) indicates that the growth rate is concentrated at higher
frequencies, which is in agreement with observations of a growing sea (for example,
Hasselmann et al., 1973).
The Miles (1957) theoretical expression for µ (see Eq. (2.97) depends on the average velocity fluctuations normal to the sea surface, and on the gradients of the mean
wind velocity and vorticity. Using the scaling in terms of the friction velocity u.,
Mitsuyasu and Honda (1982) present Miles' theoretical coupling coefficient µ in more
compact form:

_0.16(u.)2
µ

27r

C

(

5.18)

In practice, the coefficient µ is determined directly from cross spectra between simultaneous measurements of the water-surface elevation and the near-surface atmospheric
pressure (obtained from a wave follower). An extensive experiment was conducted
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by Snyder et al. (1981) in the Bight of Abaco , Bahamas. Field hardware included
a three-dimensional array of six wave sensors and seven air pressure sensors, one
of which was mounted on a wave follower. Their measurements, together with a
re-examination of earlier results, provide the following expression for the coupling
coefficient y:

(0.2 to 0.3) Pw

( U5 cosC - 8) -

1) ,

for

1 < U5 Cos(" - 8) < 3

for

U5 cos ( O - ^) < 1
C

(5.19)

µ =
0

in which U5 is the mean wind speed at height 5m in the atmospheric boundary layer, 0
is the wind direction, and 6 is the direction of the wave component. Equation (5.19)
indicates that waves grow exponentially only when the component of the wind speed
in the wave direction exceeds the phase speed of the wave component.
Expression (5.19) is in reasonable agreement with the Miles' theory (1957, 1959),
redefined in terms of u./C, where the friction velocity u. (equal to (Ta/pa)1/2) is
determined by the wind shear stress Ta. If the ratio of u./U5 is constant, the scaling

of wave growth with u. is not necessary.
2

However , the discussion in Section 2.2 indicates that the drag coefficient C. = U2
Z
is a function of the wind speed , at height z in the constant stress layer. In particular,
the Wu ( 1982 ) relation shows that ratio u./Ulo changes as much as by a factor of f,
if U1o varies from 5 to 25 m/s.
Following the dimensional arguments of Kitaigorodskii ( 1962) and others, we can
argue that if u. is the only external parameter, defining the structure of the atmospheric boundary layer and its coupling to the ocean, and the generatin mechanism
is linear , the source function Q2 must be of the form Q2 = B (u./C) 41 (k) ( Komen et
al., 1984 ). Thus, using U5 0.94U10 and C10 = 1 .12. 10 -3, we have u./C
and Eq . ( 5.19) can be rewritten as follows:
p = max 0, 0.25pw (280 C cos

L

(0 - 6) - 1 ) ]

,

28u./C,

(5.20)

in which 0 is an empirical factor of O(1), due to some uncertainty in parameterization
of U/C in terms of u./C.
In the Mitsuyasu and Honda (1982) scaling of the Snyder et al. (1981) data, a
parameterization U5 = 23u. was used. Thus, 6 -- 0.85. As will be shown later,
an increase in 0 tends to close the gap between the spectral peak and wind input
maximum.
Equation (5.20) indicates that wind generates waves only when 280 C cos 6 > 1.0
(for simplicity we assumed that the wind direction was angle 0 = 0). This condition
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implies also the low-frequency limit for the wind input. To find this limit we use
Eqs. (5.17) and (5.20), and write the one-dimensional generation term in the form:

e1
a at = 2^ pww S(w) f

e,

(28,13 C, cos 8 - 1 I cost 6 d6, (5.21)

in which the direction spreading factor D(8) was assumed to take the simple form
D(O) = 2 cos2O. The limiting angle 81 is given by:
7r

81 = arccos [ (28/3

\ 1
I
= arccos 1283
C
\

J

w
g Wr /

(5.22)

J

Using the Mitsuyasu and Honda (1982) scaling, i.e. U5 = 23u, and a = 0.85,
Eq. (5.22) becomes:
W

01 = arccos

i

(5.23)
g WP
USWE

Integrating in Eq. (5.21) gives:
a at 21 P. )S(W) LU5WP W ( 2 sin 81 - 2 sin3 81 I Pw L 9 p

2 (281 + sin 201) .

1

(5.24)

USWP
Table 5.1: Limiting low-frequency (- l as a function of
WP
9

USWP

0.8

0.9

1 .0

1 .1

1. 2

1.3

1.5

2.0

1.26

1 .12

1.00

0 . 91

0.84

0 .77

0.67

0.50

9

LO
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The limiting low-frequency (--) corresponds to condition
values of (

WP
--

> 0.

The

) are collected in Table 5.1 for a given non-dimensional peak frequency

USWP

9
The low-frequency limit of the wind input moves towards the higher frequency
part of the spectrum with sea growth. When US-WP < 1, the wind energy is not
9

transferred to wave frequencies smaller than the peak frequency (see, for example,
Fig. 5.3).
Response of waves to an opposing wind
Tropical cyclones and strong frontal systems are characterized by complex wind
fields in which wave propagation against the wind is not uncommon. Accurate wave
predictions in such situations require the understanding of the response of waves to
an opposing wind.

Let us consider the conservation equation of momentum in tensor notation:
Pa

au; a aaij
= Pa9i + a^ ,
(Uiuj)
at + a2J
J

(5.25)

where ui (xi, t) is the instantaneous velocity in the xi direction and oij (xi, t) is the
instantaneous stress tensor. The velocities ui are summation of various components,
i.e.:

(5.26)

ui = ui + ui + 11i,

in which the upper bar denotes the overall time average, the tilde indicates a waveinduced component and the prime denotes the uncorrelated turbulent residual. Substituting Eq. (5.26) into Eq. (5.25) gives:
P.

[ aii
ati + axj (ii'u3)I

= Pa9i +

x' (aij - U.

where u; = ui+u'. It should be noted that -pau u" represents the Reynolds ' stresses
in conventional turbulence analysis and these stresses yield an energy flux to (or from)
the waves.
The water surface is oscillatory and the effective stress component acts in the
direction normal to the water surface. Transformation of the measured stress components into the orthogonal curvilinear system in the water surface yields the following
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expression for the coupling coefficient µ (Young and Sobey, 1985):
µ =

a

[-amp (P)sin ^p - amp ax Pau„u„ -

- amp I I Pauw + amp I -j 2µa+
19X
y

(a^ aw au a
+ amp I
ax ) µa (ax + az /PwC ka,

(5.28)

where W is the phase difference between P and C, µa is the dynamic viscosity of air,
u and w are the velocities in the x and z directions, respectively, and p is a waveinduced pressure. In Eq. (5.28), the first term represents the energy flux contribution
due to normal stresses, the second and third terms represent the effects of Reynolds'
stresses while the two last terms are viscous stress contributions.
An extensive set of laboratory experiments by Young and Sobey (1985) showed
that the wave-induced pressure above the waves is approximately in antiphase with
the water surface, which is in agreement with the predictions of potential theory.
-2

L--8

Figure 5.1: The wind-wave energy flux coefficient p for following and opposite wind.
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The wave-induced velocities follow the general trends expected for potential flow and
the normal Reynolds stress is the dominant source of wind-wave energy flux in an
opposing wind. The wave decay has a squared dependence in the wave slope and the
ratio of the wind speed to the wave velocity. Therefore, the high-frequency waves
attenuated much more rapidly than low-frequency waves. The resulting coupling
coefficient µ takes the form (Young and Sobey, 1985):

(-0.7f0 .2)

Pa 2 1 U1o cos (0 - 8) 2
(ak ) (- C
/

(5.29)

P,,

in which a is a local amplitude of the relevant wave component . The coupling coeffiU10 cos (¢ - 9)
and wave slope ak , is shown in Fig. 5.1
cient µ, as a function of U. =
C
in conjunction with the following wind result of Snyder et al. (1981). The Figure
shows strong dependence on the wave slope.
Steep waves (wind sea) attenuate rapidly, whereas less steep waves (swell) remain
almost unaffected . Similar results were obtained by Tsuruya ( 1988). His experiments
suggest , however, that it is a factor of about 2 larger for higher wave steepness and
almost an order of magnitude larger at very low wave steepness.

5.2.2 Nonlinear interaction between wave components
5.2.2.1 Evaluation of nonlinear energy transfer
The term Q5 (Q,) is probably the most debated term in all of the source set Q.
Hasselmann 's (1962, 1968) pioneering work established a theoretical framework for
estimating the net transfer of energy among different frequency-direction components
in a wave spectrum. He assumed that the probability density of the surface displacements is jointly normal, and calculated the net rate of energy transfer to any one
wave number resulting from its interactions with all others. His result on the local
rate of change of energy of the wave number spectrum ui (k) at the wave number k4
due to nonlinear wave-wave interactions, may be conveniently expressed in terms of
the action density N (see Section 2.5) as:

a^ ( k)
at

= Q5 =

(5.30)

Qn1,

in which:
Qn1 (k4 ) = w4

f

...... f T ( k1, k2, k3, k 4 ) { [N1N2 (N3 + N4) - N3N4 (Ni + N2)]

6 (k'1 + kk2 - k3 - k4) 6 ( W1

+ W2 - 1113 -

W4)} dk1 dk2 dk3,

(5.31)
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Ni = N (k;, t ), and k is the two-dimensional wave number , related to the frequency
1/2
. The Dirac S-function in Eq. (5.31) repw by the dispersion relation w; = (g I ki 1 )
resents the resonant conditions . T e coupling coefficient T is a complicated function
of the wave numbers k1, . . . , k4, i.e.:
T=

g7r D2 (k1, k2 , k3, k4)
4

( 5.32)

W1W2W3W4

For the quantity D the reader can refer to Hasselmann ( 1962 , 1963).
It should be noted that the wave action density spectrum N lk') is directly related
to the wave number spectrum W lk') and frequency -directional spectrum S (w, O) by:
) (k, x, t )
N (k' x, t

a (k, x) ka S (w' 0

(5.33)

).

A non-trivial solution of the Hasselmann 's six-dimensional Boltzmann type integral (5 . 31) has not yet been obtained. Early numerical integrations of this equation
required very laborious efforts and were limited by computer systems available at that
time.
However , Hasselmann ( 1963 ) gave a first insight into nonlinear energy transfer
by calculating the energy transfer rate for the fully and partly developed Neumann
spectrum . He showed that the peak of the spectrum gains energy from nonlinear
interactions . The field measurements during the JONSWAP experiment (Hasselmann
et al., 1973 ) indicate an opposite trend , namely, that the spectral peak tends to lose
energy, especially to waves which frequencies are slightly below that of the peak.
Remarkable , yet simple theoretical advances in the calculation of the rate of energy
transfer due to nonlinear interaction had been done by Longuet-Higgins ( 1976b). He
used the evolution equation for three-dimensional packets of gravity waves, due to
Davey and Stewartson (1974), and showed that the exchange of energy within the
spectral peak itself is of dominant importance and that the energy from an isolated
peak in the narrow spectrum tends to spread outwards.
If all of the wave numbers involved are nearly identical and equal to ko, then:
T (ko, ko ko, ko ) = 47rk60.

(5.34)

The resonant interactions among the groups of four wave numbers conserve total wave
action A , energy E, and momentum M (Phillips, 1960a; Longuet-Higgins , 1976b):
A = f

f

N (k) dk = const, E = f f w (k) N (k) dk = const,

M = f f kN ( k) dk = coast.

(5.35)

In Fig. 5.2, the numerical result of Fox (1976), based on the Longuet-Higgins theory, is shown schematically for the symmetrical normal spectrum. Wave number k
(horizontal axis) is measured from spectral peak, at which k = 0.
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Figure 5.2: Resonant energy transfer rate ON as a function of wave number k:
^N ) - spectral width is not included ,

o

N ) - spectral width is included.
1

The Figure shows a negative minimum of (N / at the origin (which corresponds
Jo
to spectral peak) and two positive maxima, symmetrically situated to either side.
Dungey and Hui (1979) extended the work of Longuet-Higgins and Fox, including
the effects of the width of a wave spectrum on the nonlinear energy transfer. The
coupling coefficient T for a narrow spectrum was perturbated to the first order in a
spectral width parameter e. When a spectrum is represented as a sum of Gaussian
curves, the one-dimensional energy transfer rate takes the form:
ON _ aN aN ( 2 \

O

r

aT

+E

Q

(5.36)

O9T 1+O E J

in which a is a spectral width; IN I is an energy transfer when spectral width is not
O'r Jo
/
included ( Longuet-Higgins and Fox solution ), and I N) represents the influence of
/1

a spectral width.
Figure 5.2 indicates that the second term is skewed and causes energy to be
pumped across the peak, from waves slightly shorter to waves slightly longer than
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those at the peak. Thus, the effect of the width of a spectrum is to decrease the
energy outflow from the peak. This is in agreement with numerical computations
based on the JONSWAP spectrum. Simulations by Dungey and Hui also showed
that the spectral width, the angular spreading, and the wave slope all have important
effects on the energy transfer rate.
Although the above approximations to the exact nonlinear energy transfer term
Q5 reproduce many of the qualitative features of this term, they are not sufficiently
accurate for typical wind-sea spectra. Hasselmann and Hasselmann (1985) introduced
a more efficient method (the EXACT-NL scheme) of computing the nonlinear transfer in a surface wave spectrum by use of the symmetric properties of the integrand
and discretizing the integral on a symmetrical five-dimensional integration grid. Further saving was achieved by precomputing the integration grid and the interaction
coefficient T, and retaining only regions of phase space important for a given type
of spectrum. Details on the calculation procedure are given in the Hasselmann and
Hasselmann (1981 , 1985 ) papers.
Snyder et al. (1993) proposed the hybrid integration scheme for the Hasselmann
and Hasselmann (1985) model. This scheme combines the simplicity of earlier methods for computing the Boltzmann integral with the advantages of the EXACT-NL
computation, accelerating this computation by about a factor of ten.
Resio and Perrie (1991) developed an economical method to evaluate the complete
interaction integral. This method is based on the selected scaling properties and
symmetries of the integrals to construct the integration grid. This study demonstrates
the smoothing nature of the nonlinear terms, which effectively remove perturbations
in the spectral shape at frequencies above the peak frequency. At these frequencies,
the fluxes through the equilibrium range of a spectrum are approximately constant
only for w-4 type spectrum and are independent of peak frequency wp.
To summarize the principal properties of the nonlinear transfer we adopt some
scale parameters for an initial surface wave spectrum and nonlinear transfer. For
example, for a two-dimensional spectrum S (w, 9) we assume:
S (w,

8)

= ag2w_5 F r-' , e f , (5.37)
WP

and
w
_
1/
Q5 (w, ®) = Qnt = a3g2wp 4 FQ 1 , e ,

(5.38)

WP

8 1 and
9
in which a is a Phillips constant, wp is a peak frequency, F I
FQ (U)p
\ Wp J
are the non-dimensional functions of a and 8.
Wp
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Figure 5.3: Scheme of atmospheric input, nonlinear interaction and dissipation terms
for a fully developed Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum.
The source function expressing the nonlinear energy transfer Qni typically has
a 3-lobed positive-negative-positive distribution. Extensive calculations by Hasselmann and Hasselmann (1985) showed that the low-frequency positive lobe for a fully
developed Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is located roughly at the spectral peak (see
Fig. 5.3). For a growing wind-sea spectrum of the JONSWAP form, the low-frequency
positive lobe lies slightly to the left of the peak on the forward face of the spectrum
(Fig. 5.4). Also, the nonlinear transfer is approximately an order of magnitude larger
than for the fully developed sea spectrum.
The nonlinear interactions are restricted to a relatively small range in wave number
space. The strongest transfer rates are found close to the spectral peak. The highfrequency positive lobe has a broader directional distribution than the other two lobes,
which results in observed broadening of the directional spreading function for higher
frequencies.
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4

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2
normalized frequency
Figure 5.4: Scheme of atmospheric input, nonlinear interaction and dissipation terms
for a growing sea spectrum (JONSWAP type).

5.2.2.2 Parameterization of nonlinear energy transfer
An evaluation of nonlinear energy transfer is a major computational task which cannot
yet be undertaken within the framework of the spectral prediction models. The time
needed to compute the exact source function greatly exceeds the practical limits of
the operational wave models. Therefore, some parameterization of nonlinear energy
transfer is needed. A given parameterization can be reliably tested by incorporating
it into a wave model and verifying that the wave growth simulated by the model
agrees in standard tests with the growth curves obtained with the same model when
using exact computations of the nonlinear transfer.
Four different parameterizations of the nonlinear energy transfer Q", were proposed by Hasselmann et al. (1985). The first parameterization is based on the
relation of Q„ i to different values of the peak-enhancement parameter y. The dependence of Q^i on -y explains the self-stabilization of the spectral shape and the shift of
the peak to lower frequencies during the growth stage.
The second parameterization is based on the set of empirical orthogonal functions
(EOFs) determined by the computed Q^` ensemble itself. In particular, Hasselmann
and Hasselmann (1981) used this technique to parameterize Q^l in terms of two shape
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parameters, i.e. the peak-enhancement factor y and a directional spreading parameter
s. The final form of the source function Q„i is (Hasselmann et al., 1985):

s

\

, e^ = E [n1] ^- C^) H.??) (W , O
P
j=1
P
Qn! (.-

,18, (5.39)

where E [Qni] is a mean value of a set of 18 exact computations for various JONSWAP type spectra , with -y varying from 1 to 7, and a number of different directional
spreading functions, H,(1i) is a set of EOFs functions describing the variability of the
ensemble relative to the mean . The expansion coefficients C('a) imply the dependence of the coefficients on the shape parameters y and s. In the optional model, the
five functions HU) and coefficients C(i,j) are stored in memory, resulting in the fast
estimation of Q,at (see also Allender et al., 1985).
The above parameterizations techniques are limited to a relatively restricted class
of spectra which are characterized by one or two shape parameters . They are unable
to treat the wind sea-swell transition regime, as well as the rapidly changing wind field
case where the spectral shape is not restricted a priori in the model . To overcome
these limitations , the operator parameterization of Qni was introduced . This contains
the same number of degrees of freedom as used to describe the spectrum. In particular,
a cubic, fourth-order diffusion -operator expression was derived by Hasselmann et al.
(1985 ). Such expansion is appropriate for interactions occurring in the vicinity of the
central interaction point k',1 = k2 = k3 = k4 = k. This corresponds to the narrowpeak approximations of Longuet-Higgins ( 1976b ), Fox (1976 ), and Dungey and Hui
(1979), discussed above . However , the basis of the local-interaction approximation is
different than the narrow -peak approximation in the sense that the diffusion -operator
method assumes that the spectrum is smooth . The local-interaction expansion was
found to be useful for understanding the mechanisms by which the nonlinear transfer
generates and maintains the shape of the spectrum.
The fourth parameterization method also uses the fact that the interactions between closely neighbouring wave numbers reproduce the principal features of the nonlinear transfer . It was found that exact nonlinear transfer could be simulated by one
mirror-image pair of intermediate-range interaction configurations . In each configuration, two wave numbers are taken as identical , kl = k2 = k. The wave numbers k3 and
k4 are of different magnitude and lie at an angle to the wave number k, as required by
the eight-shape resonance curve. The second configuration is a mirror-image of the
first one at the k axis . The computations of the Q,1 source term are identical to the
computation of the exact Boltzmann integral, but the integration is taken over a 2Dcontinuum and for two discrete interactions , instead of a 5D-interaction phase space.
The particular interactions are summed up over the discretized k-plane, and for each
k, over the pair of discrete-interactions , to yield the source function Q„ J. Hasselmann
et al. (1985 ) calculated the spectra and energy balance using the method and the
discrete interaction approximation method , and found a good agreement . The application of particular parameterizations in various prediction models will be discussed
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in Section 5.3, and more information on parameterization techniques of Q i term can
be found in a book by Komen et al. (1994).

5.2.2.3 Nonlinear coupling between swell and wind waves
In nature, the conditions of a uniform wind blowing over an ocean initially at rest
occur very infrequently. Usually the local wind waves develop in the presence of a lowfrequency swell that has radiated from a distant storm. The long waves can influence
the shorter ones in various ways. For the shorter waves overtaken by the longer ones,
the maximum unbroken wave height is less than it would be in the absence of the
swell. Modulations of short surface waves by long waves play an important role in
the remote imaging of the sea surface (see Section 9.4). On the other hand, it is
well-known that the long swell is almost unaffected by local wind (Snodgrass et al.,
1966).
Wave-wave nonlinear interactions provide another mechanism for coupling between swell and wind waves. As was shown above, they are local in wave number
space. Therefore, if swell and a local wind sea are sufficiently separated in wave number, interactions between them will not exist. For a bimodal spectral distribution,
in which the long wave and short wave components are very close, the nonlinear energy transfer is effective and can be described by Hasselmann's resonant third-order
wave-wave interaction model (5.31). When the swell frequency w, is lower than the
low-frequency cutoff of the local sea , the rate of change of swell energy E. is (Hasselmann , 1963):

(5.40)

E.(t) = E. (to) exp
T

to]

in which T is a time scale depending on the local sea spectral shape, and swell frequency and direction. The swell decay time scale increases as the swell frequency
decreases away from the wind sea spectral peak wy.
An evaluation of the full nonlinear source Q„,, given in Eq. (5.31), applied for
the bimodal spectrum, consisting of a swell and a local sea component , demonstrates
the difference between coupled and uncoupled systems ( Masson , 1993). In Figure 5.5,
the one-dimensional time rate of change of the spectrum due to nonlinear interactions
is shown. The incident spectrum is composed of the JONSWAP spectrum and the
narrow swell spectrum with peak frequency w, = 0.67wp (wp is a peak frequency of
the wind waves spectrum). For the single JONSWAP spectrum, the typical threelobe shape is observed. Also, for the swell alone, Q„j has a familiar shape associated
with a narrow peak spectrum (not shown). However, for total bi-modal spectrum,
the nonlinear source term Q„, indicates that energy flows from the peak of the short
waves to frequencies on each side of it. In the swell frequency range, the coupling
transfers energy from the right of the narrow peak to its left. This is in agreement
with Fox's (1976) calculations for the narrow asymmetric spectrum.
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Figure 5.5: Bimodal frequency spectrum (a) and rate of change due to nonlinear
interactions (b): - - - local sea only, coupling between the two systems
included (From Masson, 1993).
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The numerical simulation of evolution in time of the bimodal spectrum indicates a
gradual change into a unimodal distribution, when the local sea peak has completely
disappeared and the swell component has broadened. However, when the two wave
systems are decoupled, the short-wave system remains relatively unchanged and the
sharp swell peak slowly spreads out over neighbouring frequencies.
It should be noted that nonlinear coupling decreases rapidly with the ratio of the
swell and sea frequency; no coupling is observed for ratios less than - 0.6. For such
a value, the separation of the two peaks in frequency space is quite large for the
high-frequency laboratory waves, but is rather small for lower frequency ocean waves.
Therefore, it is reasonable to state that the coupling due to nonlinear interactions
between swell and wind waves in ocean conditions occurs only when the two peaks
are very close.

5.2.3 Energy dissipation due to white capping
The source term Q7 in the radiation transfer equation (2.177), describes energy loss
due to white capping, and belongs to so called strong nonlinear interactions. The
actual threshold for breaking in a random field is still not well understood.
As was shown in Section 4.2.4, the vertical acceleration criterion may be an acceptable practical predictor of whitecap events. The appropriate threshold level appears
to be approximately 0.4g, as was suggested by Longuet-Higgins (1985).
The study of white capping in terms of the wave spectrum is usually concentrated
on the concept of a high-frequency equilibrium range. For example, Phillips (1985)
expressed the loss of energy due to breaking D in the equilibrium range in the form
of the degree of saturation B (k') as:
(5.41)

D = gwk_4 f (a (k)) ,
in which:
,B (k) = k4W (k) = gl/2 k912 N

(f) .

(5.42)

The form of function f should be found from the requirement of a balance among
the three main processes, i.e. input from wind, the wave-wave interactions and wave
breaking. The physics of energy dissipation suggests that the spectral dissipation of
energy by wave breaking in the equilibrium range occurs at whatever rate is needed
to accommodate the net input from the wind. As we will see in the next Section,
the processes of wave-wave interaction and losses by wave breaking are not spectrally
local. Therefore, all three physical processes should be taken into account in the
equilibrium range and not only in this range.
For the purposes of prediction, wave energy dissipation due to breaking should be
presented in the form of the source function (Q7 component). If we do not go into
detail on the white-capping process itself, and assume that white-capping is a process
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strongly nonlinear locally, but still weak-in-the mean, we can write the Q7 term as
(Hasselmann , 1974):
(5.43)

Q7 = Qdis = -7' (k'.) 1^ (k) .

In order to evaluate the damping factor ry (k), the internal fluid dynamic structure of
a breaking wave must be known. The complete evaluation of ry k) is a very difficult
problem, which is not yet solved. It requires both the detailed knowledge of hydrodynamics of breaking waves, and the representation of individual breaking events in
a spectral form. For frequencies beyond the wind-sea peak, when the spectrum may
be represented by the Phillips (1958) form:
(5.44)

(k'.) = 2k -4D(8),
the damping coefficient can be presented as:

(5.45)

Y=^1a2

in which 77 is a function of the wave propagation direction and the overall statistical
properties of the wave field. Thus, it is constant for a given sea state.
Some insight into the energy dissipation due to white capping can be obtained
from an analysis of the spectrum which, when local, is stationary. For such a situation,
the energy transfer equation (2.177) takes the form:

ai (k)
at

= Q i n l) + Qnl +

Qdis =

0,

(5.46)

or
(nl)
Qdis = -Qin - Qnl•

(5.47)

Q(nl) and
Qnl are known, the Qdis can be obtained from this balance requirement. For example, for a stationary asymptotic spectrum, similar to
Assuming that

the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, the best agreement was achieved with a dissipation
term given by (Komen et al., 1984):

( W )2 (

2
S(w,O),

Q7=Qdis=-3.33 10-Sw
W

(5.48)

aPM

where:
(T 2W4 1
w

92 ,

=_

11

S (w, 8) wdwd.O,

(5.49)

and aPM = 4.57.10-3. The dissipation source term Qdis is very sensitive to the initial
spectrum form.
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5.2.4 Energy balance for fully-developed and growing seas
In wave prediction modelling practice, the source term Q in the radiative transfer
equation (2.177) is usually restricted to the three terms Q^n ), Q„i and Q. Such
representation is motivated for two main reasons . Firstly, these terms play a most
important role in the overall balance of spectral energy, and they provide the situation where the predicted results are very close to observations. Secondly, present
knowledge about the other source terms in Eq. (2.177) is still very limited, and the
implementation of these terms into prediction wave models is not yet advanced.
Let us first discuss an application of such three terms representation for the simpler situation of a stationary asymptotic spectrum il(k), which is a result of wind
blowing over a fetch and a time duration sufficiently large to produce a stationary
and homogeneous fully-developed wave state. This state is usually expressed by the
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum (3.78). Thus, the energy balance in terms of the twodimensional spectrum S (w, 0) becomes:

8S w, E

at

) = Q :n `) + Q nl

+ Q dis = 0 ,

(5 . 50)

in which:
S (w, 0) = SpM(w) D (0; w),

(5.51)

where SpM(w) is given by Eq. (3.78) and the directional spreading function D (0; w) is
given by Eqs. (3.143) and (3.147). In particular, Eq. (3.147) describes the dependence
of angular distribution on wave frequency suggested by Hasselmann et al. (1980).
Using representation (5.51), all three terms in Eq. (5.50) can be evaluated. Komen
et al. (1984) tested the existence of an equilibrium (5.50) with the wind input given
by Eq. (5.17), and p parameterization as in Eq. (5.20). The nonlinear energy transfer
was calculated using the EXACT-NL scheme by Hasselmann and Hasselmann (1981).
Finally, the dissipation term Qd;, was parameterized, as in Eq. (5.43). When the
Phillips constant a is slightly reduced, from 8.10 • 10-3 to 5.0 . 10-3, the PiersonMoskowitz spectrum provides a balance of total rate of change for each frequency
integrated over all directions. This is schematically shown in Fig. 5.3. Negative values
1 L) and nonlinear transfer Q+a terms. Thus, the
of Qd;, balance both wind input Qin
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum seems to represent a stationary solution of the energy
balance equation.
However, the non-dimensional balance, in frequency space, does not necessarily
imply balance in the two-dimensional frequency-angle space. The calculations by
Komen et al. (1984) demonstrated a strong angular imbalance which yields a redistribution of energy in the spectrum. The two-dimensional balance can only be
achieved by the appropriate modification of the input and dissipation source terms.
Such a possibility was discovered by numerical asymptotic simulation.
To accelerate the computations, a field shape high-frequency spectral tail of the
form S(w) - w-5 was imposed for frequencies w > 2.5wp. No explicit computations
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were performed in this region and the results obtained were insensitive to the details
of this high-frequency tail parameterization . However , Banner and Young recently
(1994 ) discovered that the use of a constrained tail shape in computational models
has fundamental implications in the total energy balance within the spectrum. In
particular , the dissipation source term Qdss strongly depends on the spectral trial
shape . Moreover , they found that the evolution of total wave energy with fetch,
the directional spreading function near the spectral peak , and the form of the high
wave number tail region , cannot be satisfied with the Hasselmann type dissipation
term Qdis ( 5.43). An alternative form for Qd;, is required for more realistic modelling
observational data.
It should be noted that Zakharov and Filonenko ( 1966) and Kitaigorodskii (1983)
proposed an energy balance in which wind input dominates at low -frequencies and the
dissipation is confined to high-frequencies . The energy within the spectrum is transformed from low to high- frequencies by a constant flux due to nonlinear interaction
in analogy with Kolmogorov' s theory of isotropic turbulence . However , calculations
indicate that such a balance yields a spectrum that grows too rapidly and does not
approach equilibrium.
If we restrict our attention to the high -frequency saturation range, the three physical processes , i.e. wind input, nonlinear wave-wave interaction and energy dissipation,
take the form (Phillips, 1985):
1
m cos2p e gk-4 (C )2

wind input
nonlinear interaction

Pz^ gk-4B3 (k)

energy dissipation

-

(k)
,

( 5.52)

gk-4f (B (A))

in which B (k) is the degree of saturation, mentioned in Section 5.2.3, i.e. B (k') _
k4'Y (k).
T e balance of these processes inside the equilibrium range requires that the wave
number spectrum should have the form:
k-4B (k) = Ql(cos e)PU. g-1/2k 7/2, (5.53)
and the degree of saturation is (Phillips, 1985):
B (k) = 132 cos' e (C

_ 132B3 (k) .
f (B (k))

(5.54)

Accordingly, the corresponding frequency spectrum S(w) becomes:
S(w) U. gw-4,
which is in agreement with the Toba (1973) prediction ( see also Section 3.2.2).

(5.55)
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For the case of duration-limited growth, the energy balance equation can be represented as:

a S w, 6

at Qzn+Qnt+Qdis=Qtot
36 0.
)
) =

(5.56)

Numerical calculations by Young et al. (1985) indicate that in the earlier stage of
growth ( see Fig . 5.4), the form of Q1-j has a strongly pronounced three-lobe structure
which is also reflected in Qtot. The positive lobe of the transfer occurs slightly to the
left of the spectral peak, which corresponds to the known fact of the migration of the
spectral peak to lower frequencies.
When the spectrum approaches full development (see Fig. 5.3), the nonlinear
transfer is reduced substantially, by almost an order of magnitude. The positive
lobe is now situated under the peak and is balanced by dissipation. This yields an
almost complete balance of the total source term Qtot across the entire spectrum for
a fully-developed equilibrium state, as is expected.
The balance of the three mechanisms, particularly the stabilizing influence of the
nonlinear wave-wave interaction, plays an important role in predicting the wave spectrum under non-stationary conditions, particularly when the wind suddenly changes
its direction. For wind-direction changes of less than 60°, the wind-sea direction adjusts smoothly and the nonlinear interactions prevent the growth of a fresh secondary
peak within the spectrum. The high-frequency components relax more rapidly to the
new wind direction than the low-frequency components. When the wind-direction
changes are greater than 60°, a second independent wind-sea spectrum is generated
in the new wind direction, while the old wind-sea gradually decays as swell (Young
et al., 1985).

5.3 Wave prediction models
For about 30 years, wind-driven numerical wave prediction models have proven useful
for ship routing, offshore technology, and also more recently, for climate research.
Since the pioneering model by Gelci et al. (1957), many wave models have been
developed in which the complicated nature of wave generation, propagation and decay
has been described. The basis for all numerical prediction models is a radiative
transfer equation (2.177) with an appropriate source-sink term Q. However, except
for this approach, the simpler semi-empirical methods, based on dimensional analysis,
are still used. In the following, we first describe the models based on the radiative
transfer equation, with special emphasis on the recent generation models. After that,
a few of the most popular semi-empirical fetch-graph models will be discussed.
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5.3.1 Wave models based on energy transfer equation
5.3.1.1

First generation wave models

The models based on the radiative-transfer equation are usually classified as models
of first, second or third generation. At the end of the fifties, when the first model by
Gelci et al. (1957) was developed, very little was known about the source function
components. However, at about the same time, the publication of wave generation
theories by Phillips (1957) and Miles (1957), and nonlinear energy transfer due to
wave-wave interactions by Hasselmann (1962), provided a theoretical framework for
wave generation modelling.
In the 1960s and 1970s several new models were developed (Pierson et al., 1966;
Barnett, 1968; Gelci and Devillaz, 1970; Ewing, 1971; Gelci and Chavy, 1978). In
these models the wind input terms Q1 and Q2 were represented by forms similar to
Eqs. (5.10) and (5.16). The dissipation term Q7(Qdis) was used as a sort of limiter,
which prevented the spectrum from exceeding the prescribed saturation level. When
the wave components reached a universal saturation level, modelled by the w-5 frequency spectrum, they suddenly stopped growing. The nonlinear interaction term
Q5 (Qnt) was either neglected or was simply parameterized, using the Hasselmann
(1963) result for the fully-developed Neumann spectrum. This means that in the first
generation wave models, each spectral component evolves essentially independently
to all other components. Even if nonlinear transfer is considered, it represents a
relatively small modification to the total energy balance.
The first generation models have been applied successfully for many years, and
are still in operation. A typical operational first generation wave prediction model is
the VENICE model, described by Cavaleri and Rizzoli (1981). The model is based
on the ray technique, and is also suitable for shallow water applications (see next
Chapter). In a coordinate system, moving along the rays with group velocity, the
radiative-transfer energy equation takes a very simple form:
as
at

=

Q,

(5.57)

which is valid along each single ray. The two wind input source terms, Q1 and Q2,
correspond to the Phillips and Miles mechanisms in which the coupling coefficient µ
is modelled according to Barnett (1968):
5 Pa f ( U cos 6

-0.9)

,

(5.58)

Pw \ C
in which O is the angle between the wind and wave vectors. The term 0.9 allows for
the experimental evidence of growing waves propagating faster than the wind.
In the model, which is basically uncoupled and linear, each energy component is
evaluated independently of the other. Therefore, nonlinear interactions are not taken
into account, but they are partly included in the µ value, as this value, being deduced
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by direct fit to experimental data, implicitly contains all information on the physical
processes involved.
Energy dissipation is modelled simply by establishing the limiting form of a saturation spectrum. The additional effects of white capping were not modelled explicitly,
but it was believed that they were also implicitly included by the adopted µ value.
The second operational first generation model was developed by the Meteorological
Research Institute (MRI) in Japan (The SWAMP Group, 1985). The wind input
terms Ql and Q2 were coupled with the dissipation term Q7, due to wave breaking,
by putting the limit for wave growth in the form of the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum.
The forecasting procedure obeys three sea stages, i.e. the growing stage, decaying
stage, and the case of opposing winds. As in the case of the VENICE model, the
MRI model neglects the effects of nonlinear interactions between wave components.
The testing of the VENICE and MRI models program against the second generation models (see below) showed that they yield quite a different picture of the wave
field. Generally, first generation models provide a wider variety of spectral distributions than second generation models. However, they are strongly dependent on the
assumed directional spreading of the growth coefficients.
Besides some success in the forecasting of wave field, there was some doubt as to
whether these models really represent explicitly and correctly the complete energy
balance and physics of wave generation. The extensive field experimental studies in
the 1970s (for example, Hasselmann et al., 1973) and wind-tank experiments (Mitsuyasu, 1968), provided a lot of information which led to a changed view of the
spectral energy balance of a growing sea. It was found that the principal source
of energy, during the main growth phase on the low-frequency forward face of the
spectrum, is the nonlinear energy transfer from higher to lower frequencies.
The estimated wind input on the forward face of the spectrum was an order
of magnitude smaller than that assumed in the first generation wave models. The
enhancement of the spectral peak of a growing sea was equal to about 3 (-y = 3.3
in the JONSWAP experiment). This factor reflects the unexpectedly high nonlinear
transfer rate and the importance of nonlinear wave-wave interaction for total energy
balance.
At higher frequencies, an universal equilibrium range was not confirmed (see Chapter 3). The saturation law w-4, proposed by Toba (1973), fits better to the experimental data. As the nature of the spectral energy balance was changed, the wave
prediction models required a basic restructuring. This restructuring resulted in the
development of the second generation models.
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Second generation wave models

Three distinctive approaches are commonly utilized in second generation wave models:
discrete spectral models (DS), parametric models (P) and hybrid models (H).

Discrete spectral models (DS)
Discrete spectral models (DS) have been used since Gelci et al. (1957) and Pierson
et al. (1966). The spectral density function S(w, ();Y, t) is represented as a summation of separate frequency and direction bands, for each of the discrete mode points
(iAx, joy) at times to+nIt. Then, the parabolic initial-value problem for radiativetransfer equation (2.177) or (2.185) is solved numerically. In typical applications,
10-15 frequencies and 12-16 directions have been adopted.
The SWAMP Group (1985) review presents three operational discrete spectral
models and their intercomparison: The UK Meteorological Office Operational Wave
Model (BMO), Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Lab., NOAA Model (SAIL)
and Scripps Institution of Oceanography Model (DNS).
Instead of comparing these prediction models against real data, a set of seven
hypothetical wind fields were designed to focus separately on the various critical
properties of the models:
Case I advection test:
a pure swell propagation experiment to compare the numerical advection schemes;
Case II fetch - and duration limited growth:
a study of the wave growth for a uniform, stationary wind blowing
orthogonally off a straight shore;
Case III slanting fetch:
generalization of Case II to an offshore wind blowing at an angle of 45°
to the coast;
Case IV

half-plane wind:
propagation of swell away from the side of a laterally bounded wind
field into a neighboring calm region;

Case V diagonal front:
propagation of wind waves across a diagonal front, where the wind
turned suddenly by 90° from a parallel to a cross-wave direction;
Case VI stationary and moving hurricane:
testing models under extreme wind conditions;
Case VII 90° change in wind direction:
some simpler scenario of the Case V in which the advection effects were
removed by considering a non-stationary wind field.
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The principal features of the models are listed in Table 5.2, based on the SWAMP
(1985) study.
All models use a linear-feedback wind input function Q2 with coupling coefficient
in accordance with the measurements of Snyder et al (1981). Moreover, some form
of limiting saturation spectrum , depending on the stage of development of the sea, is
adopted by all models.
The basic difference between models is related to the details of parameterization
of the nonlinear transfer in the forward face and peak regions of the sea spectrum. In
the BMO Model, at each growth step, the total energy input to the sea is computed
by integrating the sum of Qi„ and Qdie over the spectrum (11 frequencies and 12
direction components). The net energy gain is then redistributed over the frequency
and directional bands in accordance with the JONSWAP spectrum. The transformation into JONSWAP form is immediate and couples all components with frequency
greater than 0.8 of the peak and direction within 90° of the wind.

Table 5.2: Source functions of discrete spectral models

Model

Linear growth

Nonlinear transfer

BMO

Qi„=Q1 + Q2

Total net energy input

JONSWAP spectrum;

computed from Qi„ and
Qdiei then redistributed

saturation is included in
nonlinear transfer

in accordance with

parameterization.

Saturation spectrum

JONSWAP form (Qdis is
based
on Hasselmann 's white-

SAIL

DNS

Qin=Q2

Qin =Q2

capping model (1974)).
Net source function inferred from JONSWAP

Modified
JONSWAP-type

growth curves is applied
if greater than Q.

bution. Saturation is accompanied by directional

Empirical orthogonal

energy redistribution.
Pierson- Moskowitz

function representation of
exact Q,a computations

spectrum with
sea-state-dependent satu-

as function of peak en hancement factor -y and
directional spread o6.

ration level.

distri-
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The operational version of the SAIL Model has 24 directional bands and 15 frequency bands from 0.04 Hz to 0.22093 Hz. The growing sea spectrum is forced to
conform closely to an empirical Pierson-Moskowitz type spectrum. The net incremental growth at each time step is taken from the empirical fetch-limited spectral
growth data and does not depend on an explicit representation of Q„ j. A particular
feature of the SAIL model is the treatment of the saturation region, which is not a
simple cutoff limit approach. The energy in the saturation stage is also angularly
distributed.
The DNS model is based on a parameterization of the Qi source term, depending
on two spectral shape parameters (the peak enhancement factor -y and angular spread
De). This parameterization was obtained by Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF)
analysis of an ensemble of exact computations of Q„t, made for a series of spectra
with different values of -y and 0e. The DNS limits the spectrum beyond the peak
frequency by a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum with variable saturation level depending
on the stage of sea growth.
In fact, the BMO model is very similar, both in physics and in the numerics, to
a one-parameter hybrid model (see below). On the other hand, the SAIL and DNS
models possess some characteristics of parametrical models.

Parametric models
The fact that nonlinear energy transfer within the spectrum controls not only the
rate of growth of the developing sea, but also the form of the spectrum, is significant
both for proper description of the source function and for numerical technique. In
particular, the assessment of the Boltzmann integral requires some form of parameterization. However, if nonlinear energy transfer is recognized as a controlling process,
there appears little point in describing the remaining terms in the transfer equation
in greater detail than the nonlinear terms.
This conclusion was the basis for a parametric wave model proposed by Hasselmann et al. (1976). In this model, the growth of the wind-sea spectrum is expressed
in terms of a small set of coupled transport equations which describe the evolution of
only a few characteristic spectral parameters (Hasselmann et al., 1973).
In the following, we describe briefly a simple version which is based on the observation that the growing sea spectra appear to have a rather similar shape, fairly close
to the mean JONSWAP spectrum, i.e.:
(w, e; x, y, t) = S (w, e; wp, a, ly, ao, ao) . (5.59)
The JONSWAP parameters wp, a, ry, 4, ao are all functions of x, y and t. Therefore,
at each mode we have 5 dependent variables. Note that for a discrete spectral model
we typically have a few hundred variables (10-15 frequencies and 10-20 directions).
Representation of spectral energy density S as S (a;; i = 1, 2 ... , 5), where a; are
the JONSWAP parameters, yields the radiative-transfer equation in the form (Has-
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selmann et al., 1976):
Bat aai = Ti,

at

(5.60)

+ Df^kax k

in which the propagation velocities Djjk and source terms Ti are determined by the
advection and source terms in the original transport equation. Equation (5.60) gives
a substantial reduction in the computational effort. Moreover, the parametric representation is now more consistent with parameterization of the nonlinear transfer
which is only expressed in terms of the five JONSWAP parameters. Equation (5.60)
still has the form of a radiative-transfer equation and is subject to numerical difficulties, as in the case of the discrete spectral approach. Let us assume the undirectional
wind as:
v
gX P

or U=U0 U02
( 91)

U=Uo^ U02 )

(5.61)

in which Uo is a constant. The solutions for JONSWAP parameters , resulting from

Eq. (5.60), are:
or v=

2 9o=Ax )

2

9o=At^^o

(5.62)

where:
M= 3(2p-1), n=7(q-1),

(5.63)

Ax = 2.84 (1 + 1.63p)3110

(5.64)

and
2/3

a Cif 21rof
g

2

2

l

10/3

E=aU4 =ABfr!ro/
0 \ g

(5.65)

in which:
2 4
1 ( WP

aUo 2ag

- OSg2 (WPUO)4

= 1.58 • 10-4.

(5.66)

(27r )4a g2

Thus, we have:
a = Civ2/3
E = Cv-1o/3

(5.67)

where C = B,\.
The power-law relations between a, E and v are independent of the exponents p
and q . Moreover , the coefficient C3 (and C) varies by only a few percentages within a
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wide range of these exponents. Therefore, for practical purposes, the wave field can
be characterized by fetch or duration dependence on a single parameter v. For the
first order we obtain ( Hasselmann et al., 1976):

a

0.032v2"3,

E

5.1 • 10

-6v-1013

( 5.68)
(5.69)

Equations (5.67) and (5.68) lie within a few percentages of the exact solution. Physically, the quasi-equilibrium relations (5.68) and (5.69) express the fact that the dominant balance, determining the level of the spectrum is between the atmospheric input
and the nonlinear transfer of energy away from the central region of the spectrum.

Hybrid models
A parametrical description of the wave field is only appropriate for the wind-sea
region of the spectrum in which nonlinear energy transfer is dominant. However, a
wave spectrum consists of a superposition of a wind-sea spectrum and lower-frequency
swell components which are no longer being actively generated by wind. The swell
energy level is generally lower and the nonlinear coupling between swell components
or bottom swell and wind-sea is negligibly small (see Section 5 . 2.2.3). Evolution of
swell is controlled mainly by advection and can be represented by decoupled discrete
spectral models.
To account for swell components, the parametrical wind-sea models are combined
with a standard discrete spectral representation of the swell. Such combined models
are known as coupled hybrid models (H). An example of this type of model is the
Hybrid Parametrical (HYPA) wave prediction model for deep water, developed by
Gunther et al. (1979a,b). This model is an extension of the two-parametric model
of Hasselmann et al. (1976), discussed above, to the full five JONSWAP parameters.
The coefficients in the prognostic equation (5.60) now becomes:
a1=wp, a2=a, a3='y, a4=ao and a5=o (5.70)
Details of the generalized propagation velocity matrix Disk are given in Gunther et
al. (1979a). The model is only valid in the wind-sea region of the energy spectrum
> 0.13 (value v = 0.13 corresponds to
v = 2^
9
the fully-developed sea stage). When v < 0.13, the phase velocity of the waves
exceeds the wind-speed and no energy is absorbed from the atmosphere. Waves
propagate freely as swell and the problem is reduced to solving the radiative transfer
equation (2.177) without a source function Q. The swell field is represented in a set of
characteristics (rays). For each swell frequency w, the model is covered with a mesh
of rays at appropriate angles and spacing. Swell energy is represented as discrete
energy packets, at points spaced along each ray at intervals of As = At C9, where
At is the model time step and C9 is the group velocity. It was assumed in the model

and for wind speeds such that
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that the total energy (wind-sea + swell ) is conserved in any exchange . Nonlinear
interaction between swell and wind -sea is very weak unless the swell and wind-sea
frequency domains overlap (see Section 5.2.2.3).
The overall model described here is thus, a hybrid model in which the wind-sea
component of the energy spectrum is treated by a parametric approach , and the swell
is treated by a characteristic ray method. Energy needs to be transferred between
the two growing wind-seas in a rising wind, or energy from the wind-sea is lost to
swell when the wind falls.
The hybrid parametrical wave model has been used to hindcast long-term wave
height statistics in the northern North Sea ( Ewing et al., 1979 ). It provides estimates
of significant wave height without bias and with r.m.s. error of about 0.7 m, compared
with wave recordings of a set of 40 storms. Moreover , the capability of a parametrical
wave model to predict the sea state for highly variable wind fields was demonstrated
by Gunther et al. (1979b).

The intercomparison of various types of, models by The SWAMP group (1985)
yields the following conclusions:
1. The second generation ( H) and ( DS), based on a fundamentally different spectral energy balance, yield different relations between space and time variables
in the development of a wind-sea.
2. All second generation models suffer from limitations in the parameterization of
the nonlinear energy transfer Q,a. They perform satisfactorily for the standard
fetch- and duration-limited growth situation for which the parameterization
was designed . However , under extreme conditions of rapidly changing winds,
the parameterization of Qa generally contains far too many degrees of freedom
to cope with the wide variety of spectral distributions which may arise.
3. A hybrid model (H) provides predictions comparable to discrete spectral (DS)
models. DS models give not only the mean direction , but also the directional
distribution.
Some of these limitations of the second generation models were removed in a third
generation of DS models in which discretized continuous -operator parameterization
of Q„, was applied (see Section 5.2.2.2 ). On the other hand , the hybrid models (H),
even with an extended number of parameters , are not able to compete with (DS)
models for extreme , non-uniform wind field conditions . Their principal value lies in
the computational economy for the large majority of wind fields for which the windsea spectrum is able to adjust to a local equilibrium in a time that is short compared
with the wind field time scale.
In the next Section we will concentrate on the third generation DS type models,
which also provide more reliable solutions for strongly varying wind fields.
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5.3.1.3 Third generation wave models
In the mid-1980s, extensive numerical simulation studies, partly described in the
previous Sections, showed that the first and second wave generation models cannot be
applied for all wind fields, especially for extreme situations for which wave prediction
is particularly needed. At the sirae time, numerical improvements in the computation
of the Boltzmann-type integral had been developed by Hasselmann et al. (1985) and
Snyder et al. (1993). These improvements overcame the basic numerical difficulties
of the second generation wave models and were used in the third generation model
which was developed within the framework of the WAM (Wave Modelling) program.
The model was described in great detail in a book recently published by Komen et
al. (1994).
The first implementation of a third generation wave model was published in 1988
(The WAMDI Group, 1988; The WAMDI denotes The Wave Model Development
and Implementation group). The most important new features of the model are the
following:
• A parameterization of the exact nonlinear transfer source function contains the
same number of degrees of freedom as the spectrum itself. In the model, the
discrete interaction approximation of Hasselmann et al. (1985) was used.
• The energy balance was closed by specifying the unknown dissipation source
function. The function corresponds to the form proposed by Komen et al.
(1984). The dissipation was tuned to reproduce the observed fetch-limited wave
growth and the fully-developed Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum.
In the model, the evolution of the two-dimensional spectrum S (w, 6, 0, A, t) as a
function of latitude 0 and longitude A on the spherical earth is governed by the
radiative-transfer equation (The WAMDI Group, 1988; Komen et al., 1994):
at + (Cos ^) r a (¢ cos ^S) + as (AS) + a6 (6S) = Q, (5.71)
in which:
= dtO = CgR-r cos 6

dt Cy

sin 6 (R cos c)-r

(5.72)

dE)
6 = de = C9 sin 6 tan OR r

C9 is a wave group and R is a radius of the earth.
The source function Q contains the three basic terms Q^nl), Qa and Qdie. The
Q
wind input and dissipation source functions in and Qdj, are based on the forms,
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discussed in previous Sections, with small modification of term Qdi,, i.e. the mean
frequency uD in the third generation wave model was replaced by the inverse of the
mean period:
= [E-1 J

(w,)w1dwde]' .

(5.73)

Therefore, the term Qdi, takes the form:
2
5 (W) 2
Qdi, _ -2.33. 10- w S,

(5.74)

( WapM

where:
a = E Wog-2, aPM = 0.66 aPM.

(5.75)

The third source term, the nonlinear interaction term is represented by the discrete interaction operator parameterization, suggested by Hasselmann et al. (1985).
The basic advantage of such parameterization is reduction of the five-dimensional
continuum of all resonant quadruplets (Eq. (5.31)) to a two-dimensional continuum
(for more information see Section 5.2.2). The third generation wave model contains
25 frequency bands on a logarithmic scale with Aw/w = 0.1, spanning a frequency
range
= 9.8. The directional resolution is 30°. A high-frequency limit wh f
of the prognostic region of the spectrum, was adopted as:
whf = min {w,,,a.,, max [2.5w, 4wPM]},

(5.76)

and beyond the high-frequency limit a tail w-4 was added as:
(w, ) = S (hf, ) ( ±)

for w > whf.

(5.77)

whf

Numerical tests showed that the model is not sensitive to the precise form of the
tail. The WAM model utilizes a semi-implicit time integration scheme to calculate
the change of energy density OS in the time step At from the source terms Q, i.e.:

AS (w, 0 ) =

S (w, 0)
1 - 0.5D (w, O) AtOt'

(5.78)

in which V is determined by the source terms Qsn ), Q„ j and Qdi3.

Implementation of the model for some regions (the North Atlantic or the Gulf of
Mexico) was done with a 1/4° x 1/2° latitude-longitude resolution. The model was
also implemented on the global scale with a 3° x 3° resolution. For the numerical
implementation of the model, we refer the reader to The WAMDI group (1988) and
Komen et al. (1994).
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The model was tuned to simulate the standard infinite -depth , fetch limited growth
case. After tuning , the model was applied without further adjustments to a series
of hindcast cases involving a strongly variable wind field. In particular , six windcast
studies of North Atlantic-North Sea and three severe hurricanes ( Camille , 1969; Anita,
1977; and Frederick, 1979) in the Gulf of Mexico were selected for comparison. The
overall performance of the third generation wave model was good.

Though, the model was tuned to simple fetch and time-duration situations , it also
provides better ( than first and second generation models) representation of spectral
details in the hurricane wave regime.
In Table 5.3, the predicted significant wave height is compared with the measured
height during the peak sea states at the sites in the three hurricanes studied.
A hindcast study for wind derived from the entire 96-day global SEASAT scatterometer data was also carried out. The results were generally consistent with the
wave height fields derived from the SEASAT altimeter data (see also Chapter 8).

Table 5 . 3: Comparison of the predicted significant wave height with measured height
hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico.

Storm

Camille

Anita

Frederick

Site

Measured (m)

Hindcast (m)

ODGPSTN1
ODGPSTN2

13.6
7.9

13.5
9.0

EB04
EB71
EI133

5.4
6.6
6.0

4.8
7.7
5.1

42003

8.9

9.3

Cognac

8.5

8.1
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To illustrate a general feature of the global wave hindcast, more extensive verification of the third generation wave model WAM was reported by Romeiser (1993). The
performance of the model on a global scale has been investigated using the GEOSAT
radar altimeter data for the entire year of 1988. In general, the correlation between
the model results and the GEOSAT data, for the entire year of 1988, is 0.98. The
underestimation of WAM wave heights for the southern hemisphere and the tropical
region varies with the season. An underestimation of up to about 30% is observed
during May through September, while relatively good agreement is found for the rest
of the year.
An opposite effect was observed in the North Pacific, where the WAM wave heights
were overestimated by 10% to 40%. For the northern Indian Ocean, influenced by
monsoons, the WAM wave heights were overestimated during the winter season.
In addition to testing of the WAM model on the global scale, this model was
implemented for the Mediterranean Sea (Cavaleri et al., 1991; Dell'Osso et al., 1992).
The Mediterranean basin has a complicated geometry and is almost completely surrounded by mountain ridges. Because of the complicated orography, the accuracy of
the input wind fields plays a crucial role in wave model performance. Verification of
the wind and wave forecast shows that, to obtain a realistic prediction of wave height,
it is necessary to increase the horizontal resolution of the model of which the grid size
should be smaller than 40 km.
Satellite measurements of wind and wave fields on the global scale provide wave
modelers with a new and extensive set of data. As ocean wave prediction models
are very sensitive to errors in the wind field, the question of the impact on wave
predictions of wind measurements, obtained using satellite scatterometers, is also of
interest. Conversely, since a wave model is such a sensitive measuring device for
the wind field, the quality of scatterometer data may be checked using the satellite
altimeter wave height data.
The mutual consistency of the satellite data of scatterometer winds and altimeter
wave heights obtained from satellites is examined by assimilation analysis. As wind
and waves form a coupled system, the simultaneous assimilation of wind and wave
data is considered. Assimilation means finding those model results which best fit the
observations and the first-guess fields. More information on assimilation techniques
is given in the papers by Janssen et al. (1989), de Las Heras and Janssen (1992),
Lionello et al. (1992), Bauer et al. (1992) and in Section 9.4.
The third generation wave model is heavily based on numerical manipulation and
numerical errors are inseparable from wave forecasts. The most important sources of
such errors and the methods of reducing or eliminating them are discussed by Tolman
(1992).
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5.3.2 Empirical prediction models
5.3.2.1 Fetch- and time-limited wave growth
In Section 2.2 we demonstrated the usefulness of dimensional analysis for evaluation of
wave spectrum shape. Dimensional principles have also had a considerable impact on
wind-wave predictions, when more sophisticated numerical models were not available.
Relations (2.65) indicate that characteristic wave parameters in deep water depend
on wind speed U, wind fetch X, and wind duration t. The wind fetch X is the
distance over which the waves propagate under the sustained influence of wind. Wind
fetch is limited by land boundaries, up-wind from the given point and by the extent
of atmospheric systems. The definition of wind fetch should be modified if wind
direction is changing along the path of wave propagation. Waves may propagate in
all directions from the area of generation. The amount of wave energy propagated in a
particular direction is described by the directional spreading function D(e). Usually
the wave energy substantially decreases for waves propagating at angles greater than
- 301 against the dominant wave direction.

0.12 -

0. 10 -

Wind speed U =15m/s

0.08 Y

0.06 -

0.04 -^

0.02 -^

0.00

T-'-`r"'-IT-1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
time (hours)

9 10 11 12

Figure 5.6: Duration-limited curves for points A and B.
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The duration of wind t is a time during which the waves are propagated under
the sustained influence of wind. Wave energy cannot grow infinitely even if the wind
is maintained in the same direction as the wave propagation. At a particular fetch or
at a particular time, waves reach a saturation level when wind input is balanced by
energy dissipation due to bottom friction, breaking etc.
We now demonstrate the saturation stage in the simple case of waves induced by
wind (wind speed U = 15 m/s), blowing offshore normally to an elongated straight
shoreline. Two points, A and B, located at distances XA = 50 km and XB = 100
km, from the shoreline were selected.
Figure 5.6 illustrates wave height growth (in time) at points A and B. At point
A waves grow till time tAlim = 6.04 hours, when they reach the saturation stage. The
time tAlim is a time required for the wave field at fetch XA to become fetch-limited if
the wind has speed U. The continuing duration of the wind cannot generate further
wave growth. Therefore, if 0 < t < tAlim, the wind field is duration-limited while
for t > tAlim, the wave field is fetch-limited. For point B, located at a distance of
XB = 100km, (XB > XA), the time of the approach of the wave field to saturation
stage is equal to tBlim = 9.8 hours.

1E+0

1E+1 1E+2 1E+3
non-dimensional fetch

1E+4 1E+5

Krylov's prediction
Figure 5.7 : Simultaneous fetch-duration relationships :
model; - - - Donelan's model; - • • - •• SMB model ; - - - - - JONSWAP model.
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The relationships between distances XA and XB, and corresponding times tA,i,,,
and tBIIm , depend on the particular prediction model . In our case, the growth rates
were calculated using relationships ( 5.84) and ( 5.86) (see below).
In general , the position of points A and B on the non-dimensional fetch duration
plane results from the assumption that wave energy propagates at the group velocity.
In the deep sea we have:
dx = C91

(5.79)

dt
in which x corresponds to sustained wind direction. Rewriting Eq. (5.79) as dt =
C dx and integrating it, we obtain:
C9
gtx = r9 X / U2

I

Cg

d (gx) = F (U21 .

l

(5.80)

The duration tX and equivalent distance X correspond to the situation when the
sea state is neither fetch nor duration-limited. Figure 5.7 shows the simultaneous
fetch-duration relationship, predicted by some prediction models discussed below.
5.3.2.2

JONSWAP prediction graphs

The prediction formulas for a fetch-limited condition, resulting from the JONSWAP
experiment (Hasselmann et al., 1973) are (see Eqs. (3.91) and (3.92)):
(5.81)

aU42=1.6.10 7(U ),
21

WP

TP

( _2 _ )

-0.33

( 1
7a \UI \ U2 /

( 5 . 82 )

In the earlier methods, the prediction graphs were presented in terms of the significant wave height H, and corresponding period T,. The significant wave period T, is
sometimes multiplied by a constant (1.06 or 1.05) to estimate TP; in practice, however,
a value of unity is often used.
Using Eqs. (5.81) and (5.82), we obtain for H,ho and TP as:
2

16U4 =1.6 10'(U2 I,

(5.83)

or

o.s

9 U2° =

1.6 10 -3 ( l
( U2 /

(5.84)

and

UP

0.33

= 0.286 (U 1/

(5.85)
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The time tut„, is required for the wave field at fetch X to become fetch-limited, if the
wind having speed U is given by Eq. (5.80). Taking into account that in deep water
C9 = 4 P- and using Eq. (5.85), we obtain:
U I I2/3
/g
tX = 65.9 9
.

(5.86)

U /

Equations ( 5.84), (5.85 ) and (5 . 86) provide an estimate of the significant wave height
and significant wave period in a fetch-limited stage.
A measurement of fetch-limited wave growth is relatively straightforward. Measurement of the growth of waves with time is consequently more difficult , for there
are widely differing estimates of the growth of waves with time. The parametric wave
prediction model developed by Hasselmann et al. (1976 ), discussed above, also provides estimates of the significant wave height and peak periods over time. Assuming
that the wind is constant in space and time (p = g = 0 in Eq . ( 5.61)), the model
gives the following expressions for Hno and Tp:

gU2'0 = 8.033

l s/7
i
• 10-5 U /

(5.87)

and
3/7

UP = 5.95 10 - 2 (J

(5.88)

)

The expression ( 5.87) follows from Eq . ( 5.65) in which B = 0.031, i.e.:

U4

-10/3

3

22

= 4.898 10-s
[16.8(U0

0

/

J

(5.89)

or
2
aU4

2

(

10 7

= 4.03-10-10

0

/
vo

(5.90)

Using H,,,,o = 4a(, we obtain Eq. (5.87). It should be noted that time to r can also be
estimated through a comparison of Eqs. ( 5.84) and ( 5.87), i.e.:
g

7/10

tX = 65.9 9 ( U2 ) ,
which is in agreement with Eq. (5.86).

(5.91)
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5.3.2.3 SPM prediction graphs
The JONSWAP prediction formulas are the basis for the prediction graphs, given in
the 1984 version of the Shore Protection Manual (SPM, 1984). The Shore Protection
Manual of the U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center has been and continues
to be a widely used guide in coastal engineering . For simplified wave predictions, the
first three editions of SPM (1973, 1975, 1977) give graphs and formulas using the
SMB (see below) formulation. In these editions, the wind speed recommended for
use, is `the mean surface wind speed'. There is almost no discussion of the windspeed dependence on elevation or air-sea temperature difference.
In the latest edition of the SPM, the cosine-averaged fetch computation of the earlier editions is replaced with an arithmetically-averaged fetch over the wind direction
±15°. Also, there is much more information on wind input. To adjust wind speed,
measured at elevation z to a 10 m height, the following relationship is used:
\ 1/7

U10 = U. l(10 I z < 20m. (5.92)
x/
Moreover, two additional correction factors are proposed, i.e. factor RL to compensate
for overland (UL) to overwater (Uw) wind-speed differences, and a factor RT for
stability effects of air-water temperature differences. To compensate for the observed
nonlinear relationship between stress and wind speed, the SMP (1984) introduces an
adjusted wind-speed factor UA, where:
UA = 0.71 U.23 = 0.71(RTU)1.23 (5.93)
where Up = RT U.
The stability correction factor RT as a function of air-sea temperature difference
is given in Fig. 5.8.
The attempt of using an effective wind speed UA is justified by two assumptions:
1. fetch-limited wave growth scales with friction velocity u. rather than wind speed
Up, and
2. the relationship between u.. and Up for open ocean data applies directly to
fetch-limited conditions.
The prediction formulas are the same as the JONSWAP formulas, except that Up is
replaced by UA, i.e.:

gH
UA

) 0.5

= 1.6 10-3 I U

\0.33
/
UA =0.2861 U2)
A

I

(5.94)

(5.95)
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0.7
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air - sea temp. difference (T; Ts) °C
Figure 5.8: Stability correction factor RT (from SPM, 1984).
and
2/3

U
A

_

68.8(U2

(5.96)

A

Note that relationship ( 5.96) is slightly different from the original JONSWAP result (5.86).
If the duration of the storm is less than to r, the sea state is duration-limited
and values of Hmo and Tr, must be based on a modified fetch length calculated from
Eq. (5.96).

When both

(

p-)

and

(^'-X

) are greater than 1 9UA L I , the sea state is fully-

developed and time t uil is given by:
9tfull =
7.15- 104.
UA

\

/
(5.97)

For fully-developed conditions we have:

° = 0.243,
9H2
UA

(5.98)
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9T
p = 8 . 134 .
UA

( 5 . 99 )

Some inconsistencies in the SPM (1984) formulation were identified by Hurdle and
Stive (1989). They also suggested an alternative formula.
5.3.2.4 SMB prediction graphs
This method was originally introduced by Sverdrup and Munk (1947). The wave
forecasting parameters presented by them evolved from theoretical considerations
(see for example, Kinsman, 1965), but the actual relationships required basic data
for the determination of various constants and coefficients. The Sverdrup-Munk prediction curves were revised by Bretschneider (1958, 1970) using empirical data. This
prediction system is therefore often called the Sverdrup-Munk-Bretschneider (SMB)
method.
The SMB deep water hindcasting equations, as given by Bretschneider (1970),
are:
042 1
rr
X
=0.283tanh 0.0125(9)
,
U2
U2

9H3

{

(5.100)

1

\ 025 1

_ 7.54 tank [o.o77(

.. )

1

(5.101)

and
t
n
[ist (\U2
U = K exp
)

)2
\2
/ -

1/2

B In (U2 ) + C

]

/

\

l

+ D In 1 U2 I } , (5.102)

where K = 6.5882, A = 0.0161, B = 0.3692, C = 2.2024, D = 0.8798.
5.3.2.5 Donelan method
In a series of papers Donelan and co-authors have developed and implemented a wave
prediction method particularly suitable for fetch-limited conditions (Donelan, 1980;
Schwab et al., 1984; Donelan et al., 1985; Bishop et al., 1992). Donelan's method
does not assume coincident wind and wave directions (6 = 4, - 0 # 0; 4, is a wave
direction and 0 is a wind direction). If the gradient of fetch about the wind direction
is large, one can expect the wave direction to be biased towards the longer fetches.
Values of 0 up to 50 degrees have been observed in Lake Ontario.
For fetch-limited conditions, the T/, versus 0 relation, for a point with known fetch
distribution X,,, could be obtained by maximizing the expression (XO-426 cos®). A
simple procedure for obtaining the 4/, versus 0 relation for any point can be formulated,
as follows (Bishop and Donlan, 1989):
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1. Starting in the wind direction and moving toward longer fetches, extend radials
from the point of interest to the fetch boundary in the upwind direction. Radials
should be at some convenient interval depending on the variability of fetch
length.
2. Measure the fetch lengths and average them over 30° (±15° from each radial).
3. Compute (XO426 cos 6) for the average fetch centered in each radial.
4. The maximum value of the expression (X,°426 cos 6) for any particular wind
direction gives the corresponding dominant wave direction 2b.

For a known angle difference 6, the prediction expressions become:
0.38

(Uc
gTP

= 0.00366 f

g

(5.103)

L(U c
l 0.23

0 . 542I (U g

(5 . 104)

J

Cos E)

UCos6 _

r
0
gtX
30 . 1 I
gXV'
U Cos 6 =
(U cos 6)2 ]

.77

(5 . 105)

in which X,1, is the fetch in the dominant wave direction.
To avoid overdevelopment of the waves, the value of the X,, is subject to the
criterion:
9X'P
(Uc COS -

<

9.47.

104.

(5.106)

If the geometric fetch from the wind direction exceeds that given by Eq. (5.106), the
waves are fully-developed with the following height and period:
gU2`0 = 0.285,

gTP =

7.54.

(5.107)

The basic features of Donelan's method can be summarized as follows:
1. The model provides an estimate of the peak wave energy direction rather than
simply assuming coincident wind and wave directions.
2. Wave direction is found by maximizing the expression (X°.426 cos 6).

3. The accuracy of the model is comparable with the JONSWAP and SPM (1977)
models and is better than the SPM (1984) proposal; details of the comparison
are given in Section 5.3.2.7.
4. The model is restricted to the deep sea and steady fetch-limited conditions.
5. The dependence of wave parameters on the wind and a directional wave energy
spreading function are based on experiments in Lake Ontario.
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5.3.2.6 Krylov method
All methods mentioned above are relatively widespread in Western literature. However, this is not the case with the method developed in the Soviet Union by Krylov
(1966). Therefore, it will be useful to present this method in some detail.
The basis of the Krylov method is a two-dimensional spectrum of wind-induced
waves S (w, 6). Let us consider the wave field in deep water induced by constant wind
blowing offshore, normal to a straight coastline (Fig. 5.9). The mean wave height H01
at a distance Xo from the shoreline can be expressed as:

(5.108)

Ho = f (U, Xo).
Using the fact that H = 27rac we obtain:

Ho (U, Xo ) = 21r

0
it/2
2
0 ft

S (w, 8; U, Xo ) dwd6 ,

(5.109)

where 6 denotes the wave propagation angle.
Let us now introduce the directional spreading function D (0; X0, U) as:

D (8; Xo , U) = f ' S (w, 6 ; U, Xo) dw.

(5.110)

Therefore , Eq. (5.109 ) becomes:
ir/2

Ho2 (U, Xo ) = 2 7r f D ( 8; XoU) d,6.
T./2

(5.111)

As the technology of the directional wave spectra has not yet reached the point where
the more complex directional spectra can be routinely used in an engineering design
study, we assume that D (9; X0, U)
cos' 6 can be frequently applied to many
oceanographic and engineering applications.
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Figure 5.9: Definition scheme for straight coastline.
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It should be pointed out that any directional spreading function can be used in this
method . Therefore , Eq. (5.110) may be rewritten in a more convenient form:

D (0; U, Xo) = f (U, Xo) cos2

0,

(5.112)

and
/2

(5.113)

cosz 0 dO.

Ho (U, Xo) = 2,, f (U, Xo) f
A/2

Hence:
2
D (0; U, Xo) = Ho (U2 Xo) cosz

O.

(5.114)

The value DdO represents the energy of the spectral components propagating within
the angle range (0, 0 + dO). This energy is totally defined by Xo = OP, which is a
projection of the ray OP on wind direction. The distance OP is the so called effective
fetch for point M (M is the point on the coastline associated with the angle 0). The
rate of energy growth of each component is different when we are moving along the
radial MP but it is constant when we are moving along the wind direction. Thus, the
coastline can be treated as a set of energy sources. In our particular case, the energy
for each point (and wave) is the same, because the effective fetch X0 and velocity U
are constant.
In principle, we can extend the above idea for the case of an arbitrary coastline
(Fig. 5.10). Thus, we have:
D [0; U, r (0)] = 1 Ho [U, r (0)] cosz 0. (5.115)
Using Eq. (5.111), the mean wave height at point P becomes:
2 w/2
Hp = f Ho [U, X = r (0) cos 0] cosz 0 dO, (5.116)
where: Ho(U, X) is a known function of U and X, and r is a radial distance from
point P.
For a practical prediction, the integration should be replaced by a summation,
i.e.:
Hp = 2 Ho (U, Xi) cosz 000,

(5.117)

in which Xi = r (Oi) cos Oi, i = 1,2 ,..., n- n is a number of radials.
For later convenience Eq. (5.117 ) can be rewritten as:
Hp = Ho (U, Xi) AEi,
7r i_

(5.118)
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Figure 5.10: Definition scheme for arbitrary coastline.
where DE; is part of the normalized energy, corresponding to the angle range 9t f
09/2, i.e.:
AE;=E(9+ 2 ) - E(A - 2 ),

(5.119)

in which:
feJ2 cost 91d91 1 (1

29 sin 29 \

E(®)=
= -2 --^r ^r
f ^n/2 cost 91d91

(5.120)

It is clear that the elementary energy increment DE; should satisfy the condition:
AEi = 1 .

(5.121)

According to Eq . ( 5.118 ), the wind transfers energy Pt^ Ho (U, X;) to the water surface
along the central radials of the particular subsectors of z9 in the amount proportional
to DEi (see Fig . 5.10).
Let us assume n = 9 (L9 = 20°) sectors within the sector (- ir/2, ir /2), i.e. the
central radials correspond to the following angles : - 80°, -60°, -40°, -20°, 0, +20°,
+40°, +60° and +80° against the wind direction. The number of subsectors depends
on the variability of the coastline and the required accuracy.
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Table 5.4: Elementary energy increments AEi.

Angular sector width DO = 20°
i

6
DEi

-4
-80
0.0088

-3
-60
0.0567

-2
-40
0.1300

0
0
0.2200

-1
-20
0.1945

+1
+20
0.1945

+2
+40
0.1300

+3
+60
0.0567

+4
+80
0.0088

Angular sector width DA = 22.5°
i

-3

-2 -1

0

+1

+2

+3

6

-67.5
0.0405

-45.0 -22.5
0.1250 0.2111

0
0.2468

+22.5
0.2111

+45.0
0.1250

+67.5
0.0405

DE;

The elementary energy increments AEi for two different DEti values are given in
Table 5.4 . Note that the radials at intervals DO = 22.5° are recommended by the
Russian Standards ( Const. Stand . & Regul ., 2.06.04 -82).
To complete the prediction procedure, the specification of function Ho = f (U, X),
based on experimental data, is needed . Krylov et al . ( 1976 ) developed a special
procedure for data preparation , where only the values lying within the confidence
range, were taken into account. The experimental data corresponded to a wind
velocity range from 7 m /s and 18 m/s and to wind fetch from 1 km to 560 km. The
final formulas for mean wave parameters become ( Krylov et al ., 1976):

U

) 0 * ,, 1 2
/
= 0.16 1- f 1 +6.10-3I U

,

J

(5.122)

and
0.625

(5.123)

U = 19.478 (U)
Using relationship (4.130) we get:
H,,,°= 4.004a(= 4

.004

(5.124)

H=1.6H,

2;
or

/ l os2
9 U Z . 0 = 0 . 256 1 - 1 + 6 . 10 -3I U2)
I

J

(5.125)
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Figure 5.11: Dependence of mean wave height H on non-dimensional fetch.
Function (5.125) is shown as an upper envelope in Fig. 5.11.
The wave period T, corresponding to the significant wave, is estimated as (Krylov,
1966):
TP = 1.25T.

(5.126)

The Krylov's method is particularly suitable for prediction of waves in sea basins
with a complicated shoreline and within an island presence. Water depth as well
as wind speed and wind direction can vary along the wind fetch. As the Krylov
method assumes that wave energy observed at a particular point is a superposition
of energies coming from various directions, the resulting wave direction does not
necessarily coincide with the wind-direction. The mean wave direction can be found
as:
Di
Ei i (U, Xi) DEi
=
(5.127)
H2P
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P

P1

Figure 5.12: Wave prediction for semicircular bay.
The Donelan and Krylov methods are the only ones providing a distinction between wind and wave directions. However, the difference between angles is estimated
in different ways in the two methods (see Section 5.3.2.7). In particular, in the Krylov
method, the angle difference depends both on wind speed, wind direction and wind
fetch, while in the Donelan method this difference is not dependent on wind speed.

Krylov's procedure can easily be computerized. To demonstrate the application of
the Krylov method we consider the semicircular bay shown in Fig. 5.12. The radius
of the bay is R=200 km and a wind with constant speed U=20 m/s is blowing along
radius OP, where P is a point at which wave parameters are required. Assuming
that fetch is partitioned on n = 9 sectors, we present wave height at point P in the
form:
=9
Ei=9f12 (U, X,) DE; = >Ho
(U, R cos et) DEi.
i

H2 =

P i=1
The values of function f102 for particular sectors are calculated using the relation (5.125)
(or by graph in Fig. 5.11) and energy increments AE; are given in Table 5.4. The resulting mean wave height Hp and mean wave period T are HP = 3.04 m and T = 7.75
s. The corresponding significant wave height becomes H,,,° = 4.87 m and Tp = 9.69

S.
For comparison, the wave parameters were also calculated by the JONSWAP, SMB
and Donelan methods . In particular , the fetch was assumed to be an arithmeticallyaveraged fetch over wind direction ±15°. Because of symmetry of fetch distribution,
the expression (X426 cos h) in the Donelan method reaches its maximum value at
8 = 0, i.e. wind and wave directions are coincident . The results of comparison are
summarized in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Wave parameters for semi-circular bay.
Method

Krylov
JONSWAP
SMB
Donelan

H

T

H,,,p

Ty

(m)

(s)

(m)

(s)

3.04
-

7.75
-

4. 87
4.54
4.78
3.75

9.69
9.60
8.71
7.78

The first three methods give very similar results; the Donelan method predicts smaller
wave height and a shorter wave period.
The Krylov method can be easily extended to the case when both wind speed
and wind direction vary in space (see Fig. 5.13). In this Figure, the U1, U2 and U3
denote wind-speed distributions and solid lines denote wind direction. To simplify
prediction procedures, we assume that wind speed changes abruptly along lines (a)
and (b). This means that between the (a) and (b) lines wind speed is constant and
equal to U2 and wind speed between line (a ) and the coastline is equal to U1, while
in the area between line (b) and point P, the wind speed is equal to U3.

P
Figure 5.13: Wind direction and speed changing in space.
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Figure 5.14: Calculation of effective fetch for radius P02Equation (5.118) is still valid, however, due to the wind-speed variation in space
the calculation procedure should be slightly modified. We demonstrate this modification for radius P02 corresponding to angle O = 40° (see Fig. 5.14). In order to
estimate the wave energy coming to point P from sector (40° ± 10°) additional intermediate points 03 and 04, located on lines (a - a) and (b - b), are selected. The wave
energy at point 03 is a function of wind speed Ul and effective local fetch X1 which
is a projection of distance 0203 on a direction parallel to the local wind direction.
Let the resulting wave height at 03 be equal to HO3. Along the radius section
0304i the wind speed is constant, but U2 # U1. Therefore, to calculate wave energy
at point 04 we first calculate the equivalent fetch X29 which is required to generate
wave height Ho3 by wind of speed U2.
For a given non-dimensional wave height 92 , from fetch graph (see Fig. 5.11)
U2
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we found 9X2`9. Thus, the total effective fetch at point 04 is X2..- = X2 + X.
Now the final wave height at point 04 can easily be calculated by expression (5.122)
or by using the fetch graph ( Fig. 5.11). The above procedure should be repeated for
the 04P section of radius P02.
In a similar way, we can calculate portions of wave energy propagated to point
P from other sectors. It is clear that the resulting wave direction does not coincide
with the wind direction.
5.3.2.7 Comparison of empirical prediction methods
All four presented empirical methods are strongly dependent on experimental data
which served as a basis for determining of relationships between wind and wave parameters. Therefore, they probably have only a limited area of application. To obtain
some idea about the validity of a particular method, the results of some comparisons
are presented below.

1E+0 1E+1 1E+2 1E+3 1E+4 1E+5
nondimensional fetch
Figure 5.15: Comparison of empirical prediction methods for waves height:
Krylov's method; - - - Donelan 's method ; - - - SMB method and - - - - JONSWAP method.
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1E - 3

1E+0 1E+1 1E+2 1E+3 1E+4 1E+5
nondimensional fetch
Figure 5.16: Comparison of empirical prediction methods for wave period:
Krylov' s method; - - - Donelan 's method; - - - SMB method and - - - - JONSWAP method.
In Figure 5.15, the non-dimensional significant wave height resulting from Eqs. (5.84),
(5.100), (5.103) and (5.125) is shown as a function of the non-dimensional fetch. For
simplicity, the angle 0 in the Donelan expression (5.103) was assumed to be zero. The
first three methods predict very similar results for small and large non-dimensional
fetch (U2) values. The JONSWAP prediction is lower, especially for the small nondimensional fetch. Similar results are obtained for wave period Tp (see Fig. 5.16).
Bishop et al. (1992) used data sets from various sources to examine the SPM
(1984) formulas against others methods. A comparison showed that use of the adjusted wind-speed factor in the 1984 SPM prediction scheme yields the poorest statistical results of the four methods (SPM, SMB, JONSWAP and Donelan) relative to
the measured data. The 1984 version of the SPM tends to overpredict wave height
and period. Moreover, a comparison indicates that for steady state hindcasts, the
omission of a stability correction is warranted.
It is of interest to compare the wave prediction methods for a more complicated
shape of water basin when, however, all parameters can be easily controlled. Thus,
consider a semi-circular bay as in Fig. 5.12.
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Table 5.6: Comparison of wave parameters for asymmetric fetch in a semi-circular
bay.

U

T
Tp
(H

(m/s)

5
10
15
20

0.48
1.16
1.91
2.73

3 .07
4 . 46
5.55
6 . 49

Krylov

JONSWAP

Donelan

H,

Tp

H,

Tp

angle diff.

(°)

(m)

(S)

(m)

(s)

(°)

18 . 0
18.0
18 . 0
18.0

0.75
1.50
2.26
3.02

4. 57
5 . 78
6.64
7.32

0.49
1.45
2.60
3.81

3.30
5.49
7.12
8.42

3.0
4.0
5.2
5.6

angle diff.

Wave parameters are required at point P1, situated at the entrance of the bay at
the distance of half or bay radius from center point P. The bay radius is equal to
200 km and wind speed is constant and equal to U. The wind is blowing along radius
OP.
The results of a calculation for the Donelan , JONSWAP and Krylov methods are
summarized in Table 5 . 6. Both Donelan 's and Krylov 's methods predict the difference
between wind and wave directions . With the Krylov method this difference is smaller
than that predicted by Donelan 's method and depends on wind speed U. As the
Krylov method is also applicable for finite water depth , further discussion of that
method will be given in the next Section.
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Chapter 6
Prediction of Ocean Waves in
Shallow Water
6.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, the prediction methods described in the previous Chapter are extended to the case of ocean waves in shallow water. Due to bottom presence, the
list of physical processes determining wave behaviour in finite depth is longer than
in the case of deep water. The additional phenomena are: the wave refraction, wave
diffraction, wave reflection , and energy dissipation due to depth controlled breaking
and bottom friction.
The linear theory suggests that the bottom influences on the surface waves when
the water depth is h < 2 (L is a wavelength). Since the phase velocity of water
waves increases with the local water depth, the part of a wave crest lying over deeper
water travels faster than the part of the same wave crest lying over shallow water.
In the course of crest propagation, a wave front turns gradually toward the shallows.
This agrees with the common observation that on beaches the crests end up almost
parallel to the shoreline, even when they approach the coast at an oblique angle from
the sea.
The presence of islands, coastal headlands and various types of man-made structures induces wave diffraction. Wave diffraction is the process by which wave energy
spreads laterally, perpendicular to the dominant direction of wave propagation. Due
to diffraction waves are transmitted into the geometric shadow zone at the lee side of
the obstacles. Diffraction mechanism also plays an important role for waves propagating across long distances by slowing the convergence of wave rays and preventing
their intersection. Usually the diffraction and refraction processes act together. It is
therefore desirable to obtain a solution which accounts for slow depth variations and
which allows for rapid horizontal variations associated with diffraction.
As waves propagate through finite-depth region they are attenuated by bottom
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friction. Within the boundary layer in the immediate vicinity of the bottom, the
flow is strongly sheared, and associated with significant dissipation of energy. In the
shallower coastal water zone wave energy is mostly controlled by water depth. At
some water depth waves loose their stability and eventually break in the surf zone.
They break in different ways, depending on the wave height, wave period and bottom
slope.
There is no unified model which is able to predict spectra of the flow in breaking waves. This is partly due to the difficulties of finding a precise mathematical
description of a fluid that is, in general, nonlinear and time-dependent. The fluid
accelerations can no longer be assumed to be small compared to gravity, nor is the
particle velocity any longer small compared to the phase velocity.
In the following, we will discuss the above processes for wind-induced waves using
the concept of wave energy balance equation. As in Chapter 5, depending on the
degree of complication, the three different types of wave prediction models are discussed. Moreover, the shallow water version of the empirical prediction models are
described and compared.

6.2 Basic wave processes in shallow water
6.2.1 Wave refraction due to bottom shoaling
The simplest description of waves propagating over a slowly changing sea bottom
is given by the so called geometrical optics approximation (Massel, 1989). A wave
ray, being basic quantity in this approximation, is a curve which is tangent to the
local wave number k vector at every point along the curve. The wave number should
satisfy the following conservation equation:

0 (k sin 6)

a (k cos e)

- ay - 0,

ax

(s.l)

in which k = Jk'l, and a is an angle between the normal to local bottom contours and
wave direction.
For bottom contours parallel to the y direction, Eq. (6.1) reduces to:
k sin e = ko sin e0 = constant.

(6.2)

Equation (6.2) expresses the known Snel's law.
Evolution of wave energy along wave rays for stationary motion and in an absence
of currents is given by the law of wave energy conservation:
Vh • (EC'9) = 0,

in which:

oh =

a- a-.
8x2

+ aye,
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and C9 is a group velocity vector.
It can be shown that the geometrical optics approximation is valid only if the
bottom slope is small, with respect to kh, and the wave amplitude A variation in
space is also small , with respect to the sea surface slope kA (Massel , 1989):

Vhh VhA
«
kh kA

1.

(6.5)

To extent the geometrical optics approximation for random waves and to demonstrate an evolution of the two-dimensional spectrum S (w, 8) in space, due to refraction only, we consider Eq. (2.185) in which we assume a steady-state condition and
Q (w, 8,Y, t) = 0. Thus, we have:

cos 8 0 CC9S)
C9 [cos
L

+ sin 8

(CC9S) +
y

+

C,

(sin O_cos9

) (CC9) = 0.
y

1

(6.6)

Rewriting of Eq. (6.1) in the orthogonal coordinate system (s, n), where s is in the
wave direction, while n' is normal to the ray, it can be shown that the wave ray
equations are (Massel, 1989): /
dx = cos 8; ds = sin O; de = C I sin O ^ - cos O ^C I . (6.7)
y
Substituting Eq. (6.7) into Eq. (6.6) yields (along wave ray):

C9

Y)

= 0,

d

or:
CC9S ( w, (3,Y) = constant,

(6.9)

As was shown in Section 2.5, the wave frequency w is constant along a wave ray.
Thus, the condition ( 6.9) can be rewritten as:

C9 S (w, E), Y) = constant

(6.10)

k,
or

S

(w 0 , Y) =

ko

C9o

S0 (w, 80, xo)

(6.11)

9

Let us now consider the simple case of waves arriving at an angle with a parallel
bottom contour, i.e. h = h(x). The Snel's law (6.2) is then:

sin 8 _ sin 80
'
C Co

(6.12)
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where phase speed Co and angle eo (with respect to the normal isobaths) correspond
to a particular point on the ray. Using Eq. (6.12) we rewrite Eq. (6.11) as:
(w 6, E) _

o

C9o So I w, aresin I ko sin E) , io
9

(6.13)

J

When the initial point is given in deep water, Eq. (6.13) takes the form:
S (w, e, x) = tanh

(kh) rr 1 [tarcsin
sin 6)ll
,o . (6.14)
+ sink kh, (k o

L

]

So lution (6.13) is identical with the Krasitskii (1974) closed form solution obtained
by the method of characteristics.
From Eq. (6.13) it follows that:
k
0

sin

e1

<

1,

(6.15)

in which the bottom contours perpendicular to the x axis are assumed. If the water
depth decreases in the direction of the x-axis, the left-hand side of Eq. (6.15) increases
and at a certain combination of w, e and x, Eq. (6.15) is no longer valid. This
means that a given spectral component (w, 9) could not have come from deep water.
Therefore, it is necessary to put S (w, e, x) = 0 for the combination of (w, e, x), for
which Eq. (6.15) is no longer valid.
If waves propagate into deep water, the left-hand side of Eq. (6.15) decreases
and that condition is still valid. The slope of wave rays, associated with particular
spectral components, increases and at some point becomes infinite. The possibility
therefore arises that wave rays may be turned back toward shallow water before they
reach the deep sea. The envelope of all turning rays is called caustic, by analogy with
optics (Massel, 1989). In the vicinity of the caustic line the wave rays approach each
other closely and finally intersect. Thus, the energy flux increases infinitely and the
geometrical optics approximation is no longer applied.
Generally, the linear approach to the refraction of the wave spectrum is based
on the superposition of elementary spectral components. For each frequency, the
energy level is treated as an invariant during the transformation. Therefore, the
transformation of each spectral component is identical to the transformation of the
monochromatic wave of the same amplitude and frequency. The energy contained
in each frequency band and direction, travels along its corresponding wave ray at
group velocity. The shallow water spectrum is then determined from the deep water
spectrum by applying the shoaling (KT) and refraction (KR) coefficients squared to
each frequency component, i.e. (Krylov et al., 1976; Le Mehaute and Wang, 1982;

Massel , 1989):
z 2 aeo
Slw,e)=KT KR a S(W> e0)

(6.16)
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in which:
2 C90
=

KT

(6.17)

C9

a 10
KR- L ,

(6.18)

in which to and l are distances between adjacent wave rays.

Figure 6 . 1: Two-dimensional incident wave spectrum . o(w, 8).
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It can be demonstrated that formulas (6.13) and (6.16) are identical. Particularly
for parallel bottom contours the Snel's law gives:
860 k cos O
89 k cos

90'

(6.19)

and

lo cos 90

(6.20)

I cos 9

Using Eqs. (6.19) and (6.20) in Eq. (6.16) gives:
S (w, 9) = C9o k S (w, 90) =

C9

0

Cgo k

g

0

{

So warcsin

(

sin eo)1

, (6.21)

which is Eq. (6.13).
To demonstrate the applicability of Eq. (6.13) we assume the incident spectrum
S (w, 90, a) in the deep water, with mean wave direction 60 = 60°, with respect to
the normal to parallel isobaths. Let us consider the spectrum S (w, 90, i) in the form:
So (w, 90, x = 0) = So (w, x = 0) D (e0, 60) , (6.22)
in which So (w) is the JONSWAP spectrum and directional spreading D (e0i e0)
takes the form:

D (eo, 60) = 3^ cos4 (e0 - 60)

(6.23)

The following parameters are adopted in Eq. (6.22) and Eq. (6.23), i.e.: Phillips'
constant a = 0.0136 (wind speed U = 20 m/s and fetch X = 100 km), peak frequency
WP = 0.82 rad/s, enhancement factor y = 3.3, and mean wave direction 90 = 60°.
In Fig. 6.1 the initial two-dimensional spectrum S (w, e0) is shown. The corresponding frequency spectrum So(w) is given in Fig. 6.2. Results of calculation of
shoaling of the initial spectrum, for water depth h=10 m are demonstrated in Figs. 6.2
and 6.3 for S(w) and S (w, 9) spectra, respectively. The resulting two-dimensional
spectrum S (w, 9) is much narrower than the initial one. Some spectral components
cannot reach the isobath h=10 m. The main wave direction shifts towards the normal
to the isobaths.
Let us now consider a more general case when isobaths are parallel to the y-axis,
i.e. h = h(x), but the wave motion is not uniform in the y direction. Now Eq. (2.184)
takes the form:
cos9of +sineof -sin 98(lnk,)8f = 0
8x 8y 8x 89
in which f is given by Eq. (2.181).

(6.24)
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0.0

norm. frequency
Figure 6.2: Frequency spectrum S(w) in deep water and at h = 10 m.
To solve Eq. (6.24) we assume that in a plane (x, y) a curve yo = y(xo) is given,
and the spectrum S (w, O, xo, yo) on this curve is known. Therefore, the equation of
characteristics has the following form (Krasitskii, 1974):

dy = tan O,

de = - a (In k)

tan O, of = 0.

(6.25)

It can be verified by differentiating of Eq. (6.2), with respect to x, that the second
equation in (6.25) represents the Snel's law, i.e.:

a6
ax

_ sinO ak _
k cos O ax

a (lnk)
ax

tan

O

(6.26)

Using Eq. (2.181), from the third equation we obtain:

S (w, O, x, y) = k C90 S ( w, O, xo, y (xo)),
ko C9

(6.27)

in which C9 = C9 (w, x). Finally, the first equation in (6.25 ) can be rewritten as:
dy = ±ko sin Oo [k.2 - (ko sin eo)2] -1/2 (6.28)
dx
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Figure 6.3: Two-dimensional spectrum S(w, 6) at h = 10 m.
and
y(x) = ±k0 sin 60 f o [k2 -

E)

+ y(xo).

(6.29)

When waves propagate into shallower water, i.e. when min k(x) > ko sin 60, the sign
(+) in Eq. (6.29) should be used.
To find the spectrum S (w, 6, x, y) in the explicit form, the system of Eqs. (6.12)
and (6 .29) should be solved for xo and 60i and the result should be substituted into
Eq. (6.27).
For water depth changing in both x and y directions, the basic formula (6.11)
for S (w, 6, x, y) is still valid. The dispersive term I I and the shoaling term
o/
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c / can be determined in a straightforward manner. However , the function 60 =
C9
\L
aresin I sin 6 I requires a fan refraction diagram, or equivalent computer program,
o /
for all frequencies and directions. As was pointed out by Le Mehaute and Wang
(1982), the complete determination of the S (w, 6) spectrum requires not much more
additional work than determining the frequency spectrum only.
Shiau and Wang (1977) proposed a numerical scheme based on a square mesh
instead of along a wave ray. To overcome the difficulties in defining the boundary
conditions at the lateral boundaries, they assumed that at the boundary the bottom
topography is defined by parallel bottom contours. They reported agreement of their
numerical results with the Krasitskii's analytical solution. Other numerical schemes,
for calculation of energy spectra due to wave refraction, will be discussed in the next
Section.
The evolution of the energy spectrum due to refraction induces modifications of
the statistical properties of shallow water waves. In Chapter 4, the basic statistical
parameters and functions were described for deep and shallow water. However, the
relationships between the statistical functions for deep and shallow water were not
explicitly mentioned. In the following, we will discuss the transformation of the
two-dimensional joint probability distribution of wave height and period f2 (H, T) in
shallow water zone. Analogous with directional energy spectrum, we assume that the
joint probability of wave height (H 2a), wave period T and angle A is given by a
product of the joint probability distribution of wave height and period f2 (H, T) and
the directional spreading function f (8).

Following Longuet -Higgins (1975 ) we define two non-dimensional variables C and
71 as:
a
•=

mo,

t-T
7) = vT ,

(6.30)

in which a is a wave amplitude , T is mean wave period , t is a time , and v is a spectral
width parameter. By virtue of the rule in the change of variables we have ( Le Mehaute
et al., 1986):
f2 (e, 77, 0) = fo (^o, 70, 80 )

I

J

(6.31)

in which the Jacobian of transformation is:

J a (C,
I__ -9 (£0,10,80)

77,

Taking into account that -98 = -91 = 0, and

96

4900

0)
81

aco

(6.32)

= 0, since the wave period T is

not a function of wave amplitude a, the Jacobian is reduced to:

J _ -9^ 491 498
ado -9'770 90o

(6.33)
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For the narrow-band spectrum we have 8n 1, as in the case of monochromatic
8770
waves . Additionally, .
= KTKR (see, for example, Massel 1989). After
afo fo

substituting 8- and 877 values into Eq. (6.31), we obtain:

ago ano

f2 ( C,,?, e) =

1 aeo
KTKR ae

fo ( Co, no, e o ) .

( 6 . 34 )

Equations (6.13) and (6.16) indicate that ko = KR 1 1e-) . Thus:
f2 ( C n, e) =

k 1
KTKR A ( co,

k0

( 6 . 35 )

77 0, e 0 )

In addition, Eq. (6.27) in Eq. (6.35) yields:
f2 ( C n ,

9) = S(w, E)) 1
S(w, e0 ) KTKR

A (to, no, e o)

( 6 . 36 )

Eqs. (6.35) and (6.36) are universal since no hypothesis has been made on the form
of wave spectrum or probability density distribution.
It can be shown that for a unidirectional spectrum the probability of wave height
for a constant wave period is still the Rayleigh distribution. However, the probability
density of wave period, at a specific wave height, is no longer Gaussian distribution
because KT is a function of the wave period. The calculations by Le Mehaute et al.
(1986), who used the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum with 20 m/s wind speed and main
wave direction in deep water at 45° shorewards, indicate that the effects caused by
shoaling and refraction result in asymmetric probability contours. When the water
depth is greater than 20 m, the probability contours shift toward longer periods.
Conversely, when the water depth is smaller than 20 m, they skew towards shorter
periods. The longer wave period shift is attributed to the shoaling factor which
causes more dispersion on shorter waves, whereas longer waves will refract seawards
in shallow water. Also, the wave shoaling results in the decrease of probability for
large wave heights in shallow water.
In general , the above analysis confirms the fact that the probability distribution
of wave height in an intermediate and shallow water depth is no longer given by a
Rayleigh distribution nor can the period distribution be considered as a Gaussian
distribution.

6.2.2 Refraction by currents in a shoaling water depth
6.2.2.1 Propagation of random waves in an inhomogeneous region
It is a very common situation that the fluid upon which waves propagate is flowing
and that the waves are modified by current. The transformation of sea waves by
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currents is a significant physical process in many coastal areas, for instance: near
river mouths and tidal inlets, in the surf zone along beaches under storm conditions,
and where wind waves meet major ocean currents. The inclusion of the wave-current
interaction is of great importance for phenomena such as sediment transport, ship
navigation, and the forces on man-made structures.
The interaction between short waves and currents is a problem of wave propagation in an inhomogeneous, non-isotropic, dispersive and dissipative moving medium.
When waves propagate in such a medium the kinematics and dynamics of the water
particles are changed substantially in comparison with the absence of current. In
particular, the spectral energy density is not conserved in contrast to the wave action
density which remains conserved in a moving medium (see Eq. (2.186)). Other effects
of moving medium on wave motion are discussed in detail, mostly for monochromatic
waves, by Jonsson et al. (1970), Peregrine (1976) and Massel (1989).

In the following we consider a medium, with a non-uniform slowly varying still
water depth h, moving with a velocity U relative to fixed (S, z) coordinate system.
The observed frequency w of surface waves propagating in such a medium is given by
Eq. (2.170), i.e.:
w=CJ •k+o,

(6.37)

in which the intrinsic frequency o is given by:
a = gk tanh(kh).

(6.38)

If the dissipation, generation and wave-wave interactions are negligible, the conservation of the wave action density (2.186) reduces to:

at

a+

^(C9

+U) =0.

(6.39)

Equation (6.39) states that the local rate of change of a wave action is balanced by the
divergence of the flux of action, a quantity that flows relative to the moving medium
with the absolute group velocity C9. The absolute group velocity C9, i.e.:

C9 8k 8k, +

U•

k
I k, I

> 0,

defines the wave ray direction. The local group velocity

(6.40)

ak

is associated with the

normal to wave front. In the extreme condition, when ak = -U • k , the spectral
^kI
component no longer propagates against the current in that direction. Theoretically,
the local spectral energy density S (w, ®, x") becomes infinite. This suggests that these
components will tend to attenuate by wave breaking or by a lateral stretching in the
crest direction, before this point is reached.
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It should be noted that the local wave number vector is irrotational, i.e.:
(6.41)

+Vhw=0.
at

For a steady state, Eq. (6.41) reduces to:
Vhw

=

0.

(6.42)

T. is implies that the observed frequency w is an invariant under a steady state and
along wave rays we obtain:
i, C9 S (w, ®; x', t)
a = k
= constant.

(6.43)

Equation (6.43), together with (2.170) and the initial values of S (w, 6), x" and ® are
sufficient to determine the spectral density S (w, 6; i, t).
Let us apply the above formulas for the case of random waves propagating from a
spatially homogeneous region, such as deep water, into an inhomogeneous region with
a non-uniform depth profile h = h(x) and traversing a steady non-uniform current
field U = (0, U2(x), 0). Under these conditions, the spatial inhomogeneity of the
problem is restricted to the x-direction with the Snel's law in the form:
k sin 6 =

constant,

(6.44)

where angle O is taken relative to the x-axis.
From Eqs. (6.37) and (6.43) we obtain:
C9S(w'®;9) = - constant.
k w -U•k

(6.45)

Let us assume that group velocity, wave number and two-dimensional spectral density
in the deep water, in absence of current, are CO,
9ko and S0 (w, ®, ), respectively. Thus,
Eq. (6.45) can be rewritten as:
S (w O; x) = (-) (C9o) W _ E ) ) .

(6.46)

As the two-dimensional spectral density functions S (w, O; i) and SO (w, O) are both
positive , the following condition should be satisfied:
k•U>0.
W

(6.47)

-

Locally the wave components must satisfy the condition (6.15) resulting from the
Snel's law. To evaluate this condition for the case of a non-uniform current-depth
interaction, we substitute Eq. (6.38) into Eq. (6.37) and obtain:

U k'1 - (k tanh(kh) )1/2
1 - /I k
w

o

(6.48)
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w2
in which ko = -.

9
Using the Snel's law (6.2 ) in Eq . (6.48) yields:
1/2

1

Uw

kl = (sineo tanh(kh))

(6.49)

Because I sin e 1< 1, Eq. (6.49) can be rewritten in the form:

(1 - U k) > [I sineo I tanh(kh)] 1/2.

(6.50)

When condition (6.50) becomes an equality, then I sineo I= 1. This case corresponds
to total reflection of the associated spectral component.
While the spatial transformation of the two-dimensional spectrum S (w, 6;Y) involves the combined current-depth effects, the transformation of the wave number
spectrum ^ (k) is entirely due to the current interaction.
Finally, following Tayfun et al. (1976), we list the most important relationships
needed for the prediction of the two-dimensional spectrum S (w, e; :F) in the presence
of a non-uniform current:
• dispersion relation:
2
U

w2l 1 - Cx) sin eo

L

o

1

= gk, tanh(k.h),

(6.51)

k = ko^1 - UCo)12(tanhkh)-1,

(6.52)

2
sin e = \ o) sin eo = 1- Cam) sin eo I tanh(kh) sin 8oi (6.53)

Co

/

• phase speed relative to the current:
\

/

\

1

Cr = Co ( -) (1 - (X) sineo I = CoI 1 - U -) sineo I tanh(kh), (6.54)
J
0 o / \ Co
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• group velocity C9:

C9= k = k Im+(1-m) C-)sineol,
o

(6.55)

in which:

m = m(kh) =

1( 1+ 2kh 1
2 sink 2kh

(6.56)

• two-dimensional spectral density S (w, E); Y):

) sin Oo
(1
C
O
S (w,
, x) = 2 ko C U( ) S (w, O) .
x
Uo
1 k Co

[m+( 1-m) C

o

(6.57)

sin Oo

Let us now consider the simpler one-dimensional case. The conservation of wave
action (6.39) for a steady wave train is:

a d
E
} = 0,
ax J (U + dk) a

(6.58)

in which E = S(w)dw is wave energy . As the absolute frequency w is invariant,
Eq. (6.58 ) becomes (see also Hedges et al., 1985):

S(w) - m (koh) a a 1 So(w),
ko IU+m(k,h,)k

(6.59)

1

in which function m = m(kh) is given in Eq. (6.56), and the intrinsic frequency a is
defined by Eq. (6.38).
In deep water m (kok) = m(kh) = 2, or = -, and ko = 2. Therefore, Eq. (6.59)
0
takes the form:

S(w) 0.5.50
So (w).
(U + 0.5C) C

(6.60)
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6.2.2.2 Influence of uniform current on a saturation range spectrum

The shape of the frequency spectrum in the saturation range in deep water is defined
by Phillips' formula (3.16). The extension of the saturation range approach to the
finite water depth was proposed by Kitaigorodskii et al. (1975). We now extend the
Kitaigorodskii et al. formula by including an uniform current. Let us first rewrite the
dispersion relation (6.37) in the form:
w = kU cos e + [gk tanh(kh)] 1", (6.61)
in which a is an angle between the current vector and the normal to wave front for a
given spectral component. Thus, for the non-dimensional wave number kh we obtain:

1 - kh

kh = w2

2

W U Cos e

2

)

W2

tanh(kh)

(6.62)

=w.f,

in which:
1 - kh
f (W *'

W u,

2
w2h
w,=->

9

WUCOSe ) 2

W22

(6 . 63)

tanh(kh)
wU

(6.64)

wU= -.

9

Finally, rearranging Eq. (6.61) provides the transcendental equation for function f
as:
f wu cos e + [f tanh (w; f)] 1/2 = 1.

(6.65)

Using the function f, the group velocity C9 becomes:
_aw_lg
C9 8k 2 w fl (w*, wu, e) ,

(6.66)

where:

fl (w., wu, e ) = 2 Lou cos e + (

1/2 r
tank (W 24 f) )

f

J

L

L

2

1 +

2w , f
sinh (2w; f)

1

1

.

(6 . 67)

Eqs. (3.59) and (3.60) allow representation of the frequency spectrum in the form:

S(w) = f r I IF (k, e) k l
C, k=k(w e)

de.

(6.68)
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After substituting Eqs. (6 . 62) and (6.66) into (6.68), and using (3.60) and ( 3.62) we
obtain:
S(w) =ag2w-5 f

f3e)d8,

(6.69)

where D(8) is a directional spreading function , and a = 2B.

Without loss of generality, we assume the long-crested waves propagating at the
angle 80 with respect to current, i.e.:

D(8) = 6 (8 - 80) ,

(6.70)

in which 6() is the Dirac delta. Substituting Eq. (6.70 ) into ( 6.69) gives:
S(w) = ag2LO-5 f -3 (w*, wU, 80) fl - l (w., wU, e0)

(6.71)

When U = 0, (wu = 0) and 80 = 0, functions f and fi simplify as (see also Eq. (3.65)):
1 = f tanh (w;

f)

,

(6.72)

and
tanh (_.2f)

fi

[ f

1/2

1

2w.2 f

, [ + sinh (2w;f),

(6.73)

Thus:
r l-1
S(w) = ag2w 5 f-21+ 2
sinh (2f

(6.74)

which is in agreement with the Kitaigorodskii et al. (1975) solution for a non-current
case (see Eq. (3.67)).
When w. -+ oo (deep water) and wu # 0, Eq. (6.65) yields:
f wU cos 8 + f 1/2 = 1,

(6.75)

with a solution:

_ (2a+1)- 4a+1
f

2a2

(6.76)

in which a = wu cos 8.
If current velocity U diminishes or 8 = 90° (current vector is normal for wave
vector), a = wu cos 8 -+ 0. Then, L'Hospital's Rule yields f -+ 1, and from Eq. (6.67)
we obtain fl = 1; thus S(w) = ag2w-5, which is expected.
For a non-zero current in the deep water Eq. (6.67) gives fl = 2a + f -1/2 and:

SU

= a 2w-5

1
(1 + a f l/2) f5/2'

(6.77)
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In the shallow water limit, i.e. when w. -+ 0, Eqs. (6.65), (6.67) and (6.71) become:
1
f=

f1 = 2(w. +wu COS 9), (6.78)

W.+WUCOS e'

and
S(w) = 2 ag2w-5 (w. + wU cos 9)2.

(6.79)

When wu --> 0, Eq. (6.79) gives:
S(w) = Zaghw-3,

(6.80)

which is in agreement with the Kitaigorodskii et al. (1975) solution for a non-current
case (see Eq. (3.69)).
Gadzhiyev et al. (1978) obtained an approximate expression for the spectrum
S(w) for three different directional distributions (D1(9) = 6(0), D2(9) = 1, and
x
D3(9) = 2 cost 9), assuming the small current velocity U and expanding the function
1

7r

into a Taylor series in (wu cos 9) , and keeping only the linear term . Suk et al .

f3.f1

(1994) found a good agreement of the approximate solution by Gadzhiyev et al. (1978)
with their experimental data on a following and opposing current.
All of the above results are restricted to the currents assumed to be uniform
over water depth. However, currents typically do not possess so simple a form, but
instead have variations over depth. The problem for a random wave motion on
arbitrarily varying currents still remains unsolved. The laboratory experiments on
waves propagating on a shear current indicate that the power spectra of a combined
wave-current motion are strongly dependent upon the depth variation in the current
profile (Cummins and Swan, 1994).

6.2.3 Combined refraction and diffraction
The condition (6.5) imposes some restriction on the applicability range of the refraction solution. If the bottom slope becomes steeper, the ray method is no longer able
to predict the wave parameters properly. This is especially true for sandy beaches
where many longshore sandbars are observed. The local slopes in the vicinity of the
underwater bars are sometimes substantial.
Other examples of steep bottom slopes are those at underwater shoals or coral
reefs. Along the Norwegian coast there are many sea mounts like shoals. Water
depth on the shoal is usually very small, but increases rapidly to 50 in and more out
from the shoal (Lie and Torum, 1991).
The Great Barrier Reef (GBR), located off the eastern coastline of Australia, is
composed of almost three thousands reefs. In the northern section of the GBR the
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reefs are long, two-dimensional structures. Seaward of the reef the water depth rises
very rapidly from approximately 1000 in to a shallow reef crest at the low tide level.
In all these situations, the refraction and diffraction effects are substantial and
cannot be neglected. In order to account for these effects, an alternative approach,
based on the so called mild-slope equation, is considered. This equation originally
was introduced by Berkhoff (1972). In recent years, many papers on applicability of
the mild-slope equation to many coastal problems have been published (e.g. Berkhoff
et al., 1982; Mei, 1983; Dingemans, 1985; Massel, 1989, 1993a).

According to Booij (1983), the mild-slope equation gives accurate results even
with a plane bottom slope up to 1:3. When the bottom profile is arbitrary, bottom
curvature (. V2h) and possibly higher orders of the bottom slope (e.g. (Vh)2) cannot
be omitted.
In this Section we discuss shortly properties of the mild-slope equation and methods of its solution. Let us assume for a moment a motion of the monochromatic
wave with frequency w. Hence, the velocity potential '1(x, y, z, t) takes the form:
(x, y, z, t) = R {_(Xy)c05hk±IC_Wt} >

(6.81)

in which w(x, y) is a complex wave amplitude, 2 is a real part of the complex function.
Berkhoff (1972) derived the following equation to describe the evolution of wave
amplitude V(x, y) in the horizontal plane:

(CC
Oh^P + V,(C ,) V, + k2cp = 0.

(6.82)

9

Equation (6.82) is called the `mild-slope' due to an inherent assumption that the bottom slopes are small. The first and third terms in Eq. (6.82) represent the diffraction
effects, while the second term describes the influence of the refraction.
A number of monochromatic wave propagation models have been developed for
simulating refraction-diffraction phenomena, and they have been applied successfully
in a wide variety of situations (for example, De Girolamo et al., 1988; Massel and
Belberova, 1990; Tsutsui and Lewis, 1991; Tsutsui and Zamami, 1993).
However, the wave heights resulting from the monochromatic models are only approximate estimations of the actual irregular sea state. Vincent and Briggs (1989)
studied combined refraction-diffraction of wave transformations over a shoal in a
hydraulic model and observed large differences between the actual irregular and representative regular conditions.
The representation of a wave field as a spectrum is not new, but has only recently
become common place in engineering practice (e.g. Krylov et al., 1976; Druet, 1978;
Goda, 1985); Briggs et al., 1987). The `spectral model' essentially consists of decomposing a spectrum of the irregular sea into monochromatic components, and assembling the component results by linear superposition. The input wave amplitude for
a particular frequency component with initial direction 8 is [2S(w)D(9)O&AB]112.
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The resulting wave heights Hi at any location are used to compute the characteristic
wave height, for example , the significant wave height (H3), as follows:
• elementary energy L Ei = 0 . 125H?,
• total energy E = Ei DEi = 0.125 Ei H? = o2
• significant wave height H8 = 16a2 = 2 Ei H; .
Assuming that the nonlinearities are not too strong and the linear superposition of
the spectral components provides a satisfactory representation of the irregular wave
field, the improvement in the modelling of an irregular sea strongly depends on the
accuracy of numerical models of monochromatic wave refraction -diffraction.
The original mild-slope model is expressed by an inseparable elliptic partial differential equation. Due to the elliptical nature, Eq. (6.82 ) is difficult to implement for
typical wave-propagation problems extending over many wavelengths. However, the
finite-difference elliptic models for very large domains have recently been developed
by Panchang et al. (1991 ), and Li and Anastasiou ( 1992).
The `open' boundary (where the computational domain intersects the surrounding
sea) need special treatment . This boundary contains, besides the incident waves,
so called `scattered' waves that arise from bathymetric effects and/or the presence
of reflecting boundaries . The outgoing boundary conditions for elliptic -type models
usually are developed as the various parabolic approximations for the scattered waves
( Kirby, 1989 ), or by approximation of the bathymetry outside the computational
domain by a constant water depth . The scattered wave potential in the open sea
is described using a Fourier-Bessel series and the external and internal solutions are
matched by minimizing the overall error functional along the boundary (Xu and
Panchang , 1993).
Because of the difficulties with the solution of elliptic-type equations , the theory
based on parabolic approximation has been developed and has emerged as a powerful tool for studying combined wave refraction and diffraction phenomena in shallow
water ( Radder , 1979; Kirby and Dalrymple, 1983 ). The practical advantages over
more accurate elliptic equations are that numerical integration can be obtained by
marching from a deep water region toward the shoreline . Although easy to use, the
parabolic approximation has two important limitations , i.e. the waves must have
a principal propagation direction , since diffraction effects are restricted to the perpendicular direction only, and the reflected components of the waves in the negative
direction should be negligibly small. In order to satisfy this requirement , a curvilinear
coordinate system is sometimes applied ( Isobe, 1987 ). Panchang et al. (1990 ) applied
the parabolic approximation model to simulate the irregular wave propagation over
an underwater shoal . The comparison with experiments by Vincent and Briggs (1989)
confirms the usefulness of the parabolic approximation.
It is known that the mild-slope equation satisfies the conservation law for the energy flux. Let us show now that the time-dependent mild-slope equation , governing
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the propagation of waves in the presence of a varying depth and current, satisfies
the conservation law for the wave action . In the presence of a large ambient current U(x, y, t,), the velocity potential D(x, y, z, t) for a wave motion in the mild-slope
approximation can be written as:
(6.83)

'D (x, y, z, t ) _ 4^o (x, y, t ) + eZ (x, y , z) 'p (x, y, 0 ,
in which 1 o is the potential for the mean current,

U (x, y, t) =

Vhh,

(6.84)

and
z (x y x) =

cosh k(z + h)

(6.85)

cosh kh

where a is a small wave amplitude parameter . Potential D (x, y, t) should satisfy the
following time-dependent mild-slope ( Kirby, 1984):

Dt2 +

(vh

U) D(p -

Vh

• (CC9V h'P) + (a2 - k2CC9 ) ^P = 0,

(6.86)

where:
(6.87)
Dt at + U
and a is the intrinsic frequency given by Eq. (6.38).
Let us define the potential cp in the wave form, i.e.:
W (x, y, t ) =

0

9 A(x, y ) et0(x,Y,t ) = - igR(x, y)et'b(x,Y,t)

(6.88)

where R = a-'A and,0 are taken to be purely real quantities.
After substituting Eq. (6.88 ) into Eq. (6.86), separating the real and imaginary
parts in the resulting expression , and multiplying by R, we obtain (Kirby, 1984):

at (aR2) +aU • Vh (R2) +aC9 . Vh ( R2) + Vh (ad) R2+ V,. (,Q R2 = 0, (6.89)
or:
(aR2 ) + Vh • [aR2 ((f9 + U)] = 0.
at
Using the fact that the wave action is defined as:
1 A2
N=2pg ,
a

(6.90)

(6.91)

Eq. (6.90) finally yields:
aN +Vh• [N(C9+U)]=0,
which is the required conservation law for wave action N.

(6.92)
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6.2.4 Reflection of ocean waves
Ocean basins are very large, however , they are not unlimited. Waves approaching
the coast undergo substantial modification due to reflection from beaches, cliffs or
man-made structures . Wave reflection from beaches is a subject of major importance
to understand the nearshore zone and to improve the coastal structure design. In
particular , the level of energy dissipation on a beach depends on the magnitude
of the wave reflection from the beach. Therefore , the wave reflection influences,
in an indirect manner, many coastal processes, such as the longshore current and
sediment transport , wave run-up, and others . All these processes are basic ones for the
determination of the design criteria for coastal protection structures . The dependence
of wave-induced forces on the rate of reflection is even more straightforward for such
structures as breakwaters or offshore structures.
Most of the information on wave reflection comes from laboratory and theoretical
studies based on the monochromatic wave theory . In such a situation , the reflection
coefficient Cr is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the reflected wave (Aref) to
the amplitude of the incident wave (A;,,):
Aref
Ain

(6.93)

When waves reflect only partly from some boundary ( beach slope, rubble-mound
breakwater etc.), the phase shift cp between incident and reflected waves appears.
Therefore , in general the reflection coefficient is the non-dimensional complex value:
Cr =1 Cr I e "°.

(6.94)

The estimation of reflection coefficient on a slope was first introduced by Miche (1951).
He empirically determined that the coefficient Cr for monochromatic waves, normally
incident on a plane beach, is:
1
M

2
Cr

for M > 1,
for M<1,

(6 . 95)

in which:
M

_ 1682 tanSQ

2ir Haw

(6.96)

where 3 is the beach slope, Ho and w are the deep water wave height and wave
frequency, respectively. A convenient representation of Miche's reflection coefficient
is obtained in terms of similarity parameter Co (Battjes, 1974):

Cr : 0.1 Co,

(6.97)

where:
tan.Q
Lp

(6.98)
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gT2
is a beach slope, H is the incident wave height at the toe of the slope, and Lo = 27r
is the deepwater wavelength.
Seelig and Ahrens (1981) collected the experimental data from several sources and
developed the curves to obtain an estimate of the reflection coefficient for smooth
slopes, sand beaches, and rubble-mound breakwaters as a function of similarity parameter ^o (see Fig. 6.4).
The reflection from natural beaches or man-made structures under irregular wave
action is more complex. In general, the reflection coefficient is strongly dependent
on wave frequency. The determination of the reflection coefficient basically involves
separation of the incident and reflected waves from a given time series of surface
elevation.
In the following, we present two different approaches to estimate the reflection
coefficient. In the first, the Fourier series representation is used, while the second one
is based on the solution of a corresponding boundary value problem.
1.00

v

d
Cr 0.10

6t

0.01
0

1

2
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6

Figure 6.4: Reflection coefficient for slopes ( ), beaches (- - - ), rubblemound breakwaters (- - -) as a function of similarity parameter fo (From SPM,
1984).
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In order to define the reflection coefficient for irregular waves, according to the
first method, we suppose that a one-dimensional wave field is observed by recording
the surface elevation ((t) at locations xP (p = 1, 2, ... , P). The observed surface
oscillation at the particular point xP is a summation of the incident waves, travelling
in the direction of the negative x-axis, and of the wave reflected from a beach or
man-made structure, and travelling in the direction of the positive x-axis.
The incident wave train at location x0 may be expressed in the form of the Fourier
series:
j=4
rr
S

(

t) (in)
= Y_ a3)
exp [i (kjxP + wjt)] ,
)

(6.99)

j=2
where wj = 27rj / T, T is a length of the time series, and N is the maximum number of frequencies of interest . Under the assumption that dissipation and nonlinear
interactions are negligible , the total surface elevation at a location xP becomes:
.r= 2

( (xP, t)

laIbn)

exp [i (kjxp + wjt)] +

a(ref )

exp [i (-kjxp + wjt,)] } .

(6.100)

7= 2

The surface elevation Eq. (6.100) should be equal to the observed one, i.e.:
j=4
(a(in)

ll

exp (i(pj,P) +

a^ref)

(-i.Wj,P)} exp (iwjt) _

7= Z

y

F Aj,p exp (iwjt ) ,

(6.101)

=2

in which c°j,p = kjxp ; Aj,p are the observed Fourier component amplitudes at the
location of wave gauge p. Eq. (6 . 101) yields the following equations for each Fourier
component j:
a(in)

exp (icpj,P) +

a3ref) exp

(-7^pj ,P) = Aj,P

for p = 1, 2, ... , P. (6.102)

For example , for two wave gauges, Eq . ( 6.102 ) yields exact solution for akin) and a^Tef)
amplitudes:
a(in) -Aj,l exp (-iWj ,2) + Aj,2 exp (-iWj,l)
- exp [z (Wj,l - Wj2)]
7 exp [z (-Wj,i +

Wj,2)1

exp (icpj,2) - Aj,2 exp (iWj,1)
a(ref )
7 exp [z (-Wj,l + Wj ,2)] - exp [i (Wj,l - Wj,2)]
Aj,1

When the number of gauges is greater than 2, Eq. (6.102) is over-determined and
amplitudes a('') and a(Tef) must be estimated by an approximate technique. For
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example, we can minimize a weighted sum of the squares of the errors for each wave
gauge as follows (Zelt and Skjelbreia, 1992):
P

(6.104)

Ej = = WjP Ej,P j,P'
P=1

in which Wj,p is the weighting coefficient for wave gauge p at frequency aj, while ej,p
represents the error in matching the jth Fourier coefficient Aj,p at the wave gauge p:
Ej,P = a3in

) eiNi,p + ajref) e_i pi,v - Aj,P•

(6.105)

The non-uniform weighting is used to enhance the wave gauges that provide more
reliable estimates. The requirement of the minimum of function Ej yields the following
solution for 4 ") and aj(re f ):
P
a(in) _
3
a(ref) =

ECj,p AjP

P--1
P

(6.106)

ECj,P Aj,P
p=1

where:
eWi,p P
Cj,P =

2 i Wj,P

D

E Wj,q sin

(AWj, Pq ) exp (iO^Pj,P)

(6.107)

q=1

The Ocpj,pq = cpj,p - epj,q = kj (xp - xq) represents the phase difference between wave
gauges p and q at frequency wj, and the denominator D is:
j P 12

D=S

P

P

- E Wj,Pe2iowi.p F Wj,Pe-2iowi
W,,P
p=1 P=1 p=1

1

,p _

(6.108)

The solution (6.103) for P = 2, as well as the formulae of Mansard and Funke (1980)
for P = 3, are the special cases of the general solution (6.106), when Wj,p - 1.
The numerical simulation showed that a good accuracy is obtained if more than
three wave gauges are used, especially for broadband wave spectra. Another way to
improve the decomposition accuracy is the proper choice of the weighting coefficients.
Walton (1992), in his field experiments at natural beaches with an average slope
of 1/15 to 1/10, found that the frequency dependent reflection coefficient was less
than 10%, which suggests that reflected energy from the beach is less than 1% of
the incident energy. Therefore, it seems that a reasonable first approximation for
engineering coastal phenomena is to consider natural beaches to be effective energy
dissipators at least in the cross-shore direction.
Elgar et al. (1994) observed that the ratio of seaward to shoreward propagating
energy in the swell-sea frequency band (0.044-0.20 Hz) varies between 0.5 and 3, and
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decreases with increasing beach slope . This conclusion is consistent with the Miche
parameterization (6.95).
For waves at infragravity frequencies, corresponding to wave periods from about
30 seconds to 5 or 6 minutes, the reflection from exposed dissipative beach is much
higher (Nelson and Gonsalves , 1990) and the degree of reflection depends on the
frequency and tide level. Elgar et al. (1994 ) reported that there was more seaward
than shoreward propagating energy in the frequency band (0.010-0 . 044 Hz).
When amplitudes a^`n) and a^Tef) are known , the reflection coefficient Cr for a
frequency wj becomes:
a(ref)
Cr(w7) =

,n
a('

Let us now consider the reflection of wind-induced waves from man-made structures
when only partial reflection occurs . Examples of such structures are the rubble-mound
or other type of porous breakwaters . We consider the simple case of an homogeneous,
porous rectangular breakwater subjected to normal wind -induced waves propagated
in water of a constant depth h (Fig . 6.5). At the front of the breakwater the wave
motion consists of incident and partly reflected waves. The resulting velocity potential
takes the form ( Massel and Butowski, 1982):

I

Figure 6.5: Cross-section of schematic porous breakwater.
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xz t

)

=

cosh k(z + h) +
J2 r00 -ig e -iwt J [e ik(x+!) - e -ik(x+t)1
cosh kh
J- . w l` l J

cos a (z +
h) } dA(w ),
+ E Ra(w) ea(x+t)
a cos ah

(6.110)

in which the wave numbers a must satisfy the following dispersion relation:
(6.111)

w?h + (ah)tan(ah) = 0.
9

Dispersion relation (6.111 ) has an infinite discrete set of real roots fan and a pair
of imaginary roots ao = ±ik . In our notation, only the positive real roots an and
negative imaginary root ao = -ik have a physical sense.
Behind the breakwater , the wave motion is a simply transmitted wave and the
velocity potential becomes:
h

Ta(w)e1_2)
4)3 (x' z' t ) J-^ w9e-mot {

cos cos

h

) } dA(w).

(6.112)

The description of flow through the breakwater, consisting of a coarse, granular material, is a very difficult and tedious task. A more reasonable approach to the problem
is to determine the physical and hydraulic properties of the media and then evaluate the macroscopic flow field in terms of these properties. The equation of motion
within the breakwater body usually is presented in the form proposed by Forchheimer
(Sollitt and Cross, 1972; Massel and Butowski, 1982):
2
at -PV (p +7z) - Ku - C^ 1 9116,

(6.113)

in which v is a kinematic viscosity of fluid, n is a porosity, K is an intrinsic permeability, and C f is a coefficient dependent on properties of porous media.
An analytical solution of Eq. (6.113) is possible after its linearization, i.e.:
vn Cfn2

K 9,+ = 1 77 1 9 --+ fwpnu.

(6.114)

The linearization coefficient fe can be evaluated from the minimalization of the mean
square error between linear and nonlinear resistance forces, when the mean is taken
over time in the stochastic sense as well as space. Thus, the resulting velocity potential
for wave motion within the breakwater body takes the form:

2 (x z t)

_ sR f

ge't w r poe-v)(x+q+
L
oow(i-nfe?)

+ + Qoeo(

x-t)] cos ^ i(z + h) } dA
(w),
1 cos Oh J

(6.115)
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in which the complex wave number is a solution of the following dispersion relation:
w 2h
+ in f, -) wh + (0h) tan(Oh) = 0. (6.116)
To calculate the unknown coefficients R«, T«, P,, and Q,p, the boundary conditions at
x = ±1 are used.

The velocity potential of the waves reflected from the breakwater can be presented
as:
00 .
f

^Ir (x, t )

oo

cos ao( ah
h) dA(w),
w9 a -,wt R«e«(x+q

(6.117)

in which:
Rk - 1 at

a = ik,
(6.118)

R« _
R. at a # -ik.
Thus, the surface elevation of reflected waves is:
(1, (X,

t) =

R

f e -iwt F R« e «(x +gdA( w),
00

(6.119)

and frequency spectrum S,(w) for waves reflected from the breakwater takes the form:
2

S,(w,x) =

R «e(x+^)

Si.(-),

(6.120)

in which:
E [dA(w)dA'(w')] = Si„(w)b(w - w')dwdw'.

(6.121)

Because of the presence of the evanescent modes (when a # -ik), the spectrum
S,(w, x) depends on the distance from a breakwater. However, at a sufficiently large
distance from the breakwater, these modes disappear completely and only reflected
progressive waves (when a = -ik) are observed. Taking the limit x -* -oo in
Eq. (6.120) gives:

Sr(w, x)I x-, = IRk(w) -

112 Si.(_).

(6.122)

In a similar way we find that the spectrum of waves transmitted through the breakwater becomes:
St(w, x)Ix-,oo = I kI2 Sin(w)•

(6.123)

The spectra (6.122) and (6.123) should be used to evaluate the reflection and transmission coefficients C, and Ct. Taking the analogy to monochromatic waves we adopt
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the following expressions for the global reflection coefficient Cr and transmission coefficient Ct:
ar 1 fWS (w)dw
0-i. f0
Cr =-=

}1/2

(6.124)

Sin(w)dw

and
at

Ct

ain

}1/2
fo St(w)dw

11 f0

(6.125)

Sin(w)dw

in which Sin(w), Sr(w) and St(w) are the incident, reflected and transmitted wave
spectra, respectively. The ain, ar and at are the corresponding standard deviations.
Conservation of wave energy requires that the following energy balance should be
satisfied:

Ein = Eref + Etran + Edi8,

(6.126)

or
2 2 2 2
ain = aref + atran + adia•

(6.127)

Thus:
C* + Ct + Cd = 1,

(6.128)

in which Cd is an energy dissipation coefficient.
In Fig. 6.6, an example of partition of the total energy is shown. The breakwater
width is 15 m and the water depth 10 m . Incident wave spectrum is the JONSWAP
spectrum with frequency wp = 0.81rad /s and significant wave height H9 = 3.6m.
Breakwater body stones have a mean diameter d,n = 1.5m and coefficient n, C f
and K are equal , correspondingly, to 0.44 , 0.228 and 5.5 •10 -4 m2. The reflection
and transmission coefficients , calculated according to Eqs. (6.124 ) and (6.125), are
Cr = 46% and Ct = 25%. This means that 85% of wave incident wave energy
is dissipated within the breakwater body. Figure 6.6 indicates that the partition
between reflected , transmitted and dissipated energy depends on wave frequency; a
more energy is transmitted in the low-frequency band.
In principle, the sea spectrum contains all frequencies and wavelengths. However , most of the energy resides in a short range where the wavelength is quite long
compared to the depth of the site of many breakwaters ( h < 20 m say).
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Figure 6.6: Partition of total energy incident on porous breakwater.
For the JONSWAP spectrum most of the energy lies in the frequency band 0.6 <
W < 2.0. Assuming that kh < 0.5, the long wave equations (Massel, 1989) are:
WP

aS 19U aw a(

(6.129)

at+hax=0, at+9ax=0.

They are fairly good approximations for a sufficiently small amplitude . When W < 2,
WP

the long wave equations may be used if:

h

<

(4w

)2.

(6.130)

P

For instance, for wind fetch X = 900 km and wind speed U = 20 m/s, the peak
frequency wP is 0.38 rad/s. Hence, the depth should be less than 14 m. Massel
and Mei (1977) showed that under shallow water conditions, the determination of the
reflection, transmission and dissipation of energy for waves impinging on a breakwater
can be obtained in a simpler manner than for the full linear theory given above. In
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particular, the reflection and transmission coefficients C, and Ct are given explicitly
as:
1 i f eW p - n2

C* =

Ct

( 6 . 131 )

w„ n.
n-i.k.l

( 6 . 132 )

wp 2
k1 (1
1+in -ifeW +n.

Moreover, the stochastic equivalent linearization technique provides the linearization
coefficient fe in the following explicit compact form:

fe = 2kpl

-I1-

( 1+

la 2 22 biotin
I +81- ,
gh ^r h,

(6.133)

in which:
vn Cfn2
a= b
K = vfK.

(6.134)

It should be noted that reflected waves are introduced into particular boundary value
problems through the boundary conditions. The reflective boundary is relatively
easily implemented for the elliptic and hyperbolic partial differential equations (for
example, the mild-slope equation). Although no approximation is necessary, an integration over a large area and a large number of wave periods is a difficult task.
However, if the parabolic approximation is applied, the waves must have a principal propagation direction and the reflected waves should be negligibly small. If
the reflection cannot be neglected, the elliptic type boundary value problem must
be solved. Recent developments by Panchang et al. (1991), and Li and Anastasiou
(1992) considerably improve the efficiency of the solvers of elliptic type equations.

6.2.5 Nonlinear interaction between spectral wave components
6.2.5.1 Narrow-band spectrum approximation
The Boltzmann integral for the energy transfer, due to resonant third-order wavewave interactions given in Eq. (5.31), is valid for any water depth, assuming that the
interactions are still weak. The interacting wave components k1, k2, k'.3 should satisfy
the resonance condition:
k1 + k2 = lc3 + k4,

W1 + W2 = w3 + w4, (6.135)
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with wave frequencies w; given by the dispersion relation:

(6.136)

w? = gk, tanh( k;h).

For the narrow spectrum, and for ocean depths greater than approximately one-tenth
of the wavelength (kh > 0.7), the finite-depth case can be reduced to Longuet-Higgins'
(1976b) result for an infinitely deep ocean by a similarity transformation (Herterich and Hasselmann, 1980). The magnitude and the two-dimensional frequencydirectional distribution of the energy transfer do not differ significantly from the
case of an infinitely deep ocean. The similar relationship between the finite-depth
and infinite-depth energy transfer implies that the basic nonlinear mechanisms that
control the evolution of an finite-depth wave spectrum are similar to those in deep
water.
The exact calculations of the nonlinear transfer for the complete finite-depth spectrum confirmed the above conclusions for a narrow-band spectrum (Hasselmann and
Hasselmann 1981, 1985). The three-lobe structure of the transfer function is retained
for all kph values (kp is a wave number corresponding to the peak frequency wp). The
finite-depth source function can be scaled by a depth-dependent factor R, i.e.,
h
`anl(w; h = oo),

Qnt(w, h) = R ('''p

(6.137)

9

in which:
R (wp r^
h _

X4

r

L

(6.138)

2

1 + wph (X2 - 1)
9
J

and X is the solution to the transcendental equation: X tanh C^ph X I = 1. For
9 /
kph > 0.8, the shape of the finite-depth source function Q„j is very similar to the
shape of the infinite-depth source function. However, at kp = 0.8, the magnitude
of the source function is twice that of the infinite-depth case. For kph < 0.4, the
nonlinear transfer exceeds the deep water values by more than an order of magnitude.
In this small depth the theory is not valid because the nonlinear transfer becomes too
strong for application of the weak interaction approximation.
6.2.5.2 Stokes ' perturbation technique
Field experiments, as well as the theoretical models (Massel, 1973; Freilich and Guza,
1984; Liu et at, 1985; Freilich et al., 1990), suggest that wave transformation in
shallow water results from both linear conservation of energy flux and nonlinear,
near-resonant triad interactions. These nonlinear interactions are of a lower order
than the fourth wave type interactions discussed above, and they cannot be neglected
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in shallow water . To clarify the nature of the near-resonant triad interactions we first
assume the velocity potential and surface elevation to the second order in the form
(Massel , 1973):
1 (x', z, t ) = t(l) (x, z, t ) + 4,(2) (1, z, t) ,

(6.139)

( (±, t) = ((1) (s, t) + ((2) (x, t ) ,

(6.140)

in which:
4?ll) (Y z t

) = /

(M (i, t) =

/ g cosh k(z + h) sin

f wfe

wcosh kh

[k (x cos ® + y sin e) - wt + e] dA(we), (6.141)

J Je cos [k (x cos e + y sin e ) - wt + e] dA (we).

(6.142)

The perturbation method provides the following solution for the second order approximation of the velocity potential (D(2) (x, z, t):
41(2) (i z t ) =

cosh [. )(z + h)]
/I g2klk2 [ P(t) 1
^ I/
w1w2
R(t)
J
cosh (ry(F)h)
^1Jw2Je1Je2

exp {i [x (k,1 cos O1 k2 cos e2) + y (k1 sin e1 k2 sin e2) - (w1 T w2) + (e1 T e2)]} • dAl dA2,

(6.143)

in which:
(T) _ [k2 + k2 2k1k2 cos
The signs

( e1

-

(6.144)

e2 )] 1/2.

, respectively. Function R(t) is a solution
R(t)
of the following ordinary differential equation:

d2R
dt2

correspond to functions [

J

+ v R = F exp (-ipt) ,

(6.145)

in which:
V2 = 9'Y" tank ( ,Y(-)h) ,

(6.146)

11 = w1 - w2,

(6.147)

F = - (w1 - w2 ) [cos (E 1 - 02) + tanh ( k1h) tank (k2h)].

(6.148)

The general solutions of Eq . (6.145) are:
R(t) = F 2 e-`µt
v2
µ

for

v2 o µ2,

(6.149)
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and
R(t) = 2 to-'µt
µ

for

(6.150)

v2 = µ2.

When v2 # µ2, the interaction produce a modification to the motion, which remains
bounded in time. Assuming that v2 t µ2, this modification may be substantial.
However, it is also possible for a transfer of energy to take place from two primary
waves to a third wave, through the near-resonant triad interactions. The necessary
requirements are that both the frequencies and the vector wave numbers of the interacting waves must make the sum of (nearly) zero; i.e.:
(6.151)

W1±W2±W3=0,
Ike

(6.152)

« 1.

kl f k2 f k3 = ke,
k1,2,3

Using the condition v2 = µ2, these requirements yield:
9'Y(:F) tanh (Y(T-)h)

(6.153)

(w1 T w2)2.

If we adopt the shallow water limit as kh < 2 (

> 47r ), then tanh(kh)

kh, with

error less than - 7%, and Eq. (6.153) now becomes:
wi T

w2

=

gh [ki + k.2 2k1k2 cos (01 -

02)]

1/2.

(6.154)

For collinear, interacting components, Eq. (6.154) simply is:
wl T w2 =

gh (kl k2) .

(6.155)

It should be noted that result (6.155) is equivalent to the zero value of mismatch in
the wave number kb.
The value of mismatch kke can be calculated from Eq. (6.151) and the linear dispersion relation as (case of super harmonics for collinear motion was assumed):
W1 + W2

k3

(6.156)

k1 + k2
The normalized mismatch wave number kb (as a percentage) is given in Fig. 6.7
k1 + k2
for water depth h = 4.Om and 0.3 < w1i W2 < 1.30. The adopted shallow water limit
kh = 0.5 is also marked. This frequency range corresponds to a normalized mismatch
in the wave number of, at most, 13%.
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Figure 6.7: Normalized mismatch wave number (in percents) for water depth h =
4.Om and frequency range 0.3 < wl, w2 < 1.3 rad/s.
Using the shallow water approximation (6.155) of the resonance condition, the
mismatch of wave numbers can be presented in another way as:
W1 + W2

1

L01 + w2

(6.157)

9 (k1 + k2)
The normalized mismatch wave number k6 (as a percentage) for the shallow
k1 + k2
water approximation is illustrated in Fig. 6.8. The calculated mismatch in the wave
number represents a departure from the strict shallow water conditions when it is
simply equal to zero. The collinear interaction yields the minimum mismatch in a
wave number resonance condition. When waves propagate in different directions,
interaction results in large wave number mismatches, and hence, in less near-resonant
energy transfer.
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Figure 6.8: Normalized mismatch wave number (in percents ) for shallow water approximation . Water depth h = 4.Om and frequency range 0.3 < w1 , w2 < 1.3 rad/s.
In the last decade considerable progress has been made in the development of
models based on the nonlinear Boussinesq equation ( Freilich and Guza , 1984; Liu et
al., 1985 ). Freilich and Guza developed a set of coupled evolution equations for the
amplitudes and phases of the Fourier modes of the wave field. They showed that triad
interactions across the entire wind wave frequency band provide the mechanism for
cross spectral energy transfer and modal phase modifications as the waves propagate
shoreward.
The Korteweg-de Vries equation (KdV) is consistent with the Boussinesq equation
when considering only shoreward propagating waves. Mase and Kirby ( 1992) modified
this equation to provide better representation of wave shoaling in the non-breaking
region . Moreover , the formulation of the damping term in model equation was based
on the measured spectral densities and the bore model of Thornton and Guza ( 1983).
The resulting hybrid model predicts transformation of random waves satisfactorily,
as indicated by comparison of energy spectra, representative wave heights, periods,
and crest heights.
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Madsen and Sorensen (1993) used the special form of the Boussinesq equations
with improved linear dispersion characteristics, derived by Madsen et al. (1991), to
formulate evolution equations for near-resonant interactions on a constant depth and
on a mildly sloping bottom. For the one-dimensional propagation, they expanded the
surface elevation C(t) at each location in a Fourier series as:
P=-

C(t; x) _

E

AP exp [i ( -pt

- WP(-))]

(6.158)

P=-00

where AP denotes a complex amplitude, p indicates the rank of the harmonic (wp =
pwl), and cp7 is a phase corresponding to the p harmonic.
By substituting Eq. (6.158) into the time-domain Boussinesq equations, Madsen
and Sorensen (1993) obtained a set of coupled evolution equations, for the set of
complex amplitudes AP, in the form:

-1
dA dh P-1

0

0
* Ap+m,
dx = RP dx AP + L.^ Q'+n,PAm.AP-m. + E Qm,PA.

M=1

(6.159)

m=1

in which first-term represents a linear shoaling and the second- and third-terms are
the interaction terms.
Complete expressions for the coefficients R, QM
+ ,p and QM P can be found in Madsen and Sorensen (1993). The Boussinesq evolution equation, supplemented with a
quasi-linear dissipation term to account for wave breaking, has recently been developed by Battjes et al. (1993) to study random waves passing over a shallow bar. The
spectrum at an upwave location was discretized with a band width Ow. For each
realization, a set of initial phases was drawn at random, assuming them to be uniformly distributed over 27r. After numerical integration of Eq. (6.159), the spectral
energy densities at downwave locations were estimated as 21 AP I2/Ow.
Numerical simulation and comparison with laboratory experiments showed that
energy dissipation, due to wave breaking, reduces the total (spectrally integrated)
energy without affecting the spectral shape. However, this formulation is rather a
deterministic than a spectral one, depending on the initial phases.
Using a Hamiltonian formalism, Abreu et al. (1992) derived the evolution equation in terms of the spectral energy balance for a two-dimensional spectra in shoaling
waters. The shoaling and refraction effects are considered through the application of
the geometrical optics (i.e. diffraction effects are excluded), while the triad interactions are presented in the form of the Boltzmann equation. Thus, for a steady state
we have:
d (CC9S)
ds - nl,

(6.160)

in which the length along the wave ray (s) satisfies Eqs. (6.7), and Q;,1 is a source
term due to the triad type interaction given by Abreu et al. (1992). The Qnl should
be distinguished from Qnj (see Eq. (2.195)), representing the four-wave interaction.
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The bispectra measured in shallow water at Torrey Beach in Southern California
(Freilich et al., 1990) provide experimental evidence of nonlinear excitation of waves
with frequencies and wave numbers satisfying triad near-resonance conditions (6.151)
and (6.152). The linear , finite-depth theory does not predict the shoaling of the
directional spectra properly, as do the Boussinesq models, based on triad nonlinear
interactions. In conclusion, we can say, that in terms of the energy balance equation
for shallow water, the source term Q„, should comprise both triad and four-waves
interactions.

6.2.6 The largest wave height in water of constant depth
6.2.6.1 Experimental data
A reliable estimation of the maximum wave height at a particular location is a fundamental requirement in the design of coastal or offshore structures. For structures
located on the sea bottom of finite slope, the design criteria are based on the limiting
wave height, resulting mostly from laboratory data. For example, the Shore Protection Manual (SPM, 1984) provides a family of curves for slopes between 0.2 and 0.02.
For slopes less than 0.02, the interpolation is assumed to be consistent with the H/h
ratio of 0.78 predicted for solitary waves over a horizontal bottom.
Nelson, in a series of papers (1985, 1987, 1994), showed that a significant discrepancy exists between the value 0.78 and that actually achieved in practice, when
waves are propagating on water of a constant depth. In particular, in his paper of
1994, Nelson presents a review of existing laboratory and field data for shallow water
waves and concludes that the upper limit value for the ratio H/h is 0.55, which is a
value considerably less than 0.8. Using various data sets, he has proposed an envelope
curve for both, transitional and shallow water waves, in the form (see Fig. 6.9):

h ,,,^ 22 + 1.82F,'

(6 . 161)

in which Fc, discussed in next Section, is the so called non-linearity parameter after
Swart and Loubser (1978).
From Eq. (6.161) it follows that the limiting value of h = 0.55 applies to shallow
water waves for which F,, > 500.
All data sets collected by Nelson (1994) were shown in Fig. 6.9. They fall into
two categories: sets with the points at, or near, the limit of stability (Le Mehaute
et al., 1968; Keating and Webber, 1977; Riedel and Byrne, 1986; Nelson, 1994),
and sets with unknown distance from stability limit (denoted by the shadow area
in Fig. 6.9). (Keating and Webber (1977), who used a piston-type wave-maker to
generate waves in shallow water, reported that the maximum achievable wave height
was 0.47h. Tucker et al. (1983) measured waves, using two waverider buoys,
seaward and landward of a relatively flat offshore bank of the east coast of England.
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Figure 6.9: Experimental data on maximum wave height and envelope proposed by
Nelson (1994) - solid line. Points indicate experimental data at or near the limit of
breaking. Shadow area represents other data.
Minimum water depth over the bank was approximately 4.5 m at mid-tide level.
The measured saturation level corresponding to a breaking wave showed the ratio of
maximum wave height to water depth of about 0.5.
Laboratory experiments on random waves propagating over a horizontal bed, reported by Riedel and Byrne (1986), showed that the limiting ratio (H/h),,,
of 0.55
applies equally well to random and monochromatic waves. A Pierson-Moskowitz spectral form was adopted and modelled on measured wave spectra during cyclones off the
north Australian coast, with peak period in the range 8 - 12 sec. The corresponding
highest values of H/h ranged from 0.44 to 0.54, which is below the envelope given by
Eq. (6.161).
6.2.6.2 Regular waves
It will be instructive to discuss the limiting wave height for regular waves which are
frequently reproduced in the wave flumes. The results of regular wave tests can serve
as some approximation for wind-induced wave train. However, prior to doing so, we
must clarify the nature of the parameter Fc.
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Nonlinearity parameter FF
An Ursell- like parameter FF was proposed to assist the evaluation of the application range of the various wave theories . This parameter depends solely on the
measurable wave parameters H, T and h, i.e.:
( l1/2 5/2

( 6.162)
F`=\h.J \T h) '
in which H, T and h are wave height, wave period and water depth, respectively.
Nelson ( 1994) found that waves with the same FF value have approximately the same
C t
relative wave profile H . In the following, we examine the dependence of the parameter FF on wave shape , using a more rigorous approach.
It should be noted that the parameter FF provides the following classification of
`shallow ', ` transitional ' and `deep ' water waves :
deep water waves:

FF < 10,

transitional water waves:

10 < FF < 500,

shallow water waves:

Fc > 500.

The most popular parameter for identification of shallow water waves is the Ursell
parameter rU (Ursell, 1953):
(6.163)

U=(h.)\h/2=( 2'r)2(T)2'

in which L is a wavelength.
Combining Eqs. (6.162) and (6.163 ), and assuming that in shallow water phase
velocity C = gh, we obtain:
H

"2

(6.164)

FF = (h) U.

The Ursell parameter , U, represents the ratio of the wave nonlinearity and the rate
of the dispersion . However , relationship ( 6.164 ) indicates that it is not true for the
FF parameter, which is not linearly proportional to the parameter U.
/H
In fact, Eq. (6.161 ) is a transcendental equation for I h) because parameter FF
also depends on h . For practical calculations , it will be more convenient to express
the ratio h as a function of some independent variable, say T2. The substitution
9

of Eq. (6.162) into Eq. (6.161) gives:
2

Hwy

1+0.01504h,25- 1

h - [ 0.1654h;1.25 1 (6.165)
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or:
2
H„Mx_ 1+0.01504h^25-11
9h
T2 0.1654h 1. 25 T2

(6.166)

in which:
h:=h
7
,2
9

•

(6.167)

The non-dimensional maximum wave heights (6.165) and (6.166) versus h are
9
shown in Fig. 6.10. Lower values of TZ correspond to shallow water , while the
higher values represent deep water. 9
9 is almost linear . In particuWith logarithmic axes, the function gT2 = f( 7,2)
lar, for FF values between 100 and 1000 we obtain:
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Figure 6.10: Normalized maximum wave height versus normalized water depth.
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(6.168)

97'2

gT2

or Hp 0.481, which is very close to the experimental estimation given by Keating
and Webber (1977), who found H,,,ax 0.47h.
Let us now consider the dependence of FF on a wave shape. For sinusoidal waves,
FF should be rather small and should increase with the departure of wave shape from
the pure sinusoidal form . A simple measure of this departure is a skewness coefficient
being a measure of asymmetry of wave profile, with respect to the mean water level.
For small amplitude and low wave steepness, positive and negative amplitudes of
waves are almost the same. For steep waves in shallow water , crests become sharper
and the troughs are shallower and wider. Therefore, the resulting skewness is much
higher.
Swart and Loubser (1978) found that the shallow water wave profile can be approximated using the so called vocoidal function:
S(X) = ((X) = [cos2(,rX)]P

(6.169)

(t is the depth at the wave tro•igh. Power P expresses the
in which X = x/L,
variation of wave profile from sinusoidal (P = 1) to the solitary wave profile (P >> 1).
It should be noted that parameter FF was approximated to be linearly proportional
to P (Swart and Loubser, 1978). We define the skewness coefficient 71 as:
m3

71 =

(6.170)

(m2)3/2,

in which:
m„ = f1 [((X)]'LdX.

(6.171)

Using the tables given by Swart and Loubser (1978), the skewness 71 was calculated
values (or Fc values). The result is illustrated in Fig. 6.11.
T h
The best fitting curve for the numerical results in the range 100 < FF < 1000 is given
by:
for given H/h and

71 = -1.2120+0.0165FF- 3.4943.10-5FF +3. 6460 .10-8 • FF -1.4223.10-11F4 .(6.172)
Coefficient 71 is proportional to Fc, but the proportionality has a nonlinear character.
As the skewness coefficient 71 is a function of F, waves of the same Fc possess
approximately the same skewness , i.e. the same asymmetry with respect to the mean
water level. Additionally, when we assume that waves are symmetric with respect to
the vertical planes at the wave crests , we can say that wave profiles with the same FF
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Figure 6.11: Skewness coefficient ryl as a function of parameter F.
are similar to each other. However, the similarity is only approximate because the
skewness is an integral type quantity and its dependence on the details of wave profile
is considered in the integral sense only.

Application of higher approximations of Stokes' and cnoidal theories
To clarify the discrepancy between the observed limiting wave height and that
based on the theoretical considerations of solitary waves, we examine shortly an applicability of a few higher order theoretical solutions.
One of the most comprehensive studies related with the second Stokes' perturbation method was that by Cokelet (1977b). Following Stokes (1880), he used the
inverse plane method in which the velocity potential 0 and the stream function z/i were
adopted as the dependent variables rather than (x, z) of the common physical plane
method (Massel, 1989). In Cokelet's numerical terminology, the breaking condition
corresponds to the so called stagnation point. Cokelet applied his method to full range
of water depth and wave heights, and computed the wave profile, wave phase velocity
and some integral properties. The function

H I = f (Fe) based on the Cokelet
\ h max
solution is given in Fig. 6.12. It can be seen that a limiting breaking wave height
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asymptotically approaches to the solitary wave limit. Various authors give disparate
values of that limit (Table 5.2 by Massel, 1989). For example, the last calculations
by Williams (1985) give 0.8332. In Fig. 6.12, the limit 0.78, recommended by SPM
(1984), is also marked. Moreover, in the same figure, the Miche (1944) breaking limit
is given, i.e.:

(6.173)

H =0.142(h Itanh(2Lh).

The limiting ratio H/h is of special importance for shallow water. Therefore, the
shallow wave theory seems to be more appropriate than the higher approximations of
the Stokes' theory for estimation of this limiting ratio. The first shallow water theory
of periodic waves was given by Korteweg and de Vries (1885), who showed that the
lowest approximation to the surface profile of steady progressive waves in shallow

FC
Figure 6.12: Comparison of various theoretical approximations with the upper envelope of experimental data.
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water was given by the cnoidal function (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1975). The second
order approximations for cnoidal waves were obtained by Laitone (1960, 1962), while
fifth order approximation by Fenton (1979, 1990).
It will be convenient to introduce, in favour of the fixed coordinate system (0, x, z),
the system (0, X, Z) moving with the same speed as the waves. In the moving coordinate system, the kinematic breaking criterion states that the horizontal component
of orbital velocity at the wave crest should be equal to zero. Using Fenton's (1979,
19y0) representations of the cnoidal wave theory, the limiting wave height was determined with the second, third and fourth order of approximation (difference between
Fenton's third and fourth order approximation was negligible). The results of calculation, presented in Fig. 6.12, suggest that higher approximations of the Stokes' theory
and cnoidal wave theory give much higher limiting waves than those observed in the
experiments. Details of calculations can be found in another paper by the author
(Massel, 1995a).

Influence of mechanical wave generation on the limiting wave height
Most of the experimental data reported by Nelson are the results of experiments
in wave flumes. The utilization of laboratory wave channels to simulate ocean waves
and their action on the sea bottom and man-made structures, has become standard
practice. However, laboratory studies of surface waves are complicated due to the
contamination contributed to the wave motion by wave-makers, as the simple harmonic motion produces a wave train not only with the wave-maker frequency but
also with it's higher harmonic (Galvin, 1970). The sinusoidal motion of the generator
does not match the water particle motion required by the wave.
In this Section, an attempt is made to estimate the influence of the mechanical
generation of waves on the limiting wave height in the wave flume. The theory of
mechanically generated waves can be found elsewhere (Fontanet, 1961; Madsen, 1971;
Massel, 1981b, 1982b; Bendykowska and Massel, 1988) and are only outlined here.
Let us consider a harmonic motion of the plain paddle wave-maker with horizontal
displacement given by:
l (z, t.) _ ^(o) h h loo l z sin wt,,
0

(6.174)

in which w is a frequency of paddle motion, l; (o) is the maximum paddle displacement
at the mean water level, to is a vertical distance below the channel bottom of the point
of rotation of the paddle, and z is a vertical axis directed upward from the mean water
level. If 1o -+ oo, Eq. (6.174) expresses the motion of a piston-type wave-maker.
We will restrict ourselves to the second order of approximation (the third order
theory is outlined by Bendykowska and Massel, 1988). The velocity potential up to
the second order of accuracy is (Massel, 1981b):
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4D (x, z, t) =

ga cosh k(z + h) sin(kx
w cosh kh
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- wt) +

3 2cosh 2k(z + h)
sin 2 (kx - wt) +
8
+ wa sinh4 kh
coshl(z + h)

sin(lx - 2wt, + 7r),

+ AF lh
cosh

(6.175)

in which the first term represents the linear velocity potential and the second part is
a potential of the Stokes second harmonic. Both these potentials satisfy the homogeneous form of the second order boundary value problem for surface waves, disregarding the conditions at the paddle. The remaining part of the second order solution
(the third term in Eq. (6.175)) has to satisfy the homogeneous linearized equations
of motion and the boundary conditions at the wave paddle, which states that mass
flux through the paddle must vanish. The wave numbers k and l satisfy the following
dispersion relations:
w2 = gk tanh kh and

4w2 = gl tanh lh.

(6.176)

The resulting surface elevation ( takes the form:
((x, t) = a cos(kx - wt) + a(2)S cos 2(kx - wt) + a(2)F cos(lx - 2wt + ir),

(6.177)

in which:
a(2)F = 2w AF

(6.178)

It is most likely that waves start to break at the first point in which ((z, t) _ ("ax.
To find the distance x = xmax and time t = t.., corresponding to the wave breaking,
we adopt a coordinate system moving with waves with a speed of C = k . In this
coordinate system Eq. (6.177) would be:
((x, t) = a+ a(2)S + a(2)F cos [(1 - 2k)x + 7r].

(6.179)

Thus:

(2n - 1)ir
x max =

1 - 2k

and t .max =

(2n - 1)7rk
(l - 2k)w

(6.180)
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Figure 6.13: Higher harmonics evolution in space according Bendykowska and Massel
(1988).
From Eq. (6.180) it is clear that the distance between two succeeding maxima of
the wave profile is:
LL =

2Tr
l - 2k

(6.181)

As was shown by Longuet-Higgins (1977), the distance L, also depends slightly on
wave amplitude. However, in this study this dependence is omitted.
To illustrate the periodic (in space) behavior of the higher harmonics amplitudes,
in Fig. 6.13, taken from Bendykowska and Massel (1988), the comparison between
observed and calculated harmonic amplitudes is given. The variation of first, second
and third harmonics in space has a periodic character, with a repetition space distance
given by Eq. (6.181).
From Eq. (6.177) it follows that an oscillation of the second harmonic is due to
superposition of two second harmonic components with frequency 2w, but with different speeds, i.e. C2S = w (Stokes component), and C2F = Zw (free second harmonic).
Both these harmonics are in phase at the repetition distance (6.181). In Fig. 6.13 a
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small oscillation of the first harmonic is also observed. It can be shown that the basic
mechanism responsible for this oscillation is the nonlinear interaction between the
first harmonic (w, k) and the second free harmonic (2w, 1) (see, for example, Massel,
1981b).
Taking into account the higher harmonics generation mechanism, we can determine the maximum wave height in a flume, applying the kinematic breaking condition
at x = x,,,,,,, and t = t,,,Qx, i.e.:

(6.182)

u(x=x+„as,z= (,,11 ,t=t^)=C,

Hmax I h (exp)

Figure 6.14: Comparison of theoretical and experimental normalized maximum wave
height.
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or:
gka cosh k ((,,. + h)
w cosh kh

+

2 cosh 2k ((,,,^ + h)
3
4 wka
sinh4 kh +

+ glal2>F' cosh 1((,,. + h) _ C

(6.183)

2w cosh lh

As the maximum elevation (,,,ax is not known a priori, therefore, to solve Eq. (6.183),
a recurrent procedure is needed. Accuracy of the prediction and range of applicability
is discussed in another paper (Massel, 1995a).
Using the input data (water depth h and wave period T) from the sets of experiments described above, the kinematic breaking condition (6.182) was used to
determine the possible maximum of the wave height over a horizontal bottom. The
results of calculations are summarized in Fig. 6.14.

10 •

Eq. 6.166
• Keating & Webber
o Le Mehaute et al.
■
Riedel & Byrne
A Nelson (set 1)

0.001

0.100
h/gT'

Figure 6.15: Comparison of computed normalized maximum wave height with upper
experimental envelope.
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The coincidence of the experimental and theoretical values of wave heights is
good and the difference between experiments and theory is less than 20%. Two
points with the highest error are based on input data from Le Mehaute et al. (1968),
corresponding to extreme shallow water conditions (FF = 1403 and 2314). They are
clearly out of range of applicability of the second order wave generation theory. It
should be also noted that the theoretical values correspond to a well -defined breaking
condition , while the experimental values were described less precisely as `near to
breaking'. As was shown in Fig . 6.14, both the theoretical as well as the experimental
non-dimensional maximum wave heights are smaller than - 0.6.
In Fig. 6.15, the dependence of the normalized maximum wave height H,,./gT2
on normalized water depth h/gT2 is presented . The points in the figure denote the
calculated values based on the input data from particular experiments , and the solid
line is given according to experimental envelope Eq. (6.166 ). The coincidence is very
close. However , the highest discrepancy is observed at the lowest values of T
92
(shallow water ), where the second order harmonics generation theory may not be
applicable.

6.2.6.3 Irregular waves
The height of wind-induced irregular waves does not increase infinitely, being limited
by breaking phenomena. Breaking is an intermittent process and its frequency depends on the severity of the sea. The experimental data on the maximum wave height
in an irregular wave train, propagating over a horizontal bottom, are very limited.
All data indicate that the ratio of maximum wave height to water depth is about 0.5,
which is much smaller than value currently used in engineering practice.
In order to evaluate the probability that waves reach their limiting condition and
start to break, the stability of waves is assumed to be controlled by the downwards
vertical acceleration on the surface of the fluid, at the wave crests. In general, the
probability that a crest of height ^1, or higher, will break, is given by Eq. (4.79), i.e.:

F.

=

Jfi

(6.184)

f6r (C..) dC.,

(i
where C.. = C and ^t =
mo ma
The question when positive wave crests will break, ((, >> 0), is of special interest for
engineers and oceanographers. Equation (4.79) and Fig. 4.10 indicate that the probability of such an event can be calculated approximately using Srokosz's formula (4.78)
as:

-a 2g2
F. =

fb,

exp
\

2m4

I.

(6.185)
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Let us assume a wave record with a time duration of t (for instance t = 20 min.).
When waves are small (moment m4 is small) then the downward acceleration at all
wave crests is smaller than the threshold acceleration ag. The waves are stable and no
breaking is observed. If wave energy increases, the vertical acceleration also increases,
and eventually the threshold value is reached, at least at one wave crest, which starts
to break. The probability Fbr(r) that in a record of duration t one crest is breaking is:
T

bra = 1
N

(6.186)

t'

where T is a mean wave period. The equality:
Fbr = Fy(,r.),

(6.187)

provides a moment m4 necessary for breaking of at least one crest in a record of
duration t, i.e.:
a2g2

(6.188)
m4 21nFn(,r)'

or:
a2 2
M4 = f w4S (w) dw = - g

0

2

In F,(,r)

(6.189)

and

f

a2

2

9 0 2[lnT-Int.]

(6.190)

Probability Fl (see Eq. (6.186)) that in the record of duration t at least one wave
becomes unstable, depends on spectral moments because the mean wave period T is
given by:
m0
T = 2, -.
M0 .
m1

(6.191)

Thus, the number of waves in a record becomes:
t mlt
N=-=
T 2irm0

(6.192)

One of N crests in a record reaches the maximum value before breaking. The most
probable height of the maximum wave ft., is given by Eq. (4.199), i.e.:
Hmax = Hmax = Hmax H.

vS mo H...

m0 ,., 2^ In N.

(6.193)
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Figure 6.16: Maximum wave height for random waves versus parameter F.
It will be useful to determine the most probable wave period T,,. prob associated with
wave height it . Using the two-dimensional distribution of wave heights and wave
periods f (, T), we obtain:
=
T. p,ob
2.0 T
-2
1 + 1 + 32v2(^^)

(6.194)

V

Hence, the final ratio of the maximum possible wave height to water depth in a given
wave record becomes:
H. = 2V

7-

,

(6.195)

in which moment mo is determined by the condition (6.187).
The results of calculations are illustrated in Fig. 6.16, for water depth h = 8 m.
To calculate the spectral moment m4i two different spectral densities were adopted,
i.e. the Phillips spectrum (3.16) and the JONSWAP spectrum (3.88) with threshold
frequency w = 3.5wp.
The finite water depth was modelled using the Kitaigorodskii et al. (1975) scaling.
For comparison, the upper limit suggested by Nelson (1994) was added in Fig. 6.16.
All details of evaluation of limiting wave height of wind-induced waves are given in
another paper (Massel, 1995b).
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6.2.7 Wave energy dissipation at sea bottom
6.2.7.1 A brief orientation
Energy balance of waves propagating in water of finite depth is affected by the energy
dissipation at two boundary layers, i.e. sea surface and bottom boundary layers.
Within the bottom boundary layer, with a thickness of a few centimeters, the flow is
strongly sheared, generally turbulent, and associated with significant dissipation of
energy. There are many possible mechanisms for the dissipation of wave energy. The
most likely mechanisms are percolation and turbulent friction.
The percolation dominates when bottom sediment consists of coarse sand. When
bottom material is finer, and low permeability prohibits percolation and granular
friction prevents viscous flow behaviour, the friction is a dominant mechanism.
The special class of the interaction of oscillatory motion with the sea bottom
is the interaction of surface waves with soft beds. The cohesive sediments usually
demonstrate nonlinear behaviour, since their properties are functions of the state of
strain. The measurements confirm that muds behave as elastic solids at low oscillatory
strains, and as viscous fluids at high oscillatory strains. At intermediate strains the
sediment may be described as viscoelastic material. The incorporation of these various
rheological properties of the marine soft bed will be discussed in the next Sections.

6.2.8 Energy dissipation due to bottom friction
An empirical source function Q8 for energy dissipation due to bottom friction usually
is written as (Bouws and Komen, 1983):
C w2
Qs(w' e)

_

g2

sinh

(6.196)

The JONSWAP experiment suggests that the mean value for C is 0.038 m2s-3. For
later convenience we rewrite Eq. (6.196) in the form:

Qs(`^' e) g sink 2kh

S(w, 6).

(6.197)

Dissipation coefficient is in fact a function of wave motion parameters and the bottom
roughness (Young and Gorman, 1995; see also Eq. (6.208) below). Two different
approaches are possible for evaluation of this functional dependence, i.e. a quadratic
law approach and eddy-viscosity approach. The first one is based on the instantaneous
values of the bottom stress and of the free stream velocity at the top of the boundary
layer ( Hasselmann and Collins, 1968). The drag-law expression is proportional to a
friction factor f, which has to be determined experimentally.

The eddy-viscosity approach (Madsen et al., 1988; Weber, 1991) is more fundamental in the sense that it does not contain free parameters. In the following, we
will concentrate mostly on the eddy-viscosity model. The linearized boundary layer
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approximation for the flow above a bottom located at z = 0 yields the following
governing equation ( Madsen et al., 1988):
8 at u^) = 8z I ^cu . za (^8zuoo)1 (6.198)
in which u = (u, vLL), it. is a near-bottom orbital velocity, u , represents the friction
velocity and K = 0.4 is a Karman constant.

The velocity uc. can be specified in terms of the surface waves two -dimensional
spectrum S (w, 6), i.e.:
u°,, (w, 6 )

sinh

kh 2S (w, 6) dw, d6.

(6.199)

The solution of Eq. ( 6.198 ), written in terms of Kelvin functions of zeroth order ker(
and kei ( (Abramowitz and Stegun , 1975), takes the form:

(2,/) + i kei (2/)
it.,
ker (2,a) + i kei (2/) ^'
ker

u-u

(6.200)

xw

in which

(ku.)
In Eq. ( 6.200 ) no-slip conditions should be satisfied at z = zo = kb/30 , where kb
is the equivalent Nikuradse sand grain roughness of the bottom . For small values of
the argument ^, the Kelvin functions take a simpler form and the solution becomes:
Iu - u^j = r

2 In I I cos (wt + ¢) ,
/ \ id-1 2 1/
{InI
I
o-I +1.15 ] +(2J \ o/

(6.201)

where:
7r
r \
2[in(-u `I-1.15

tan

L

zow /

(6.202)

I

The representative friction velocity u „ (not defined yet) is obtained by requiring the
solution to reduce , in the limit, to that of a simple harmonic wave, i.e.:
U,

Tb
=

fr

(6.203)

2 u b,

P
or:

Tb=

Pr.u+
i n( ^cu.

\

- 1 . 15 ub
xowr /

in which wr is a constant representative radian frequency.

(6.204)
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The average rate of dissipation of wave energy in the bottom boundary layer can
be expressed as (Madsen et al., 1988):

(6.205)

Qa = E [Tbu.] = - 2 f, ub Sub('',, e),
9
in which:
r
ub 2

(6.206)

J J Sub (w, 9) dwd6,

and
2

(6.207)

Sub (w, E)) = w2 S (w, e)

Binh kh

The coefficient f, is obtained from knowledge of the equivalent Nikuradse sand grain
roughness of the bottom and an equivalent periodic wave, having the same rootmean-square orbital velocity and excursion amplitude as the specified directional
wave spectrum.
Comparing Eqs. (6.197) and (6.205), we find the following expression for dissipation coefficient C:
1

C = 1 f,9ub, =

2 f,9 {2 f f Sub (w, ®) dwd9

1

1/2

.

( 6.208)

6.2.9 Energy dissipation due to bottom permeability
The energy dissipation due to bottom friction, discussed above, has been evaluated
under the assumption of the non-permeability of the bottom. Generally, such an
assumption generates correct representation of the surface geometry and simplifies
calculations considerably. On the other hand, the wave motion percolated in a permeable bottom influences the wave forces on the hydraulic structures which have been
founded on, or extended into, the bottom. Pipelines transporting oil from offshore
terminals to the shore are usually laid on top of the seabed, if the water is deep, or
buried in the seabed, if the water depth is small . Under a persistent attack of sea
waves, not only the strength of the structure itself, but also the dynamic stability of
the sea bed is of concern.
It is well known that realistic modelling of the nonlinear dynamic behaviour of soil,
under the cyclic loading of ocean waves, is an extremely difficult task. This problem
is out of the scope of this book. However, to provide some physical understanding of
the dynamic interaction of surface waves with a permeable bottom, a description of
the simplified models will be useful.
The simplest case of a permeable seabed is the bed with a fixed rigid grain skeleton.
Let the origin of the two- dimensional Cartesian coordinates (x, z) be fixed on the mean
free surface, z = 0, in which z is positive upwards. The depth of water is h and the
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depth of the non-permeable bottom is hn; thus, the thickness of the permeable layer
is h„ - h. We assume that the free surface may be represented as:
(x, t) = H exp [i (kx - wt)] =

H

exp (-k; x) exp [i (krx - wt)] ,

(6.209)

in which wave number k is a complex quantity, i.e. k = kr + ik;. From Eq. (6.209) it
is evident that imaginary part of wave number is a damping factor.
For the porous media (-ha < z < -h), we write the equation of motion in the
form identical to that in Eq. (6.113), i.e. for the seepage velocity u2 in the porous
layer we have:
2
at2 = - P ° (p + yz) - K Zit - C

1u21 U2. (6.210)

At the interface (z = -h) between the water and porous layers the following boundary
conditions should be satisfied:

P water

= Pporous

(6.211)

8^1
= nV2

8z

in which Pwater and pp r,,,,,, represent pressure in water and porous layers, respectively,
4i is a velocity potential for the water layer, and v2 is a vertical velocity of water
motion in the porous layer.
The complete boundary value problem of motion in water and porous layers can be
solved upon the linearization of the dissipative nonlinear stress term in Eq. (6.210)
(for full details see Massel, 1976). In particular, the solution yields the following
expression for the complex wave number k:
w2h

tanh(kh) - inM tanh [k (hn - h)]
= kh
g 1 - inM tanh(kh) k (hn - h)

(6.212)

in which:
M

_ M + in22 1
, rn,=
1+n2
ofe ,

(6.213)

where fe is a dimensionless linearization coefficient (6.114). For a sandy bottom the
permeability K - 10-5 cm2 and linearization coefficient fe - wk _ 103, when the
wave frequency was assumed to be of the order of O(1) (Massel, 1976). Therefore, m
10-3 andM - m.
Numerical calculations showed that the influence of the porous media permeability
on the pressure distribution in water and porous domains is rather small. Let us
assume, for example, that waves of frequency w = 0.966 rad/s propagate on the
water depth h = 8 m and thickness of porous sand layer (dm = 1 mm) is hn - h = 3
m, and its porosity n and permeability K are n = 0.35 and K = 1.59. 10-5cm2. The
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resulting damping factor is ki = 2.10-5m-1. It means that the wave height decreases
by one half of its initial value after a distance 2800 m. Very similar results are
obtained for the rubble stone bottom (d,,, = 0.2).
The mean rate of energy dissipation Q8, due to percolation into the porous bed, is
equivalent to the mean work done by the upper fluid on the fluid within the permeable
layer, i.e.:
Q8 =

-E[PV]z=-h-

Substituting expressions for p and v, given in Massel (1976), into Eq. (6.214) gives
the dissipation rate for a given frequency w as:
gKA2k
E[pv]z=_h

V

tanh [k (h. - h)]

E [cos (kx - wt - col) cos (kx - wt - vi - ^02)]

{ wK k (h,, - h) sinh(kh)1
cosh(kh) + v

(6.215)

2

cosh2 [k (h„ - h)]

in which:

}

{ k2h - wK tanh [k (h„ - h)] tanh(kh)
l vw,
tan
=
,
2anh(k,h)
1 + wK k (hn - h)

V

(6.216)

cosh [k (h„ - h)]

and
k2 2k (h„ - h)
tank P2 =
k +
k
sink 2k. (h„ - h)'

(6.217)

A is the wave amplitude and pressure is expressed in the water column.
As the damping factor k2 - 10 - 5 = 10-4 m -1 for the most sandy bottom, the
k ^s k,.. Equations (6.216 ) and (6 . 217) suggest that velocity v and pressure p are
slightly out of phase with each other and with the sea surface . In the following,
we neglect this phase difference . Therefore , the final expression for wave energy
dissipation in terms of the sea surface spectral energy S (w, O) becomes:

8 - -gKk

tanh (k (h. - h )]

V wK k ( h,, - h) sinh(kh)
I cosh (k,h) + v

2S (w, O )

-2Kw2
S (w , O) .
v sinh (2kh)

(6.218)

cosh2 [k (h„ - h)] }

When the thickness of the porous layer is infinite (( ha - h)
plifies as:

Q8 =

.

Eq. (6.218) sim-

(6.219)
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Comparisons by Shemdin et al. (1978) showed that percolation is most effective in
coarse sand (mean diameter d,,, > 0.5mm). In fine sand (d,,, < 0.4mm) bottom
friction becomes more important than percolation.
However, the assumption of the rigid and non-deformable bottom material is not
quite realistic. Observations showed that porewater flow, volume change and deformation occur simultaneously in the real soil beds. While the fluid motion is fairly well
described by Darcy's law, the solid skeleton requires different constitutive equations
for different soils . The simplest approach is to describe the water waves by the linear potential wave theory, while the soil is modelled by equations developed by Biot
(1941). Those equations, which model the soil skeleton as an elastic continuum, can
be applied for a wide range of soils. For example, the granular seabeds, which have
negligible deformation, are modelled by the Darcy flow equation, while for soft marine sediments, when elastic effects are more important than porosity, the equations
reduce to the linear elastic model (Yamamoto et al., 1978; Dalrymple and Liu, 1979;
Mei and Foda, 1981). The effects on the waves, due to the presence of a permeable
bottom have been modelled in the paper by Dalrymple and Liu (1979). Yamamoto
et al. (1978) simply assumed that wave number in the water layer is not affected by
bottom permeability, and that dynamic pressure at the interface between water and
soil is given by the linear wave theory. The imaginary part of wave number k;, which
is equal to zero in the Yamamoto et al. (1978) solution, is one of several unknowns
in the Dalrymple and Liu (1979) method.

6.2.9.1 Energy dissipation due to soft mud
Accumulations of fluid mud front many coastlines around the world. Most muds occur
as intertidal and subtidal mud shoals near major rivers. For example, the Mississippi
River supplies muds to the coast of Louisiana, the Amazon River supplies mud to
the shorelines of Guyana and Surinam, and mud flats of the Yellow Sea and Gulf
of Po Hai are derived from both the Yangtze and Hwangho rivers in China. Soft
muddy bottoms have significant effects on properties of water waves which propagate
over them. The attenuation rates of surface waves propagated over a muddy bottom
are much greater than normally attributed to bottom friction dissipation (see for
example, Tubman and Suhayda, 1976). Hurricane-generated waves were reported by
Bea (1974) to have wave heights about 22 m in deep water and to be reduced in
heights to 3.5 m in water depths of 12-20 m.
Experiments on the rate of wave energy loss over a fluid mud in Surinam showed
that 88% of wave energy was dissipated between the outer (water depth h = 7.1 m)
and intermediate stations (water depth h = 4.7 m), in a distance of 11 km. Although
the water depth at the inner station was less than 1.5 m, waves did not break, nor
did they undergo the transformation, but were completely attenuated (Wells, 1983).
Sylwester (1974) describes a location where waves are attenuated after propagating
only several wavelengths.
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In the past various theories have been proposed to describe the interaction between water waves and a soft bed. Depending on the representation of physical
characteristics of bed material we can group them into a few classes (Table 6.1).
In all these models, the rate of the wave energy damping is not readily available
and can be obtained only after the corresponding boundary value problem is solved.
In the following, we discuss in some detail the viscoelastic model which provides
more straightforward information on dispersion relation and wave attenuation. The
model conveniently combines the viscosity and elasticity of the bed. Let assume that
wave propagates in x direction in water of depth h over a viscoelastic layer of thickness
(h„ - h) - see Fig. 6.17 for notation. The free surface displacement is denoted by
C(x, t) and the interface between the two media is t (x, t). These displacements are
given by ((x, t) = aexp [i (kx - wt)] and 77(x, t) = bexp [i (kx - wt)]. To simplify the
boundary value problem, the displacement 77(x, t) was assumed to be small with a
comparison to water depth and thickness of viscoelastic layer. Thus, the matching
conditions are applied at z = -h . Following Hsiao and Shemdin (1980) we assume
the velocity potential in the water layer as:

Table 6.1: Theoretical models for a soft bed.
Model
Viscous fluid model

Linear viscoelastic model

Description
Muddy bed behaves like a very viscous fluid. The

wave attenuation is mostly due to pressure of the
surface waves working on the lower fluid (Gade,
1958; Dalrymple and Liu, 1978; Liu and Dalrymple, 1984).
Viscous and elastic aspects of bottom motion are
considered (muddy bottom is a `Voigt type body'
or `Maxwell type body') (Hsiao and Shemdin,

1980; MacPherson, 1980; Maa and Mehta, 1988).
Poro-elastic model with

Sea bottom is modelled as a homogeneous medium

the Coulomb friction

which satisfies poro-elastic theory by Biot (1941)
and constant Coulomb damping (Yamamoto and
Takahashi, 1985).

A Bingham plastic bed
model
Mud fluidization model with rheolog-

Muddy bed with high concentration is treated as
a Bingham-type plastic bed (Liu and Mei, 1987).
Viscoelastic properties of the mud depend on a
wave-induced strain inside the bed (Foda et al.,

ical properties

1993).
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C (x,t)

water layer

rl (x,t)
viscoelastic layer

r- -hn

Figure 6.17: Definition scheme for surface waves propagated over viscoelastic bed.
_
2
_ i 9 h {cos
(kz) + 9k sinh(kz) exp [i (kx - wt)].

(6.220)

The stress-strain relationship for a muddy bottom is considered to have the property
of a `Voigt body', i.e.:
T

=

GE

+µe,

(6.221)

in which r is shear stress, G is a shear modulus of elasticity, y is a dynamic viscosity, e
is a shear strain, and a is a rate of change of shear strain. The Voigt body is based on
the analogy of a spring-dashpot system. The spring is taken to obey Hooke's law and
the dashpot can be considered as a piston being drawn through a Newtonian fluid.
For the Voigt element, the response of elastic shear strain is delayed, but it finally
reaches the value G, which the spring alone (representing a purely elastic response)
would reach.
For small disturbances of an incompressible viscoelastic medium, the linear twodimensional equations of motion are:

a2p

a2u

- PI1 axat
JV2u + vV2 (au)
at

at2
a2w
at2

=

JO2w +

vV2

(aw) - 1 a2p
Pm
_

at

ax&

(6.222)
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where u and w are the horizontal and vertical velocity components , respectively, pm.
is the density of mud , J = G/p„, and v = µ/p,n.
The solution of the boundary value problem provides the following expression for
the dispersion relation:
k = k, + iki =

w2 1 + tanh (

akh)
g a+ tanh(kh) '

(6.223)

where:
2
2 k
(m
- k)
si - -Cl

(m2 + k2) [c2 - k

M

S21

(6.224)
-

2k 2

in which:
w 2 L/Z
m=k 1-

k2 (J - iwv),

(6.225)

s,=sinhk ( h„-h)cosh m (h„-h),
82=sinhk (h,,-h) sinh m(h,,,-h),
cl=cosh k ( hn-h)sinhm (h„-h)
c2=cosh k ( h„-h)cosh m (h.-h),
and v is a kinematic viscosity and r is the ratio of water density to mud density.
If the shear modulus G - oo or when v -+ oo (excessively viscous mud retards
motion ), wave number ( 6.223 ) reduces to the rigid-bottom dispersion relation:
w2 = gk tanh(kh).

(6.226)

The same conclusion is true for a very large mud density.
The numerical calculations using Eq. (6.223 ) indicate that the mud effect on waves
decreases with increasing water depth and mud stiffness. Higher dissipation rates are
observed in the thicker mud layer. The dissipation rate increases with mud viscosity,
but high viscous mud attenuates motion very strongly and causes a decrease in the
total rate of energy dissipation . The measured damping rate of waves reported by
Tubman and Suhaya (1976) is consistent with the viscoelastic model, using estimates
of mud viscosity given for the area. The decay rate due to bottom motion , is at least
two orders of magnitude greater than estimated rates, based either on friction or the
percolation mechanism.
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6.2.10 Energy dissipation due to wave breaking
In the previous Section it was shown that outside the surf zone, the wave decay due
to bottom friction or percolation in a porous bottom is rather weak, and may be so
except on very muddy beds. However, inside the surf zone, the dissipation of wave
energy due to wave breaking is much stronger. The flow in breaking random waves is
highly complex and does not lead itself to a detailed deterministic treatment. Partly
this is due to the difficulty of finding a precise mathematical description of a fluid that
is, in general , nonlinear and time-dependent. The fluid accelerations no longer can
be assumed to be small compared to gravity, nor is the particle velocity any longer
small compared to the phase velocity.
Waves break in a different way, depending on wave height, wave period and beach
slope. Laboratory studies (Galvin, 1972; Peregrine, 1983; Wiegel, 1964) have shown
that breakers can be classified into four principle types:
• Spilling: White water appears at the wave crest and spills down the front face of
the wave. The upper 25% of the front face may become vertical before breaking.
• Plunging: The whole front face of the wave steepens until vertical; the crest curls
over the front face and falls into the base of the wave, sometimes proceeded by
the projection of a small jet.
• Collapsing: The lower part of the front face of the wave steepens until vertical,
and this front face curls over as an abbreviated plunging wave. Minimal air
pocket and usually no splash-up is observed.
• Surging: The wave slides up the beach with little or no bubble production. The
water surface remains almost plane, except where ripples may be produced on
the beach face.
Many properties of the surf zone appear to be governed by the parameter l;o, defined
by Eq. (6.98). In particular, the parameter fo is also used for classification of various
breaker types:
• surging and collapsing if 3.3 < lo,
• plunging if 0.5 < Eo < 3.3,
• spilling if eo < 0.5.
-0.5

A transformation of 1o into the so called inshore parameter eb = (Ho) tan0
L
yields:
• surging or collapsing if 2.0 < 1;6i
• plunging if 0.4 < 4 < 2.0,
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• spilling if fb < 0.4.

It should be noted that parameters to and fb are equivalent to the parameter Xo =
2w2ao

g tan,3

which is also used in literature (Battjes, 1988).

The modelling of energy dissipation, due to breaking in the wave train, is usually
based on four main assumptions:
• dissipation is equivalent to dissipation in a bore connecting two regions of uniform flow (Battjes and Janssen, 1978),
• dissipation is proportional to the difference between the local energy flux and
the stable energy flux (Dally et al., 1985),
• the breaking wave height is saturated, i.e. the wave height is proportional to the
local water depth and the proportionality coefficient is assumed to be constant
across the surf zone,
• dissipation is controlled by the presence of a surface roller (Svendsen , 1984).
6.2.10 . 1 Periodic bore approach

The power dissipated in a bore (per unit span) is (Lamb, 1932; Massel and Belberova,
1990):
D' =

1/2

1 )iJg(Yi+Y2)

4 Pw9(Y2 - Yi

I

2YY2

(6.227)

1

where depths Yl and Y2 are given in Fig . 6.18. Therefore:
Y2 - YI=aH,

(6.228)

Yl = h-(1-8)aH
Y2 = h+a,3H

The coefficient a is of an order one and expresses the influence of turbulence and
presence of foam on the face of the wave. The coefficient Q (0.5 < /3 < 1.0) is related
to the wave steepness and the peakness of the crests and flatness of the troughs; for
a sinusoidal wave /3 = 0.5.

Using Eqs. (6 . 228) we get:
Yl + Y2
2Y,Y2

1 +

a (2/3 - 1) H l

(H

2

(h

(H

h.

(6.229)
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Figure 6.18: Periodic bore model. Definition scheme.
The coefficient a can be found only from experiments. Moreover, an estimation
of /3 results from the nonlinear wave theories. As a first approximation we assume
that a :: 1.0 and /3 0.5. Thus, Eq . (6.229 ) yields:
1'1 + Y2 1

(6.230)

2Y1Y2
G^h

Substitution of Eq. (6.230) into Eq. (6.227) yields:

a3
D' = 4 pw9H3 [
h

21
1

1

(6.231)

)

For waves with frequency w, the power dissipated per unit area can be expressed as:
D' W
(6.232)
D =
L = 27rC D''
and

D

_ aopwgw H3 9h
h C b '
87r

(6.233)

in which ao = a3 and
( l2 -1/2
1
^, = ^1 - 4\h,/

(6.234)
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In the surf zone h 1.0 and 0' 1.15. The influence of term 0' is to increase the
dissipation when comparing with the classical bore model in which 0' = 1. In fact,
Stive (1984) showed that the classical bore model underestimates the dissipation in
breaking waves. Therefore, inclusion of the term 0' and coefficient ao is to compensate
this underestimation. When 0' = 0 and C g , Eq. (6.233) becomes:
D = aopgwHa

(6.235)

8 7r h

which is in agreement with the Battjes and Janssen (1978) expression. Here, the
underestimation of wave breaking is compensated by adjusting the as coefficient.
In order to implement the dissipation rate (6.233) to the random wave train we
assume that the heights of all waves which are breaking or broken at a given water
depth h are equal to H.. This is equivalent to the sharp cutoff in the probability
density function f (H) at wave height H,,,:
Hexp

fH =

[_1 (H) 2

/
/^1
\
/
HmS1Hm1f

for

J

0<H<H,,,

(6.236)

,
for

H>H,,,

in which:
Qb = Prob (H > Hm ) = exp

M) z
l ,
(
2\H

(6 . 237)

is a fraction of waves which are breaking or broken at a given point, H is a modal
value which will be specified later, and S () is a delta function . Note, that for a
non-dissipative system , H = =H,.,,,3, H,,, -+ oo and the Rayleigh distribution is
obtained.
All statistics of wave height can be expressed in terms of H,,, and H . In particular,
the root-mean-square wave height H,.,,,, becomes:
[
1
H me H ( H)dH = T
2 ✓oHmH3 eXp

+ Hm ✓ H Hz 8 (H m - 1)

dH,

1 ( H )2]
2 77

dH +

(6.238)

and:
r

Hrxis=

251-exp r _1 (/

[

or:

r-Ir2,,,,

=2(1 -Qb) H2•

l2
l
m/ ]

}H2'

(6.239)

(6.240)
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From the physical point of view it will be more convenient to express the fraction Qb
in terms of Hr,,,9 and Hm. Eliminating H from Eqs. (6.237) and (6.240) gives:
1 - Qb (firms)
lnQb H. /

(6.241)

or

Qb = eXP (_I b2Qb)
in which:

firma
b = H

,

(6.242)

In relatively deep water, waves propagate almost without

dissipation. When increases, a fraction of broken waves Qb also increases.
In very shallow water virtually all the waves are breaking and Qb -> 1, and wave
height is now controlled by local depth (firms -+ Hm ryh).
To apply the above results to the dissipation model we assume that the dissipation
is due to breaking waves which have a height equal to Hm and that the probability
of occurrence of these waves is Qb. Moreover, the wave spectrum is narrow with the
peak frequency w = wp. Thus, Eq. (6.233) gives:

D ao w wp (

i ) O'Qb,

!) (

(6.243)

or when C : gh, 0' .:: 1:
D = aOPwgwp ( H_ )
87r (h) Qb•

(6.244)

In the Battjes and Janssen (1978) model, the depth-limited height is given by a Miche
type expression (Eq. (4.220)), adopted for the peak wave number k, i.e.:

0.88
Hm = k tanh (0 88 kph) .

(6.245)

P

To close the model, dissipation rate D is used as a sink term in the wave energy
balance equation (the one-dimensional case is considered):

e (EC,)

= -D

(6 . 246)

ax
in which:
E = 8Pw9H2rma = Pw9 Jm

I

e

S (w, 9) &0),

(6.247)

is a total wave energy and C9 is a group velocity associated with peak frequency w,
i.e.:

= w

P
C
9 2kp

2k h

P
1
+
sinh 2kph

(6.248)
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For a given bottom profile h(x) and incident wave parameters, Eq. (6.246) can be
integrated to find root-mean-square wave height H,.,,,9.
The water depth h, used in the model, is the sum of the bottom depth below
still water level (ho) and a wave-induced set-up (c). The latter is usually calculated
through the simultaneous integration of the energy balance equation (6.246) and the
mean momentum balance given in the form:
+
as= + P9 (ho
8x
8x

()

8

=

0,

(6.249)

in which the radiation stress component Sxx is (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1964;
Massel, 1989):
P

S.
= E.
S.
2 + sink 2kph

(

6.250 )

In fact, the bore type dissipation model predicts the attenuation of some characteristic
wave height (i.e. H,.,,,g) but it does not give any information on the evaluation of
the spectrum itself. Generally, little is known about the spectral representation of
wave energy dissipation. In all existing models, the dissipation rate depends on
the total wave energy (H,.,,,8 value) at a given point rather than on the individual
spectral component. However, if we assume for a moment that the dissipation does
not influence the shape of the spectrum, we can rewrite Eq. (6.246) approximately
as:
8S(a) - aow Hm S(am)
at (h Qn H2^s

(6.251)

The verification of the Battjes and Janssen (1978) model against the empirical data
indicates that the model predicts well the root- mean-square wave height evolution
due to breaking in a wide range of conditions, as far as bottom profiles and incident
waves are concerned (Derks and Stive, 1984; Battjes and Stive, 1985).
Rather than use the single maximum wave height H. in the dissipation rate (6.244)
Thornton and Guza (1983) calculated the average rate of energy dissipation by multiplying the dissipation for a single broken wave of height H by the probability of the
wave breaking at each height, i.e. instead of Eq. (6.244) we have:
D = aopm9w H3
87r h '

(6.252)

in which w is a mean wave frequency, and mean dissipation rate is:
h Jo
H3fe,.(H)dH.
E [D] = 8^P,,,9

(6.253)

Substituting Eq. (4.224) with weighting functions (4.226) and (4.227) for n = 4, we
correspondingly obtain:
E [D^ =

3^ao 7
16 Pw9,^,ghgHrma,

(6.254)
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and
ED

= 3a0

16

7)H,5,.
-p.9-

2h3

H,,,,,
1 r1 + 1 .yh

L

2

(6.255)

The sensitivity analysis yields the optimal value of ao = 1.543. The numerical integra
-tionfhergybalcqution(6.24)daesht,wiopmlcef
parameter ao, the model predicts a root-mean -square wave height within a standard
error of 9% throughout the region from offshore to the beach.
6.2.10.2 Energy flux difference model
Many laboratory and field observations yield the conclusion that when waves start to
break at some point, the breaking would continue with various intensity until some
stable wave height Hg is attained. Horikawa and Kuo (1966), Thornton and Guza
(1983), and Nelson (1994) found that a stable wave criterion can be expressed as:
(6.256)

H,t = rh,

in which H, is the stable wave height and r is a dimensionless coefficient the value
of which appears to be 0.35 - 0.60. Therefore, the rate of energy dissipation per unit
area can be intuitively presented as (Dally et al., 1985):

8 (EC9) = -K
8x h [EC9 - (EC9),t] ,

(6.257)

where K is an attenuation coefficient.
After using the linear wave theory for shallow water and substituting Eq. (6.256),
Eq. (6.257) becomes:
8 H2h1/2

8x h

[H2h1/2 - r2hs/2] , (6.258)

or:
+ K G

= Kr2h3/2 ,

(6.259)

C72 h

in which:
(6.260)

G = H2h1/2.

For simpler shapes, the closed form solutions of Eq . (6.259) exist . In particular, the
analytical solution for the breaker on a plane beach is given by:
K
HH =

(h)

0

1

2

1/2

(1 + a) - a (

h

) 2]

(6 .261)
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where a = a. (h)2 and a. is defined by Eq. (4.242). The subscript `b' denotes the
6

/HI
in
l\ 6
Eq. (4.241), where the energy flux difference model was used for determination of the
probability density function f (H) in the surf zone.
values at breaking point . Solution (6.261 ) was also rewritten in terms of

In order to facilitate the physical interpretation of the energy dissipation in terms
of the radiative-transfer equation, we rewrite Eq. (6.257) as follows:
C9 8x 2 h dx

E - (VILE - I'zh gh) K .

(6.262)

For uniform depth Eq. ( 6.262 ) becomes:

OE K
8x h E+ KIP h,

(6.263)

with the solution in the form: \
E(x) _ (E6 - I'zhz) exp (_ h x f +

Fzhz.

(6.264)

Note that wave energy is expressed in terms of a square of wave height, i.e. it has
dimension [m2] and E6 denotes the energy at the breaking point (x = 0).
The solution for wave energy E on a plane beach, corresponding to Eq. (6.261),
takes the form:

K 1)
E=Eb (hb

#

2 (1+a )- a(

h

z
)

.

(6.265)

When K = 0, Eq. (6.265) reduces to the Green's law of the wave shoaling without
dissipation.
As in a periodic bore model, Eq. (6.262) predicts the attenuation of the monochromatic wave energy, not the spectral component attenuation.
6.2.10 .3 Local water depth model
The simplest formulation of the dissipation rate is possible through determination
of the limiting wave height. Slightly rearranging the Miche (1944) breaking condition (4.220), we present the limiting steepness of waves as (Chen and Wang, 1983):
Hs

Lb

= 0.12 tanh (kbhb) ,

in which kb =
L6

wavelength.

(6.266)

and Lb = 7.72a 112 gh is an empirical relationship of significant
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Using the linear dissipation relation we rewrite Eq. (6.266) as:
/ 2
0.122^rC
H,=0.122I L6) =
2
9 T6 9

(6.267)

Substituting Eq. (6.267) into Eq. (4.130) yields:
4

E,,, = a2 16H8

= 0.0355

C2 .

(6.268)

9

Equation (6.268 ) imposes a limit on the growth of the spectrum but no information
is provided on the limiting form of the spectrum.
It should be noted that at the very shallow water (C, gh), Eq. (6.268) yields:
E^

=

0.0355h2.

(6.269)

6.2.10 . 4 Surface roller concept
In any type of breaking (spilling or plunging) there is a rapid change in the shape of
the wave immediately following the initiation of breaking. This region is commonly
called the outer or transition region, which covers a distance of, say 8 - 10 water
depths, after the breaker point (Svendsen et al., 1978; Basco and Yamashita, 1986,
1988; Nairn et al., 1990). Shoreward of the transition region, the wave shape changes
much more slowly. This is the so called inner or bore region, as the broken waves
have many features in common with bores. The important feature dominating the
wave motion in this region is the surface roller which is a passive volume of water
carried shoreward with the wave speed. The generation of surface rollers due to
wave breaking introduces a non-uniform velocity profile, which strongly influences
the convective terms in the momentum equation. The resulting excess momentum
effect can be defined as (Schaffer et al., 1993):
/ P 2 (l
6 )
1
,
R=5r (C- d)

(6.270)

t
in which P =_ f udz, d = h + ( and 6,. is a roller thickness , i.e. a vertical distance
h

between the free surface and the streamline (in a coordinate system following the
wave; see Fig. 6.19).
Including the excess momentum R into the classical Boussinesq equation yields:
ap a (P2) aR

at

+ ax I\ d /I

and

at + = o.
aax

a( h3 a3

P

+ ax + gdax + 6 Mat h

h2 a3P =

) 2 aX2at

0'

(6.271)
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Figure 6.19: Surface roller in breaking wave.

At the stage of incipient breaking, the local steepness of the front reaches some
maximum, say tan V (see Fig. 6.19). When this gradient is exceeded, waves break.
Schiffer et al. (1993) assumed that the water above the tangent of slope tan gyp, to
the water surface, belongs to the roller. If the local slope becomes less than tan cp,
the breaking ceases. The angle cp was assumed to be of the order of 10° and typical
value of maximum angle at the breaking stage Wpb 20°.
Numerical simulation of the irregular wave train propagating over a bar by Eqs.
(6.271) and (6.272), with excess momentum R due to non-uniform velocity distribution caused by wave breaking, showed a satisfactory agreement with the laboratory
data despite such a crude description of the energy dissipation due to the surface
roller.

6.3 Wave prediction models
6.3.1 Models based on energy transfer equation
6.3.1.1 First generation wave models
In this Section we apply the same classification system for wave prediction models
as in the case of deep water. Thus, we discuss the three basic generations of wave
prediction models, starting from the simplest to the recent sophisticated models.
As waves propagate from deep water into shallow water they are modified by their
interaction with the bottom topography. The processes involved in that interaction
were discussed above. Depending on the model complexity, it includes all processes
or only some of them. The simplest prediction models are so called first generation
prediction models. The corresponding radiative transfer equation in the finite water
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depth can be rewritten as:

a' M
at

+v-('c)=Q
9 '

(6.273)

in which source term Q usually comprises the generation terms Q1 and Q2, dissipation
term Q7 due to white capping and term Q8 due to bottom friction. The term Q„ a,
due to nonlinear interaction, is usually omitted in the first generation wave models.
Collins (1972) developed a prediction model capable of reproducing the wave propagation and shoaling for a simple bottom contour. A ray technique was applied to
account for refraction and shoaling.
The same technique was used by Cavaleri and Rizzoli (1981) to hindcast storms in
the Northern Adriatic Sea. All the considered physical processes (refraction, shoaling,
generation and dissipation) have been introduced in the original formulation given in
the literature and no model calibration has been made. Their computations follow a
wave packet along a single wave ray, thus avoiding the troublesome convective term.
Comparison with observations at the oceanographic tower, situated at the distance
of 15 km from Venice at the water depth 16 m, showed that refraction and shoaling
are well-handled by the model. The rms error of the significant wave height is of the
order of 10 - 20%. It was pointed out that the largest source of error is associated
with the determination of the wind field. Especially in the Northern Adriatic Sea,
the strong orographic effects lead to wind fields rapidly varying both in time and in
space.
In the Chen and Wang (1983) non-stationary numerical model for wind-induced
waves transformed in a shallow water zone, a square mesh instead of wave rays was
used. In a model, the usual wave refraction and shoaling effects as well as some
parameterization of the nonlinear dissipative processes have been included. In particular, an empirical criterion Eq. (6.268), based upon total wave energy in terms of
significant wave height, was employed. This equation imposes a limit on the growth
of the variance. When the computed significant wave height H. exceeds the limiting
value, all the low-frequency components are decreased by a proportional amount. The
governing equations of the model were solved using an explicit two-step Lax-Wendorff
scheme.
6.3.1.2 Second generation wave models
As for deep water, the second generation wave models for shallow waters are presented
in a discrete spectral space or in a parametric space. The governing equation for
evolution of the two-dimensional spectrum S (w, ®) in the physical space is given by
Eq. (2.185). Additionally, the kinematics of wave propagation are usually described
by ray theory. In the net source term Q, a number of physical processes are included,
i.e. atmospheric input, nonlinear interaction within the spectrum, white capping,
bottom friction and wave breaking.
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The formulation of the atmospheric input is similar to that given for deep water. The nonlinear interaction term Q„ i is included in the wave prediction procedure
through some parameterization. As was pointed out in the previous Chapter, the
forward lobe (see Fig. 5.4 ) of the nonlinear transfer plays a vital role in the evolution
of the spectrum . The negative lobe has much less significant role, restricted mainly
to the maintaining of the spectral balance in the region to the right of the spectral
peak. Young ( 1988 ) found that a triangle approximation of the forward lobe of the
spectral transfer is sufficiently accurate to produce suitable results. The magnitude of
the nonlinear transfer was scaled from the results of the mean JONSWAP spectrum.
The energy dissipation terms due to white capping and bottom friction were parameterized in some way. In particular , the white capping dissipation was modelled by the
inclusion of a saturation spectrum as an upper level to growth rather than specifying
an analytical form for Q7 . The similar upper limit is also placed on the total energy
of the spectrum, due to depth-limited breaking (see Eq. (6.268)).
The parametric alternative of the second generation wave model was developed
by Graber and Madsen ( 1988). In the model an attempt was made to modify the
lower limit of the peak frequency due to finite depth as:
U'P _

gtanh (kh)

- 0.879'

(6.274)

in which U is a mean wind speed parallel to the wave direction.
In the deep water this expression reduces to original Eq . (3.77). In the shallow
water limit , the fully developed conditions would not be reached if U > 0.82 gh.
To parameterize the nonlinear interaction term Q5i the results of Herterich and Hasselmann ( 1980) were applied after some scaling by a depth -dependent factor R (see
Eq. (6.137)).
Special attention in the Graber and Madsen ( 1988) model was paid to the influence of bottom friction on the spectral dynamics. The numerical study showed that
bottom friction is an effective process attenuating wave energy for the space and time
scales applicable to continental shelves and the interactions of waves, and that rough
bottom plays an equally important role to that of nonlinear wave-wave interactions
in the evolution of the spectrum. The net effect of these two processes controls the
migration of the spectral peak. As was indicated in the previous Chapter, the spectral
peak shifts towards lower frequencies as a consequence of the nonlinear energy transfer. When surface waves propagate into shallow water, the low-frequency spectral
components interact with the bottom first. This interaction rapidly increases until
all spectral components feel the bottom . The interaction with the bottom absorbs
part of the energy transferred by the wave-wave interaction . This is reflected in the
slower migration of the spectral peak towards lower frequencies . When the bottom
friction dominates , the trend of the spectral peak shift along the frequency axis reverses . The parametric model allows the following equation for time gradient of the
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peak frequency (Graber and Madsen, 1988):
8w

p = Q1nl +Qj
6

at

(6.275)

where Q') and Qbf are the source terms corresponding to the nonlinear wave-wave
interaction and the bottom friction, respectively. The particular formulation for Q,T
and Qy' results from the projection of the source terms into parametric space - see
Eq. (5.60) (Gunther et al., 1979a,b). The numerical study showed that the bottom
friction factor f,. < 0.01 would slow down the shift of the peak towards lower frequencies but would not completely stop this trend. However, when f,. > 0.01, the bottom
friction dominates the low-frequency balance and spectral peak immigrates towards
higher frequencies. At some frequencies, the bottom friction and non-linear transfer
balance each other.
Observations near the Lightship Texel, 25 km west of the Dutch coast, during a
storm with wind speed U 25m/s showed that the wave height (significant wave
6.8m) remained at a constant level for approximately 12 hours, which
height H8
seems to indicate that the spectrum is approximately in equilibrium ( Bouws and
Komen, 1983). The dominant source term was the wind input which was strongly
balanced by dissipation due to white capping and bottom friction. The nonlinear
transfer was found to be much smaller than in the deep sea.
6.3.1.3 Third generation wave models
The third generation wave model itself and the physical processes involved were described in the previous Chapter. They are also discussed extensively in the book
by Komen et al. (1994). In this Section we only consider the implementation of
the model for a shallow water basin. The WAM (Wave Model) Group selected the
Adriatic Sea for testing. In this almost enclosed basin, the meteorological conditions are well-defined and large shallow areas provide opportunities for testing of the
dissipation processes.

The full source term Q comprises three main parts:
Q = Q in1) + Qnl + (Qbr + Qb f )
dis

(6.276)

There are two main corrections in Q when compared with the deep water case. The
first is the scaling factor, due to shallow water applied for the discrete interaction
operator parameterization (see Section 5.2.2.2). In the Adriatic Sea, where the peak
period of storm spectra is about 10 s, the scaling allows use of the model down to a
16 m water depth (Cavaleri et al., 1989). Moreover, the dissipation processes, due to
white capping and bottom friction, are modelled by expressions given in Eqs. (5.48)
and (6.196), respectively. In the discrete spectral model of Cavaleri et al. (1989), 25
frequencies in the geometric progression (w1 = 0.262rad/s, wn+i = 1.1w,,) and a 15
min. time step has been used for the integration. The initial conditions are taken as
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a uniform JONSWAP spectrum with the significant wave height H, = 0.25 m and
mean period T = 3 s.
Three different storms were selected for hindcasting (bora, with a very active
generation condition, scirocco with swell, and scirocco with cross-sea conditions).
Bora is a strong and dry northerly wind in the northern part of the Adriatic Sea,
generated when a northerly inflow of cold air takes place at its front edge. The
scirocco (or sirocco) is a warm wind, usually damp after having crossed the sea. It is
generated when the eastern motion of the low is impeded by the Russian winter high.
Scirocco is responsible for many floods in Venice. The comparison of experiments
with model results shows a good coincidence for all these different meteorological
situations.
In the open sea, as well in shallow water, waves propagate over moving water
due to large oceanic currents or tides. The Gulf Stream, the Agulhas Current, the
Kuroshio or tides over the North Sea are good examples of such situations. For waves
propagated on currents, the radiative transfer equation should be replaced by the
wave action balance equation. The numerical tests (Tolman, 1991a,b) showed that
tides and storm surges in shelf seas should be treated as an unsteady medium for
wind wave propagation if wave-current interactions are assessed. Tides mainly result
in oscillations of mean wave parameters, whereas surges result in their systematic
variations. Due to accumulations of effects, small wind-induced currents may have
a larger impact on a wave parameter than oscillating tidal currents. In North Sea
conditions, the modification of the significant wave height or the mean wave period,
due to relatively small tides, is of the order of 5 - 10%. Modulations of the spectral
density can be of the order of 50-100%. Such high modification of the spectral density has straightforward implications for the dynamic analysis of offshore structures
(Peters and Boanstra, 1988).
6.3.1.4 Wave prediction in very shallow water
Coastal engineers regularly require an estimation of wave conditions in coastal regions, up to the waterline and at the front of coastal structures . A fully discrete
spectral model accounting for all processes of generation and dissipation and wavecurrent interaction implemented on a fine grid , usually demands excessive computer
requirements . Therefore, some simplifications are needed . Probably the most obvious
simplification is an assumption of stationary motion . It is justified by the short time
of wave travel in coastal zone in comparison with the time scale of the local wind and
current fields.

The second possible simplification is to parameterize the initial wave action balance equation (2.186 ). Therefore , instead of the full wave action function N (k,Y),
the directional action spectrum A0(O) and the directional mean wave frequency w0(9)
can be defined . These simplifications are basic ones in a numerical model for the hindcasting of waves in shallow-water (HISWA) developed by Holthuijsen et al. (1989).
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The A0(9) and w,,(9) are defined as follows:

(6.277)

Ao(9) = f N (w, 9) dw = h,(9),
and
wo(9) = Ao(O) f wN (w, 9) dw =

mm,a(e)

(6.278)

oo
in which in„ = f w" N (w, 9) dw.
0
After substituting Eqs. (6 . 277) and (6.278) into Eq. (2.177) and changing the
variables (k,i) into (w, 8,Y), two evolution equations are obtained:
(Cerro) = Qo,
TX (C'-'no) + & y (C9'no) + 89

8x (C9x'nl) + 8y (C9bm1) + 89 (Cemi) = Qi,

(6.279)

(6.280)

in which C9x, C9 ,, Ce and Cyx, Cyr, and Ce , are the propagation speed through
(x, y, 9) space of quantities mo and ml , respectively. In particular, C9x and C9,
are the x- and y-components , respectively, of the group velocity 09 associated with
the mean-frequency wo:
Cs

auo o + U,

(6.281)

ako ko

in which:
WO =ao+ko• O,

(6.282)

and

Oro =

gko tanh(koh),

(6.283)

and U is the current vector.
The speed Ce represents the refraction at the mean-frequency wo. The linear wave
theory gives:

C 1 aao
CE) ko Oh

k') '90
ko an '

(6.284

in which h is the local water depth and n is the vector normal to the path.
The source functions Qo and Q1 are expressed in terms of functions which can
more readily be estimated from information given in professional literature , i.e. wave
energy and the mean -frequency of energy spectrum.
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In the HISWA model the following physical processes are included: shoaling,
refraction, generation by wind, bottom dissipation, wave breaking (surf zone) and
wave blocking due to an opposing current. To implement the HISWA model, the
computations are carried out in a regular grid using finite different methods. The
diffraction is not incorporated and no artificial cap in the energy is utilized. Therefore,
the question arises about the model ability to adequately predict wave properties in
regions with complex bathymetry where diffraction effects are likely to be important
(fc,: example, underwater elliptic or circular shoals).
A comparison with the combined refraction-diffraction models (Panchang et al.,
1990) and results of hydraulic tests for an elliptic shoal (Vincent and Briggs, 1989)
showed that HISWA provides almost identical results. The degree of energy spreading
considerably affects the performance of HISWA. The errors are small when compared
with data and a combined refraction-diffraction model for broad input spectra. As the
input spreading decreases, larger errors are observed (Bondzie and Panchang, 1993).
It appears that HISWA simulates wave propagation under conditions similar to a
realistic sea much better than for `special' conditions. A comparison of the numerical
results with observations in the mouth of the river Rhine showed that the rms errors
of the significant wave height and the mean wave period are of the order of 10-20%.

6.3.2 Empirical prediction models
6.3.2.1 SPM prediction method
The origin and the basic properties of the empirical prediction models were discussed
extensively in a previous Chapter. In this Section, some supplements relating to finite
water depth are added. The fetch-limited shallow-water forecasting curves given in
the last edition of the Shore Protection Manual (SPM, 1984), result from the following
formulas:

gHmo
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J

and
7/3
/
gtA = 537(-L-)
.
UA \\ UA

(6.287)

If the duration of the storm is less than tx, the sea state is duration limited and
values of H9 and Tp must be calculated using a modified fetch length calculated from
Eq. (6.287).
At the deep water limit, when h -+ oo, expressions (6.285 ) and (6 . 286) are not
exactly identical with the deep water formulas (5.94) and (5.95); there is a step
change in the results in the transition between both formulations . Hurdle and Stive
(1989 ) proposed an alternative formulation which asymptotically matches the SPM
expressions in deep and shallow waters , for small and large fetch lengths.
The revised equations are:
0.751

9U20 = 0.25tanh [0.6 (J)
9X
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(6.288)
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of significant wave height resulting from empirical prediction
formulas: SPM method, - - - revised SPM method, - - - - - Krylov's
method.

If

9 UA°

( gh)
A >> 1andU I<< 104, Eqs. (6.288) and (6.289) give:
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(6.290)
/

1/3

UA : 0.2861 'T /

(6.291)

A

which is in agreement with Eqs. (5.94) and (5.95) for a deep water fetch limited case.
When fetch becomes longer, Eqs. (6.290) and (6.291) become:

9U2
A

° 0.25 and

UA

8.3,

(6.292)
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which should be compared with Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99). For the extreme case of
shallow water (9

« 1, !X- » 1), Eqs. (6.288 ) and (6 . 289) yield:

UA

9UA°

UA

h \ 0.75

T

jd

0.375

0.15(UA I and UA 6.31IUA)

Again, the above relationships are in good agreement with the asymptotic shallow
water behaviour of SPM formulas (6.285) and (6.286). In Fig. 6.20 and 6.21, the
dependence of the significant wave height H,,,o and period of peak spectral energy Tp
on the water depth are shown for two wind fetches: X = 10 km and 500 km, and for
various water depths. For comparison, the original SPM formulas, as well as revised
graphs due to Hurdle and Stive (1989), and those due to Krylov (see below), were
plotted.
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of spectral peak period resulting from empirical prediction
formulas: SPM method, - - - revised SPM method, - - - - - Krylov's
method.
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6.3.2.2 Krylov prediction method
The basic philosophy of the Krylov's wave prediction model was presented in Section
5.3.2.6. Here we consider the extension of the Krylov's approach for finite water
depth. Using the observations in many water basins of moderate and small depths,
Krylov et al. (1976) proposed the following fetch graphs for the mean wave height H
and arbitrary water depth:
OS 1

U = 0.161+6.10-3
1- (U )
1

2

J }

05 _2
r
/
/ \
1
tank 0.625 (U2) 11- I 1+6 10-3I U2 I
0.8

J

-1

(6.294)

Equation (6.294) is shown in Fig. 5.11 for various water depths. When h -+ oo (deep
water), Eq. (6.294) yields the formula (5.122).
For very shallow waters when the wave motion is totally depth-controlled and
independent in the wind speed, the mean and maximum wave periods become:

4.6

h

and T,,. 5.5
YVV9 r

(6.295)

Using the linear dispersion relation in Eq. (6.295 ) gives:
L

3.2 and

L

4.3.

(6.296)

After substituting Eq. (6.295 ) into Eq. ( 5.123 ), the relationship between the nondimensional mean wave height and the non-dimensional water depth takes the form:

U = 0.099

(02)

0.8

(6.297)

Vincent and Hughes (1985) argue that the maximum wave period at which the growth
of shallow water waves would stop is determined by:
0.5

9U x =6.98(0)
2

(6.298)

Rewriting the second relationship in Eq . (6.295) as:
9TU

gh )
--5.5( 2

0.5

we find the same functional dependence of both formulas.

(6.299)
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According to Vincent and Hughes ( 1985), the significant wave height in the depthcontrolled wave train is given by:

9U2° =

0 .75

0.210(U2)

(6.300)
1.5H (see Chapter 4), from Eq . (6.297) we get:

Assuming that Hm0

9U2°

h
0.158(U2)

0.8
(6.301)

which can again be compared with Eq . (6.300).
The significant wave height Hiri0 and spectral peak period Tp, resulting from
Krylov 's methods , are compared with the SPM prediction in Fig. 6.20 and 6.21.
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Chapter 7

Waves at Islands and Coral Reefs
7.1 Introduction
Wave mechanics and wave forecasting techniques for island archipelagoes and coral
reefs are still rather poorly known. This is due mostly to steep (and sometimes vegetated) bottom slopes and complicated scattering of waves on islands or reef matrix.
Basically, the problem of wave prediction in such an environment can be formulated as a local problem for one island or reef or as a regional problem for all island
archipelagoes. Both approaches are applied in this Chapter.
In the first Sections, the wave climate at a single island (or reef) is discussed.
The extended refraction-diffraction equation is applied to study the wave propaga
tion, wave refraction and diffraction, and dissipation at the islands (or reefs). These
processes are complicated due to the fact that coral reefs are densely populated by
flora and fauna. A correlation between wave motion and coral zonation has long been
recognized by reef ecologists as one of the most important factors determining reef
growth. To illustrate this correlation, in Section 7.6 an example of impact of wave
motion on massive corals is discussed in detail.

Due to the presence of numerous islands (reefs), only a few gaps are open at a
given location. It was shown below that although such gaps may appear large in
comparison to the size of individual island (reef), wave attenuation is still significant.

7.2 Propagation of waves over steep bottom slopes
7.2.1 Geometrical optics and mild -slope approximations
In a previous Chapter, we described wave refraction over a shoaling bottom, under
the assumption that diffraction effects, if any, are small. For refracting waves, the
variations of phase are governed primarily by variations of wave number k, induced
by a variable depth. The resulting wave amplitude variations serve as additional
corrections which can be called diffraction effects.
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In order to clarify the effect of diffraction on wave propagation, a solution of the
mild-slope equation (6.82) is consider in a wave form:
W (x, y) = B (x, y) exp (iS

(x,

y)).

(7.1)

By substituting into Eq. (6.82) and separating the real and imaginary parts, we
obtain:
VhB + OhB

(CC9)
(OhS)2 = k2 + Vh

CC9 B B

and

(7.3)

Vh • (CC9B2VhS) = 0,
where the potential amplitude B =

2A,
w

and A is a wave amplitude.

Equations ( 7.2) and ( 7.3) can be rewritten as:
(Vh'S)2 = k2 + Vh (CCs)

VhA + VhA

CC9 A A
and
V h • (CC9A2 VhS) = 0,
in which ( Dingemans , 1985 ; Massel , 1993a):
VhCC9 = G(kh)Vhh

CC9 h '
and
G(kh) = kh
2
T + kh(1 - T)

[

2T

1_3T2+ T+kh(1T2)

]

,

are T = tanh (kh). Thus, the eikonal equation (7.4) becomes:
2

(VhS)2 = k2 + G(hh)Vhh • VhA + AAA
For constant water depth, the right -hand side of Eq. ( 7.8) is (k2 + hA) . At a
maximum wave crest, the diffraction term is negative. Therefore , the phase gradient
IVhSI is smaller and the wave speed is larger than at other locations . The opposite is
true for a minimum in wave amplitude. In general, variations of amplitude along the
wave crest cause variations in wave speed , which lead to changes in wave direction.
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When the second and third terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (7.8) are smaller
than k2, the geometrical optics approximation is valid. This means that the approximation can only be used when:

Vhh
0 •AAA << 1 and VAA <<

k2,

(7.9)

i.e. when the bottom slope is small with respect to (kh), wave amplitude variation
in space is also small with respect to surface slope kA, and diffraction effects are
negligible.
For steeper slopes, the refraction and diffraction effects are substantial and cannot
be neglected. In order to account for these effects, an alternative approach, based on
the mild-slope equation, is usually considered (see Section 6.2.3). According to Booij
(1983), this equation can give accurate results, even for a plane bottom slope up to
1:3. When a bottom slope is steeper, higher orders terms in the bottom slope, as well
as bottom curvature and evanescent modes should be taken into account. However,
in the mild-slope equation (6.82), all of these terms are omitted.

7.2.2 Application of extended refraction-diffraction equation
7.2.2.1 Non-breaking waves
One way in which the accuracy of the mild-slope equation can be improved, is to
define the water depth h(x, y) as a summation of the slowly varying depth and rapid
undulations about this depth. Using Green's identity method, Kirby ( 1986 ) developed
a time-dependent extension of the mild-slope equation, under the assumption that
deviations from the mean, slowly varying depth must be small, but may be of any
arbitrary form.
To extend the mild-slope equation, Massel (1993a) has developed another approach, based on the Galerkin-Eigenfunction Method (Fletcher, 1984). The resulting
equation consists of all wave modes, i.e. the propagation and evanescent modes. Additionally, it is assumed that the amplitudes of bottom undulations are not necessarily
small. This method is only outlined here, but the full derivation is given by Massel
(1993a).
Let us assume that the wave motion, if originally irrotational, remains irrotational,
and the velocity potential '1(x, y, z, t) is written as:
^9H{
O(x, y,
z) exp(-iwt, )}.
2w
( x, y, z, t ) --

(7.10)

Linearizing the free-surface boundary conditions we obtain the following boundary
value problem for the non-dimensional wave height ¢(x, y, z):
GO

a2

=Ong+a

=0,

(7.11)
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ao -aO = 0 at
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(7.12)

z=0 ,

az

aa0 +Vh¢•Vhh= 0

at

z=-h(x,y),

(7.13)

in which A = w2/g is a wave number in deep water , and g is the acceleration due to
gravity. Considering the solution of Eqs. (7.11)-(7. 13), we expand the O( x, y, z) in
terms of N depth-dependent functions Z,,(x, y, z ). We choose the functions Z,,(x, y, z)
which are continuously differentiable and which satisfy the boundary conditions of
our problem , exactly as possible . Moreover , they should form a complete orthogonal
set of Eigenfunctions in the domain (-h(x, y), 0). Thus, let:
Zn(x, y, z) =

cos[an(z + h)]

(7.14)

cos(anh)

in which h(x, y) is the local water depth, and wave numbers an are the solution of
the following dispersion relation:
(7.15)

A + an tan(anh) = 0.

Dispersion relation (7.15) has an infinite discrete set of real roots fan and a pair of
imaginary roots ao = ±ik. Function Zo(x, y, z) represents the free wave mode, while
the functions Z,,(x, y, z) with (n > 1) correspond to non-propagating (evanescent)
wave modes.
Let us define now an inner product of functions f and g in the following manner:
I, 9) = f

0

(7.16)

h(x,v) f g dz.

In particular , for orthogonal functions f = Z,,, (x, y, z) and g = Zn( x, y, z), an inner
product is:
h (1 + sin(2a,nh) )
(Z,n, Zn) = 2cos2(amh)
0 if

if m=n,
2amh /I
m#n.

(7.17)

The Galerkin approach assumes that function O(x, y, z) can be approximated by an
expansion:
N
O

(X, y, z)

_

E W (x,

y) Zn(x, y, z),

(7.18)

n=0

in which the functions (Qn(x, y) are found from the condition of orthogonality of
functions Z. (x, y, z) and the left-hand side of Eq. (7.11), after the substitution of
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Eq. (7.18) for O(x, y, z). The orthogonality condition yields the following matrix
equation for unknown functions cpn(x, y):

AV

+B•Vhcp +C'p =O,

(7.19)

where the elements of A, B and C are:
2h

)

+ sin(2a.h)1

2cos (
amh ( 1

amn = (Zm , Zn) =

1

2am.h /I

0

if m = n,

(7.20)
if m#n,

bmn = 2(Zm, VhZn) + (Zm Zn)z=-h(x,y) Vhh,

cmn = A - amm ,

as

nn ) + (Zm, V2Zn ) + (Z m V h Zn ) z=-h(x, y) ' V h h .

(7.21)

(7 . 22)

By neglecting all evanescent modes (rn > 1, n > 1) and keeping only free propagating
waves (m = n = 0) in Eqs. (7.20)-(7.22) we obtain:
O2W + V ( CCs) . V p + k.2(1
+ l/i)cp = 0,

(7.23)

9

in which:
2
(
= Ei(kh) Vh)2 + E2(kh) h

E (kh) -

p tanh kh 24(2kh + Binh 2kh)2 cosh 3k.h

(7.24)

(7.25)

{kh[12 + 16(kh)2] cosh kh + 6kh [cosh 3kh + cosh 5kh] +

+ [12 + 84(kh)21 Binh kh + 3[1 - 4(k.h)2] Binh 3kh - 9 sinh 5kh} ,
and
1 ( -4kh cosh kh + sinh kh + (kh)2 sinh kh + sinh 3kh
E2(kh) = p Sl
8(2kh + sinh 2kh)cosh3kh +
kh tanh kh
2 cosh2kh
1 2kh
p = 2 (1 + sinh 2kh

(7.26)

(7.27)
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Figure 7.1: Functions E1(kh) and E2(kh).
The functions El(kh) and E2(kh) are shown in Fig. 7.1. In the case of constant water
depth, the Helmholtz equation is obtained immediately:
V2p + k2 cp = 0.

(7.28)

For the shallow water limit, when kh --+ 0, from dispersion relation we have w2/gk2 =
h. Thus, Eq. (7.23) yields:

(7.29)

V2^0 +Vh•V^o +k20.

Result (7.29) is in full agreement with the long wave theory. It should be noted that
for shallow water the validity of the extended refraction-diffraction equation does not
depend upon the actual slope.
For slowly varying bottom topography with small amplitudes, both the V2h and
(Vh)2 can be omitted and Eq. (7.23) takes the form:
2 V (CC9) 2

V Po + C^ . D Po + k po

=

0,

9

which is in full agreement with Berkhoff's solution (6.82).

(7.30)
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The theoretical results were verified against the experimental results by Davies
and Heathershaw (1984) on plane waves propagating over a patch of sinusoidal ripples,
varying in one direction (see Massel, 1993a). Moreover, the arbitrary incident wave
case was compared favourably with the theoretical result of Mei et al. (1988).
7.2.2.2 Breaking waves
Waves shoaling over a steep slope eventually lose their stability and break. Once
the waves start to break, the breaking processes dominate wave transformation. To
introduce the dissipation into Eq. (7.23), we use the representation suggested by Booij
(1981). He found that in the shallow water limit, when only dissipation due to bottom
friction is taken into account, the mild-slope equation becomes:

vh0 + Vcc 9)' VhO +k2

fl

+ i k 9 Jc=o,

(7.31)

9

in which:
W =

4 fr u

(7.32)

37r h cosh2 kh'

and ii is an amplitude of the horizontal bottom velocity.
For the shallow water CC9 = gh, and because of the close resemblance between
Eqs. (7. 23) and ( 7.31), we can assume that the extended refraction-diffraction equation with dissipation takes the form:
2 Vh(CC )

^h^ +

CCs VW + [k2(1 + 0) +

irykI W = 0,

(7.33)

9

in which ry is the unknown damping factor and 0 is given by Eq. (7.24).
The total energy flux on the slope is properly described by using an energy density
spectrum with group velocity integrated over all frequencies and directions. Unfortunately, knowledge of the evolution of energy fluxes for a broad band nonlinear wave
field in shallow water, particularly in a surf zone, is still very poor. Therefore, we
restrict our analysis to the transformation of non-dimensional root-mean-square wave
height, using the fact that the incident wave spectrum is very narrow and the incident
wave train can be represented as a regular wave train with the wave height H,,,,'0
and frequency w,.
The effect of the dissipation term (iryk) in Eq. (7.33) becomes more evident when
this equation is presented in the form of an energy transport equation. Hence, the
complex non-dimensional wave height cp can be written as:
x x ex

iS x and

__ Hrms

7.34
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Substituting Eq. (7.34) into Eq. (7.33) and the separation of real and imaginary
terms , yields the wave energy transport equation in the form (one-dimensional case
is assumed):

2
dx [ ( k dx ) C9W

J

= -, Y C9

W2 ,

(7 . 35)

or

1_2
g Pg?'Cg H
d [(a) C9 E] =

= -<E>,

rms

(7 . 36)

in which:
(7.37)

E = 8pgH2

The phase S(x) in Eq. (7.34) is a solution of the eikonal equation (7.8). The term
< E >_ -gpgyC9H2,.,,,, represents the average rate of energy dissipation (per unit
area ) due to wave breaking and bottom friction, i.e. < E >_< Eb > + < Ef >. Using
this representation in Eq. (7.36), we obtain:

(7.38)

'Y = 7b +'Yf,

in which:
8<Eb>
'Yb = pgC9

8<Ef>

nd

7f = pgCgH2rms

H2rms

7.39)

To determine the quantity yb, the similarity between a breaking wave and the phenomenon of a bore is utilized as a basis for the analysis . Therefore , the rate of energy
dissipated per unit area for each bore is given by Eq. (6.252 ), i.e.:
< Eb >=

aoPgWp 9 H3

(7.40)

8v C h

in which a is a coefficient of O(1 ). The average rate of energy dissipation is obtained
by multiplying the dissipation for a single broken wave of height H by the probability
of wave breaking at each height fb,.(H) (see Eq (4.224 ). Thus, we have:
aoPgWp 9

< Eb >= 8,r

n
Ch

°O

3
H
fbr(h) dH. (7.41)

After using the weighting function W(H), given in Eq. (4.226) with n = 4, and
substituting Eq. (4.224) into Eq. (7.41), we obtain ( Massel , 1992):
3

3aopgwp 9 Hrms Hrms
h \ 1'h )
< Eb >- 327r C

4

(7.42)
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The experimental data reported by Hardy et al. (1990) showed r 0.3 - 0.5. Now
Eq. (7.39) yields:
3aowp g H,,,,, ( ,.,,,,) 4
4f CC9 h \Ih

(7.43)

The simple representation of the dissipation rate e f in the bottom boundary layer is
given by (see also Section 6.2.7):
2
of =

31r

s

(7.44)

Pfrub r

where f, is the friction factor, and ub is the velocity amplitude at the bed. Substituting
Eq. (7.44) into Eq. (7.39) gives:

16
rr3-f,
z . ub
gCgH,m,

(7.45)

On a reef coefficient f, is much higher than that on a beach. Gerritsen's field experiments (Gerritsen, 1981) suggest that on the reef slope and reef flats f, .:: 0.1 - 1.0.
Finally, after substituting Eqs. (7.38), (7.43) and (7.45) into Eq. (7.33), we obtain
a differential equation for transformation of wave height H,8 over the bottom contour. To solve this equation, boundary conditions for H,.,,,,, at certain water depths
should be prescribed. The possible formulation of these conditions is as follows: The
surrounding bathymetry can be set to a constant depth h = h(0), which is the depth
of the continental shelf. In this area, a superposition of incident waves, which are
prescribed as plain waves with known wave height and frequency, and waves reflected
from a reef, is assumed. On the reef platform, at some distance from the reef edge,
the water depth is constant and reformed, oscillatory, outgoing progressive waves are
observed. For an arbitrary bottom profile, Eq. (7.33) is solved numerically.
7.2.2.3

Wave set- down and set-up

So far, the water depth h(x) was described as a depth of the bottom below some
reference plane, i.e. still water level. However, the spatial changes in the radiation
stress due to shoaling, refraction, diffraction and dissipation, result in changes of sea
level q, according to the following momentum balance (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart,
1964):
a
d^x + pg (h +'q) d

i'

= 0,

(7.46)

in which:

S.. = (2p - 2) E + 2Epcos20,

(7.47)
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where E and p are given by Eqs. (7.37) and (7.27), respectively, and a is a wave
direction. After substituting Eq. (7.47) into Eq. (7.46) we obtain:

d^
_
-1 R ( x ) ,
dx 8(h + ^)

(7 . 48)

in which:
R (x)

=

[( 3 + cos O )p - l ] H,.71L8

H

+

d dx

' + 1 ( 3+

2

P

(7.49)

Equations (7.33) and (7.48) form a final system of two equations for unknown rootmean-square wave height Hr,,ms and mean water level ^.
7.2.2.4 Numerical examples and comparison with experiments
Consider now an elongated reef situated in unrestricted open water.The cross-section
of such a reef is given in Fig. 7.2. The incident water depth is h2 = 32m and the water
depth on the reef flat is hp = 2m. The depth on the reef slope is changing according
to the formulas:

h(x) = hl

h2-h
+h
p - 2 tanh[p(x)], (7.50)
2
2

p(x) = n(h

s - hp

n(h.
) { - [xo +

- hp)
2

J

(7.51)

in which (1/n) is a tangent of a maximum slope (in our case: 1/n = 1/1) at the
- hp )
abscissa x = xo + n(h2
; xo is an adjusting parameter. It should be mentioned
2
that this reef configuration is very similar to that considered by Nelson and Lesleighter
(1985) in their physical model. However, a more realistic inclined slope is adopted
instead of their vertical reef edge model.
Let us now select the incident wave height Hrf7Lso to be 4.0 m and peak period
Tp = 8 s. The results of calculations are presented in Fig. 7.2 in the form of functions
Hrms = Hrms(x), ^ = fi(x) and Ab = Ab(x). The quantity Ab is defined by Eq. (4.226)
as a fraction of all waves which are breaking at a given location. At the front of
reef the wave height H,.,,,,8 oscillates due to interference of incident waves and waves
reflected from the reef edge. The calculations show that the reflection coefficient
KR = 18.8% and transmission coefficient KT = 29%. This means that 88% of
energy is dissipated. Waves start to break at water depth h .:: 7 m. The breaker
_ ( H,) - 2
zti 5; thus, breakers belong to plunging and collapsing types of
index ^b = n L
o
breakers. The full breaker (Ab = 100%) was developed at abscissa x Pz^ 67 m, and was
continued along the distance less than one wave length.
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Figs' (.2: Wave transformation on reef: a) Cross-section, b) Variation of root-meansquare wave height Hr,,,,, set-up ^, and fraction of breaking waves Ab.
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Figure 7.5: Frequency spectra for incident waves and for waves on reef top.
Afterwards the intensity of breaking decreases. At x 190 m, the percentage of
broken waves is 1.8% and the waves are again reformed as oscillatory waves.
The evolution of wave height results in a change of the mean water level i . On
the reef top the wave set-up ^ is equal to 16.8% of the incident wave height.
.Figure 7.3 demonstrates the influence of the initial wave steepness on wave transformation and dissipation. The steeper waves start to break early, at a greater distance from the reef edge, and their breaking intensity is higher than that of smaller
waves. Waves of a low steepness loose their stability closer to the reef edge and dissipate energy mostly on the reef platform. These results are in agreement with Nelson
and Lesleighter's (1985) and Gourlay's (1994) observations.
In Fig. 7.4 comparison of theoretical and experimental wave height attenuation
over a steep reef slope is given. The experimental values are the results of laboratory
experiments on wave transformation over a natural reef profile (Gourlay, 1994). The
prototype reef is a fringing reef located at Hayman Island on the east coast of Australia. The reef face, with a slope of 1 to 4.5, rises from a depth of 14 - 15 m to the
reef edge where the water depth varies from 3 to 5 m, depending on tides.
The figure shows a case where the deep water wave height is equal to 3.39 m and
the incident wave period is 6.75 s. At the reef front, the wave height gradually de-
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creases over an almost horizontal sea bottom (slope " 1/280) due to bottom friction.
Small wave height oscillations are due to reflection from a reef front. Over the reef
edge waves start to break, constantly decreasing their height. In Fig. 7.4, the total
water depth is indicated, rather than a set-up component to facilitate comparison
with experiments.
Experimental field data on wave transformation over reef structure was reported
by Young (1989), Massel (1994), and Massel and Steinberg (1994). The observed
significant wave attenuation was found to be a function of both the deepwater incident
wave height and the depth of reef submergence. The spectral shape also changed
very significantly on the reef. Wave spectra on a reef top are very flat, with energy
distributed across all frequencies (see Fig. 7.5). Such spectral modifications are caused
by wave breaking and nonlinear generation of higher harmonics in the shallow water
on the reef top.

7.3 Maximum wave height on shoal (reef) flat
The maximum possible wave height over the water of constant depth was discussed in
Chapter 6. In particular, theoretical proof and experimental evidence demonstrated
that the ratio of maximum wave height to water depth is smaller than 0.8 which is
often used in engineering practice.
Similar behaviour is observed for waves propagating over the reef top. Coral reefs
commonly grow to about the mean low tide level, and in their mature form, are planar
reefs with extremely flat, solid and quite smoothly cemented surfaces. However, at
high tide, depth-limited waves are able to propagate across the reef top. In the Great
Barrier Reef region, tide ranges may be as great as 3 to 4 m, and water depths of 2
to 3 m over reefs at high tide are common. During the passage of a cyclone storm
surge these depths could increase by 0.3 to 0.5 m, or much more, depending upon the
intensity and path of the cyclone.
Since wave heights are governed by prevailing water depths, depth limited wave
height criteria are essential for determining design wave heights for structures, and of
sedimentological and geomorphological processes on coral reefs. A field experiment
known as REEF88 was undertaken in 1988 at John Brewer Reef on the Great Barrier
Reef (Australia). One objective of this experiment was to study the maximum height
of stable oscillatory random waves, propagating in depth-limited conditions over a
horizontal bed (Hardy et al., 1990; Nelson, 1994). Waves propagate from the deep
ocean onto the reef slope, break on the reef as plunging breakers and then propagate
over the reef top as a succession of bores, before reforming into stable oscillatory
waves at some distance from the reef edge. Data collected during the experiment
indicate that the largest stable H,,/h :: 0.4 value, achieved by an individual wave in a
random wave train propagating over a horizontal bed, is considerably lower than the
usual engineering criterion. Taking into account that H,,,,,,, =
In NH„ we obtain
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0.6.

Recently Gourlay (1994) has published the results of laboratory experiments on
wave transformation over a natural reef profile and provided further evidence that
maximum depth -limited wave heights on a horizontal reef are consistent with the
REEF88 experiment results. Sulaiman et al. (1994 ) has reported the results of
experiments on maximum wave heights on the horizontal reef flat at Sanur Beach in
Bali. For a non-dimensional water depth range 1 .7.10-4 < T
0. 17, the ratio of
9 Z<
maximum wave height to water depth is always smaller than 0 . 6, except for a very
few cases when it is about 0.65.
It is important to note that the lower limit of (H/h),,,ax ratio is applicable to those
locations on coral reef platforms where the distance from the reef edge is sufficient
for waves to reform into oscillatory waves, after dissipating energy due to breaking.
The breaking is initiated by the sudden depth change at the reef edge. Close to the
reef edge waves with larger (H/h),,,ax ratio can exist, but these would be turbulent
breaking waves attenuating rapidly with distance from the reef edge.
In the previous Section, the extended refraction-diffraction equation with dissipation was used to predict the wave height on a steep reef slope. In that solution the
attenuation of waves after breaking is controlled by coefficient IF, which was chosen
to be of order 0.3 - 0.5. This value results from experiments in the laboratory and
in the field. In fact, the origin of the coefficient r can be explained using the same
arguments as for waves propagating over a constant water depth (see Section 6.2.6).
Many reef shoals can be presented schematically as steep underwater structures on
which the water depth changes rapidly from tenths of a meter to a few meters on
the reef top. In such situation, a formation of secondary crests in troughs of the
main waves is observed. Harmonic analysis of simultaneous measurements in an incident region and on a step demonstrates a substantial growth of the higher harmonics
in shallow water areas. A complete, second-order theory for generation of higher
harmonics by an underwater step with a horizontal bottom has been developed in
another paper (Massel, 1983). Using the amplitudes of both the first and second
harmonics (bound harmonic and free harmonic), resulting from that theory, the kinematic breaking criterion (6.182) can be applied to determine the maximum height of
reformed, oscillatory waves on the reef top.
In the case of irregular waves, the threshold downward vertical acceleration, together with Srokosz's formula (4.78), probably offers a more convenient approach for
the determination of maximum wave height on the reef platform.

Real shoals or coral reefs are three-dimensional, and diffraction effects play a
significant role in the wave climate in the vicinity of a reef. These effects are discussed
in the next Section.
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7.4 Sheltering of surface waves by islands
7.4.1 A brief orientation
In many of the world' s ocean regions , the presence of island archipelagoes provide
shelter and this effect has an influence on the wave climate for coasts or ocean basins
located in the `shadow' zones behind islands. The Great Barrier Reef along the eastern
coast of Australia is not one solid barrier, but a matrix of almost 2900 separate reefs
of various shapes and dimensions, covering the distance of about 3000 km. The
Great Barrier Reef is a dominant factor in determining the north-east Australian
coastal wave climate. Along the Norwegian coast there are also many areas with
shoals and islands protecting the coast against the stormy North Sea (Lie and Torum,
1991). Another example are the offshore islands (Channel Islands) of the Southern
Californian region (Pawka, 1983).
Waves incident from the deep ocean are blocked by the island boundaries and are
refracted over the island shoals. The wave energy is partly dissipated in surf zones
or reflected back out into the deep ocean. However, many other mechanisms, such as
wave diffraction, wave scattering and wave-current interactions spread wave energy
into the island lee regions.
It is convenient to consider modelling of wave motion in the island matrix from
both the local and regional perspectives. In the local perspective, a particular island
or shoal is considered under the assumption that waves incident on the island are
known. From the regional perspective, the main objective is to assess the sheltering
effect of a group of islands on the particular coastline or ocean region. Considering
first the local field we use for simplicity a circular island (or shoal) as a model.
7.4.2 Scattering of waves by an isolated steep conical island
Let the origin of a polar coordinate system O(r, e, z) be taken in the mean free surface
of the fluid, and the axes be chosen so that the r coordinate is horizontal and the
z-coordinate is vertical and increasing upwards. An idealized cylindrical island with
toe radius b is situated in an ocean of constant depth ho (see Fig. 7.6). The water
depth over the shoal can be an arbitrary function of the distance r only, i.e. h = h(r).
To evaluate wave height evolution, we use the fact that the incident wave spectrum
is very narrow and the incident wave train can be represented as a regular wave with
the wave height H,.,,,,o and frequency wp.
The complex velocity potential 1(r, e, z, t) should satisfy the following set of
equations:
2

G=V24) + a =0, a<r<oo, -ho < z< -hp,

(7.52)

at z = 0, r >a,

(7.53)

at + g - =o
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Figure 7.6: Circular reef. Definition scheme.

a(p
ar

= 0 at r = a

(for island),

a +O4' • Vh=0atx=-h (r,6), a<r<b,

Oz

0 at r > b.

(7.54)

(7.55)

(7.56)

The above boundary value problem should be supplemented by Sommerfeld 's radiation condition , which states that as r oo, only outgoing progressive waves are
observed.
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7.4.2.1 Pure refraction solution
To facilitate the interpretation of numerical results it will be useful to summarize
briefly the pure refraction solution of surface waves around a circular reef. By Fermat's
principle, the differential equation for a ray approaching an island is (Mei, 1983):
dO - ±X
dr r (kr) 2 - X2

(7.57)

'

where:
X = k0b sin ao.

(7.58)

The ao, being an angle between the ray and the normal radius to the depth contour
intersected by the ray, is the incident angle of the ray at r = b. The upper (lower) sign
is taken for rays leaving (approaching) the reef. Upon entering the reef toe at r = b,
all rays first bend toward the center of the reef. The final destination of a ray depends
strongly on the variation of kr versus r. If h(r) decreases monotonically from ho to hp,
the corresponding k must increase monotonically from ko to kp. However, kr increases
monotonically only if a is sufficiently large. Conversely, kr has a minimum within a <
r < b, if the minimum of kr satisfies the condition (kr)min < X < k0b. Then, the
incident ray (characterized by angle ao) cannot pass a critical radius r. at which the
square root in Eq. (7.57) vanishes, and bends away from an island. The angle ao_,
corresponding to the critical ray, is given by:
2
sin2aoe,.

=

((k

(7.59)

If ao < aoer, rays eventually intersect the shore at r = a. Such a case is illustrated in
Fig. 7.7, where the incident wave period T = 14 s, the water depth at the continental
shelf is ho = 32 m, and water depth at the reef edge is he = 2.0 m. The depth on the
reef slope is assumed to be changing as:

h(r) ho +2
he - ho2
- he tanh
r
^(

)1,

(7.60)

in which the reef radius is a = 2000.0 m and the reef edge is re = 2120.0 m. From
the reef edge to the island coastline the water depth is given by:
h(r) = he - (he 2 hp) (1±cos())

(7.61)

where the water depth hp was adopted to be of 0.3 m.
Fig. 7.7 shows that all rays incident on the reef slope with angle ao > aoc,. = 96°
intersect the shore. For all cases where ao < ao_ there is a region in the lee of the
reef which is not reached by any incident ray. This means that in this region wave
energy at the reef shoreline is theoretically equal to zero. In Fig. 7.7, the angle range
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Figure 7.7: Wave rays refracting around the circular island.
AO, corresponding to the zero wave energy at the shoreline, is (-65°, 65°). However,
this result is valid only if the diffraction effects are totally neglected. To improve
the refraction pattern and develop a more realistic solution, we apply the extended
refraction-diffraction equation, discussed in Section 7.2.2.
7.4.2.2 Refraction- diffraction solution with dissipation
Let us consider an idealized cylindrical island, shown in Figure 7.6. In order to solve
the boundary value problem, defined by Eqs. (7.52)-(7.56), we divide the calculation
area into two regions and then match the solutions at the boundary r = b using
continuity of the surface profile and of velocity.

Region 1 (constant water depth): r > b, -ho < z < 0, 0 < o < 21r
In this region the velocity potential F1(r, O, z, t) consists of the velocity potential of incident waves 4^i(r, e, z, t), and the velocity potential of scattering waves
4>,(r, 8, z, t). Thus, we have:
11(r, e, z, t) = I (r, 8, z, t) + 1,(r, 8, z, t). (7.62)
We represent a solution for scattering waves in the form of the Hankel function of
the first kind H^ll (r). Following Morse and Feshbach (1953), and Massel (1981a), we
pose the final expression for the potential 4b1 in the form:
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= -gH

{e_C0Shk0 +h0) °°
2w cosh k h ,

LI Jm(kor) - Jm(kob) H,l„1)(kor)) + BmHml"(kor) ^ cos (m9 ) ¢7,.63)
Hm1)(k0b) Hm1)(kob)J
JJJ
in which Jm(kr) is a Bessel function of the first kind, H,(,1) is a Hankel function of the
first kind, B,,, is an unknown coefficient, and l is a real part of the complex quantity.

Region 2 (varying water depth): a < r < b, -hp < z < -hp, 0 <
< 27r
When a reef top is covered totally by water, the distance a denotes the reef top
radius. For r < a, the water depth is constant and equal to ht. At very low tide, the
reef top is dry and a conical island is formed; consequently, at r = a a total reflection
is assumed.
On the reef slope, the gradient of water depth is large. Therefore, the classical
refraction solution given above is approximate only. To include the diffraction effects,
the extended refraction-diffraction equation (7.23) is used. Thus, (Massel, 1993b):
h
4D2 (r, 0 , z, t) = 2 H R e-iwt cos cos

l
h) ' Em
m=0

e)

1

(7.64)

where:
4(r, 6) = R„i(r) cos(mO).

(7.65)

The function R,,,(r) is a solution of the following equation:

d2R,,, 1

VCC9 dh dR,,, 2

m2

dr ] dr + f k (1 + V)) - 2 J R"` = 0,
dr2 + r + CC9
J

(7.66)

where m is a separation constant (m = 0, 1, 2,...), and is a function of kh, given
by Eq. (7.24). For a dry reef top we assume that the island coastline (r = a) is fully
reflecting, and at r = b continuity in potential 4P and its first derivative with respect
to r, is applied.
In the underwater shoal case, for r < a and h = ht, the solution takes the form:
(_i,,,tcosh kt(z + ht) °O m+l Jm(ktr) l
= -gH
,,, Jm(kta) cos(mO) J . (7.67)
^3(r, 0, z, t)
31
ktht E E„^t Am'
2w a cosh
At r = a and r = b, the continuity in potential 4 and its first derivative with respect
to r, are used.
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Figure 7.8: Attenuation of waves along various radii for island given in Fig. 7.7.
Using the results of Section 7.2.2.2, we adopt an equation governing also the wave
breaking as:
(
m2
d2R,,, [ 1 VCC dh dR,,,
k. 2 ( +
1 /i) - r2 + iryk R,,, = 0.
+ L
dr2 + [r + CCg dr, dr

(7.68)

An example of the calculation , for the same reef as in Fig. 7.7, is shown in Fig. 7.8
for several azimuths and incident wave height H,,,,,0 = 2.0 m.

7.4.3 Scattering of waves by a group of islands
The basic effect of islands bordering the coastline is a blockage of certain directions of
the possible wave approach in the lee of the islands. In some cases , due to the presence
of numerous islands (reefs) with complicated cross sections, only a few `windows' of
exposure to deep ocean waves are open at a given coastal location.
In the simpler case of an ocean of constant water depth having arbitrary distributed circular islands with vertical bottom slopes, the sheltering problem reduces
to the diffraction problem for a system of circular contours.
Observations of wave shadows induced by islands of arbitrary shape are not numerous. The most comprehensive are probably these obtained in the field experiment,
carried out in the Southern California region , to evaluate a numerical model of the
sheltering of gravity waves by offshore islands (Pawka, 1983; Pawka et al., 1984).
The frequency and directional spectra measured in the deep ocean were used as input to the sheltering model and the results were compared with coastal observations.
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The model employs the method of refraction of a continuous spectrum when (see
Eq. (6.9)):
C2CgS (w, 8) = constant along a ray. (7.69)
The ray path is constructed from coastal sites through the island shoals into the deep
ocean. The resulting two-dimensional spectrum at a given location S1 (w, e1) can be
written as follows:
1
8i)

f(e,+oe,)

2--Jf(e,-oe,) So (w, 80)

d01
d-o d80,

(7.70)

in which S0 (w, e0) is a deep ocean spectrum, the angles e` and eo are related by the
transformation e0 = f (e1), and 20i is the fine resolution bandwidth. If dO1/deo is
relatively constant over the integration range, Eq. (7.70) simplifies as:

+o
St (w, ®1) ct; 1 /'f(e, )' so (w, O0) deo. (7.71)
Li f(e1-oe1

The application of Eq. (7.71) assumes that the singularities in dO1/deo are localized and integrable. The fine scale (0.1 to 0.2°) values of spectrum S (w, 81) are
averaged into 1° directional bands. Rays which intercept the islands are terminated,
leaving gaps in the coastal directional spectra. The model predictions well agree with
data at Torrey Pines Beach in a limited frequency range where the unimodal deep
ocean spectrum is appropriate. However, strongly bimodal directional spectra at a
low frequency can occur in the coastal zone in response to a deep ocean swell.
For the Great Barrier Reef, the `porosity' of the reef matrix or density of reefs
varies, from almost complete barrier sections to wave penetration in the northern
sections, to more porous in the central section, where the distances between individual
reefs are quite substantial. The Seasat altimeter data (Young, 1989) shows that
isolated reefs cause a significant reduction in wave height for many kilometers on
either side of the reef itself. Hence, the Great Barrier Reef which appears quite
porous, still acts as a very effective wave barrier.

7.5 Prediction of waves on island ( reef) archipelagoes
At present, the predictions of the interaction of waves and coral reef or island archipelagoes are still mostly based on observations. Lee and Black (1978), and Gerritsen
(1981), reported on the wave-induced processes dominated by a longer period swell
occurring on a fringing reefs in Hawaii. The most of the experimental data of waves on
island (reef) archipelagoes has been collected in the Great Barrier Reef area (Wolanski, 1986; Young, 1989; Hardy et al., 1990; Massel, 1994). These observations provide
information on wave climate only at some individual points. More comprehensive
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information may be obtained by the use of numerical wave prediction models. Such
models must be quite sophisticated to be capable of accurately representing the complex bathymetry of the GBR, strong nonlinear effects which may occur in the shallow
water over reefs and the temporal and spatial changes of a tropical cyclone wind field.
A tropical cyclone is a large scale atmospheric disturbance, having an organized
horizontal motion over an area of more than a thousand kilometers in diameter, but
significant vertical motion only in the lowest few kilometers . Tropical cyclones develop
from tropical depressions which occur during middle to late summer in the equatorial
regions of both hemispheres . Globally, just over 60% of these tropical depressions
become tropical cyclones, to make an average of about fifty such cyclones annually
(Fendell , 1974). Seventy-five per cents of these cyclones occur in the Northern Hemisphere.
Usually a cyclonic wind is represented in the form of a two -dimensional vortex,
characterized by the central pressure , radius to maximum wind , velocity of forward
movement , direction of forward movement , and the position of the storm center. The
position of a tropical cyclone is usually known approximately only, with an accuracy
of -25 km.
Young and Hardy ( 1993 ) used the second generation spectral model (Sobey and
Young, 1986 ) to predict the wave parameters during the passage across the Great
Barrier Reef, of tropical cyclone Aivu in April 1989. The model is based on the
radiative transfer equation (2.185). The source function Q is a sum of atmospheric
input from wind Q2 , nonlinear interaction between spectral components Q, , dissipation due to white capping and bottom friction Qdie. The processes of propagation,
shoaling, and refraction , are included in the left-hand side of the equation ( 2.185).
However , the diffraction of waves around the particular reefs and nonlinear processes
of wave transformation over the reefs are omitted . Therefore , the model is better for
predicting wave fields in larger scale , inter-reef regions rather than in the vicinity of
reefs.
In order to assess the influence of the reef matrix on the wave field, two independent hindcasts were performed . In the first run, all individual reefs were represented
by land, while in the second run all reefs were removed . The comparison of these two
runs with recorded data indicates that individual reefs appear to represent an almost
complete barrier to wave penetration , even at high tides. However , wave energy penetrates through the inter -reef gaps . Although such inter-reef gaps may appear large
in comparison to the size of individual reefs, wave attenuation is still significant.

7.6 Interaction of waves with coral reef bottoms
In contrast to sandy coasts , coral reef slopes and reef platforms are densely populated
by flora and fauna. The various species of coral predominate . Correlations between
water motion and coral zonation on reef slopes have long been recognized by reef
scientists . Recent studies have also identified wave climates associated with coral
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sea bottom
rb
Figure 7.9: Wave forces on a massive coral.
community structures, and some demographic implications of cyclones on localized
coral populations have been investigated (Massel and Done, 1993).
In general, the forces transmitted by waves onto the reefs and corals are a function
of'horizontal components of orbital velocity u and acceleration a, induced by waves of
height H and period T, at given depth of z. Therefore, the magnitude and frequency
of wave forces depend strongly on the wave regime on the reef slope and the coral's
response depends on its weight, size and shape. To illustrate the modelling of the
impact of cyclone waves on coral stability we assume that an individual massive coral
is of genus Porites, with an idealized spherical shape (see Fig 7.9). We also adopt
average density and annual radial growth rate values as reported by Lough and Barnes
(1992), i.e., mean skeletal density p, = 1.45 g/cm3 and mean coral annual radial
growth rate = 0.011 m/year.

7.6.1 Forces on coral
For objects such as corals that are small compared to the incident wave length, it
may be assumed that the presence of the object has no substantial effect on the wave,
and that the flow field at the center of the object extends to infinity. The total force
vector can then be represented as the sum of three components: inertia, drag and lift:
F=1 +Fd+Fi,

(7.72)

in which Pi is an inertia force acting in the horizontal direction, Fd is a drag force,
directed horizontally, and Fi is a lift force acting vertically. The component due to
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inertia is proportional to the local fluid acceleration , while the components due to
drag and lift are proportional to the square of velocity of the fluid (Milne-Thomson,
1960). If a coral is to remain stationary and attached to the surface plane, the force
F must be resisted by the coral's weight and adhesion to the substratum.

Inertia force
The inertia component is obtained as a product of water mass p,,,V (where pw
is the density of water , and V is the displaced volume of the body ) and the fluid
acceleration a. Therefore , we have:
Pi = Cm Pw V a ix, (7.73)
in which i , is a unit vector in the x direction , and the proportionality coefficient C,,,
is called the inertia coefficient. The empirical coefficient C,,, depends on the body
shape and the Reynolds number Re = uD. For a sphere subjected to unbounded
v
accelerating fluid, C,,, = 1.5. However, because coral heads rest on the reef which influences the streamline pattern around them , we adopt a more fundamental approach
based on the kinetic energy concept. Therefore, we represent the inertia force Fi as
a summation of two components , viz.: the product of the displacement volume and
the pressure gradient of the incident wave , and AA due to the mass of the sphere.
Thus, we obtain:
3

F;= 3^pw(^) aix+i

i

.

(7.74)

To calculate APi in Eq. (7.74), we first evaluate the kinetic energy of fluid acting on
a sphere as (Milne-Thomson, 1960):
l3
Ek = P ( -)

( i+ . )
(V3

'a2,

(7.75)

in which he is the distance of the center of the sphere from the reef surface , i.e. h,, = n
The component AFi is related to kinetic energy in the following way (Kochin et al.,
1963):
a2

Ek

8 u8t

19

247rPw(D

)3
a ix-

(7.76)

The acceleration a is calculated at the point corresponding to the center of the sphere.
Substituting Eq. (7.76 ) into Eq. (7.74 ) we finally obtain:
51 (Dl3
Fi = 27rPw 2 J aix = 1.57pwV aix.

(7.77)
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Thus, the proximity of the bottom causes only a slight change of C,,,..

Drag force
The drag force Fd, due to a wave-induced flow, is usually represented as:
F'd = 12PwCdlr(J \2
I

F Iuix.

(7.78)

The drag coefficient Cd depends on the flow regime past a sphere, indicated by the
Reynolds number Re. For typical storm conditions (T
8s, H -- 2 m) and for a
sphere of diameter D = 2 m, we obtain Re Pe 1.5.106. Experiments indicate that for
this Reynolds number, Cd . 0.45 (Newman, 1977).
Lift force
Water flowing around a sphere speeds up as it passes along the sides and creates
areas of low pressure . The flow around a sphere lying on a reef is not exactly symmetrical and a net force arises perpendicular to the flow. We represent it in a way
similar to the drag force:
2
F1

=

2 PwC17r ( 2

u2

iz,

(7.79)

in which iZ is the unit vector in the z-axis direction, i.e. vertical to the reef surface.
The experimental value Cl 0.15 was found for spheres by Hoerner (1965). The
adopted values of Cd and Ci do not include the influence of coral roughness, which
is very difficult to assess under natural conditions. However, experiments with rough
cylinders indicate that roughness of surface does not change the Cd and Cl values
dramatically (Sarpkaya and Isaacson, 1981).

Total force
After substituting Eqs. (7 .77), (7.78) and (7. 79) into Eq. ( 7.72), we obtain the
total force vector:

[51,rpw(D
4

3

2
a

+27r pwCd(D)

2
+ 27rpwC! () u2i .

lu'lu ix +

(7.80)

A trade-off associated with the growth of the coral head may be quantified as the
relative importance (,6) of the drag force and the inertia force:

= IFdl 0.034 K,
lF+l

(7.81)
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is the Keulegan-Carpenter number (Sarpkaya and Isaacson, 1981).
Ds
2 m), the ratio
For storm conditions (H :: 2 m) and a large coral diameter (D
,3 ti 0.1 and the drag force is thus only a small percentage of the inertia force. A
similar conclusion is true for the ratio of the lift force to the inertia force. However,
for small corals, the drag and lift forces constitute a substantial part of the total
force and cannot be neglected. For example, if D = 0.2 m, we obtain K zt; 107r and
,Q 1.0.

in which K =

Resistance forces
Resistance forces are due to coral weight and its adhesion to the substratum.
Attachment strength depends on both the area and the strength of the adhesion.
For massive Porites corals, the ratio of basal area to maximum cross-section of area
6, varies with coral diameter. Assuming that the basal area is a circle of radius rb,
and using data on colony forms reported by Done and Potts (1992), we obtain the
following relationship:

6 = rb Pz^ exp (-1.083 D0-9) . (7.82)
Multiplying the attachment area Ab by the breaking shear strength of the skeleton,
as, we obtain the force that must be exceeded by wave-induced horizontal forces to
dislodge the coral from the substratum:
4FF+Fd) a or
3 Ab

3
F;+Fd>- 3Abo9•

(7.83)

The coefficient 4/3 reflects the non-uniform distribution of shear stress across the basal
area (Timoshenko and Gere, 1972). Experimental data on the breaking strength in
shear as are very rare and uncertain and depend on the porosity of material. We use
an empirical formula from Ryskewitch (Wainwright et al., 1976) to obtain:
09

=

or,

exp(-np),

(7.84)

in which aso is the strength of the non-porous matrix, p is the porosity and n is an
empirical exponent. For our purposes we adopt the value o 200 MN/m2, obtained
by Chamberlain (1978). Assuming that the mean porosity of the skeleton is Pt^ 60%,
we obtain as : 10 MN/m2. Examination of the breaking condition (7.83) indicates
that these shear forces alone cannot break the adhesion and that they are too small
to dislodge the coral head, even when the basal area is only 1% of the maximum
cross-sectional area (Massel and Done, 1993).
However, forces F1 and Fd also act above the base to induce an overturning moment
about the neutral axis, which is perpendicular to flow direction and which passes
through the center of the base (Fig. 7.9). The lift force F`, and the weight of the coral
head G, do not contribute to the overturning moment because they act in the vertical
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plane through this center. However, the overturning moment lifts the upstream edge
of the basal area, and forces down the downstream edge. This tendency creates
tension at the upstream edge (x = -rb) and compression at the downstream edge
(x = rb), which are superimposed on the compression stresses induced by the coral
weight G and the lift force Ft. The resulting overturning moments, needed to break
the coral head from the substratum, are:

G+F1
Ab

2(Ft+Fd)Drb

I

> of

(7.85)

>

(7 . 86)

or
G+Fi 2(Ft+Fd)Drb

Ab + I

in which of is the breaking strength in tension, o, is the breaking strength in compression , I is the second moment of area for the base, i.e.

(7.87)

47r r4b,
G is the weight of the coral head,i.e.:
3

G = 3ir(Pe - Pw) 9 ( D ) ,

(7.88)

in which p,,, is the density of water and ps is skeletal density.
Equation (7.85) expresses the failure condition due to an excess of coral strength in
tension , and Eq. (7.86) gives the corresponding condition for compression. Conditions
(7.85) and (7.86) were examined for water depths from 3 m to 12 m and for corals up
to 3 m in size, under the assumption that the coral is attacked by waves of maximum
height at a given water depth. The basal area was reduced by 20% and 75% for
possible boring due to bioerosion. In each case, the calculations showed that such
waves could not break massive coral from the substratum through the exceedance
of coral strength in either tension or compression. It therefore appears that even
a small amount of adhesion to a consolidated substratum is sufficient to prevent
dislodgement. Therefore, it can be concluded that corals which are dislodged by
storms are either unattached, or attached only to unconsolidated or weak substratum
(Massel and Done, 1993).

Total force balance
For unattached corals, coral heads will overturn about point 0 (Fig. 7.9), and
dislodge from substratum when:

F. (t) D > F, ( t) rb,

(7.89)
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Figure 7.10: Threshold wave height versus coral diameter for various water depths.
where FF(t) is the total horizontal force, F„ (t) is the total vertical force and rb is an
arm of the vertical force with respect to point O. Substituting all forces into Eq. (7.89)
we obtain an equation for the threshold wave height H, which creates sufficient force
to overturn the coral head, in a form:
2 Ul [Cdj cos(wt) jcos (wt)]

+ 6 C, cos2(wt) H2 -

24 pl sin(wt)

1

H - 3 Ps - P"' g6D = 0,

(7.90)

in which:
Ul

_ it cosh(kD/2)
Tp

sinh(kh)

(7.91)

An example of the dependence of threshold wave height on coral diameter for various
water depths is given in Fig. 7.10.
As shown above, for larger coral heads and typical storm conditions, the inertia
force is predominant and drag lift forces can be neglected. Thus, Eq. (7.90) can be
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simplified considerably:
H > 168 pe - pw sinh(kh) 7,2
51ir2 pw cosh(kD/2) P

(7.92)

Expression (7.92) indicates that for the threshold wave height, H depends only on
parameter 8 (see Eq. (7.82)) and on the coral head diameter through the function:
sinh(kh) sinh(kh)

cosh (kD/2) f 1 +

kD)2 +
L 2!1l( 2

(7.93)

1

J

'

However, the non-dimensional coral diameter k D = D is usually of a small
quantity, much less than one. Therefore, we have:
sinh(kh)
cosh(kD/2)

" sinh(kh).

(7.94)

Thus, the height of an unbroken wave needed to dislodge an unattached coral is almost
independent of the coral diameter. This rather unexpected result can be explained
as follows: the inertia force depends on the product of coral mass (volume), which
is proportional to the cube of its diameter, and water acceleration. Because coral
weight is also proportional to the cube of diameter, the balance of the overturning
and stabilizing forces involves only water acceleration at the coral, center, parameter
8, which is weakly dependent on the coral diameter.
In another extreme case, if we neglect totally the inertia force, we obtain:
(Cd + 8 CI) _2H2 cosh2 k(z + h)) 4 p9 pw8
D
T'2
sinh) - 3 pw 9

(7.95)

7.6.2 Velocity field around coral
Let us consider the velocity potential P, close to the coral head, in the form (MilneThomson, 1960):
3
z)=Ux 1+
16 16r +i
1 )}'

(7.96)

in which r and rl are the distances from the center of the sphere and its image in the
bottom, respectively. Hence:

r= x2+y2+Iz---1 and r1=

(7.97)
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For simplicity, the origin of a coordinate system is taken as the point in which the
sphere touches the bottom . There is only a weak dependence on the vertical coordinate, so the ambient velocity U is calculated at a level corresponding to the sphere
center, i.e.:

U

xrH cosh (k °)
Tp sinh(kh)

7. 98 )

Velocity at the bottom is found simply by differentiation of the velocity potential
(D(x, y, z ). In particular , for maximum velocity at the sea bottom , in the cross-section
perpendicular to direction of flow, we obtain:

u"`°x(y) -

D
7rH cosh k )
Tp sinh (

33

2

l

kh) S 1 + 32 (1 + ( DL)') J , (7.99)

in which y is a distance from the plane of symmetry of flow . The term in brackets
represents the enhancement of wave-induced velocity due to the presence of the sphere.
For wave height H = 2.0 m , wave period Tp = 7.0 s, water depth h = 6.0 m, coral
diameter D = 1.5 m , the ambient velocity is 1.05 m /s, while the velocity at the
coral base edge is ct^ 1.77 times higher , and the velocity at a distance equal to the
coral radius is 1.38 times higher than the ambient velocity.

7.6.3 Probability of coral dislodgement or persistence
The threshold wave height H, needed to overturn a coral of a given diameter, is
associated with the specific return period TR(H) (or average time between storms) of
storm or cyclone conditions, which induce waves of this height. If a coral occupies a
location for L years, the encounter probability E(L, TR) for a wave exceeding height
H, during the L years of coral life (Borgman, 1963), is:

E(L,TR)=1-

(

L
1 - R.
)

(7.100)

The encounter probability E is the probability that the design wave is equalled or
exceeded during a period L. Thus, the probability of survival of a massive coral to a
given age at a given water depth P can be defined as:
7,R)
P=1-E=^1- 1

.

(7.101)

In habitats exposed to both short period waves and swell, survival probability generally decreases with increasing coral age and the rate of this decrease depends strongly
on the water depth. An example of probability of survival of massive corals situated
on the exposed reef slope, at various water depths, is given in Fig. 7.11.
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Figure 7.11: Probability of survival as a function of coral age for three water depths.
For corals of 20 years of age, the probability of survival is equal to - 95% at water
depth h = 12 m and only - 30% at water depth h = 6 m.

Chapter 8
Long-Term Statistics for Ocean
Surface Waves
8.1 Introduction
A key step in establishing the structural loading on offshore and coastal structures is
the proper estimation of design wave parameters . These parameters should be related
to the extreme waves in a longer period of time ( 50 or 100 years) rather than to waves
observed on a daily base . Unfortunately, the experimental data on wave heights and
periods are available only for a much shorter duration . Thus, some extrapolation
techniques are indispensable.
In the first Sections we review visual and instrumental wave data and then discuss
the three different prediction procedures for long -term statistics of ocean waves.
In the second part of the Chapter , variability of ocean waves in various regions
of the World Ocean is presented. Fortunately at present , the satellite measurements
provide detailed information on waves also in areas where surface observations are
not available (for example, the southern part of the World Ocean).

8.2 Visual observations of wave heights
Historically visual observations of waves and wind were the first basic source of ocean
wave statistics. Although another type of wave data is now available, visual observations are still the source which covers most of the ocean areas . Initially, the state of
the sea was represented using the Beaufort scale. In fact the Beaufort scale, with a
grading from 0 to 12, gives the gradation of wind speed associated with some description of the sea state . However , there is not a straightforward relationship between
wind speed and wave height. Only in 1947 did the World Meteorological Organisation
introduce the international code for the observation of wind and waves.

There are two main sources of visual data of waves, i.e. data from merchant ships
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and observations in weather ships (Ocean Weather Stations - OWS). Merchant ships
are generally expected to avoid bad weather, thus being subjected to less severe wave
conditions than weather ships. A map of the weather ship stations in the North
Atlantic is shown in Fig. 8.1. The stations cover most of the ship routes between
Europe and North America. The Pacific Ocean is not so well documented and only
a few stations operate in the northern part of the Pacific (Fig. 8.2). Major sources
of visual data are the compilations made by Hogben and Lumb (1967), Hogben et
al. (1986), and Hogben (1988). The book Global Wave Statistics by Hogben et al.
(1986) contains wave data covering a global grid of 104 sea areas. This provides a
very large number of visual observations of both waves and wind reported from ships
in service all over the world.
In the analysis of experimental data two parametric models with a relevant statistical relationship have been used. The first of these is of the joint frequency distribution of wave height and wind speed. The second synthesizes the joint frequency
distribution of wave height and period. The modelling of joint frequency distribution
is based on two formulas, each containing three parameters which are determined by
best fitting of the joint wave height and wind speed statistics, i.e.
H = (Hi +H2)1/2 = I(aU")2+H2 1/z,

J

(8.1)

in which H is a mean wave height observed in each of the 12 classes of the Beaufort
scale, used for observing wind speed U; and H2 is a mean swell height, while a and n
are coefficients in a formula for the mean height of a wind generated waves H1 = all".
The modelling of the wave height and period statistics is based on a `bivariate
log-normal' distribution and involves five modelling parameters, two depending only
on wave height and the others having dependence on wave period.
The final results of the analysis of visual wave and wind data, for each of the 104
sea areas, are presented in tables corresponding to the data covering the whole year
and four seasons (Hogben et al., 1986). Each table contains data in the form of nine
probability distributions of wave height and period, corresponding to all 45° sectors.
There are two sets of visual observations, i.e. those reported by voluntary ships
and those collected on weather ships. The voluntary ships collect data along the
trade routes used by merchant ships, where the need for information is the greatest.
Because observations are made in many different ship types and sizes, there is a large
degree of variability. This variability leads to a randomization of the error and results
in a lack of bias of mean values. The comparison of visual wave heights at weather
ships with visual wave height at voluntary observing ships, collected in the vicinity
of given weather ships, yields the relationship in the form (Soares, 1986a):
Howe = 1.02 + 0.89 H„°5 (m),

(8.2)

in which Hows is a wave height visually observed in weather ships (OWS) and H„°S
is a wave height provided by voluntary observing ships.
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8.3 Visual observations versus instrumental data
Comparative studies between visual observations and instrumental wave data have
been reported since the weather ships were equipped with shipborn wavemeters. Most
of these studies are related to the North Atlantic. In Table 8.1 the resulting regression equations between measured (H,) and visual significant wave height (Hr) are
summarized (Soares, 1986a).
Since these equations were obtained from data belonging to the same population,
they can be combined together to produce a final equation in the form:

H, = 1.47 + 0.84H„ (m),

(8.3)

in which H. is a measured significant wave height. Compiling a data base of 3901
simultaneous wave measurements and observations at OWS (India) in the North
Atlantic, yields regression line in the form (Jardine, 1979):

Table 8.1: Regression equations between measured (H.) and visual wave heights (H„).

Source of data

H, = AH„ + B
A
B

Cartwright (1964)
Hogben and Lumb (1967)
Nordstrom (1969)
Data: Hogben and Lumb (1967)
Hoffman and Miles (1976)

0.88
0.88
0.85

Number of
observations

Correlation
coefficient

1.28
1.23
1.51

892
317
269

0.86
0.86
0.83

0.89
0.85

1.25
1.62

323
323

0.76

Soares (1986a)
Data: Hoffman (1980)

0.62

2.22

93

0.39

Soares (1986a)
Data: two above data sets

0.82

1.72

416

0.72

Jardine (1979)
Hoffman and Walden (1977)
Hogben (1970)
Quayle and Changery (1982)
Final results (Soares, 1986a)
(all data)

0.89
0.78
0.52
1.38
0.84

0.50
2.13
1.19
-0.1
1.47

3901
660
527
58
1577

0.73
0.94

Soares (1986a)
Data: Hoffman and Miles (1976)
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Hv= 0.22Hs+0.78H,+0.83. (8.4)
Instead of using a maximum of the observed sea and swell significant wave heights,
Jardine determined the observed wave height as the square root of the sum of the
squares of the two components, whenever they existed. Regression equation (8.4) is
in agreement with that obtained by Davidan et al. (1985) using the 1968 and 1969
year data from weather ships I, J, K (total number of observations: 2149).
In addition to those North Atlantic and Pacific OWS studies a few other comparisons between observed and measured wave heights in coastal waters or small seas are
available. In particular, Wahl (1974) reported data from three lightships stationed
in Swedish coastal waters. As all wave heights were smaller than 3 m, therefore, his
regression lines may be of interest for areas of very small wave heights only. Other relationships between observed and measured wave heights are published for the Great
Lakes (Liu and Kessenich, 1976), Mediterranean Sea (Bowman, 1979), and the east
coast of the Baltic Sea (Davidan et al., 1985).

8.4 Visual observations of wave periods
Wave period is another wave parameter of which knowledge is required in ocean
engineering and oceanography. The average period of a sea state governs the response
of ocean structures to wave excitation through the relationship between the average
wave period and the natural period of the structural response. Even a slight change
of wave period is enough to make a structure very sensitive, or almost insensitive to
wave excitation. The data on wave periods are very few and the degree of confidence
of the data is usually unknown.
A summary of regression equations, between measured an average wave period
(Ta) and visual period (Tv,), is given in Table 8.2 (Soares, 1986 b). The Tv, denotes
the visually observed period in weather ships. Although the final regression line:
Ta = 0.31 Tv, + 5.61, (8.5)
is applicable to any of the ocean weather stations, one should be aware that this
calibration relation represents only predominant weather conditions. There are indications that systematic differences may exist between the observations made at the
various ocean stations (Dorrestein, 1955).
An examination of data, published by Hogben and Lumb (1967), provides an
additional relationship between wave period (Tv), resulting from visual observations
at voluntary observing ships, and wave period observed at ocean weather stations
(T,,,) (Soares, 1986 b), as:

Tv, = 0.20 T„ + 6.58. (8.6)
Substituting Eq. (8.6) into Eq. (8.5) gives:
Ta

=

0.06Tv

+

7.56.

(8.7)
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Table 8.2: Regression equations between measured average wave period (Ta) and
visual period (T.).

Source of data

Ta = ATw + B
B
A

Correlation
coefficient

Number
of obs.

Standard
error

Cartwright (1964)
Hogben and Lumb (1967)
Soares (1986b)
Data: Hoffman (1980)

0.37
0.32
0.21

5.19
4.70
6.15

0.48
0.50
0.38

834
294
75

1.12
1.00
1.24

Soares (1986b)
(Data: Famita)

1.17

1.30

0.75

1931

Final results (Soarer, 1986b)

0.31

5.61

0.42

1203

1.18

The average period Ta is practically insensitive to the visually observed period
T,,,.reflecting the cumulative effect of two poorly correlated data sets. This effect can
probably be attributed to poor data quality. On the other hand, the visually observed
period should, in principle, be more accurate than wave height because the former
is determined by a stopwatch, while the other is only estimated. Therefore, the lack
of correlation in the data sets might not be representative of the general situation.
Soares (1986b) examined this conclusion using the simultaneous measurements and
observations at the rescue vessel Famita in the North Sea. The resulting regression
equation is:
Ta = 1.7 T„ + 1.30,
with a correlation coefficient of 0.75. The above corrleraltion indicates that observed
wave periods can be as reliable as observed wave heights.
Davidan et al. (1985) compared the visual observation of wave period T„ with
mean period resulting from measurements by Russian pressure-type GM-46 wavemeters. For T„ < 7 s, the ratio 7T,a 1.0, but for longer periods this ratio decreases
and at T„ = 13 s and T. = 15 s is equal to 0.78 and 0.73, accordingly. The standard
deviation is equal to ± 1 s,for short waves, and ± 2.5 s for longer waves.

8.5 Long-term distributions of wave heights
The design of marine structures requires a detailed knowledge of extreme wave or sea
state, corresponding to a chosen return period (for instance 50, 100 or 1000 years). In
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an ideal situation, we should be able to use the data within such a time which include
variations of possible periodic climate. However, usually only the time series of much
shorter duration are available. The general procedure for estimating extreme values
may be grouped into three categories, depending on available initial data (Ochi, 1990):
a) the initial probability distribution is known, b) the initial probability distribution
is unknown, and c) the largest wave heights (periods), regularly sampled during a
certain period of time, are available. A typical example of the first category is the
wave height in deep water for which the Rayleigh probability distribution is usually
considered. In such a case, the probability distribution of the extreme values can be
found by applying the analytical formulations given in Section 4.3.

8.5.1 The initial probability distribution is unknown
There is no theoretical basis for selecting any particular probability distribution to
represent the observed data. Therefore, the estimation of the extreme values is

0

2

4 6 8 10 12 14 16
significant wave height (m)

Figure 8.3: Probability density distributions for wave heights observed in the North
Atlantic; bar graph denotes experimental data, log-normal distribution, - - Weibull distribution.
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Table 8 . 3: Significant wave height data for period 1949 - 1982 observed in the North
Atlantic (sector : 30°N-60° N, 3°W-30°W). Data from Hogben (1988).
Significant wave height
(m)

Number of
observations

Significant wave height
(m)

Number of
observations

0 -0.5
0.6 -1.1
1.1 - 1.5
1.6 -2.0
2.1 -2.5
2.6 -3.0
3.1 -3.5
3.6 -4.0
4.1 -4.5
4.6 -5.0
5.1 -5.5
5.6 -6.0
6.1 -6.5
6.6 -7.0
7.1 -7.5
7.6 -8.0
8.1 -8.5
8.6 -9.0
9.1 - 9.5
9.6- 10 .0

1930
5253
16032
22824
23036
30161
18032
15158
13692
6425
7306
3420
3295
2063
1637
1258
940
709
594
356

10. 1- 10.5
10.6- 11.0
11.1- 11.5
11.6 - 12.0
12.1- 12.5
12.6- 13.0
13.1- 13.5
13.6- 14.0
14 . 1- 14.5
14.6- 15.0
15 . 1- 15.5
15.6- 16.0
16 . 1- 16.5
16.6- 17.0
17.1- 17.5
17.6- 18.0
18 . 1- 18.5
18.6- 19.0
19 . 1 - 19.5
19. 6- 20.0

392
295
183
75
101
87
76
15
30
19
26
13
8
8
4
0
1
1
0
3

Total number of observations 175,459

carried out by approximate methods, through the use of measured (or observed) data.
First of all, the initial probability distribution function F(x) is constructed from the
observed data . Then , the probable extreme wave height , expected to occur in large
number of observations , N, is given as:
Q(x) = 1 - F(x) = N>
The extreme value in a desired period of time can be determined by extending the
probability distribution function . At the same time it is worthwhile examining the
coincidence of the observational data with some known , theoretical distribution functions, such as the log-normal or the Weibull distribution. To illustrate the extreme
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wave height distribution we use the data reported by Hogben (1988) in his Table 1.
Significant wave heights were observed in the North Atlantic in the sector: 30°N60°N, 3°W-30°W, during the period 1949-1982. The sample of data is shown in
Table 8.3, and the experimental probability density distribution is given in Fig. 8.3.
The mean significant wave height for a period of observation, is equal to 3.17 m,
and the standard deviation of scatter around this value is 1.78 m. Using these two
values, the shape parameters A and B (see Table 8.4) of the log-normal distribution
were determined to be A = 0.999 and B = 0.341. Comparison shows that the lognormal distribution provides a satisfactory approximation of the visually observed
data, except near the peak where the theoretical value is strongly affected by a high
occurrence of waves in the range 2.5 - 3.0 m. However, from this figure it is impossible
to make any conclusions on the behaviour of wave height in the extreme range.
To estimate the parameters of extreme waves, the extrapolation of the instrumental or visually observed data beyond the observation range is usually needed. The
extrapolation procedure is carried out in the following steps:
a) A plotting formula is used to reduce the data to a set of points describing the long-term probability distribution.
b) The points are plotted on an extreme value probability paper, corresponding to a chosen probability distribution function.
c) A straight line is fitted through the points, and extrapolated to a design value corresponding to a chosen return period or a chosen encounter
probability.
Various probability papers are available with scales constructed to meet the requirement of a straight line. In these scales, the y is related to the probability distribution
function F(x), and the linear abscissa scale x is related to the variate H. Scale
relationships for the long-term probability distribution were listed by Isaacson and
Mackenzie (1981). For illustration, we apply log-normal scale relationships to data
listed in Table 8.3. Thus, we plot the experimental probability distribution function
on a log-normal grid and compare it with the log-normal distribution, which is represented on this grid as a straight line (Fig. 8.4). As can be seen in this figure, the data
appear to follow the log-normal distribution for the probability distribution function
approximately up to 0.99. For larger wave heights, the log-normal distribution underestimates the cumulative distribution (or overestimates the probability of exceedance
of large wave heights). In particular, the probability of exceedance of the significant
wave height Hs = 18 m, resulting from experimental data, is equal to 2.6.10-5, while
the probability predicted using the log-normal distribution is equal to 5.9.10-4. When
the wave height increases , the gap between experimental probabilities resulting from
log-normal distribution increases too.

Experimental data were also plotted on the Weibull grid, as shown in Fig. 8.5,
using the scale relationships given in Table 8.4. It can be seen that data are not
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Table 8.4: Properties of some probability distributions.

Lognormal
1 H 1 -1(In H-A
H exp
2
2RB fo

Distribution function F(H)

1 In H-A
2nBH exp - 2 B

Probability density function f (H)
Mean H
Variance

Range

exp A + 1222 [exp(B) - 1]
exp (2A + B)

off

O<H<oo; -oo<A<oo; O<B<oo

Fisher - Tippett (FT I)
A
exp - exp ( x A

Distribution function F(H)
Probability density function f (H)

x-A
exp (0 -A
) - eXp
B
B

Mean H
Variance ag

A + -yB (-y = 0.5772...)
Fi

B2

-oo<H<oo; -oo<A< oo; O<B<oo

Range

Fisher - Tippett (FT II)
exp

Distribution function F(H)

lB)
_(B

Probability density function f (H)

Br

Mean H
B

Variance a H

1-n

r 1- 2-A -r2 1- A

<H<oo; O<A<oo; O<B<oo

Range

Fisher - Tippett (FT III) (lower bound)
exp

Distribution function F(H)
Probability density function f (H)

B ('-A) C-1

Mean H
2.I
Variance a 2

Range

B2

r

exp

A+Br 1+C
1+_Zj 7 - 2 1+^1

r

A<H<oo; O<A<oo; O<B<oo

Weibull
Distribution function F(H)
Probability density function f (H)

Mean H
Variance aK

Range

1 - exp -(BX
CBCX C-1 exp --(BX)d1

B l+c
B-2 r 1+T -r2 1+C
0 < H < oo;
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Figure 8 .4: Fit of the experimental data to the log-normal distribution.
satisfactorily represented over the entire range of significant wave height. The Weibull
distribution provides the proper rate of growth of probability distribution function of
extreme waves, but the absolute values of the probability are greater than observed.
This means that the Weibull distribution gives a smaller probability of exceedance of
extreme wave height than observed values. For example, the probability of exceedance
of wave height H9 = 18 m, predicted by the Weibull distribution, is equal to 4 . 10 -5.
It should be pointed out that experimental data toward the extreme values are very
sparse. For example, Table 8.3 indicates that only five of observed waves were higher
than 18 m. Hence, the question remains as to how reliable the prediction procedure
is if we estimate the extreme significant wave heights using a very small number of
observations, in the situation when theoretical distributions for extreme large wave
heights substantially differ from experimental ones. Finally, it should be noted that
dat^ .,llected in Table 8.3 are the raw data, provided by various ships in various
conditions and using various methods of observation. Therefore, we cannot expect a
better agreement with some model distributions as in the case of the measured data.
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Figure 8.5: Fit of the experimental data to the Weibull distribution.
One way to improve the estimation of the extreme values is to use a combination
of log-normal and Weibull distributions . Davidan et al. (1985 ) proposed using the
log-normal distribution for H, _> 1.0, and the Weibull distribution when Hs <
H350%

H$50%

1.0 (H3SO% denotes a median of distribution ). In similar way the distribution of
wave periods can be described . In particular , the log-normal distribution should be
used for long periods (T > T507.), while the Weibull distribution is useful for shorter
periods (T < T50%).
Another way is to express the probability distribution function F(x) in the form
(Ochi and Whalen , 1980):
F(x) = 1 - exp [- 4(x)] ,

(8.10)

in which:
q(x) = ax'exp (-pxk) .

(8.11)
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The parameters involved in q(x ) should be determined numerically by a minimalization procedure.

8.5.2 Probability distributions of extreme waves
The third category of prediction procedure is related to the situation in which the
largest wave heights (periods), regularly sampled (monthly or yearly) during a certain
period of time, are available. If the number of measured data is large then it is
possible to estimate the extreme wave height (wave period) expected to occur in,
for example, 50 or 100 years. The basis for the extreme value prediction methods is
the asymptotic behaviour of the probability distribution function for the maxima of
the relevant random variable. Distribution functions of extreme wave heights, in a
sample of N waves, were given in Chapter 4. However, for long-term of prediction
of wave heights, when number of wave N -+ oo, the asymptotic behaviour of these
distributions should be known. Thus, let us rewrite Eq. (4.193) as:
FH,..az (H...) = [FH (H„ )]N = exp [N In FH (H,,, )] •

(8.12)

When N --+ oo, In FH (H,,.) -* 0, then the probability FHf116S (H,,,.^) entirely depends on the asymptotic behaviour of the probability distribution function FH (H,,,")
atN -+oo.
It was shown by Fisher and Tippett (1928) and by Gnedenko (1943) that, for independent and identically distributed data, there are purely three limiting distributions
for their maxima, i.e.:
• Fisher-Tippett I distribution (also known as the double exponential , the FT-I,
the Gumbel, or the extreme value distribution),
• Fisher-Tippett II distribution (also termed the FT- II, or Frechet distribution),
and

• Fisher-Tippett III distribution (also termed the FT-III).
The basic properties of these probability distributions are listed in Table 8.4.
When all positive moments of the distribution exist, then the distribution has
the FT-I distribution at its limit. If some positive moments do not exist, then the
distribution has the FT-II or FT-III form as its limit, depending upon whether or not
it is bounded above (Muir and El-Shaarawi, 1986). The extreme value distributions
are related to each other, for example, the transformation y = ln(x - D) will transform
an FT-II distribution into an FT-I, provided that D is known.
All of the above extreme value distributions have been applied to ocean wave data.
Petrauskas and Aagaard (1971), Forristall (1978), and Carter and Challenor (1983)
used the FT-I distribution. The FT-II distribution has been applied by Thom (1971,
1973), while Readshaw and Baird (1981), Battjes (1972b) and Borgman (1975)
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Table 8.5: Maximum significant wave heights at weather ships in the Atlantic Ocean
and Pacific Oceans (according Thom, 1971).
Weathership

Latitude

Probabilities

Longitude

F = 0.50 F=0.90 F = 0.96 F=0.98
A
B
C
D
E

62°00 N
56°30'N
22°45'N
44°00'N
35°00'N

Atlantic Ocean
10.7
33°00 W
10.4
51°00'W
10.4
35°30'W
10.4
41°00'W
9.1
48°00'W

14.3
13.3
12.5
12.5
11.0

16.5
14.6
13.4
13.4
12.2

18.6
16.2
14.3
14.3
13.1

I

59°OO'N

19°00'W

12.2

17.1

20.4

23.2

J
K
M

52°30'N
45°00'N
66°00'N

20°00'W
16°00'W
02°00'W

12.2
11.0
7.3

17.1
14.9
11.6

20.1
17.1
14.9

22.9
19.2
17.7

N
P
V

30000' N
50°00'N
34°00'N

140000 W
145°00'W
164°00'E

8.2
14.9
13.4

9.8
17.7
15.5

11.3
19.8
17.4

Pacific Ocean

6.1
11.0
9.8

applied the FT-III distribution. Moreover, the log-normal distribution was used by
Draper (1963, 1966), and later by Earle and Bear (1982), and by Davidan et al.
(1985), while the Weibull distribution has been applied by Petrauskas and Aagaard
(1971), Carter and Challenor (1983), and Davidan et al. (1985).
Kerstens et al. (1988) proposed another method of estimating the extreme values
of wave height based on Bayesian statistics. This method has significant advantages
over the classical method, since it enables all types of uncertainty associated with the
design wave prediction to be handled in a consistent manner.
It should be stressed that the extreme value distributions are applicable to regularly sampled data only, such as annual or monthly maxima. These distributions are
not suitable for data sets containing all of the maxima above a certain level. For such
data sets the compound distributions should be used (Muir and El-Shaarawi, 1986;
The-fu and Feng-shi, 1980).
Let us now illustrate extreme wave height distributions with some examples. As
was mentioned above, Thom (1971) has applied the FT-II distribution to annual
significant wave height, observed by the weather ships located in the Atlantic Ocean
(ships A, B, C, D, E, I, J, K, M), and Pacific Ocean (ships N, P, V). The results are
shown in Table 8.5. Here, the probabilities 0.50, 0.90, 0.96 and 0.98 correspond to
2, 10, 25 and 50 year mean occurrence interval waves. In order to find the extreme
wave heights, Thom applied the rounded ratio of 1.8 as a scale change to the FT-II
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extreme value distribution . This approximate ratio of the extreme wave height to the
significant wave height was obtained theoretically by Longuet- Higgins ( 1952), and
experimentally by Wiegel ( 1949). Therefore , at weather ship P in the Pacific Ocean,
the highest wave in a 50 year period is equal to about 36 m. Moreover , in Fig. 8.6,
the directional distribution of the maximum wave heights, observed at the rescue ship
Famita located in the North Sea (57°30'N, 3°E), is shown (Massel, 1981a).
The highest waves correspond to the NW and SE directions, which is related to
the location of the ship between the British Isles and Scandinavia . Studies comparing of various probability distributions of extreme waves are not numerous. In one
of the latest and most comprehensive analyses, Vledder et al. (1994 ) used threehourly records, collected during a 9-year period at Haltenbanken off the Norwegian
coast ( 65°05'N , 7°34'E), and a 20-year period of storm peak wave heights resulting
from a numerical hindcast of historical data in the Kodiak area in the North Pacific
(51°50 N, 148°78'W ). Several probability distributions have been tried for comparison tests. They include: FT-I, FT-II, log-normal, two- and three-parameter Weibull
distribution being truncated, having the following form:
F(x)=1-exp

L

-(x

x0)k
+ (xcax0)k

]

for

x>x°,

(8.13)

in which a is the scale parameter , k is the shape parameter , x0 is the location parameter, and x, is the threshold level at which the distribution is truncated.
Despite the variety of probability distributions applied and the various data selection method and fitting techniques, the estimated 100-year return wave heights differ
less than 10%. In particular, for Haltenbanken they obtained 14.2 m < H100yea,. < 15.8
m, with the mean value H100ye6T = 15.0 m, while for Kodiak the corresponding values are 12.1 m < Hlppye6, < 12.8 m, with the mean value H100yea, = 12.5 m. The
half-widths of 90% confidence intervals are of the order of 1.5 m.
Recently, simulation data were used to evaluate the performance of various probability distributions in the estimation of extreme wave heights (Goda et al., 1994).
The Weibull distribution with the shape parameter C = 1.4 was selected as the parent population. The mean value of the estimated return wave heights was almost
the same as the true value , but their statistical deviations were large, depending on
sampling variability.
All methods for determining the probability of extreme waves assume that the
highest wave in 50 (or 100 ) years occurs during the most severe storm in 50 (or 100)
years. However , there is a significant possibility that it will occur in the second highest
storm , or even in other storms. In order to take account of this it would be desirable,
in principle, to measure every individual wave occurring over one, or preferably more,
complete years and to extrapolate the probability of these to the height exceeded on
the average of one in 50 (or 100) years. Such continuous records of individual wave
heights are not generally available. Battjes (1972b) proposed a method in which the
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Figure 8.6: Directional distribution of the maximum wave heights observed at the
100 years period; - - -- 1 year period; - - 1 month
rescue ship Famita:
period.
required distribution is estimated from measured 3-hourly significant wave heights
H9 and zero-crossing period T..
To calculate the probability of exceedance in N years, a calculation of the number
of waves in N years is required. This also involves the waves in periods of low sea
state and those recorded as calms. From a physical point of view, the probability of
extreme waves should not depend on assumptions about the wave period in calms.
Therefore, Tucker (1989a) developed a method which improved Battjes' method, and
calculated the expected number of individual waves exceeding Ho in a year. The value
Ho for which the expected number is 1/N is the N-year return value of an individual
wave height.
In Tucker's concept, each storm is considered as one event, but still takes account
of the possibility of the highest wave in 50 (100) years not coming from the most
severe storm. Let the number of waves with particular values of H3 and T8, during
a year, be N(H„ T8), while the expected number of waves exceeding height Ho in 3
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hours will be defined as:
(8.14)

N3 = Prob (H > Ho 11 H,) 10800/TZ,

in which Prob (H > Ho 11 H,) is the probability that, for a given significant wave
height H„ a randomly chosen wave of height H, will exceed H in height.
Adding the wave numbers for all 3 hours intervals in a year gives the expected
total number M(Ho), exceeding level Ho in a year as:

M (Ho) = 10800 >2 Prob (H > Ho 11 H,) >2 N (H„ TZ)
H.

/TZ.

(8.15)

T.

For convenience later we will define the mean frequency 52 (H,) as:

S2 ( H,) = ET=

N (H„TZ) /TZ
N (H,)

in which N(H3) is the total number of measurements at H,.
Eq. (8.16) into Eq. (8.15) gives:

(8.16)
The substitution of

M (Ho) = 10800 >2 Prob (H > Ho 11 H,) N (H,) SZ (H.).

(8.17)

H.

Using the fact that the total number of measurements at H, can be expressed as:
N (H,) f (H,) AH, x number of three - hour periods in a year, (8.18)
we finally obtain (Tucker , 1989a):

M (HO) =

10800 . 2922 >2 Prob (H > Ho II H,) f (H,) f2 (H,) OH, _
H.

= 3.16 • 107

f

w Prob (H > Ho 11 H,) f (H,) S2 (H,) dH,.

(8.19)

0

Tucker provided two examples of calculations and compared the results with the
conventional computation based on FT-I distribution. For data recorded in the Seven
Stone Light Vessel off the west coast of Britain (50°04'N, 06°04' W) he obtained the
highest wave in a 50-year period equal to H50 = 30.38 m, while the FT-I distribution
gives H50 = 26.95 m. The ratio of the values from both methods is 1.127. A similar
ratio (1.113) was found for data from the Dowsing Light Vessel in the North Sea
(53°34'N, 50°02'E). Carter and Challenor (1989) showed that this ratio varies from
1.12 by a maximum of only ± 1% for a wide range of values of the parameters A and
B in the FT-I formula, and for practical purposes it can therefore be assumed to be
constant.
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8.6 Estimation of distribution parameters
The extreme value distributions considered here present a family of distributions
whose properties depend upon the parameter values assigned to them. The parameter values should be determined to provide the best empirical fit between the distribution and the data. The simplest approach is to plot the individual data points on
the selected probability paper and draw a straight line through these points. More
precisely, the best fit line may be derived using one of the following methods: the
method of least squares, the method of moments and the method of maximum likelihood. The values of distribution parameters, resulting from these methods, will be
different for the same sample of data.
The method of least squares provides the best line fit to the data plotted on
the pertinent probability paper. The resulting distribution parameters correspond to
the minimum quadratic difference between the data points and a theoretical straight
line. In method of moments, the equality of the first two or three moments of the
distribution to those of the data is used. This method was applied above to determine
the values of parameters in the log-normal and Weibull distributions. Finally, the
maximum likelihood method provides the estimated parameters which give the data
sample the highest probability of being observed. The data sample is considered
to consist of a series of independent observations from the same distribution. The
method of maximum likelihood selects values of each parameter which maximizes the
so called likelihood function L:
L (H1, H2, ... Hn) _ I

n
i_l

f ( Hi)

(8.20)

in which f is a probability density of the chosen distribution and Hi are the measured
wave heights. Since most of the common density functions have an exponential form,
the maximum likelihood estimator is obtained by maximizing the logarithm of L. The
method of maximum likelihood provides estimated parameters which are unbiased and
possess the smallest variance of the estimator (Isaacson and Mackenzie, 1981; Muir
and El-Shaarawi, 1986); Ochi, 1990)

8.7 Goodness of fit tests and confidence intervals
The different probability distributions result in very different estimates of extreme
wave parameters and are usually very difficult to check the goodness-of-fit. A number
of quantitative tests are in use to quantify the goodness-of-fit, to reject or accept
distributions and to choose between various fitted distributions. The most important
are: Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Anderson-Darling, Chi-square, correlation coefficient, residue of correlation coefficient, and minimum ratio of residual correlation coefficient.

If a simple numerical goodness-of-fit test is required, either the correlation coefficient or chi-squared test could be used between the computed and observed heights
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(Bendat and Piersol, 1986). More sophisticated numerical methods of fit tests are
discussed by Lawless (1982).
The closeness of fit of the data points to the fitted distribution is described in
terms of confidence limits on either side of the fitted line. The particular confidence
limits determine the confidence bands within which data are expected to lie with
corresponding probabilities. (The complete derivation of confidence bands, as applied
to any chosen distribution, is described by Borgman, 1961). For given sample size
N, and chosen confidence probability level, a pair of height limits for the particular
statistics is provides. This method assumes the residuals are normally distributed and
is appropriate for the range of data that was used in the fit. It cannot be extrapolated
beyond the observed data, and therefore cannot be used for prediction.
An alternative approach is to use the Monte Carlo simulation to generate random
sets of data which are derived from the best-fit distribution that has been obtained
(Petrauskas and Aagaard, 1971). The spread of this simulated data can then be used
to describe the confidence or uncertainty attached to any chosen value. The major
advantage of this approach is that it can be used for any values of height, including
predicted values.

8.8 Design wave selection
The selection procedure of the design wave height is usually described in terms of
the return period and encounter probability. The non- dimensional form of the return
period is known as the expected waiting time, i.e. TR/r, in which r is the recording
interval associated with each data point (in the case where each data point corresponds to the largest year value, r would be equal to one year). Using Eq. (8.9), we
can relate the waiting time TR/r directly to the probability distribution F(H):
TR _ 1

(8.21)

r 1 - F(H)

If TR > 7, the relationship with the probability distribution F(H) can be simplified as (Isaacson and Mackenzie, 1981):
TR

,:

2

+

exp(y),

(8.22)

in which y = - In [- ln(F)].
In design considerations an additional factor, i.e. the time in which the structure
is exposed to the hazard (the so called life-time of a structure L), should be taken
into account. Therefore, the probability that the design wave height is equalled or
exceeding during the life of the structure L is:
r LIr

E

=

1

-

(1

-

-

i

(8.23)
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When r is associated with the largest wave height during a year, and TR and L are
expressed in years, Eq. (8.23) takes the form:
L
E=1-(1- l

7'R/

(8.24)

which is in agreement with the definition of E given in Eq. 7.100. For example, a
structure with a life of 50 years has a 63.6% chance of encountering a 50 year wave
during its life. If the acceptable risk of encountering waves is only 10%, the design
waves should be associated with a return period of 475 years.

8.9 Geography of waves
8.9.1 A brief orientation
Wind and wave climate varies considerably between various regions of the World
Ocean. Peak wave conditions occur at high latitudes (±50°). In the Southern Ocean,
the almost constant strong winds acting along large fetches generate consistently large
waves, which propagate over very large distances. In contrast, the North Atlantic
Ocean has a more variable sea state.
The amount of energy which is available in the wave field is prodigious. In Fig. 8.7,
the relationship between the average wave power density (in kW/m of wave frontage)
over a whole year and the wave period for three observing stations is given (Salter,
1974). They are: in the Atlantic Ocean - weather ship `I' (India) and Light Vessel
Seven Stones, and Rescue Ship Famita in the North Sea. The total annual mean power
density 77 kW/m occurs at Station `I', and values of 36.8 kW/m and 25.8kW/m are
observed at the rescue ship Famita and the Seven Stones Light Vessel, respectively.
In all oceans, the intensity of wave motion decreases from high latitudes towards
the Equator. In the tropical zones, the frequency of storm winds is 2-3 times smaller
than in high latitudes. However, the tropical regions are the locations where cyclones
(or hurricanes or typhoons) are generated. Due to the complicated pattern of wind
field, the resulting storm waves are superimposed upon swell propagating from various
directions. Some parameters of extreme wind speed and wave heights, in various
regions of the World Ocean, are given in Table 8.6, based on data reported by Davidan
et al. (1985). The wind speed denotes the mean value during 100 s. However, the
wind speed during tropical cyclones was omitted from the Table. Confidence intervals
with confidence level of 95% are added in parenthesis. A lot of detailed information
on the extreme historical and present wave events and damage to ships are also given
in a book by Davidan and Lopatukhin (1978).
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Figure 8.7: Wave power in KW per meter of wave frontage as a function of wave
period for three various locations.
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Table 8. 6: Extreme wind speed and wave heights in various regions of the World
Ocean.
Extreme value

Region
Midlatitude zones of the North
Atlantic Ocean
Midlatitude zones of the South

Atlantic and Indian Ocean
Midlatitude and subtropical Pacific;
midlatitude south Pacific

Wind speed (m/s)
TR=30y TR=50y
48
53
(42-54)
(44-62)

Wave height (m)
TR=30y
20
(17-23)

50

55

23

(42-58)
48
(40-56)

(43-67)
55
(43-67)

(19-27)
21
(18-24)

Tropical zone of the North

39

44

16

Atlantic Ocean
Tropical zone of the South
Atlantic and Indian Ocean

(31-47)
32
(28-36)

(34-54)
36
(30-42)

(13-19)
14
(12-16)

Tropical zone of Pacific and tropical
monsoon zone in Indian Ocean
Equatorial zone

33
(29-37)
32

36
(30-42)
35

12
(10-14)
12

(28-36)

(29-41)

(10-14)

8.9.2 Atlantic Ocean
The Atlantic Ocean extents from north to south through all climatic zones. The
number of atmospheric depressions in the Atlantic Ocean is higher during winter
(October - March) and decreases during summer (Massel, 1982a). During tropical
cyclones the wind speed exceeds 40 m/s, reaching 70 m/s and more, and waves can be
as high as 20 m. During tropical cyclone Camille (1969) in the Mexican Gulf, a wave
height of 23. 6 m was recorded. The S.S. Majestic's officers observed waves from 18.3
m to 27.4 m near 48°30'N and 21°05'W on December 29, 1922. The passenger ship
Michelangelo, during a North Atlantic crossing, was struck by a wave that collapsed
the superstructure and broke heavy windows at 24.6 m above the water line (James,
1966).
An observation of waves with heights of 19.6-20.0 m is also given in Table 8.3.
These observations were made in the sector (30°N - 60°N, 3°W - 30°W) in the
Atlantic Ocean.
The data collected from weather ships shows that the yearly mean duration of
constant presence of wind with speed > 25 m/s, in the northern part of ocean in
January, can reach 15 hours (Birman et al., 1980). Once in 10 years, this duration
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is equal to 36 hours, and once in 50 years it can be equal to 40 hours. The wave
intensity also varies substantially between years. For example, at the weather ship
`A' in January 1955, the percentage of occurrence of wave heights bigger than 7.5 m
was 2.5%, but in 1961 it was 40%. On weather ship `D', in January 1952, wave heights
bigger than 5 m occurred at 3% of the time, but in January 1959, the occurrence of
such waves was about 30% (Davidan et al., 1985).
The mean monthly significant wave heights, obtained recently from the three-year
GEOSAT radar altimeter measurements, confirm the high seasonal variability of wave
climate in the Atlantic Ocean. For example, the maximum significant wave height
H, of 6 m occurs at latitude 50° in January, while at the same latitude in June the
significant wave height is equal to only 1.8 m (Young, 1994a). In the North Atlantic
Ocean, values of H, bigger than 6-7 m can be expected 10% of the time and wave
heights of 1-2 m occur 90% of the time. On the other hand, visual observations
collected in Table 8.3 indicate that the mean significant wave height, observed during
34 years in the sector (30°N - 60°N, 3°W - 30°W), is equal to 3.17 m. During 12%
of the time, waves are bigger than 5 m and significant wave heights of 1 m can be
expected 91% of the time. Note a close coincidence of both estimations.
In the South Atlantic, 2-3 m seas in December-January were replaced by waves
of a 4-5 m height during September-November.

8.9.3 Pacific Ocean
The Pacific Ocean is the largest ocean with the greatest average, as well as the greatest
observed depth. Especially, in the Southern Pacific, the large, almost unlimited wind
fetches create conditions for generation of large waves. For example, on April 2,
1966, the S.S. Ob's officers measured a wave of 24.9 m using the stereophotogrametry
method. In 1921 Captain Wilson of the Blue Funnel Line, while en route from
Yokohama to Puget Sound, Washington, recorded waves that were higher than 21.3
m. The U.S.S. Ramapo, a navy tanker, encountered a wave of 33.5 m on February
7, 1933, between Manila and San Diego. The mean monthly wave heights obtained
by Young (1994a) from the GEOSAT data shows a seasonal variability, but it is less
pronounced than in the Atlantic Ocean. For example, at Hawaii (22°N, 198°E), the
mean significant wave height varies from ' 2.8 m in January to ' 1.8 m in summer
(June-July).
The southern Pacific has a higher mean annual wave climate with its maximum
in May-November. In the northern Pacific, the strongest waves occur in JanuaryFebruary and the smallest waves are observed in June-August. The difference between the maximum and minimum wave heights is bigger in the northern part than
in the southern part. Moreover, in the Pacific yearly variations are substantial. For
example, in the northeast part of the ocean, usually 15 hurricanes are observed per
year; however, in 1964 only 6 such hurricanes occurred (Davidan et al., 1985).
In Fig. 8.8, the probability distribution and the exceedance probability of a given
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significant wave height H, at Macquarie Island (-54°30'S, 159°E) is shown. Buoy
data were obtained from measurements between November 1988 and October 1989
(Steedman, 1993). The mean value of a significant wave height is about 4.0 m. During
25% of the time, the significant wave is higher than 4.5 m, while during 10% of the
time it is higher than 5.5 m.

8.9.4 Indian Ocean
There are two distinctive regions of the Indian Ocean, characterized by different
climates. The northern part is dominated by the Asian summer monsoon, while in
the southern part, between 40°S and the Antarctic continent, the powerful Westerlies
are located.
The swell generated in the southern Ocean propagates towards lower latitudes,
resulting in a more energetic wave climate in the Indian Ocean. The waves are
consistently larger than those in either the South Pacific or South Atlantic Oceans.
Significant monthly variations are observed in the Westerlies. The highest wind
speeds are found in a broad band between Africa and Australia, where the largest
waves also occur (Mognard et al., 1983; Young, 1994a). A maximum appears in this
region during July. At the latitude -50°, the maximum significant wave height H,
is equal to 6 m in July-August. During the southern Hemisphere summer, H. wave
height falls to 3.1 m. In that season there is a relatively uniform wave climate in
the region between Africa and Australia. The influence of New Zealand and South
America is mostly the reduction of the wave climate during winter.
In the western region of the Indian Ocean, close to the African coastline, between
Durban and Port Elizabeth, giant waves (freak waves) sometimes occur, even during
relatively calm weather. Their front slope is very steep and heights of the waves are
typically 15-18 m. During a 22 year period (1952-1973), in this region eleven ships
were sunk or seriously damaged (Davidan and Lopatukhin, 1978). Two particularly
unfortunate cases were the World Glory, which broke in two and sank in June 1968,
and the Neptune Sapphire, which lost 60 m of its bow section in August 1973. It can
only be speculated that giant waves may account for many of the ships which have
been lost without trace off this coast.
All except one of the eleven incidents involved vessels riding on the rapid Agulhas
Current. This current, generated in the Passat region of the Indian Ocean, flows in a
southwest direction along the African coast. The typical current speed is of the order
2.0-2.5 m/s, and its width is about 90-170 km. Energetic swell, generated at higher
latitudes, propagates against this current. The swell is particularly intensive from
May to October. Waves generated by local winds and superimposed on the swell are
much shorter than it (a typical swell wavelength is equal to about 200 m, and wave
steepness is about 0.08). The kinematics of waves propagating in the current in deep
ocean is governed by the equation (Massel, 1989):
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Figure 8.8: Probability distribution and exceedance probability of a given significant
wave height H, at the Macquarie Island.

C 1 1 / 4U\1/2

(8.25)

Co22Co
Co =
in which Co corresponds to the phase velocity without current. When U = -!Co
- 2C = -C9 (i.e. if the current velocity is greater and opposite to the local group
velocity of the waves), the energy can no longer be propagated. The wave action
conservation law (Massel, 1989) also implies that when the waves are opposed by the
current, the wave height will be large, as not only is the group velocity reduced, but
also the waves receive energy from the current. This can be expressed in terms of
spectral density functions, as in Eq. (6.60). The monochromatic wave analog takes
the form:

A
_
Ao [(2U + C) C11/2'

Co

(8.26)

in which A and A0 are the amplitudes of waves with and without current, respectively.
Equation (8.26) implies that if the opposing current velocity is equal only to 20% of
the wave speed without current (U = -0.2Co), the amplification of wave amplitude is
equal to - 2.1. When U = -0.25Co, the amplitude increases theoretically to infinity
(caustic line is formed). Of course, the waves break before this point.
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A more detailed analysis, using the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, showed that the
giant waves occupy a tiny fraction of the Agulhas Current width but that the wave
height amplification could exceed a factor of 4 (Smith, 1976), which agrees with the
conditions when giant waves are encountered.

8.9.5 Examples of wave climate in various seas

Table 8.7: Significant wave height H3 expected in various smaller seas in the Northern
Hemisphere.
Sea
Kaspiyan Sea

Return period (years)
30

He (m)
9.6

50

10.4

Barents Sea

30

12.8

Sea of Okhotsk

50
30

15.2
12.8

50

15.2

30
50

9.2
9.6

Baltic Sea

Due to smaller wind fetches, depth limitations and presence of ice cover, the wave
climate in smaller seas is less severe than in the oceans. However, the Barents Sea
and North Sea are two of the most severe sea regions . Regular hydro-meteorological
observations are not available for many seas. One well documented sea is the North
Sea. The data recorded at the Frigg platform (59°53'N, 2°3'E) indicate that for 25%
of the time values of He > 2.5 m can be expected, while significant wave height of
3.75 m and higher can be expected 10% of the time. Extreme statistics, based on
the FT-I distribution, gives the significant wave height with a 50-year return period
equal to about 16 m (Tournadre and Ezraty, 1990). In a region 300 km south of the
Frigg platform, data recorded by the rescue ship Famita (see Fig. 8.6) indicated that
a maximum wave height, with a 100-year return period,is equal to 27 m. Cavaleri et
al. (1986) reported the results of a hindcast study of extreme waves in the Tyrrhenian
Sea, which is in the northern part of the Mediterranean basin. Seventy-one storms
were chosen, all dated between 1960 and 1980. Calculations showed that there is a
10% probability that during 50 years the extreme wave height will be 12.8 m. In the
Baltic Sea, the highest waves occur during September-March in northern part, and
during November-February in the central and southern part. It is estimated that in
winter, the probability of waves greater than 8 m is equal to 1.5-2.0%.

In Table 8.7, significant wave heights expected in various seas in the northern
Hemisphere are listed. The values are based on data given by Davidan et al. (1985).

Chapter 9
Measurement, Simulation and
Data Processing
9.1 Introduction
The final Chapter deals with measurements techniques, data processing and simulation methods which apply to ocean surface waves. The measurements and theory are
complementary rather in competition. Peregrine (1990b) mentioned few examples of
interactions between theory and measurements which are fully applicable for ocean
waves, namely: a) observations in nature or laboratory lead to theory being developed to explain it, b) new phenomena predicted by theory lead to experiments being
made to verify the prediction, and c) discrepancies between theory and measurements
stimulate further development of both.
The ideal data base to study particular wave phenomenon would be a number
of actual measurements taken preferably during major storms at the site of interest.
However, in most cases this is unavailable. Simulated data provide an artificial substitute for such records. Usually the simulated wave data are based on the assumption
that the wave properties follow a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variances
consistent with the wave spectra.
The Chapter is rather short and provides only brief review of these subjects. However, many cross-references provide the reader with additional sources of information.

9.2 A single point wave data
9.2.1 Measurement techniques
9.2.1.1 Laboratory wave measurement
The bulk of the available information on surface waves has come as a result of laboratory and field experiments. Laboratory methods were recently extensively reviewed
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by Hughes (1993). In this Section, therefore, these methods will be outlined only.
Wave measurements at a point have been made since the time when laboratory
flumes first featured mechanically generated wave motion. At present, such wave
measurements are considered a routine laboratory capability. The variety of instruments (wave gauges) used to obtain information on surface waves can be grouped into
resistance, capacitance and pressure type gauges.

Resistance wave gauges
Resistance wave gauges are usually formed from two parallel wires, separated
by a fixed distance. During gauge operation, the conductance between the wires is
recorded. The measured conductance is proportional to the length of wire beneath the
wave surface. This means that changes in sea surface elevation, change the recorded
conductance. The gauge exhibits good linear response and possesses a resolution of
about f 0.1 mm.

Capacitance wave gauges
In the capacitance wave gauge, the principle of linear variation of capacitance
with sea surface elevation change is used. The capacitor is formed from insulated
wire held taut by a supporting rod, with water serving as a `ground'. The single-wire
capacitance wave gauge demonstrates good linearity and dynamic response over a
reasonable length, and is stable over a sufficiently long time.

Pressure transducers
Measurement of surface waves with pressure transducers has been practiced since
1947. Although measuring subsurface pressure for evaluation of the wave height is
practically feasible, an explicit transfer relationship between the wave pressure and
the wave height is necessary. Unfortunately, some controversy over the adequacy of
the transfer function still exists.
The first-order expression for wave pressure head HP = p/pg is related to the
surface wave height, H, by:
H
P
H= K
P

where KP is the pressure response factor.
The linear wave theory gives:
coshk(h - z)
KP cosh kh
where z is the depth of the pressure sensor under the still water level, and h is the
water depth.
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To account for the difference between theory and observation, an empirical correction factor, N, is usually introduced:

(9.3)

H=NHP.
P

In an engineering application a typical value of N is equal to 1.25. However, a recent
review by Bishop and Donelan (1987) showed a considerable difference of opinions on
this issue. To attempt to resolve discrepancies, tests were conducted by Bishop and
Donelan (1987), Kuo and Chiu (1994), and Townsend and Fenton (1995). Results of
the first series of experiments indicated that the linear theory is adequate to compensate pressure records to give surface wave heights to within five per cent. However,
only spectral analysis of the data, not a wave-by-wave analysis, can give adequate results. Thus, the relationship between surface wave elevation ( and subsurface pressure
p can be treated in terms of the single-input/output relationship:
H

(w)

=

I

S

(W))

I

(9.4)

where H (w) is a frequency response function, S( (w) is a frequency spectrum of surface
elevation, and Se(w) is the cross-spectrum of surface elevation and wave pressure.
Equation (9.4) implies that the relationship between frequency spectra for surface
elevation ( and pressure p takes the form:
S, (w) = IH

(w)I2S( (w)

or S( (w) = IH( w)I-2SP ( w).

(9.5)

Kuo and Chiu (1994) showed that the frequency response function depends on two
w2z

non-dimensional parameters - and kh, i.e.:
9

H (w) = exp (- 0.905``1
- 0.027J
I for 0. 1 < w?z
5 . 0, and
9
9

kh
> 0.44. (9.6)
-

Formula (9.6) appears to provide a good coincidence with laboratory and field experiments by Cavaleri et al. (1978 ) and Bishop and Donelan ( 1987). However, as was
pointed out by Townsend and Fenton ( 1995 ), this method is only valid at or below
L
14.
h
More recent local methods provide greater accuracy over a wide range of waves. In
particular , Nielsen 's methods ( Nielsen , 1986; 1989) predict wave heights well but they
do not estimate the wave profile accurately . The local polynomial approximation,
introduced by Fenton ( 1986 ), does not perform as well as Nielsen's methods when
predicting wave heights from pressure readings close to the sea bottom but generally
describes the wave profile with better accuracy than all other methods.
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9.2.1.2 Field wave measurements
In wave experiments under field conditions, three groups of instruments are used:
wave staffs, wave buoys, and pressure gauges. Pressure gauges were described in the
previous Section, so in this Section we describe wave staffs and wave buoys only.

Wave staffs
For the wave staff, other principles, besides resistance and conductance principles,
are used. One of them is the so called contact wave staff where the set. of contacts is
distributed along a vertical pole. The contacts are closed when they are covered by
water.
Zwarts (1974) proposed a different wave staff, based on a principle commonly
used in the telephone industry to detect the location of faults in coaxial cables. The
wave measuring staff consists of two pipes, one inside the other, forming a coaxial
cable. Slots in the outer pipe allow the movement of water into the space between the
outer and inner pipes. The configuration of the pipes in a coaxial cable form acts as
the tuning element of an electronic oscillator. An electromagnetic wave, propagating
down the pole, is generated by electronics located at the head of the pole. This wave
reflects off the discontinuity (in the dielectric contact) at the air-water interface. The
length of the unimmersed section of the staff is directly proportional to the period
of the oscillation of the electronic signal. The output of the system is a number of
reflections of the signal during a very small time interval.

Wave buoys
In deeper water, where the supporting structures for wave staffs are not available,
wave buoys are used. They usually are a small sphere, or small platform, which
follow the movements of the water surface. In the simplest case, the internal sensor
measures a vertical acceleration of the buoy. The acceleration is integrated twice with
respect to time, to produce a measure of the instantaneous wave height profile about
the still water level. The response of the buoys varies with wave frequency. For the
most popular wave rider buoy manufactured by Datawell by, Haarlem, Netherlands,
the transfer function shows that the buoy response is essentially flat for wave periods
between 5 and 10 s. Some attenuation is observed for periods between 10 and 25 s.
When a moored wave rider follows the waves, the force of the mooring line will
change. This force is produced by change in buoy's immersion. The wave rider buoy
does not follow the wave surface if the wavelength is less than 5 m (the wave period
is less than 1.8 s). To avoid measurement of unwanted accelerations due to roll and
pitch of the buoy, the sensitive axis of the accelerometer is mounted on a stabilized
platform. To keep a moored wave rider at the correct position, a rubber cord is used
as a part of the mooring system. The stiffness of the rubber cord allows the buoy
to follow waves up to 20 m. A buoyancy of approximately 900N keeps the wave
rider from submerging under the combined action of a 18 m wave height and a lm/s
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current.
A comprehensive comparison of various types of wave buoy is given by Allender et al. (1989). During the WADIC Project (Wave Direction Measurement Calibration Project) which was held at or in the vicinity of the Edda platform in the
Ekofisk field in the North Sea during winter 1985-1986, several wave buoys, platforms and wave staffs were intercalibrated. Authors compared the performance of
a particular buoy against the best estimated data set obtained from the platformbased measurements. Although differences in accuracy have been found, comparisons
for the most important engineering parameters, significant wave height, mean wave
period and wave direction at the spectral peak are satisfactory. Most of the buoys
were directional (WAVETRACK, USA; WAVEC, Netherlands; WADIBUOY, France;
NORWAVE, Norway; MAREX, England) and they measure the surface elevation and
surface slopes along two perpendicular directions. Processing of the directional buoy
data provides information on wave directionality (see Section 9.3).
For large wave buoys, the response of the buoy itself must be taken into account
when calculating the wave parameters, especially those related to directional spreading. The buoy response depends on mooring constraints which are varied by a number
of factors, including current and wind speed. Therefore, a data processing method
which does not assume a constant response is desired. Methods for determining the
total sensor -hull response for the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) network of environmental data buoys were reported by Steele et al.
(1992), by Tucker (1989b) for U.K. data buoys D131 and D132, and by Gnanadesikan
and Terray (1994) for three buoys deployed in the Gulf of Alaska.

9.2.2 Determination of spectral characteristics of surface
waves
In Chapter 3, basic ideas on the spectral description of the ocean surface were given
and some comparisons of experimental and theoretical spectra were shown. In this
Section we summarize briefly practical methods for evaluation of experimental frequency spectra.
9.2.2.1 Data sampling
Let us assume that a record of sea surface oscillation is of duration t. The digital
data consists of N data values with an equally spaced sampling interval of At. Thus:
(n = ((to + nit) n = 1, 2, ...,

N,

(9.7)

where to is an arbitrary initial time and At is a sampling interval. During the wave
experiment planning stage, particular care should be taken in the adoption of the At
value. Let us assume that the frequency band of interest ranges from 0 to ff (Hz)
(w, = 27r f, rad/s).
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The number N of discrete samples, required to describe ((t), should satisfy the
following relationship:
w t

N = 1/2fc = 2fct = '

(9.8)

or
t 1 7r
Ot=N=2fc=Wc.

The fundamental increment At = 112f,, = (! l is called the Nyquist sampling
we

interval, and f,, or we is called the Nyquist frequency. For example, a typical wave rider
buoy records the surface elevation with sampling interval At = 0.3906 s. Therefore,
the corresponding frequency band is (0, 1.2801 ) Hz or (0, 8.043 ) rad/s.
The sampling interval ( 9.9) is the maximum interval required to properly describe
the data ((t). Frequencies in the original data above w, will lead to aliasing error,
which is inherent in all digital processing, but not present in direct analog data
processing. The use of discrete data points introduces a cut-off frequency in the
spectrum, at frequency w,,. This means that all variance in the data which must be
accounted for, must be distributed amongst the bands below wc.

Figure 9.1: Illustration of an aliasing phenomenon.
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However, some of this variance may come from the higher unresolvable frequencies.
Such situation is illustrated in Fig. 9.1, in which two curves of different frequencies
have been fitted to the same data. Only the continuous curve may be resolved, and
the variance must be attributed to that, yet the data may be generated completely
by the dashed curve. For any frequency f in the range 0 < w < wc, the higher
frequencies which are aliased with we are defined by:
(2wc±w),(4wc±w),...,(2nwc±w),... (9.10)
7r
If t = -, the harmonic with frequency w becomes:
we

cos (wt) = cos I (2nwc f w) wc

I = cos I We I .

(9.11)

Thus, all data at frequencies (2nwc ± w) have the same cosine function as data at
frequency w, when sampled at points 7r apart. For example, the wave rider buoy
data (At = 0.3906 s, we = 8.043 rad/s)Wcat frequency w = 6 rad/s would be aliased
with data at the frequencies 10.086 rad/s, 22.086 rad/s, 26.172 rad/s, and so forth.
Similarly, the power at these higher frequencies is aliased with the power in the lower
frequencies. Thus, the true spectrum would be folded into the aliased spectrum.
9.2.2.2 Standardization of data , trend removal and filtering
Prior to calculating the frequency spectrum of surface elevation (, various preliminary
operations are usually applied to the data, i.e. data standardization, trend removal
and filtering. To standardize the ( values we present them in a non-dimensional form:
Sn

=

(nab

^,

(9.12)

where:
N

N^(n•

(9.13)

n=1

For a stationary ergodic process, the quantity C is an unbiased estimate of the true
mean value. The unbiased estimate of the standard deviation of data (n is given by:
r N 11/2

°S = I N

1

((n

-

()2J

(9.14)

Especially in the case of wave orbital velocity measurements in a coastal zone, in
regions with a large tidal motion , removal of the spurious trend or low frequency
components , with a wavelength longer than the record length, is usually required.
The most common technique for trend removal is to fit a low-order polynomial to the
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data using the least square method. Thus, we assume that the original wave data
{(n} can be approximated by a polynomial of order K:
K
n

= b k (n L t)k n = 1, 2, ... , N.

(9.15)

k=0

A `least squares' fit provides a system of equations for unknown coefficients bk as
(Bendat and Piersol, 1986):
K

N

E bk E ( nOt)k+m

N
=

E

(n( n

O t)m, m = 0,1, 2, ... , = K. (9.16)

k=0 n=1 n=1

Assuming that K = 1, we obtain:
_ 2(2N+1 )E 1(n- 6 En 1n(n

b0 N(N - 1)
b1= 12En 1n(n-6 (N+1)En 1(n
OtN(N - 1)(N + 1)

(9.17)

(9.18)

The corrected time series ^n now becomes:
K
(„(nIt) = (n(nLt) - E bk(nLt)k.

(9.19)

k=0

Filtering of wave data prior to a detailed analysis is desirable for various reasons. If
we are particularly interested in wind-induced waves, the swell component should be
filtered out. On the other hand, if we concentrate on the most energetic part of the
wave spectrum only, the high frequency components with negligible energy should be
removed by filtering.
Digital filtering can be performed in either the time domain or the frequency
domain. A detailed description of those filtering procedures can be found elsewhere,
so they are not repeated here (Otnes and Enochson, 1972).
9.2.2.3 Calculation of frequency spectra

Frequency spectra are usually estimated by either of two methods. The first one is
based on the Wiener-Khinchine theorem (1.45) and is called the Blackman-Tukey
procedure. In the second method, called the Cooley-Tukey method, the direct Fast
Fourier Transformation is used. In the following , we briefly discuss both methods.

Blackman-Tukey method
The Blackman-Tukey procedure requires calculations in the following steps:
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1. Subtracting a mean value from digital data {(n}, trend removing and filtering
(if necessary).
2. Calculating of the autocorrelation function:
1 `"
K (rOt ) =

E (n (n+r,
N - r n=1

(9.20)

r= 0 ,1 ,2 ) . .

where r is called the lag number and m is the maximum lag number (m <
N). Selection of the m value, which provides the optimum estimate for the
autocorrelation function, will be discussed later. A finite value of m implies
that surface elevations ((t), at times t > mAt are uncorrelated.
3. Suppression of the spectrum leakage using a window for the autocorrelation
function. Such window tapers the autocorrelation function to eliminate the
discontinuity at the end of function K. There are numerous such windows in
use. A typical window is the Harming window:
Uhr=

2(

(9.21)

1+COSm/

The modified autocorrelation function becomes:

K(rAt) = K(rAt) nhr.

(9.22)

4. Calculating of the frequency spectral density by numerical integration of the
autocorrelation function K(rAt):
m-1

S(wk) = At I K(0) + 2

K (r At) cos

for frequencies wk = k Aw =

k + K(mAt) cos(7rk) (9.23)

/

r=1

K7r

JJ

= 0, 1, 2, ... , m.

M At , k

[((t)]

The estimate S(w) describes the time average of /

2

in terms of its frequency

components laying inside the frequency band: w - I Be) , w +

( Le

), divided by the

resolution bandwidth Be (rad/s). Equation (9.23) `gives 2m independent estimates
of the spectrum . The estimates separated by frequency increments smaller than 2f,
m
are correlated.
For a given bandwidth Be, the required maximum lag number m. is:
2Tr
m BEAt

(9.24)
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The standard error e of the spectrum estimation is usually presented as a function of
the number of degrees of freedom n:

(9.25)

E _ - _

n
2 VN
where
nN
n=-.
m

(9.26)

It should be noted that, for given N, when the maximum lag number m is small,
then the error is also small. The minimum total record length t, required to achieve
a desired error e in terms of other parameters, is given by:
t

21r M At
= =
a
E

.

(9.27)

B eE

Typical parameters for the measurement of surface waves, using the wave rider buoy,
are:

At = 0.3906s, N = 3072, m = 30,
n = 2m = 205, E = V n = 9.8%,

Be = m,t

= 0.534 rad/s.

Method based on Fast Fourier Transform of original data
The direct transform of the data is an alternative method calculating the frequency
spectra. We first assume that the wave record ((t) is given for a finite time interval
(0, t) and is sampled at N equally spaced points a distance At apart. The Fourier
representation of the ((t) record is:
N-1

X (w, t) = At [;n exp [- iwnAt] .

(9.28)

n=0

The usual selection of discrete frequency values for the computation of X (w, t) is:

_2ak_ 2ak
k = 0, 1, 2, ... , N - 1.
wk t NOt'

(9.29)

Fast Fourier Transform techniques are designed to compute the quantities X (w, t)
and publications on FFT algorithms are very numerous. For example, the popular
algorithm, appropriate for binary digital computers, was introduced by Cooley and
Tukey (1965). This algorithm applies when the number of data samples N is a power
of 2, i.e. N = 2". If necessary, zero is added to the data sequence to satisfy this
requirement. The iterative procedure to determine quantities X (w, t) requires the
sum of p terms, where every term involves (N/2) Fourier transforms, requiring 4
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operations each. This gives a total of 2Np complex multiply-add operations. A full
discussion of these matters is given by Cooley and Tukey (1965), Otnes and Enochson
(1972), Bendat and Piersol (1986), and many others.
In practical calculations, the record ((t) is usually divided into K segments, each
of length List. The Fourier Transform of ((t) for each segment can then be viewed as
the Fourier Transform of an unlimited time history record multiplied by a rectangular
data window:

C(t) = C(t) v(t),

(9.30)

where:
(1 for 0 < t < List,

V(t)

(9 . 31)
0 otherwise.

Fourier analysis of finite length records results in inherent side lobes in the spectral
domain. The large side lobes allow leakage of energy at frequencies well separated from
the main lobe. To reduce the leakage problem, it is common practice to introduce a
time window that tapers the time-history data, to eliminate the discontinuities at the
beginning and end of the records to be analysed. There are numerous such windows
in current use. For example, the Hanning data window has the form:

v(t) = 2

-cos

t.

\LAt

I = 1 -cost

J

(LOt)

for 0 < t < List,
( 9 . 32 )

0 otherwise.
If the total number of points, N, cannot be made arbitrarily large to get better
accuracy spectrum estimation, then a reasonable procedure is to overlap the segments
by one half their length. The number of overlapping segments now becomes:
K1=

2N
=2K-1,

L-1

(9.33)

in which K is the number of non-overlapped segments.
The final estimate of the one -sided spectral density S (w) becomes:

S

(wk)

= 2 K1 2 L
Y_ IX ( wk)^ , k = 0, 1 , 2, ... , 2
K 1List, i-1

in which Wk =

(9.34)

2irk,

List
Similarly, the bispectrum B(wl,w2) is estimated as:
1 ^K1`

B(wl,w2 ) = K1 L, Xp(w1)Xp(w2)X( wl +w2).

(9.35)
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9.2.3 Calculation of statistical characteristics of waves
The basic statistical wave parameters, namely surface displacement, wave-induced
orbital velocities and pressure at a given time, wave height, wave amplitude, and
wave period, are the random variables subjected to various statistics which can be
evaluated using experimental data.
Let us consider the N digital data values {xn} , n = 1, 2, ... , N of surface elevation or orbital velocity (or pressure) with an equally spaced sampling interval of At
seconds. We assume that record x(t) is stationary with x = 0. The estimate of the
probability density function of x(t) can be expressed as:
Nx
f(x) = -xN'

(9.36)

where Ax is a narrow interval centered at x, and N. is the number of data values that
fall within the range x ± 2Ax. To find the number N, the full range of x is divided
into a number of classes with intervals of equal widths. The number of data in each
class is then tabulated. This procedure implies that the estimate f (x) is dependent
on the number of class intervals and their width Ax. In an analysis of wave data the
number of class intervals is about 10-20.
The similar procedure is applied to estimate of the probability density function for
a wave height or wave period. Assuming that the total number of waves in a record
is N, the estimate of the probability density function for wave height or wave period
takes the form of Eq. (9.36), in which Ox now denotes the width of class intervals for
a wave height or wave period.
In addition to the estimation of the probability density function, estimates of
statistical moments are also required. Eqs. (9.13) and (9.14) provide estimates of the
first two moments. The estimates for the third and fourth central moments can be
written as:

µ3=E1
(x-'t)
(N
1)N2
(N-2)13,
31
=

µ4=E [(x-x)4] _ N(N2-2N+3)rnq-3N (2N-3)m2

(9.37)

(9.38)

(N 1) (N 2) (N-3)
where:
1

(9.39)

N k=1

Eqs. (9.37) and (9.38) are unbiased and consistent estimates of true central moments.
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9.3 Measurement of wave directionality
In the past, various techniques have been used to measure the wave directionality.
These included arrays of wave gauges (Barber, 1963; Krylov et al., 1966; Panicker and
Borgman, 1970; Borgman, 1979; Krogstad, 1988; Nwogu, 1989; Young, 1994b), pitchroll and cloverleaf buoys (Longuet-Higgins et al., 1961b; Mitsuyasu et al., 1975; Ewing
and Laing, 1987; Tucker, 1989b; Brissette and Tsanis, 1994), and two-dimensional
current meters (Simpson, 1969; Kobune and Hashimoto, 1986). Recently, completely
new methods have become available, namely: stereophotogrammetry (Simpson, 1969;
Holthuijsen, 1983; Davidan et al., 1985), marine radar (Young et al., 1985), HF radar
(Tyler et al., 1974; Trizna et al., 1977, 1980), side-looking airborne radar (McLeish
et al., 1981), and Synthetic Aperture Radar-SAR (Beal, 1986; Alpers and Bruening,
1986). In this Section, sea surface techniques are described, while remote sensing
techniques are discussed, in a more general context, in the next Section.

9.3.1 Measurement techniques
As was mentioned in Chapter 3, the directional frequency spectrum S (w, 8) is commonly presented in terms of the one-dimensional spectrum S (w):
S (w, 8) = S (w) D (8; w) .

(9.40)

The directional spreading function D (w, 8) satisfies the normalization condition:

D(8; w)d8=1.

(9.41)

Three main analytical forms for D (8; w) have been proposed by Longuet-Higgins et
al. (1961 ), Mitsuyasu et al. (1975 ), Hasselmann et al. (1980), and Donelan et al.
(1985 ) - see Eqs. (3.143 ), (3.146 ), (3.147) and (3 . 154). On the other hand , the most
directional wave measurements consist of a time series of various wave parameters,
e.g. surface elevation , water velocity, surface slope , dynamic pressure etc. There are
two basic systems for measurement of wave directionality, i.e. the single point system
and the spatial system . The most common are the following single point triples,
which record three wave properties situated at the same location:
• the heave-pitch-roll buoy triplet

IX, al l
ax ay J

• the pressure gauge-horizontal current triplet (p, u, v).

An analysis of the resolving power of pitch-roll buoy systems shows that, although
such instruments can provide an accurate measurement of the mean wave direction,
directional spectra will be broader, compared with those of spatial array data.
The pressure-horizontal current triplet is recorded by some commercially manufactured current meters, for example, by the Inter Ocean' S4 current meter or the
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Woods Hole directional current meter. The S4 current meter, due to its simplicity
and efficiency, is commonly used for coastal and offshore oceanographic measurements. The instrument is spherical in shape with a diameter of 25 cm. Electrodes are
located on the surface of the sphere; the compass and all electronics, including data
storage as well as the power supply, are located within the sphere. The current meter
measures the voltage, resulting from the motion of water, through a magnetic field
generated by the instrument. At very low speeds, flow around a sphere is laminar
and separation from the rear of the sphere does not occur. At higher speeds, the
flow becomes turbulent. In order to avoid separation from the sphere, the spherical
surface is vertically grooved.
The spatial array system is usually arranged in a linear or polygonal array. Wave
direction is determined from the time series of wave elevation simultaneously measured
by array gauges. The performance of a spatial array is determined by the number
of array elements and their geometry (Davis and Regier, 1977). If there are ne array
elements there are at most 1 ne (ne - 1) + 1 truly distinct lags in the co-array. Other
lags will be redundant, due to array symmetry. For optimum performance, an array
should have as many non-redundant spatial lags between elements as possible (Young,
1994b).
The design of a directional wave gauge, based on pressure sensors arranged in a
equilateral triangle array, was recently reported by Howell (1994). The system records
directional spectra hourly, during a 13-month deployment period. If desired, the
system can provide real-time data simultaneously with internal analysis and recording.

9.3.2 Determination of directional wave spectra
There is a number of possible analysis techniques for experimental data on directional
spreading of wave energy. All techniques can be classified into two groups. In the first
group, the directional spreading function has a predetermined form (for example, a
Fourier series ). The formulations within second group are independent models and
are applicable when the direction spreading form is not prescribed in advance.

9.3.2.1 Fourier Expansion Method
To illustrate the Fourier Expansion Method (FEM), we consider data from pitchroll buoys. The buoy measures a vertical displacement of the sea surface and its
slope in coordinate directions, i.e. S (x, y, t.) , a((x, , t) and a((09 y, t) . Using the
y
Fourier-Stjeltjes integral representation of the sea surface, in space (w, 0), we obtain:

(x, y, t.) = S0 = J f

exp [ik (x cos O + y sin 0) - iwt] dA(w, 0).

(9.42)
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The relationship between wave amplitude dA (w, 8 ) and two-dimensional energy spectrum S(w, 0) is given by:

E [dA (w, 0) dA* (w', 8')} = S (w, 8) 6 b (0 - 8' ) dwdw'dOd8' .
The sea surface slopes

a(
ax =

(1

ax

and at point (x, y) become:
y

lr
f ik cos 0 exp [ik (x cos

f.

=

0 + y sin 0 ) - iwt] dA( w, 0),

oo ik sin 6 ex p ik x cos 8 + y sin 0

09Y

( 9.43)

iwt dA w 0

(9.44)

( 9.45 )

f. fw7r

Covariance functions and corresponding co- and quadrature spectra can be calculated
for any of the data pairs ((j, (k) (j, k = 0, 1, 2). Using the method described in Section
1.3.3, we obtain:
Sjk (w) = Cjk (w) + iQjk (w) ,

(9.46)

where:
pair ((o, (o):

Coo (w)

= f,R S (w, 0) d0
(9.47)

Qop (w) =

0

pair ((o, (2):
x%02

(w) = 0
ksin 0 S(w,0 )d 0

Q02(w) =

(9.48)

pair ((1, (1):

C11(w) =

f k2 cost 8 S (w, 8) d8

Q11 (w) =

0

(9.49)
pair ((2, (2):

C22 (w) = f "„ k,2 sin2 0 S (w, 0) d0
(9.50)
Q22 (w) =

0

pair (( 1, (2):

C12(w) = f

k.2 sin0cos0S (w,0)d0
(9 . 51)

Q12 (W) = 0
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We can now assume that the two-dimensional spectrum S (w, O) is expanded in the
Fourier series:
1 M

S (w, O) = 2 ao + E a,,(w) cos(n9) + bn(w) sin(n9), (9.52)
n=1
or:

M
§('),E))= E qn(w) exp(in9).

(9.53)

n=-M

In our case M = 2. The qn values are related to an and bn as follows:

(9.54)

Thus:
ao(w) = 2qo(w)
an(w) = qn(w) + q-.(Lo), n = 1,2
bn(w) = 1 [q-n(w) - q. (w)] ,

(9.55)

n = 1, 2

2

The qn(w) functions can be written as one integral:
1 fn
qn (w) = -

21r J ,S

(w, O) exp (-inO) dO for

n = 0, ±1, ±2. (9.56)

Comparing Eqs. (9.55) with (9.47) - (9.51), and using Eq. (9.56), we obtain the first
five coefficients as follows:
1 n - 1
ao (w) f S (w, O) d() = -Coo (w) , (9.57)
a -,r 7r

a1 (w)

a2 (w)

r r cos O S (w, O) dO = - Qol (w) ,

(9.58)

- fir
7r✓ 7r
1
7r

J

(9.59)

cos 20 S (w, O) dO =
,r

f ,r

(cos' O - sine O) S (w, O ) d,O =

k2

(C11 (w) - C22 (w)) ,

and
7r
b1(w). _ - f
7r

in OS (w, O) dO = 1 Q02(w),
7r

7rk

(9.60)
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I
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(9.61)

The series must be truncated at M = 2. This results in development of the negative
lobes for spectrum S (w, 0). The negative lobes can be eliminated by using a special
weighting function, which results as the spectrum S (w, O) in the form (LonguetHiggins et al., 1961b):
(w, 0) nt^ ao2w)+3 [al(w) cos 0 + bl(w) sin 61+6 [a2(w) cos 20 + b2(w) sin 20] .(9.62)
As the spectrum is essentially non-negative, Longuet-Higgins et al. (1961b) suggested to constrain the directional spreading function to the parametric form given
in Eq. (3.143). Thus, we have:
S (w, O) = S(w)D (E); w) ,

(9.63)

in which:
22s-1I 2(s + 1) 2s Io - op

D (O, 7rF(2s + 1) cos 2 l (9.64)
Using the coefficients a„ and bn,, given above, the parameters Oo and s can be determined to first order approximation as:
Oo = arctan

bl
( al )

,

a2 + b2
S
=
ao-l
Va+bi

(9.65)

^-

(9.66)

This approach was applied by Mitsuyasu et al. (1975 ) and Hasselmann et al. (1980).
9.3.2.2

Maximum Entropy Method

In Section 4.2.5 the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) was applied for determining
the probability density function of surface displacements in finite water depth. The
MEM is the independent method, used when the function which has to be approximated has no prescribed form. In this Section we use the MEM for determining the
directional spreading function. We consider a single point system which measures underwater pressure and two orbital velocity components. An example of such a system
is the popular S4 current meter, mentioned above.
Wave pressure (expressed in the water column) at a given level z below the mean
water level is:

_ P9

(

P ")

at

r
. J-n

coshk,(z+h)
cosh kh

exp [ik(x cos E) + y sin O) - iwt] dA(w, 0),

(9.67)
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or:
00
p(x, y, z, t) = f f

n

exp [ik(x cos 8 + y sin O) - iwt] dP(w, B),

(9.68)

in which the spectral pressure amplitude is:
B) = cosh
k, (z + h) dA(w, B).
cosh k,h

dP(w

(9.69)

Therefore, the two-dimensional spectrum for dynamic pressure becomes:
dP(w, 8) dP*(wl, B1) = SPr(w, B)b(w - wi)b(B - 81)dwdwldBdB1.

(9.70)

It should be noted from Eq. (9.69), that the directional properties of the dynamic presk(z + h)
sure are the same as for the surface waves, because the transfer function cosh
cosh kh
does not depend on the direction B. Therefore, the directional spreading function, defined on the basis of S4 current meter measurements, reflects the directional spreading
function of the surface waves too.

In a similar way, the orbital velocity components become:
U=f

00 * gk cos 8
f
exp [ik (x cos B + y sin B) - iwt] dP(w, B),
0o

n

(9.71)

w

and:
V = f

f

0

n gk sin 8

exp [ik(x cos O + y sin B) - iwt,] dP(w, B).

(9.72)

,r w

Let us formulate the cross-correlation and cross-spectral functions for pressure and velocities. For convenience later we can assume that velocities and pressure are recorded
at the origin of the coordinate system, i.e. x = y = 0. Thus, for the cross-correlation
of pressure p(t) and velocity u(t), we obtain:
KI(T) =

f oo {

s (w) f ^cosBD( 8;w)d8I e"'Tdw,

(9.73)

and
Svu(w) = CPU ( w) + iQp„ (w),

(9.74)

in which:
C,(_) = 9
k S (w) f

11

W 7r

QyU(w) = 0.

cosBD( B;w)d8,

(9.75)
(9.76)

The vanishing of the quadrature spectral density Q,, (w) is a consequence of the
assumption that pressure p and velocity v are given at the same point, and that there
is no time delay between them.
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For convenience later, we rewrite Eq. (9.75) as:
ff

J 7r D(e ;w ) cosede=

Se (w )

( 9 . 77 )

k'

In a similar way we have:

J

D(e;w)sinade=Cp"(w) '

(9.78)

Se(w) gk

and
2

f D(e; w) sin 2e de = 2

(9 . 79)

Se(w) (W) '

in which CP„ and Cu" are the co-spectra for pressure p and velocity v, and for velocities
u and v, respectively.
It can be shown that the autocorrelation function Kpp(r), for pressure p(t), takes
the form:

K7(T)

)
00
2 f oo { Sva(w

17

l
D(e; w) de

}

1

e"'Tdw = 2 f S

PP ("')

T

Thus:
r
D(e;w)de= 1.

J

(9.80)

(9.81)

The spectra Suu(w) and S""(w) are given by the following relationships:

Suu(w) _ ()2S(w) I

cos2eD(e;w)de, (9.82)

and
S ""(w) = (^k

r

in2;

(9.83)

Equations ( 9.82) and (9.83) can be combined to give:

J ^ D(6; w) cos 29 de = C-(-) - C-(-) w

)2

Spy(w) (gk

'

( 9.84)

in which Cuu(w) = Suu(w ) and C""(w) = S""(w).

For convenience later we can rewrite Eqs. (9 .77), (9.78), ( 9.79), (9 . 81) and (9.84) in
a more compact form:
I7r D(e; w)ai(e) de = /3c, i = 0,1, ..., 4, (9.85)
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in which:

ao = 1; al = cos e; a2 = sine ; a3 = cos 2e; a4 .= sin 2e ,
Cpu(w) w Cp„(w) W
00=1; ^1 =

(9.86)
(9.87)

Spp( w) gk' Q2 = Se(w) gk '

C..(w) - C-(w) ( w 2

(9.88)

Q3= S7,(w) 9k)

Q4 = 2

(9.89)
Spp(w) \gk\ 2

Equation ( 9.85) forms a system of basic equations for the unknown directional spreading function D(e; w). The directional spreading D(e; w) is a non-negative function,
defined within the range (-7r, Tr) and the restriction (9.81), imposed on the directional
spreading function D(e;w), is the same as that imposed in the probability density
function. Thus, it is expected that the directional spreading function can be obtained
through a similar procedure as the probability density function given in Section 4.2.5.
Equation (9.85) is generally insufficient to define D(e;w) uniquely, but may delineate a set of feasible directional spreading functions. These functions contain a
certain amount of uncertainty which can be expressed by employing the concept of
entropy. The entropy is a numerical measure of uncertainty associated with D(e; w).
In particular , the entropy functional in terms of the directional spreading D(e;w)
can be written as (Kobune and Hashimoto, 1986):

(9.90)

D(E); w) In [D(E);,,)] dE).
E J 7r
_
7r

The principle of the maximum entropy states that the minimally prejudiced assignment of directional spreading is that which maximizes the entropy E subject to given
constraints ( 9.85). In order to maximize the entropy functional E by the method of
Lagrange multipliers we introduce parameters (1 - Ao), A1i ... , A4, which are chosen
such that variations in a functional of D(e;w) vanish, i.e.:

E_- f D(e;w) {[ln[D(e;w)]+(Ao-1)+Aiai} de.
I. i=1 JJJJJJ

(9.91)

This gives:
(

4

D(e;w)=exp!- [ Ao + ai( e)
t

i-1

JJ

1.

(9.92)
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The function D (e; w) is the MEM estimate of the true directional spreading function,
based on knowledge of the ai and ,Qi functions . After substituting Eq. (9.92) into
Eq. (9.85 ), we obtain:
4

exp S - I Ao + .^i ai (6)^
f n l LLL i-i

1 ai(e)de = ,(3i•

(9.93)

In particular , for i = 0 we get:
!n

Ao=In

J

4

exp [_ ^ Aiaj ( A)I d8

j=1

}

.

(9.94)

Finally, using Eq. (9.94) in Eq. (9.93), we can represent the set of nonlinear equations
for unknown Lagrange multipliers Ai as:
f Ir[,(3i - ai (6)] exp

1 - ai aj( 6) I

d8 = 0 i = 1, 2, 3 , 4. (9.95)

t j=l

4

Y Aid Ej= Bi, (i= 1,2,3,4),

(9.96)

j=1
in which:
4
1
r
[-i(8) - Oil ai(8) exp I - r.k a1(8) d8,

Aii = f

"

LL

J

1=1

Bi = f [-i(8) - Oil exp I - F,\t at(8) d8,
ir
L t-i

J

(9.97)

(9.98)

and
1\ (k+l) - Ask).

The ask) denotes the value of multiplier A in the k-th iteration, while A (k+1) is the
value of this multiplier in the (k + 1)-th iteration.
The Newton-Raphson method converges rapidly if the starting values are sufficiently
close to the exact solution. In order to generate the `proper' starting values for .j we
assume that the first approximation for the directional spreading function D(8;w)
will be a cosine-type spreading:

D(8; w) = 4 cos 18 2 80 I (9.99)
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Assuming that the directional spreading function (9.99) is a first approximation for
function (9.92), we obtain the following first approximations for the unknown Lagrange multipliers:

A0 2 [in (3

"c3/2)

Al = 2 [in (4 I - d

+

21

'

(9.100)

cos 6o(w), (9.101)

1\2=2[inI-4 )-^ sin Oo (w),

J

(9.102)

A3 = [A0 - ln( 37r)] cos 2Oo(w ),
1\4 = [Ao - ln(37r )] sin 200 (w),

(9.103)

(9.104)

in which ^ at; 5.0 is a best fit parameter.
The main direction Oo(w) is simply estimated as:
Oo(w) .^s arctan

9.3.2.3

(J

Cvv (w )

(9.105)

Cuu (.')) .

Maximum Likelihood Method

The Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) is another procedure which belongs to
the class of independent formulation models. This method provides the directional
spectrum which has the maximum likelihood of conforming to the limited number of
cross-spectral estimates. As a first step in the procedure, the estimated wave numberfrequency spectrum W (k, w) is expressed as a linear combination of the cross-spectra
(Isobe et al., 1984):

(9.106)

a(nk,)ySmn(w),
m

n

in which summation is extended over all measured wave properties, and amn are
coefficients. Using the arguments given in Chapter 3, the cross-spectra S,nn(w) can

be represented as:
Smn(w) =

fk

(k w) d

k

(9.107)

where in are the locations of the particular wave gauges. After substituting Eq. (9.107)
into Eq. (9.110 ) we obtain:

w (k, w) = f w (k', w) w (k, k) dkk',

(9.108)
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in which:
k) a-sk (s -=m)
w (k, k) = E E amn (

(9.109)

m n

Equation (9.108) indicates that the estimate of the wave number-frequency spectrum
can be determined as a convolution of the true wave number-frequency spectrum and
the window function w (k', k'). The best approximation of the true wave numberfrequency spectrum IF (k', w) can be achieved when the function to (k, k) is very
close to Dirac's delta form.
As both the true wave number-frequency spectrum I (k, w) and function to (k, kk')
are non-negative functions, with the best approximation being associated with minimizing the IF (k, w) spectrum, i.e.:
E

E ym (k)

Smn(w)

yn ( k) -^ minimum,

(9.110)

m n

in which

ym

amn (k) =

(k) and yn (k) are given by:

I'm

(k) y;, (k') .

(9.111)

The minimizing procedure, based on the Lagrange multiplier theory (see Isobe et al.,
1984 for details), yields the following final expression for estimate ^F (k, w):
(k w) = C A(w)

(9.112)

Em Lin Smn(w)eik(i -s,)

The normalization factor A(w) should be determined from the relationship between
the wave number-frequency spectrum and the frequency spectrum S(w), i.e. 'P (k, w):
S(w) =

f 'P (A, w) dk.

(9.113)

k

It should be noted that the Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) may be applied to
spatial arrays of any wave instruments (wave meters, accelerometers, current meters,
pressure sensors, etc.) and pitch-roll buoys, by adopting the appropriate cross-spectral
function Smn(w) (Isobe et al., 1984) and (Young, 1994b).
9.3.2.4 Comparison of various analytical techniques
Besides the Fourier Expansion Method (FEM), Maximum Entropy Method (MEM),
and Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM), several other methods are also used. Long
and Hasselmann (1979) proposed a variational fitting technique in which the initial estimate is subsequently modified to minimize a `nastiness ' function, depending
on various properties related to the directional spreading function D (6; w). Haug
and Krogstad (1994) derived a combined Maximum Likelihood - Maximum Entropy
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Method which has been shown to have superior properties compared to the MLM.
Also in use is a Maximum Entropy Method, based on the autoregressive process of
directional waves (Kim et al., 1994). Hashimoto et al. (1987) introduced a Bayesian
Directional Method (BDM) to assess the directional spreading function D (0; w). No
a priori assumption is made on the function D (9; w) which is considered a piecewise
constant function over band [0,21r]. The values of D(6;w), on each segment, are
obtained from the constraints of the spectral cross-correlation coefficients, when the
measurement errors are taken into account.

A comparison of various analysis methods yields the following conclusions (Kim
et al., 1994; Benoit, 1994; Young, 1994b):
1. The Fourier Expansion Method (FEM) can be very easily implemented, but it
often has the shortcoming of producing a negative spectral value.
2. Although the MLM produces a superior representation of the directional spreading, when applied to pitch-roll buoy data, the improvement is only marginal.
3. The MEM, based on a probability density distribution of directional waves,
shows an overall better performance than the MEM based on autoregressive
processes and FEM. The MEM is able to describe asymmetric, multiple-peaked
spectra.
4. The combined MLM/MEM has superior properties, compared to MLM.

5. Although rather difficult to implement, the BDM provides a very accurate estimate of the true directional spreading function, without any side lobes. This
applies even when the distance between the wave gauges is twice that of the
wavelength. It is the preferred method when at least four wave properties are
simultaneously recorded. When only three elements are measured, the MLM or
MEM are recommended.
6. Improved instrument performance can be achieved by increasing the number of
measurement elements in the measurement system, which can be achieved with
a spatial array of wave gauges.

9.4 Remote sensing techniques
9.4.1 A brief orientation
The launch of oceanographic satellites has provided a new and extensive set of data
on the state of the ocean surface. These measurements are of special importance in
a study of the deep oceans, which comprise the vast majority of the globe, where
reliable observations are almost nonexistent.
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As was shown in Chapter 8, ship observations are not accurate and their spatial
coverage is non -uniform. Furthermore, the operation of conventional buoys in deep
regions is expensive.
At present, in terms of ocean surface waves, the most important satellite remote
sensing systems are: SEASAT, GEOSAT, TOPEX-POSEIDON, RADARSAT, ERS1 and ERS-2. An overview of all satellites deploying instruments detecting the ocean
surface is given by Komen et al. (1994). There are three standard active microwave
instruments of principal interest for surface wave detection; namely, the altimeter, the
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and scatterometer. These instruments can provide
global, all weather, day and night data coverage.
A typical polar orbiting satellite orbits the earth once every 100 min, which corresponds to a spacing of 2800 km at the Equator and a mean equatorial separation of
all ascending and descending orbits within one day of 1400 km. As the grid fills in,
the spacing is reduced. For example, GEOSAT which was launched in March 1985
and operated till January 1990 (however, quantity of usable data gradually started
to decline in early 1989), was placed in a 17-day repeat pattern, corresponding to
ground track spacing of 1.475°, i.e. 163 km at the Equator and 82 km at a latitude
of 60° (Tournadre and Ezraty, 1990). This data coverage is still not sufficient for the
computation of wind and wave fields on the typical synoptic scale of weather variability. Therefore, to interpolate the wind and wave fields in an optimal way, the data
must be assimilated with available data from conventional observations or numerical
models.

9.4.2 Application of satellite altimetry
In order to provide some understanding of the relationship between the signal measured by the instrument and the physical characteristics of the medium from which
the signal backscatters, we must first provide some information on the satellite altimeter's operation. However, we will concentrate only on surface wave detection.
The derivation of wind speed at the ocean surface from the altimeter backscatter is
described elsewhere (for example, Dobson et al., 1987).
The radar altimeter is a nadir-looking instrument. The measurement of the travel
time of the reflected microwave pulse yields the position of the sea surface relative to
the orbit of the satellite. The distortion of the mean shape of the return pulse provides
an estimate of the sea surface variance mo, and hence of significant wave height
H,,,° = 4 mo. In particular, the earlier return from the wave crest and the retarded
return from the wave troughs leads to a broadening of the return pulse, which can be
directly related to the significant wave height. The shape of the return pulse depends
upon the statistics of the reflecting surface. For a Gaussian sea surface, the relation
between pulse shape and the root mean square value of the surface displacement can
be computed theoretically (Brown, 1977). To determine a mean pulse shape, several
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hundred pulses need to be averaged, resulting in one significant wave height estimate
about every 7 km along the satellite track.
The comparison of GEOSAT estimates of significant wave height H,,,O against
values from buoys, in NOAA's National Data Buoy Center network, showed that
GEOSAT underestimated the significant wave height by 13% (Carter et al., 1992),
i.e.:
Hlt"l
= 1.13H(°tt).
m°
"to

(9.114)

The correction factor introduced by Hayne and Hancock (1990), to the procedure
used on board GEOSAT, reduced the excess of the buoy data over the GEOSAT
values to 6%.
Recent studies for the ERS-1 altimeter showed a satisfactory agreement for wave
heights up to 4 m. The higher waves are underestimated by the altimeter, relative to the buoy data. When compared with the WAM numerical prediction model,
the altimeter wave height measurements showed the best agreement in the Northern
Hemisphere. In the Southern Hemisphere, the WAM model predicts wave heights
lower than the altimeter wave heights (Komen et al., 1994).
As was mentioned in Chapter 8, mean monthly significant wave height climatologies for the globe, based on 3-year GEOSAT radar altimeter data, were reported by
Young (1994a).

9.4.3 Application of satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a high resolution imaging system. It is based on
the emission of short pulses at an incidence angle of 20° to 25°. The amplitude and
phase histories of the returned signals, from a large number of pulses, are collected
to simulate the signal from a large antenna. The typical swath scanned by SAR is of
the order of 100 km, with a resolution of 20 m x 20 m.
The reflectivity of a moving, random backscattering sea surface is regarded as
spatially uncorrelated (a white noise process) within the spatial resolution of a SAR.
The variance spectrum of such a backscattering surface is a function of position in the
wave field. When this spectrum is known, the imaging problem is reduced to a typical
mapping procedure. For the linear small-wave limit, the mapping can be represented
in terms of the linear transfer function, relating the wave and image spectra.
The dominant backscattering process is Bragg scattering for which the incident
electromagnetic waves interact resonantly with short ripple waves. The resonant
condition is:

kkb = f 2k'o,

(9.115)

in which ko is the projection of the incident wave number onto the facet plane. Thus:
kb = (0, 2ko sin 0) , (9.116)
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where (k is the angle of incidence. This Bragg scattering is the same as, for example,
the scattering of surface waves incident in a region of undulating seabed topography
(Mei, 1985; Massel, 1989).
The two-dimensional, instantaneous ocean surface images contain information on
the two-dimensional wave spectrum (Beal et al., 1986). Extraction of the wave spectra
from SAR image spectra is a complicated procedure, due to processes modulating the
backscattering signal. The most important processes are:
1. Variation in the local angle of incidence associated with variation in the facet
orientation and position.
2. Variation in the energy of Bragg scattering, caused by interactions between the
short ripples and longer waves.
3. Oscillation of the Doppler shift of the return signal which results in variations
of the apparent facet density in the SAR image plane.
A full discussion of the extraction processes and comparison with the WAM model
can be found in the book by Komen et al. (1994). The comparison of spectral peak
wavelength and wave direction obtained from the SAR image with a surface buoy is
reported by Rufenach et al. (1991).
Usefulness of SAR data can be substantially upgraded by using model spectra
as a first-guess input. The combination of using model results and observations to
create an optimal estimate of the sea state is known as the data assimilation process.
However, the description of this process is beyond the scope of this book. A full
explanation of data assimilation can be found elsewhere (Komen et al., 1994).

9.5 Numerical simulation techniques
Marine engineers and oceanographers are becoming more and more concerned with
applying the concept of a directional wave spectrum S(we). The preferred data base
for such an application is a number of actual measurements of spectra taken during
major storms at the site of interest. However, in most cases this is unavailable.
Directional buoys are deployed in some restricted waters where the data are needed
for ship routing and general ocean engineering. Remote sensing techniques are very
expensive and still far from being routinely applicable. In such a situation, simulated
data provide an alternative solution.
In simulation, the common assumption is that the water level elevations take the
form:
MM Ne

((x, y, t) = 2 E E An,,, cos (kn,x cos
m=1 n=1

e n + k,ny sin Bn - w,,,t +

En,n )

, (9.117)
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in which:
Anm = S (wm, en) OwmAOn, (9.118)
(Wm, On) is the directional spectrum, wm and On are the central frequency and angle

in the (m, n) cell of the frequency-angle plane; Awm and AE), are the dimensions of
the cell and the phase enm is an independent random variable uniformly distributed
in the interval (0, 27r).
Equation (9.117) is an extension of Eq. (1.21) for the two-dimensional plane (w, O).
The assumption of random phase leads to the same behaviour as the assumption of
Gaussian distribution of the sea surface when Ne is relatively large. For small Ne,
some modification is needed, i.e. (Borgman, 1982):
A^m l
Mr NNo
COS (k;nmr x COS enmr+
S (x, y, t) = 2 L^ E R
Y1r
m=1 n=1 r=1 \ v R

+ knmr y Sin enmr - Wnmr t + enmr) • (9.119)
The values wnmr and Onmr (for r = 1, 2. ... R) are randomly selected from the (m, n)
cell. When R is four or larger, the surface elevation ((x, y, t) will behave approximately as a normal, even if N is unity.

There are two main simulation concepts, i.e. time domain simulation and frequency domain simulation. In the first procedure, the values of ((x, y, t) for each
time step are simulated one after the other. In second, the discrete Fourier transform of the time series is simulated first. Then, the FFT method is used to revert
to the time domain. As this procedure exploits the speed of the FFT method, it is
much faster than time domain simulation. The various techniques of time domain
and frequency domain simulation have been described by Borgman (1982).

9.5.1 Time domain simulation with a random -phase structure
This method proceeds through the following steps:
1. The N x M x R random phases enmr are determined by generating uniform, independent pseudorandom numbers and multiplying them by 27r. Various pseudorandom number generators were reviewed by Borgman (1982). Useful computer
codes can be found in the book by Press et al. (1986) or in mathematical tables
by Abramowitz and Stegun (1975).
2. The NE) x M, x T uniform, independent pseudorandom numbers Unmr are generated and the frequency wnmr is computed as:
Wnmr = Wm + (Unmr -

0.5)

Owm.

(9.120)
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3. In a similar way, the directions enmr are determined as:
enmr = en + (Unmr -

0.5)

Aen.

(9.121)

The wave numbers knmr are related to the frequencies wnmr by a linear dispersion
relationship (1.20).
4. For a known set of knmr, wnmr, enmr and enmr, the sea surface elevation ( (x, y, t)
can be calculated from Eq. (9.119).
If a time domain simulation of various wave properties (wave orbital velocities, accelerations or dynamic pressure) must be determined for various locations within the
wave, random-phase simulation is particularly useful.

9.5.2 Frequency domain simulation by a random-phase structure
The simulation of random surface waves in the frequency domain can be based on

two different representations of the linear , Gaussian process, which is continuous in
time; namely (for simplicity a wave train propagating along the x axis is considered):
zN

fi(t) = a0 + F_ ( an cos wnt + bn sin wnt) ,
2 n=1

(9.122)

or:
1N

((t)

C

=

o

(9.123)

+ E cn cos ( wnt - en) .
n=1

In the first representation, coefficients an and bn are independent random variables,
normally distributed with zero mean and with a standard deviation given by:
1
an = [S (wn) Ow] 2.

(9.124)

In the second representation, the deterministic amplitudes cn are given by:
1
cn = [2S (wn) Aw] 2.

(9.125)

However, the phases On are random and uniformly distributed in the internal (0, 2ir).
To evaluate the realizations simulated by the first representation (9.122), we express
sea surface elevation (9.122) as a discrete Fourier sum. Thus, the corresponding FFT
pair takes the form (Tuah and Hudspeth, 1983):

[2t
7r(n - 1)(i - 1)
C(7=N
Ot)
- L

n=1

AneXP

7= 1,2,... N,

1

(9.126)
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and
N r 27ri (n - 1)(j - 1)
A. = E t ; (jOt) exp l N l n = 1, 2, ... , N. (9.127)
j=1 L J
The inverse Fourier transform will be exact when Ot&w = N N must be equal to
the integer 2 raised to an integer power. The complex Fourier amplitude coefficients,
An, represents a discrete two-sided Fourier amplitude spectrum.

The procedure for simulation in the frequency domain is as follows:
1. Generate a sequence of paired random numbers , an and /3, , which are normally
distributed with zero mean and unit variance , N(0,1).
2. Calculate the random amplitudes:
an J I On }[s(w)w].

(9.128)

The spectrum S(w) is a target spectrum which should be known from theory
or from measurements.

3. Calculate Rn and en values as:

Rn an

+ bn,

9n = arctan
an
(b

(9.129)

).

4. Calculate amplitudes An (which are random):
A.=N('2 1) exp (ien-1) , n=1,2,. .. , 2 + 1.

(9.130)

5. Synthesize the sequence An by inverse FFT, to obtain a discrete time sequence
for random simulation, ((jAt).
The corresponding procedure for the second representation (9.123) is given by the
following:
1. Generate a sequence of uniform random numbers which are uniformly distributed in the interval (0, 1).

2. Multiply these numbers by 27r, to obtain a sequence of random phase 9n, uniformly distributed in the interval (0, 27r).
3. Compute amplitude An as:
An N [2S(w)Ow] 2 exp ( zen)

•

(9.131)
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4. Synthesize the sequence A„ by inverse FFT, to obtain a discrete time sequence
for random simulation , ((j At) .
Simulation procedures for nonlinear ocean waves are discussed by Hudspeth and Chen
(1979), Dean and Sharma ( 1981 ) and Tuah and Hudspeth ( 1982 ), while for wave
kinematics and wave forces they are given by Borgman ( 1990).
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Appendix A
Symbols and Notation
a wave amplitude.
ar root mean square wave amplitude.
A wave amplitude.
Ab fraction of broken waves.
AO directional action spectrum.
B bispectrum.
Be resolution bandwidth.

ca specific heat at constant pressure.
Cr resistance coefficient.
C co-spectrum.
C wave phase velocity.
C9 wave group velocity.
Cr reflection coefficient.
CL transmission coefficient.
drag coefficient.
C.
D directional spreading function
Dw wave diffusion coefficient.

error function.
erf
er f c
supplemented error function.
E encounter probability.
E[x]
average value of the random variable x.
E. non-dimensional wave energy.

f probability density function of variable x.
f2 two-dimensional probability density function.
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f3 three-dimensional probability density function.
f. probability density function of extreme values.
ff Coriolis parameter.
fe Nyquist frequency.
fe linearization coefficient.
A- friction coefficient.
conditional probability density function.
f (x I y)
F probability (cumulative) distribution.
F6,. probability of breaking.
F,: non-linearity parameter after Swart.
drag force.
Fd
Ft inertia force.
lift force.
F1
g gravity acceleration.
G shear modulus of elasticity.
h water depth.
hb water depth at incipient breaking.
H wave height.
H frequency response function.
mean wave height.
fl

H6 wave height at breaking.
H.w significant wave height (spectral formulation).
H,,,,, root mean square wave height.
H. significant wave height (statistical formulation).
H. visually observed significant wave height.

Hl smudged Heaviside 's function.
Hermite polynomial of degree n.
H[z]
i imaginary unit, i = V1___1.
unit vector in x direction.
I entropy functional.
Io modified Bessel function of zero order.
j unit vector in y direction.
J Jacobian of transformation.
J. Bessel function of m order.
k wave number.

k,,. critical wave number.
wave number corresponding to peak frequency.
ky
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k vertical unit vector.
kei Kelvin function of zero order.
ker
Kelvin function of zero order.
K autocorrelation function.
K intrinsic permeability.
K Dally's attenuation coefficient.
Kr refraction coefficient.

K, shoaling coefficient.
to mixing length.
L wave length..
Lorin minimum wave length.
L likelihood function.
L Monin-Obukhov length.
Lt repetition distance.

G Laplace operator.

YILn

spectral moments of order n.
central spectral moments of order n.

mn

moments of standardized Gaussian distribution.

Mn

n porosity.
n degree of freedom.
ii unit vector.

N wave action density.
N number of waves in a sample.
Nh
sequence of waves the heights of which exceed a certain level.
Nt number of waves in a total run.
0 order of ....
p pressure.
p flux of wave action.

Pa turbulent atmospheric pressure.
magnitude of the surface drift.
vertical heat flux.
quadrature spectrum.
fraction of broken waves.
energy dissipation term.

q
9e
Q
Qb
Q7, Qdis

Qi, Qi

P)

Qin ), Qin

atmospheric input term (Phillips mechanism).
atmospheric input term (Phillips mechanism).
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Q2, Q2 atmospheric input term (Miles mechanism).
QM)atmospheric
input term (Miles mechanism).
Q^M)
in ,
in
atmospheric
input term (Miles mechanism).
Q^n ), Qin 1
Qs, Qs non-linear wave-wave interaction term.
non-linear wave-wave interaction term.
Qn1, Q,a
ro correlation coefficient.

s sheltering coefficient.
s spreading factor.
significant slope.
sl
S phase.
S frequency spectrum.

S,. frequency spectrum of reflected waves.
frequency spectrum of transmitted waves.
St
S symmetric frequency spectrum.

S two-dimensional spectrum.
Si JONSWAP spectrum.
S..

radiation stress component.

t time.
equivalent duration time.
tx
T wave period.
T. measured average wave period.
peak wave period.
Tv

T„ visually observed wave period.
T mean wave period.
To average wave period.

T,,..p,.,,b the most probable wave period.
T surface tension.
U Ursell number.
U wind velocity vector, U = (U, V, W).
current velocity vector, U = (U, V, W).
U
wave velocity vector, u = (u, v, w).
ii
U/ random component of u.
friction velocity.
u■
V1 random component of v.
W/ random component of w.
x horizontal coordinate.

X wind fetch.
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Xeq

equivalent wind fetch.

y

horizontal coordinate perpendicular to the x - direction.

z vertical coordinate from undisturbed sea, pointed upwards.
zo roughness length.
a Phillips' constant.
ac,. critical angle.
13
Q

Q
13
7
7
7i
72

F
r

nondimensional Miles' pressure coefficient.
attenuation coefficient.
constant in the Toba's spectrum.
bottom slope.
proportionality coefficient at incipient breaking.
peakedness parameter in JONSWAP spectrum.
skewness.
kurtosis.
gamma function.
dimensionless coefficient of breaking waves recovery.

6 boundary layer thickness.
6 roller thickness.
6 Dirac's delta.

E random phase shift.
E spectral width parameter.
E shear strain.
< e f > rate of energy dissipation due to bottom friction.
< Eb > rate of energy dissipation due to breaking.
sea surface displacements.
Monin-Obukhov parameter.
local maximum of surface displacements.
vertical velocity of sea surface changes.
vertical acceleration of sea surface changes.
mean of sea surface displacements.

wave set-up, set-down.
B, a angle of wave propagation.
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8 absolute temperature.
K von Karman constant.
A Ochi's spectrum shape parameter.
A longitude.
wave number in deep water.
A
A Lagrangian mulitipliers.
coupling coefficient.
dynamic viscosity coefficient.
An nth central statistical moment.
V spectral width parameter.
V kinematic viscosity coefficient (molecular).
V non-dimensional peak frequency.

VT
V + iµ

Cb

turbulent viscosity coefficient.
complex coupling coefficient.
dimensionless sea surface displacements.
non-dimensional fetch.
inshore similarity parameter.
similarity parameter.

II turbulent stresses at sea surface.
p normalized wave height.
Pa density of air.
pw density of water.
or
2

intrinsic frequency.
variance of surface displacement.

a0

standard deviation of surface displacement.
peak width parameter.

a0

peak width parameter.

as

wind direction.
latitude.
velocity potential.
wave phase.

X

normalized vertical component of wave -induced air velocity.
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stream function.

wave number spectrum.
wave number-frequency spectrum of the surface displacement.
wave number-frequency spectrum of the atmospheric turbulent stress.
radian frequency.
directional mean wave frequency
Nyquist frequency.
peak frequency.
non-dimensional water depth.
mean frequency.
average frequency.
radian frequency.
..,
approximately equals.
ti proportional to.
e partial differential operator.

V gradient operator in three-dimensional space.
Vh horizontal gradient operator.
V2 Laplace operator in three-dimensional space.
vh horizontal Laplace operator.
time average.
normalized value.
* complex conjugate quantity.
!3' imaginary part of complex quantity.
R real part of complex quantity.
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THEIR PHYSICS AND PREDICTION
This book is intended as a handbook for professionals and researchers in the areas
of Physical Oceanography, Ocean and Coastal Engineering and as a text for graduate
students in these fields.
It presents a comprehensive study on surface ocean waves induced by wind,
including basic mathematical principles, physical description of the observed
phenomena, practical forecasting techniques of various wave parameters and
applications in ocean and coastal engineering, all from the probabilistic and spectral
points of view.
The book commences with a description of mechanisms of surface wave generation
by wind and its modern modeling techniques. The stochastic and probabilistic
terminology is introduced and the basic statistical and spectral properties of ocean
waves are developed and discussed in detail.
The bulk of material deals with the prediction techniques for waves in deep and
coastal waters for simple and complex ocean basins and complex bathymetry. The
various prediction methods, currently used in oceanography and ocean engineering,
are described and the examples of practical calculations illustrate the basic text.
An appendix provides a description of the modern methods of wave measurement,
including the remote sensing techniques. Also the wave simulation methods and
random data analysis techniques are discussed. In the book a lot of discoveries of
the Russian and East European scientists, largely unknown in the Western literature
due to the language barrier, are referred to.

"The range of topics and applications is far more extensive; there is much more to
tie together. The treatment is less discursive and somewhat more demanding, but
always clear to a technically-trained reader... should be available to all physical and
dynamical oceanographers interested in applications, and should be close at hand
to graduate students and practitioners of ocean and coastal engineering."
Appl. Mech. Rev.
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